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ST. MARTIN'S - LE-GRAND :

The Post Office Magazine.

JANUARY, 1892 .

The Old Rural Postman's Last

Delivery

T was six on a Sunday morning, by the clock in the new

Town Hall ,

When I shouldered my pouch and started for the very

last time of all .

Cloudy and dull was the weather, and the sky of a middling gray,

Like on many a morning I'd seen it, about the same time o' the day ;

And the rain of the previous evening was shining wet on the tiles,

And pieces of paper and such like was blown in the wind for miles ;

So I ups with my pouch, and waiting outside in the square I found

The lad as had promised to join me upon my farewell round .

Forty -four years of service I'd had since I began ,

Fourteen years of it single, and thirty a married man ;

You mayhap noticed the cottage with a porch in front of the door,

Covered almost with the jasmine I planted in ' sixty -four ;

And a bit of garden behind it, handy, though not very big,

But with room for a frame and a fowl-run , and a couple of skeps

and a pig.

It was there I lived when married ; but my wife was taken away,

And little Jimmy, my second, was born on the self -same day.

My eldest, Simon , was clever, and, to show how he stuck to his work ,

From a common auxiliary postman he rose to be postmaster's clerk ;

He could enter Demurrage Dockets (which I never could under

stand) ,

B



2 THE OLD RURAL POSTMAN'S LAST DELIVERY.

And fill up the Cash Account paper 'gainst any young man in the

land ;

And he studied the Books of Instructions, the Code Book, the

Guide, and the rest,

Till he might have done counter-clerk's duty at St. Martin's-le-Grand

with the best ;

And here was I tramping all weathers nine miles to St. Ann's-by

the- creek ,

While Sime was already paid wages of twenty-nine shillings a week

Now Jimmy was never so clever, though in other respecks not bad ;

: Hewas what the Assistant Surveyor once called an “ exuberant lad ; "

.But the pini I espeshly remembers when I thinks of his rosy face

Mås the wonderfuiway he went whistling all over the blessed place ;

Not resembling å lark or a bull-finch , but a rather different sound,

More justly the likes of a blackbird in old Doctor Tomlinson's

ground,

For the most melodious whistlers as everawhile I've heard,

Were that young messenger boy, sir, and that particular bird .

Well , when he was station porter, on a sad onfortunit day,

A bagful of registered letters went somehows or other astray,

And a Confidential Enquiry came down from the office in chief,

And Jimmy was wrongly suspected of being the actual thief ;

But being suspected of stealing was more than Jimmy could stand ,

Says he, “ I resign this moment, and I'm off to a foreign land ;

So we scraped some money together — for an obstinate lad were her

And he sailed to seek for a fortune in lands far over the sea.

The years went by like lightning and left a white mark on me,

And the office decreed me a pension of thirty -two sixteen three ;

There's a branch, you must know , for deciding when an old man's

got to go ,

Which I think it's the clerk -in -waiting, or the R. and A. G. O.

So, having to leave the cottage, I went to live with Sime,

Who couldn't afford to keep me not more than a limited time,

For besides six female children, he'd a wife as were always ill ,

And rent and taxes behindhand, and a terrible doctor's bill .

So he got me a nomination (which were not a bad thing in its way)

For St. Thomas's Charity Buildings, where you pays one and four

pence a day. [to do,

Says he, “ You'll enjoy it tremendous ; you'll have nothing whatever
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And you'll live in a regular pallus, where they'll board you sufficient

for two.”

And perfeckly right were Simon, for they feeds the hinmates well ,

But the number of rules and restrictions, and continual ringing the

bell,

All alcohol strickly forbidden , and a uniform suit supplied, [ abide.

And that walking about in processions, is more than a man could

I kep' turning it over and over, and distasted it more and more,

Till one night as we sat by the fireside there came a sharp rap at the

door,

And there stood a bearded stranger in a hat with a very broad brim .

“What might you want ? ” says Simon. Says I , “ By George , it's

Jim ! ”

It was Jimmy come back from his travels in lands far over the sea ,

Stout and brown as a carthorse, for remarkably changed was he ;

And he stood and stared from the doorway at the silvery thatch to

my head,

And he seemed to be thinking, thinking, but scarcely a word he said .

For weeks he was strangely quiet, and mostly stayed indoors,

Excepting when gone for refreshment to the Sun Distillery Stores ;

And he'd sit in his chair of an evening and listen to Simon and me,

As we talked about Thomas's Buildings with a pipe and a glass after tea ,

For the time was quickly arriving when my last day's work would be

And good - bye said to the office at the age of sixty -one ; [done,

Still Jim was peculiarly quiet and hardly uttered a sound ,

But he promised to keep me comp’ny on my very last farewell round .

Well, I shouldered my pouch that morning, and who should I find

in the square

But Jim, with a four-wheel dogcart, and a handsome chestnut mare !

So I says, says I, “ Whatever— ” Says he, “ Jump in ; it's right.”

Says I, “ Whose dogcart is it ? ” Says he, “ I'll tell you to-night."

So he pulled me up into the dogcart, and touched up the mare on

2

the ear,

And the postmen in front of the office they gave us a parting cheer ;

They might almost as soon have expected to see the post for St. Ann's

Going round in the Lord Mayor's Carriage, or in Sangers's Circus Vans.

The merry blackbirds was whistling in old Doctor Tomlinson's pines ,

As we drove through the policy gateway and on to the Leadbridge

mines ;
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But when the round was ended and the journey to town begun,

My heart felt heavy within me, for it seemed that my life was done ;

In all the familiar places where I rapped every day at the door,

The sound of my well-known knocking would never be heard no

more

“ Never no more ,” thinks I, “ and a strange roof over my head,

And life in St. Thomas's Buildings from now till the day I'm dead.”

Says Jimmy, “ It's cheap and quiet and convenient, I dessay,

In St. Thomas's Charity Buildings where you've only a trifle to pay,

But wouldn't you rather be going to your own old home again,

To the same old home, ” says Jimmy, " at the corner of Dimthorpe

Lane,

Which has trellis -work up the walls, and a porch in front of the door

Covered almost with the jasmine you planted in 'sixty -four,

And a bit of garden behind it, handy, though not very big,

But with room for a frame and a fowl-run, and a couple of skeps

and a pig ? "

Oh , he knew what I inwardly wanted, for I'd talked of it nows and

thens ,

How I missed the bees and pigsty, and cucumber-frame and hens ;

Yet nevertheless I wondered, for it seemed so strange when I heard

My own identical language, repeated word for word ;

So I says, “Well, yes, I would rather ; but you'll find as your hair

turns grey,

A many superfilous comforts take wings and depart away ;

It's the same as delivering letters : you starts with thirty- five pound,

And the pouch gets lighter and lighter, until you've finished the

round.”

Just then we were close to the cottage ; we could see it from chimney

to door ; [more."

Says Jimmy, “ Let's go there, father, and take a look round once

Well, as soon as we come to the palings I noticed the place were trim ,

And I says, “ Why, it's taken and furnished.” “ Yes, and painted

throughout," says Jim . [ says he ;

Says I, “They've bees and poultry. ” “ And a cucumber-frame,”

Says I, “ And a black and white Berkshire, the same as it were

>>

with me,

And geranium plants in the windows, and musling blinds upstairs,

And they've spent a deal more than a postman could ever afford

for repairs. "
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You sees what Jimmy were up to. I was blind not to guess what

meant,

But I never suspected nothing, and into the cottage I went.

In the porch stood the nicest young woman as ever I saw in my life,

When all of a sudden, mind you , says Jimmy, “ This here is my wife ;

It's time for the hexplanation at the end ofmy little game ;

I've bought this cottage, father, and I now presents you the same,

And all the contents and belongings thereto appertaining I give,

And
may you have health to enjoy them, andmany long years to live ! ”

I couldn't not even say “ Thank’ee, ” for it knocked me right back

like a blow ;

I couldn't take in, all together, such a heap of good news at one go ;

So I simply sat down in the kitchen, where breakfast was ready and

laid,

The new -laid heggs on the table, and the toast and the corfee made ;

Sausages, too, was frying, with a simmering, bubbling sound, -

None of your high -spiced Cambridge, but fresh pork, tenpence a

pound.

And whilst I were sitting looking at all the nice things in the place,

I were knocked out o'time by my feelings, and the tears ran over my

face .

Thinks I, “ I'm a stupid old postman, to sit here with nothing to say :

I must up, and be thanking Jimmy for what he has done this day. "

So I rose to my feet, intending, but never a word I said ;

I couldn't - no, not for a kingdom - so I held out my hand instead :

No words were needed betwixt us in that familiar place.

We shook right hands together, as I silently looked in his face,

And Bessie came round from the window, and gave me a hug and a

kiss,

And I've lived in the cottage, thank Heaven, from that day unto this.

T. S. CLARKE.
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The Postmaster -General.

S

INCE the last appearance of St. Martin's-le -Grand, the

Post Office has been robbed by death of its head, the

Postmaster -General. Such an event is too momentous

to be passed by us without mention, but there are reasons

why we should not dilate upon it. To the memory of the late

Postmaster-General , Mr. Raikes, an active and hardworking Minister,

who devoted himself to the duties of his important post with only

too much zeal, full justice has been done by the public journals.

Our readers , therefore, we may safely assume, are familiar with the

outlines of his biography and will not ask us to repeat the catalogue

of his services. The expression of our regret for the loss of his

valuable services is best made in the fewest words.

To succeed Mr. Raikes , Her Majesty and Lord Salisbury have

given us Sir James Fergusson , a gentleman who has acquired the

reputation , in the Colonial world and at the Foreign Office, of a

successful man of business and an able administrator. His appoint

ment has been received with satisfaction by the public at large and

with as good grace as is compatible with proper party spirit by his

political opponents. Under such circumstances the new Postmaster

General may be said to commence his career with happy auspices .

The duties which he undertakes are of immense importance ; for

although the organization of the Department is so complete that the

huge machine works with remarkable smoothness and regularity, yet

the rapid increase of the work to be done and the perpetual necessity

for new developments and improved methods must always provide

the responsible head of the Post Office with ample occupation,

however great his capacity as a statesman.

Of Sir James Fergusson's talents and qualifications we shall not

attempt to offer any estimate, but of his lineaments we are able,

through the courtesy of the Editor of the Illustrated London News

and by means of the excellent portrait which we now reproduce, to give

our readers some idea. They will join us in wishing him success,

and in welcoming him to St. Martin's-le-Grand.
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A Visit to Gibraltar Twenty Years

Ago.

OUR

HAVE always felt a great interest in Gibraltar. As a

boy I delighted in reading what may be termed the

romance of history ; and although many years have

passed since I read of the capture of Gibraltar by the

gallant Sir George Rooke, and of its great siege by the French and

Spaniards, where they lost 10,000 men in a vain endeavour to retake

the stronghold , I was glad when, on my return from India, I found

I could stay a few days at such a renowned place and explore its

wonderful fortifications.

With many other Indian passengers I came across the Mediterr.

anean in the month of December, enjoying its cool breezes and

clear blue sky, reflecting that only a week had elapsed since we

were panting for breath in the Red Sea . We had sighted Cape de

Gata , and knew that we should reach Gibraltar on the following

morning.

I packed my baggage and made all ready for landing, and at

daybreak was awakened by the stopping of the engines . It is

strange how at sea one is always aroused by the stoppage of the

engines . So long as the ship continues on her course one's slumbers

are uninterrupted, but the moment the engines cease to vibrate one

awakes. On turning out and ascending to the deck I found we had

arrived in Gibraltar Bay, and in the dim light of the early morning

we were feeling our way through a crowd of shipping to the usual

P. and O. anchorage.

Alas ! The clear skies of the few previous days had vanished , and

the rain was pouring in torrents, quite unlike what I had anticipated

in this part of Europe. The deck was a pool of water, and the

officers of the ship were going about in jack boots and waterproof

coats ; while the famous rock was to be seen only by fits and starts ,

as the heavy mist liſted like a veil and again closed round it . We

were anchored about a mile from the shore, and the prospect of

landing in an open boat in a rough sea was by no means inviting,

so I determined to take a comfortable breakfast on board , in the hope
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that the weather might change before the meal was finished. After

waiting for two hours I found matters very little better, so there

was no help for it but to take boat.

To my astonishment, on landing I found no carriages in waiting

to convey passengers to the hotel, so getting a truck for my baggage

I trudged on foot through the slush, passing through the water- gate

and up the High Street to the Club-house Hotel. The house was

nearly full, the break in the weather having detained many travellers

who were passing through Gibraltar en route to Malaga and other

places in the south of Spain ; but I was fortunate enough to get a

room with a most superb view over the bay, embracing Europa

Point on the south, and the snow-clad Ronda Mountains on the

north .

For three days the rain continued incessantly, and I began to

think that my chances of seeing Gibraltar were very small. By day

my resource was the excellent library, to which, through the kindness

of a friend, I had the entrée ; and in the evening, as it was the gay

season, I found no lack of amusement, with dinner parties and

garrison theatricals. The people of Gibraltar seemed to enjoy the

rain, for they walked about in the most unconcerned manner, often

without umbrellas, and on remarking this I was told that the rain

was a great treat after the oppressive heat of summer. To me it was

far otherwise, and I was glad when the clouds cleared away, and the

signal house at the top of the rock became visible.

I pictured to myself what a glorious walk it would be up to that

point, and resolved that at the first opportunity I would scale it.

That opportunity was not long wanting, for the ground soon became

hard and dry, and the air crisp and clear , inviting to a long walk ;

so, accompanied by a friend who well knew the ins and outs of the

place, I started one morning after breakfast for a good day's ramble .

After mounting street after street in zigzag we came to a guard

house, where, on demand, an artilleryman was found willing to

conduct us through the galleries. He bade us follow him, and ,

unlocking a huge wooden gate, we entered into the first gallery

within the rock. Here at every twenty yards were mounted enor

mous guns, commanding the lines , that is, the intervening space

between the English and Spanish territories . The embrasures in

which these guns are placed are cut out of the solid rock, and are

of enormous depth , affording almost complete protection to the

gunners. There are several tiers of galleries all equally well armed

and commanding the whole range from the bay to the Mediterranean
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side, where the rock runs sheer down to the sea and is inaccessible.

At the end of one of the galleries there is a kind of room called

St. George's Hall , formed by a projection of the rock, and this also

is a formidable battery, commanding the land and sea on three sides .

Altogether these galleries are formed with wonderful ingenuity , and

must have been a work of great labour. After fully exploring them

we again emerged into the open air, and , thanking our conductor,

turned upwards to gain the path leading to the flag staff. After a

stiff walk of a mile and a half we reached the summit and were

rewarded by a delightful view. On one side stretched the blue Medi

terranean , sparkling under the noonday sun and dotted with white

sails ; on the other the ancient Pillars of Hercules, better known in

modern times as the Straits of Gibraltar, with the broad Atlantic

beyond ; at our feet, only separated by the bay, lay the town of

Algeciras; beyond that Tariffa, of evil renown to English merchant

men ; and on the opposite side of the Strait the mountains of Barbary.

In the bay the large ships and steamers looked like pretty models,

while the Armstrong guns on the batteries below looked like toys.

Our walk had given us a splendid appetite, and we were rejoiced to

find that the gunner in charge of the flagstaff battery had an excellent

tub of ale in tap, and a good supply of bread and cheese. You may

smile, reader, at my appreciation of the commissariat stores , but they

form an essential part of a day's pleasure, especially after walking up

hill in a sharp air. After refreshing the inner man, and gazing again

and again on the magnificent panorama before us, we proceeded to

a yet higher point, on which stands a tower, now in ruins, called

O'Hara's Tower, built, it is said, by a General of that name, who

thought to command from the summit of it a view over the Straits of

Gibraltar into the sea beyond to watch the enemy's fleet. The tower

has since been shattered by lightning and now lies a heap of ruins.

Seated on this point we once more enjoyed the glorious prospect,

and found it difficult to tear ourselves away. It was my first, and

will probably be my last, look from O'Hara's Tower. At length we

descended the southern slope of the rock by what are called the

Mediterranean steps, a zigzag path hewn out of the solid rock, and

in some parts very steep and difficult. The rock on this side is

covered with stunted vegetation, which would make a study to the

botanist, abounding as it does with rare and curious plants and wild

flowers. We soon gained the main road, and once more found

ourselves in the zigzag streets of Gibraltar, and so reached home

after a charming day's excursion.
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The rambles about Gibraltar are of course very circumscribed.

You have the Rock, rising , as it were, out of the midst of the sea,

and, excepting on one narrow neck of land, surrounded by water ;

on this narrow neck of land is situated the neutral territory which

divides the British possession of Gibraltar from the kingdom of

Spain . Here are the posts defining the British lines, and there the

posts forming the Spanish lines, with a hundred yards or so of inter

vening neutral soil . In any excursion that you may make beyond

the fortifications you must pass these lines ; and pleasant it is after

the sun gets low to sally forth in the stream of well-mounted eques

trians for a canter over the sandy sea beach, with the fresh wind

blowing in your face and the waves curling at your horse's feet.

you meet all Gibraltar, from the soldier-like old gentleman who holds

the keys of the garrison down to the youngest subaltern, with of

course a due proportion of the fair sex. Sometimes in the interesting

conversation with one's companion, one is tempted to stray too far,

heedless of the sinking sun , when boom goes the evening gun , and

all the horses' heads are suddenly turned homewards with a rush,

for in twenty minutes the gates will be closed , and if you are not

within them you must seek a rest where you can find it outside the

garrison of Gibraltar.

The young officers in Gibraltar complain of the monotonous life

they lead ; but I imagine that their military brethren in India and

China , and other remote parts, would gladly change places with

them, for if the climate is not superior they at least have the advan

tage of being nearer home. · But I cannot think that life is so very

dull on the Rock, for I heard of frequent shooting parties out in the

Cork Wood, and I saw nearly every day considerable numbers of

well -mounted men riding out for a day with the fox -hounds ; and

then there were daily dinner or evening parties either at the Convent*

or at some private house . It is true that the month was January,

and it was the gay season of the year ; probably in the hot summer

months there is not so much amusement. The private theatricals

are excellent, and I was amazed to see the skill with which one

young subaltern was got up as a pretty girl . Indeed, I had not the

remotest suspicion during the performance that the good-looking

heroine was anything other than what she appeared, and it was only

next morning, while discussing the matter with a lady at breakfast,

that any question arose in my mind as to the sex of the heroine.

' he garrison altogether showed considerable histrionic talent, and

* The Governor's official residence.
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afforded a most agreeable evening's entertainment. I would only

mention one fault -- the band was overpoweringly loud ; the whole

strength of a military brass band is too much for the interior of a

small theatre.

According to a time-honoured custom, there was a ball at the

“ Convent” on New Year's Night, at which all the beauty and fashion

of the Rock were assembled.

The large ball-room was brilliantly lighted , and the walls were

appropriately decorated for a garrison town, with flags and bayonets

and other military insignia. For once the military element, which

generally so graces a ball-room , predominated too much, and the red

coat and gold embroidery wanted toning down by a greater sprink

ling of naval uniforms and black coats. No such thoughts as these

seemed to trouble the heads of the dancers ; they cared not for the

effect so long as they got plenty of dancing, and the partners they

wished for.

In passing through the silent streets after midnight you are chal

lenged at every post, and I had to run the gauntlet of several sentries

before I reached my lodgings . “ Who goes there ? " challenged the

sentry , “Officer, " was my reply. “ Pass officer, and all's well,”

returns the sentry. Of course this is a mere form within the town,

but on the fortifications a very strict guard is maintained , and the sign

and countersign are rigidly required. I was forcibly reminded of

Marryat's amusing tale , in “ Peter Simple," of the naval officers

returning to their ship after a carouse at one of the military messes,

when, in answer to the sentry's challenge, “ Who goes there ? " the

reply is, “ naval officer drunk on a wheel-barrow , ” to which the

sentry gravely replies, “ Pass, naval officer drunk on a wheel-barrow ,

and all's well.” There is a more recent anecdote current at Gibraltar

of a civilian, when returning home, replying to the usual challenge,

“ Civil officer , ” when the sentry, who must have been a bit of a wag,

called , “ Step forward, civil officer, and let's have a look at you ;

never saw a civil officer before.”

Among the curiosities of Gibraltar is a large cave in the Rock,

which has been named St. Michael's Cave . By the perseverance of

one of the officials of the garrison this cave has been pierced to a

considerable depth , and has been rendered accessible to visitors ,

always supposing that they do not object to a little dirt, and to creep

through cracks and crannies barely large enough to allow a man to

pass. To any one who is prepared to undergo this ordeal a visit to

the cave is extremely interesting, revealing as it does one of Nature's
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freaks of creating a fairy palace of crystal within the womb of the

mountain . The ceiling and floor consist of stalactites and stalag

mites in every form of beauty and brilliancy ; and you may watch

the operations of Nature still going on, silently and steadily, as each

drop of icy cold water slowly falls from the ceiling and helps to form

this place of beauty.

Of course among the military curiosities of Gibraltar I was taken

to see the famous shields which, since their arrival, had been

condemned as useless. They were enormous plates of iron, four

inches thick, and seemed capable of resisting anything; but recent

experiments have proved that shot has made more rapid advances

than armour, and these enormous plates, constructed and sent out at

immense cost, were laid aside, and the problem is yet to be solved

how to construct shields which shall be capable of resisting the

heaviest ordnance.

I never ascertained how many serviceable guns were in position at

Gibraltar, but their number must be enormous, and , considering the

natural strength of the position and the additions that are constantly

being made to its defence by our engineers, I should suppose that

the fortress may be considered impregnable. The American admiral

on a recent visit was shown guns which are so placed that they could

easily destroy the town of Algeciras, on the opposite side of the Bay,

or sink a boat moored immediately below the battery. Well may the

Spaniards feel mortified at losing so magnificent a fortress.

After a very pleasant sojourn at Gibraltar the steamer arrived in

which I was to take my departure, so bidding adieu to the few kind

friends whose acquaintance I had enjoyed during my visit, I once

more went afloat and steamed away for old England and home.

E. H. REA.
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My First Appearance.

MAY own, now that it is all over, that I was nervous

about it . I had doubts (shall I confess it ?) as to the

symmetry of my legs in the black silk stockings of the

period in which they were to be encased. High

heeled shoes also were a stumbling block_literally, not figuratively,

and a powdered wig was not becoming to my style of countenance.

But not for worlds would I have betrayed my latent uneasiness to

my fellow men. When I look back and think of the calmness i

displayed in trying on that wig at the perruquier’s, the majestic strides I

took in those high heeled shoes, and the courage of despair with

which I stepped upon the stage in those black silk stockings-never

so much as looking downwards, and scorning padding as a weak and

illegitimate resource of cowardly minds—I am inclined to think of

myself as a hero.

I should enlighten my readers by informing them that the occasion

of the varied emotions which I have endeavoured to portray was a

theatrical entertainment set on foot by some friends of mine, in

ich I had been asked to ake part. As far as I can remember at

the time, the promoters of the orgie in question anticipated reaping

a golden harvest from the proceeds. These anticipations, I regret

to say , were not realized . I may add they were disappointed, though

friends and relatives rallied nobly round the managers. But the

details of the affair shall now be circumstantially narrated.

One morning I was immersed in such reflections as attend the

young and innocent , when a friend, whom I will call Merrivale ,

entered my room. We exchanged the usual salutations , and it then

occurred to me that some matter of weight occupied my friend's

attention. He was restless and abstracted, only answering my

remarks by an interrogatory “ Ha? ” or an assenting “ Humph.”

Suddenly he thus disclosed the secrets of his breast.

“ Chambers and I intend to get up a theatrical performance !”

The news, I must confess, startled me, but knowing my friend to

be a man possessed of unlimited resources, and also of an unbending

determination, I mildly and suggestively said " Indeed ! ” which I

thought happily expressed the interest I might be expected to feel,

and at the same time delicately forbore to enquire more than should

be imparted to me.
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“ Yes,” he said, “ we intend to get up a theatrical performance.

Will you act ? ” Visions of Richard III . , Hamlet, Claude Melnotte,

and a long array of heroes of romance flashed across my excited

imagination. In fancy I beheld myself careering over the field of

Bosworth, leaping into the grave of Ophelia, or sheltering Pauline

à la Fechter.

Thinking, however , that a too ready acquiescence would betray

unseemly eagerness on my part, by a strong effort I controlled

myself, and answered that I felt unequal to the task . My friend

urged me. “ Do," he said kindly, " it will be quite easy when you

accustom yourself to the idea. It is a slight part ; in fact, I may say,

a walking gentleman .” Well , this was a blow. Richard vanished

into air, Hamlet effectually disappeared , and Claude Melnotte left

not even a sigh behind . Still it was a part, and a speaking part, and

that was something. I hesitated ; eventually I consented . Merrivale,

who had by this time assumed a thoroughly theatrical demeanour,

said gloomily, “ ' Tis well . Rehearsal to -morrow at 5 sharp. We

meet anon,” and, scowling, disappeared, leaving me wrapped in

reflection .

The first thing to be done was clearly to procure a book of the

piece to be represented. I purchased one ; and from that moment

to the rising of the curtain on the night of performance, that

book was never absent from my side. How I left it for a moment

at the railway station, and fee'd the guard to rescue it from a depart

ing train at the peril of his life — how I sternly resisted all attempts

made to borrow it of me by the professional ladies who assisted us

-how I clutched it, and pencilled it, and thumbed it, and conned it,

and worried it, need not be related here.

At the appointed time I presented myself at rehearsal.
The

company at present consisted of one of the managers ; a young lady

of 45 , who was to play the heroine ; her daughter, who was to play

the chambermaid ; and an amateur, who evidently considered himself

ill used in not having the leading rôle . This cynic made himself

disagreeable when rehearsal commenced by sneering to me in an

undertone as the play proceeded, and on the occasion of the hero

making one of his best points he uttered a distinct and objectionable

“ ha ha ! ” which , I am afraid, was attributed to myself, as I caught the

manager's eye fixed upon me with an angry scowl . Oh, the misery

ofthat rehearsal !—the unaccountable feeling of having too many legs

and arms when attempting to cross the stage gracefully — the difficulty

in pronouncing such small sentences as “ Good morning ” and “ How
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areyou ?” in a natural and unembarrassed manner — the extraordinary

fatality by which , when I ought to have been on the right side of the

stage, I found myself on the left, and vice versâ ; and above all , the

remarkable way in which the characters got huddled together towards

the fall of the curtain , which should have descended on an easy and

natural tableaux ! These are only known to the initiated.

Before the first rehearsal was over I was quite reconciled to the

idea of not playing Richard III . , and secretly glad that it had not

been mooted. I think, however, that affairs were supposed to

progress satisfactorily, and I remember in particular that the ladies

became quite jovial over a repast of tea and muffins, with which

they were regaled after their exertions. Rehearsal succeeded

rehearsal, and the long -looked -for night approached ; but about a

week before the event came off, two of us journeyed to the scene of

action, and , so to speak, reconnoitred our position. The theatre

which was engaged was a small building in the far west, and there

was a fat man attached to it , whom we induced to undertake the

office of collecting the tickets . We have since regretted engaging

that man. To begin with , he was uncivil ; and to finish with , he

cheated us.

But our trials were then only beginning. After concluding our

bargain with the fat man we scoured the neighbourhood with bills

of the entertainment. We entered milliners' shops and insidiously

introduced the bills ; we stormed coffee houses and hung them in

the windows, flaunting like banners. We bribed circulating libraries

and music shops to recommend the entertainment , and we rapped at

private doors and retreated, leaving circulars beneath the knockers.

After our day's work we gazed at each other with a smile of triumph.

“ This, I think, will fill the house ,” was the sentiment that rose to

every tongue. We rested from our labours, and anticipated the

performance with hope and calmness.

The hall did not present an encouraging appearance at a quarter

of an hour before the time of commencement on the appointed

evening. There were straggling groups of two or three people, few

and far between ; and an air of depression appeared to surround

them. Some, on being conducted to front seats, ignominiously

resigned them and stole furtively into the body of the hall, where

they were less observed . Still, I think, the general disposition of the

audience was supposed to be friendly, and this cheered us.

On penetrating behind the scenes, I found affairs seemed more

lively. None of the actors were cast down by the sparseness of the
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audience, and the ladies were in immensely high spirits, except the

leading lady, who called sternly for sherry as being the only stimulant

allowed her by her medical man. Beer there was , and champagne

there was, but sherry there was not. This put the leading lady in

dudgeon, and she remained there all the evening. Never shall I

forget the withering smile with which she received my suggestion of

“ stout ! ” It was as though I had deliberately insulted her, which,

heaven knows, was far from my intention .

The curtain rose ; the play commenced ; the audience applauded.

I stood at the wings trembling. A little girl who assisted the ladies

in their toilet approached me and said : “ Do you play so -and-so ? ”

mentioning the name of the character I was to assume . I said,

6. Yes.” She said , “ I pity you. " I gasped and nearly fell prostrate.

To this hour I have never known why that fiendish little girl came

up and mocked me at the very moment that I needed all my nerve.

On calm consideration I have come to the conclusion that she was

bribed to do so by the leading lady, in return for my well meant

suggestion on the beer question.

My cue was spoken, and I stepped upon the stage. What was my

delight to find that all nervousness vanished the moment I was before

the footlights.

I said the few lines of my part composedly, and was sufficiently

self -possessed to criticise (mentally) the other actors .

spirits rose to such a height that on observing an intimate friend in

the stalls I positively and distinctly winked at him , at which he

chuckled with delight. As the play proceeded the audience gradually

increased, and if ever actors should have felt grateful, we were those

actors . Was there a long stage wait ? The audience quietly ignored

it . Was there a telling joke ? The audience roared with laughter.

Was the prompter's voice heard louder than could be wished ? The

audience smiled good naturedly. Did the curtain take about ten

minutes in coming down ? The audience bore it patiently, and

applauded lustily the while. In fine, if ever there was an indulgent

audience, that audience filled — well, not quite filled - our theatre.

The curtain fell for the last time amid continuous applause, and

we hurried into the green -room to exchange mutual congratulations.

Never was there a merrier party assembled, except still the leading

lady. The leading lady said , “ It is much later than I expected, and

I must have a conveyance to take me home. I trust this will be

considered in my fee ." We paid the leading lady her fee, and for

her conveyance, and sat down without her to supper,

In fact, my
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Engagements for acting again every month at least were rashly

made. The ladies were retained for three years certain. A larger

theatre was to be taken next time . All sorts of parts were promised

to all sorts of people, and I triumphantly obtained a distinct pledge

to play Richard III . That pledge has yet to be redeemed . Wit

sparkled, jests abounded, and champagne flowed freely. What

though pecuniary loss attended the venture ! Was that an object ?

Perish the thought ! Fame was all we desired . We even forgave the

fat man who had cheated us . * Perhaps he has a family,” we said .

“ No doubt he is more in want ofmoney than we are.” Someone

instantly proposed the fat man's health. We drank it . Someone

proposed the managers' healths. We drank that . Everyone

proposed the ladies' healths. We drank that . Someone proposed

the “gentlemen of the press. ” We drank that . Someone proposed

“ the Stage, and success to it. ” We drank that . In fact, what did

we not drink ? I may frankly admit that when we parted and I

sought my couch I had a very much less distinct remembrance of

the events of the evening than I have at the present moment.

But I am sure that charitable people will look upon this fact as a

natural result of the excitement consequent upon My first

appearance. "

C. CLARKSON.

SECRETARY'S OFFICE.
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The Vienna Postal Congress.

HE fourth Congress of the Universal Postal Union,

opened at Vienna on May 20th last, and dissolved on

July 4th. The assembled plenipotentiaries had some

200 proposals to deal with, butthe English -speaking world

is chiefly interested in what is known as the “ main convention .”

This instrument, originally framed at Berne in 1874, and largely

altered at Paris in 1878, was supplemented at Lisbon in 1885 by

" additional acts.” The code has now been scrupulously revised

and consolidated, and in its new form will come into operation on

July ist, 1892. The two most weighty subjects regulated by the

convention and susceptible of variation are, of course, the postal

tariff and the rates of transit—that is to say, on the one side the

charges which the Post Offices of the Union levy from the public,

and on the other side the rates which one country pays to another

for conveyance of correspondence over alien territory or by alien

ships .

On these two subjects of capital consequence the Congress of

Vienna had before it proposals of varying shades . There are not

wanting those who think the time has come for enforcing on the

postal administrations of the Union, not only absolute uniformity as

to the rates to be collected from the public on correspondence of

all classes for all parts of the Union, but also the gratuitous convey

ance of mails which, in their passage from one country to another,

have to use the sea or land services of a third country. What it

now concerns us to note is that no change of importance has been

made by the Congress in regard to rates of postage and transit

payments.

The event which will most distinctly mark the Congress of Vienna

in postal annals is the accession to the Postal Union of what a

historian of Ireland might term the fifth quarter of the globe.

* Slightly abridged from The Times, of July 24th, 1891 .
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That the great quasi-autonomous colonies of Great Britain in

Australasia have so long remained like Achilles in his tent has been

a standing affliction to the postal world , and the cause of many

anomalies sufficiently provoking to the public, both in Europe and

in Australia. The Vienna Congress has had the sagacity to recognize

as of the first importance the completion of the Union, and it has

not hesitated to sacrifice for the moment to that advantage certain

other changes which the public might have been glad to gain . It

was in this frame of mind , it seems, that, in order to secure the

adhesion of these important colonies , the Congress offered not only

to accord them the same position as the Indian Empire and the

Dominion of Canada enjoy — that is to say, the position and influence

of separate States in the affairs of the Union — but also to postpone

until the next Congress the consideration of the grave questions of

reducing or abolishing payments for transit, and of altering the letter

rates of postage. The position of the colonies was that , having

already incurred heavy sacrifices in reducing their letter postage, they

were unprepared to submit to further loss under that head . They

originally demanded two votes in the affairs of the Union, but

eventually decided to accept the offer of a single federal vote with the

guarantee mentioned above.

It was this arrangement of terms with the Australasian colonies

which put out of court a whole series of proposals concerning tariff

and transit rates ; but it will be admitted that the acquisition of these

colonies to the Union from the ist of October, 1891 , outweighs by far

anything that the public could reasonably expect to gain by reduction

of the present very moderate rates of postage.

It would be incorrect to say that no change whatever has been

made as regards tariff and transit rates. In the first place, the

Congress has ruled that every country of the Union shall in future

supply the public with reply-paid postcards, which decision will have

the effect of adding one item to the tariff of the several countries

where such cards are not yet used ; in the second place, it has been

decreed that the postage collected on the delivery of an insufficiently

prepaid letter may never exceed that which would have been due if

the letter had been wholly unpaid ; and in the third place, a ruling

has been passed that any country electing to charge its public more

than 2 }d. the į oz. for letters sent over long distances by sea, must

charge the surtax uniformly to all destinations approached in similar

conditions . The first condition of course does not affect England ;

nor does the second. It does not appear that the third decision is
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aimed in especial at the position of Great Britain in charging 2d.

the } oz . for letters to her own colonies while maintaining at 4d. the

charge on letters sent to foreign countries similarly situated ; but this

circumstance need not deprive us of the hope that the British Post

Office will shortly act on the spirit of the decision and institute . a

uniform letter postage of 2d. for all parts of the world outside the

kingdom .*

Another decision, more or less connected with the postal tariff, is

that a postcard of one country posted in another country shall not

in future be suppressed and destroyed, but shall be sent to its

destination charged as an unpaid letter . This , though affecting cases

of a somewhat exceptional kind , is important as a matter of principle.

The stamp on an English postcard is , of course , not available for the

prepayment of postage in France , for instance. Nevertheless, an

Englishman crossing the Channel and desiring to write hurriedly to

his home, has often nothing to write upon so handy as the British

postcards in his pocket -book . The preponderance of foreign postal

opinion has hitherto been that, although in such a case the stamp is

valueless, the card is still a postcard, and must , as unpaid, be detained

under the rules concerning postcards. In common sense, however,

it is the low rate that makes the communication technically a postcard,

while nothing can deprive it of its intrinsic character as a letter, in

which character it is entitled to be sent forward and tendered for

delivery, paid or unpaid . The British delegates have succeeded in

carrying this point of public liberty through the Congress ; and in

future, if a man has occasion to write a letter on a postcard of any

nationality, and post it anywhere in the whole Postal Union, his

missive will be entitled to delivery with no heavier penalty than that

applicable to another letter—that is to say, if the stamp is not available,

it will be simply ignored, and the addressee will be charged the

unpaid letter postage.

The opportunity has been taken of legislating on the subject of

letters posted on board mail packets on the high sea or in foreign

ports—a subject which was not before on a satisfactory footing of

international understanding. In future the postage on letters posted

on board a packet at sea will be prepayable by means of stamps of

the country to which the packet belongs ; while for letters posted on

board in a foreign port, the sender should use the stamps of the

country to which the port belongs .

* This reform came into operation on the ist October.
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The Congress has also generalized the practice already adopted

in some countries as to the treatment of undelivered corres

pondence when unpaid or insufficiently prepaid . In future ,

the charges such correspondence, not having been re

covered from the addressee, will be uniformly recoverable from

the sender.

Provision has been made in the new convention for the conveyance

of letters, &c . , containing consignments of goods of which the value

shall be paid by the addressee to the delivering letter carrier and re

mitted by the Post Office to the consigner. The adoption of this

arrangement is, of course, optional. In India, it appears, as well as in

many other parts of the world, the institution is greatly prized by

the public. Whether English habit and sentiment will demand, or

would even tolerate, its practice in England , is a question which must

remain for the present “ on the knees of Jupiter. ” Should the public

desire its adoption, the means are ready.

A slight concession has been made to the large class of people

who employ post-cards. In future the name and address of the

sender may be either written or stamped on the address side ; at

present they may be stamped but not written ; and the writer who

has no hand stamp may thus gain a certain amount of space on the

other side for his communication. It will be at his own risk if he so

far abuses this privilege as to interfere with the clearness of the

address at which the card is to be delivered. Some slight advantages

have also been given in regard to the transmission of printed matter,

visiting cards, &c . , by the book post. The general relaxation of the

rule as to the dimensions of packets of patterns and samples of mer

chandise will doubtless be very welcome to the public, especially to

the commercial public. The limits of dimension at present prescribed

are as follows :—Length, 20 centimètres ; width , 10 centimètres ;

thickness, 5 centimètres. The dimensions adopted by the Vienna

Congress are — length, 30 centimètres ; width, 20 centimètres ; thick

ness, to centimètres. These are the practical equivalents of 1 ft., of

8 in . , and of 4 in . , the limits of dimension at present admitted by

special international agreements diplomatically arranged for sample

packets passing between the United Kingdom and France , Italy,

Belgium, Switzerland via France, Portugal, Luxemburg, Greece,

Canada, the United States, the Argentine Republic, and Japan . The

Congress has not substituted the 12 oz. limit of weight applicable to

samples sent from England to those countries for the present conven

tional limit of 8 oz.; but it has passed a rule whereby the Post Offices
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of the Union may come to special understandings on this subject

without diplomatic intervention .

The wine and oil producing countries and those interested in

indigo, madder, and other dye substances, have failed at Vienna, as

they had previously done at Lisbon, to impose on other countries the

obligation of carrying samples of these articles of commerce in the

letter mails. These are often conveyed in conditions which make it

impossible to avoid the risk of breakage and the consequent damage

of letters, &c. , by the escape of the deleterious liquids and substances.

The parcel post remains open for the transmission of such articles,

and the letters, which form the real, important business of the Post

Office, remain unexposed to the serious risk with which they were

threatened .

Connected with the regulation of transit payments two changes

have been made, ostensibly more in the interests of proper adminis

tration than for the direct benefit of the letter-writing public. One

relates to the exchange of mails with ships of war on foreign stations,

the other to the terms on which a country of the Union having

postal relations with a country or countries outside the Union shall

allow other countries of the Union to participate in the advantages

of those relations . For a great number of years, it seems, the

British Post Office has despatched closed bags to the various ships of

Her Majesty's navy stationed abroad ; and the example has been

followed by other countries . This mode of communication with the

officers and crews of ships on foreign service has not reposed upon

any conventional right, but has simply been tolerated by international

courtesy . From time to time foreign States have objected to the

transit of these closed bags, and have demanded the exercise of the

right to open the bags and charge their contents according to the

Union rates of postage. As British seamen are entitled by law to

send and receive their letters at the penny inland rate when serving

abroad, any such intervention as that occasionally claimed involved

great inconvenience to sailors and their correspondents. It was

determined , therefore, to get the practice of exchanging closed bags

with ships of war abroad recognised by the international convention ;

and this has been satisfactorily arranged at Vienna . As to the

relations with non-Union countries , suffice it to say that circumstances

have up till now rendered it necessary to maintain the most complex

system of accounting in connection with those relations. A country

of the Union availing itself of the services of another country of the

Union for communication with a country outside the Union has had
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to pay to the intermediate country the forward postage at per letter,

It has now been arranged to assimilate this class of correspondence

to the Union régime, with a fixed average rate for sea transit to all

destinations outside the Union, payable on the basis of the triennial

statistics on which all transit payments for Union correspondence are

based.

Another subject which gave rise to a prolonged and exhaustive

discussion was the treatment of frauds upon the postal revenue by

means of fictitious or cleaned stamps. The result has been that

strict reciprocity has been arranged for. At present there are some

countries that do not afford proper protection to the revenues of

other countries by punishing the forgery of foreign stamps . The

plenipotentiaries at Vienna have solemnly agreed on behalf of their

Governments to take or to recommend to their several Legislatures

the necessary measures of repression ; and no Government which

values its credit can possibly afford to ignore the undertaking of its

plenipotentiary on a matter of such obvious justice and good faith.

The Congress has gone so far as to lay down the lines of procedure

in these cases, leaving the adoption of certain details optional for the

moment.

I do not propose to recount on this occasion the work of the

Congress upon numerous details of internal order and administra

tion, the effects of which upon the public convenience are rather

indirect than direct ; nor will I dwell here upon the revision and

elaboration of the agreements relative to the international parcel

post , money order service, value- declared letter service, collection of

bills and draſts, subscription to newspapers and periodicals, and

certificates of identity for travellers. No part of the extensive

labour of the Congress on these agreements has any immediate

practical result for the British public, some of the undertakings

being inconsistent with British institutions, and others being deprived

of interest by the fact that separate conventions are maintained by

Great Britain with the several countries concerned, the international

agreements being unsuitable. It should, however, be mentioned

that an excellent administrative scheme, originally suggested by the

Post Office of British India, has on the present occasion been

brought forward by the German Post Office and realised. This is no

less than a clearing -house scheme for the adjustment of the balances

of postal accounts through the medium of the International Bureau

of the Postal Union. The German delegates brought up a thoroughly

well wrought-out plan for the setting off of postal balances and the
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consequent saving of remittances ; and, being ready to accept such

amendments as other delegations found necessary , they have had the

pleasure of seeing their proposal adopted . This , like all internal

arrangements for economising postal labour and expenditure, has

obvious indirect advantages for the public : for postal business grows

so fast that unless economies of this class can be effected there is

always liability to irregularity from over-pressure.

In a previous communication I mentioned a proposal of capital

magnitude and scope which emanated from the United States of

America. The idea of an international postage stamp, to which I

refer, was not, of course, new. It is even on record that the French

delegation at the Lisbon Congress of 1885 pronounced it to be, in

their opinion, not Utopian . The merit , however, of carrying into the

Postal Congress definite proposals for giving effect to this ambitious

idea was reserved for Mr. Wanamaker. That the Congress rejected

the proposals is not altogether surprising when it is remembered that

no preliminary notice of motion had been given before the Congress

had assembled, and that there are difficulties of a really serious kind

connected with the differences of currency , variations of exchanges,

and various incidents of the money market. The scheme in its

entirety, indeed, had scarcely any support ; but there was one aspect

of it which gave rise to a very animated and thorough discussion. A

leading object of the scheme is to enable a man to prepay the postage

on the reply to his letter when writing abroad to a person whom he

has not the right or the wish to put to the expense of a reply. At

present it is of no use to send in such a case a stamp of the country

one is writing from , as such stamp is unavailable for postage in any

other country. The British delegation suggested that this desideratum

of the American scheme might be met by an application of the

principle of the reply-paid post- card to letters ; and plans for so

applying the principle were actually laid before the Congress

à l'improviste by the delegates of Great Britain and India . The

British delegate formally moved that the American scheme, so far as

it related to prepaying the reply on a letter, should be referred to the

International Bureau of the Union for mature examination in con

nection with his own plan for a reply-paid postage stamp, the Indian

plan, and any other and better plans that could be put forward.

That no such reference was made to the Bureau appears to have been

mainly owing to the strong opposition of the Imperial German Secre

tary of State, Dr. von Stephan : for his Excellency threw the whole

weight of his learning, eloquence, and prestige into the other scale ;
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and the Congress decided not even to have this useful suggestion

considered. However, if England, India, the British colonies, and

the United States of America should be earnest in the prosecution of

the inquiry, there is certainly nothing in the new convention to prevent

their setting to the rest of the world the good example of instituting

the reply- paid postage stamp among themselves.

Perhaps this and other advantages of a postal kind may accrue to

the English-speaking races as results of the Vienna Congress. Those

who have watched the progress of events and examined the printed

records are aware that in all, or almost all , contentious questions

there was virtual unity of vote and voice between the representatives

of England , India , Canada, the United States , and for the most part

Egypt.

In the early days of the Congress ominous rumours were afloat

concerning the probability of a strong combination of interests

between the United States , Germany, Austria , and Hungary, con

sequent upon the fact that Germany had, while England had not,

consented to organise sorting offices on board the packets crossing to

and from New York—an arrangement of great consequence to the

United States Post Office. As the work of the Congress progressed

these rumours diminished ; and it is some time since anything has

been heard of a combination of postal interests, which would

certainly lead to difficulties for the British postal administration. A

feather will sometimes do good service in showing the way the wind

blows . An incident, of no weight in itself, occurred at the hospitable

and festive Congress buffet, as the delegates, after formally sepa

rating, were engaged in social farewells and final toasts. There was

still a little fitful oratory of a non-postal character ; and the evil

genius of his Excellency Dr. von Stephan suggested to him that a

4th of July oration in little might not be out of place . Obtaining

partial silence with some difficulty, his Excellency, in a well-devised

and effective speech, remarked, glass in hand, upon the good augury

of the date on which the new convention had been signed .

Addressing himself in particular to the two United States delegates,

he bade them note that the day was the anniversary of the declara

tion of independence which separated the North American colonies

from the mother country. For a moment there was an ominous hush

of the still buzzing hilarity. But the sequel of the incident left a

clear horizon ; the member of the British delegation, who chanced to

be most conveniently placed , promptly stepped across the space which

had been cleared around the orator , and, passing his arm through
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that of Mr. William Potter, the first delegate of the United States,

remained so linked till the speech was ended. Neither Mr. Potter

nor his colleague, Captain Brooks, who took the opportunity

of clinking glasses with the British delegate, made any response

whatever to Dr. von Stephan's compliment ; and the assembled

delegates finally dispersed in unruffled goodfellowship . *

* The English delegates to the Congresswere Sir A. Blackwood, K.C.B. , and

Mr. H. B. Forman, with Mr. C. A. King ( R. & A. G. O. ) as Financial Adviser,

and Mr. L. A. Marshall (S. O.) as Secretary.
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The Pot and the Kettle.

[The principal authority for the facts narrated below is to be found in a pamphlet
entitled as Report from the Committee appointed to enquire into certain abuses

in the Post Office, presented to the House of Commons 23rd May, 1787.”

London : J. Webb, 1787.]

CHAPTER 1.—THE IRISH SECRETARY.

N the year 1775 a certain Mr. Barham, for many years

the Packet Agent at Dover, was anxious to retire on

account of old age, while a Mr. Walcot, a nephew of

Lord Le Despenser (who, together with Mr. Carteret,

then filled the office of Postmaster-General) , was appointed to succeed

him. Mr. Walcot had hitherto been Secretary of the General Post

Office, Dublin, in which office he was succeeded by a Mr. Lees. In

those days there seems to have been no pension system, and

Mr. Walcot obtained his appointment only on condition that he

paid annually to Mr. Barham the estimated value of the salary

and emoluments of the office he had held, viz. , £800.

The Secretaryship of the Irish Post Office was supposed to be

worth £1,150 a year , but apparently Mr. Walcot was prepared to

give up part of his income rather than live any longer in Ireland.

Mr. Lees took the Irish appointment subject to the conditions that

during Mr. Barham’s life he should pay Mr. Walcot £750 a year, and

that on Mr. Barham's death he should pay Mr. Walcot £150 a year,

and also a sum of £ 350 a year to a certain mysterious “ A.B. "

It is well known who usually takes the hindermost, and the

hindermost in this case was poor Mr. Lees . He received £ .300 a

year as Secretary, £100 as Controller of the Penny Post, and £33

for coal and candles, out of which he was supposed to pay £750 a

year to Mr. Walcot ! Obviously this was impossible on such a salary,

but, as we have stated , the office was supposed to be worth £1,150 a

year, which would leave the hindermost £400 a year to live on, with

a prospect on the death of Mr. Barham of obtaining a net income of

some £650 a year. The way in which this was managed shows what

an enormous disproportion often existed in those days between

salary and official income . The Secretary had, it seems, a virtual

monopoly of the distribution of English newspapers in Ireland , and

of Irish newspapers in England, and from this he was supposed to
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make the £750 a year which he was to pay to Mr. Walcot . It

would seem that the gross income had been very much over

estimated , for in 1781 Mr. Lees stated that , during the seven years

he had held the Secretaryship, the net income on which he sup

ported himself and his seven children amounted to £76 35. 4d. a

year. It is to be noticed, however, that during that period a sum of

£3,152 became due to him on newspaper accounts, of which about

£1,200 was considered to be recoverable.

As the transactions between these four men seem extraordinary

to us who are accustomed to look to the Treasury for our retiring

allowances, it may be as well to state that there was nothing unusual

in the transactions between Barham, Walcot, and Lees. That was the

ordinary course in those days ; but what was unusual was the trans

action by which Lees agreed to pay to another party, “ A. B.," an

annual sum of money after the death of Barham , and this it was that

subsequently formed the ground of Parliamentary inquiry.

In May, 1781 , Mr. Lees was made Secretary of War for Ireland,

and a Mr. Armit was appointed to succeed him at the Post Office.

It is stated that “ Mr. Lees became responsible with him for the due

performance of these engagements entered into under the minute of

appointment with ‘ A.B.' and Mr. Walcot.” As if this was not com

plicated enough, an Act of Parliament was passed in the following

year, rendering the Irish Parliament independent, and soon after

(August , 1784) , the separation took place. Mr. Armit was then

removed, though what became of him is not stated, and Mr. Lees

was appointed Secretary by letters patent under the Great Seal of

Ireland, his previous appointment in 1775 having been made in the

ordinary way by the Postmasters General .

It does not appear what salary Mr. Lees received on taking up

this new appointment, but it would seem that the Acts which set up

an independent Irish Post Office also took away the newspaper

monopoly and with it a large portion of the ancient emoluments of

the office. Henceforward all English newspapers coming into

Ireland were to pay id. postage , and orders for them were taken , not

in the Dublin Office, but by the Clerk of the Chester Road in the

London Office, while Irish newspapers sent to England were also

charged postage. It would seem that two of the clerks of the roads

in the Dublin Post Office suffered by this change, and compensation

was given them ; but Mr. Lees only entered on his office on the very

day that the privilege was abolished ( 1st August, 1784 ), and thus he

could not expect or claim any compensation . He expressly stated
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that he did not wish to repudiate liability on the ground that his

second appointment under the Great Seal was totally independent of

his previous appointment by the Postmasters General ; but he urged

that, as by an alteration of the law in respect to newspapers he had

been deprived of a sum estimated at £403 a year (which sum had

gone to the coffers of the English Post Office in the shape of news

paper postage ), he had a fair claim to be relieved to that extent of

his obligation to Mr. Walcot, and he suggested that application should

be made to the Lords of the Treasury for permission to allow

Mr. Barham, on incidents, or out of the revenue accruing to the

British Post Office from the lately adopted method of circulating

newspapers, an annuity equal to that hitherto paid him by

Mr. Walcot .

Most of the above facts appear in a letter which Mr. Lees

addressed to Mr. Todd, the Secretary of the London Office, on the

15th November, 1784. Lord Carteret , who was again one of the

Postmasters General, was very displeased at the mention of the

transaction with “ A. B., " and Mr. Lees wrote a further letter in

justification dated the 20th December . It is noticeable in both

these letters that he constantly shifts his ground. At one moment he

states that he has lost £403 by the newspaper changes, and asks to

be relieved of his obligation to that extent ; but a little further on

he asks to be entirely relieved of the payment to Mr. Walcot, and

the prospective payment to " A.B.” “ Had," he declares , " the laws

of each country remained the same, and had not the means been

actually taken out of my hands, I should have continued to pay

these annuities before I paid my seven children's dinners.” Having

carried our readers thus far we regret to be unable to give in detail

the rest of the story ; but it seems that application was made to

the Treasury and a compensation allowance of £400 a year

granted to Mr. Lees, who presumably then fulfilled his engage

ments.

When in May, 1787 , these and other matters were enquired into

by Parliament, Mr. Todd gave evidence on the subject, from which

we gather that “ A. B.” was a certain Peregrine Treves ; that the

transaction with him was not entered in the books of the office ;

that there was no precedent for such a transaction , but that he did

not wish to give an opinion as to whether it was regular or not,

although in conversation with both Postmasters he had expressed

his disapproval ; and finally, that Treves had not, to his knowledge,

performed any public service to the Department .
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Subsequently Peregrine Treves himself was examined. He stated

that he was a foreign Jew ; that in addition to the £350 he was

receiving £200 a year from the Postmaster General of Jamaica ; that

neither Lord Carteret, nor any one connected with him, had any

consideration for either of these annuities, and that he received the

grants “ from friendship entirely .” With this surprising statement

he was allowed to depart.

Mr. Todd stated to the committee that Lord Carteret was the only

Postmaster General who, to his knowledge, attached such conditions

to appointments, and that the cases of Mr. Dashwood, of Jamaica,

and Mr. Lees were the only ones he knew.

CHAPTER II . - A PRETTY QUARREL.

DURING the whole of the last century, down to 1823 , the Post Office

was managed by a Board, consisting of two Postmasters General,

who, with the aid of the Secretary, conducted the business of the

office orally rather than in writing .* The Board met pretty frequently,

but the presence of both Postmasters was not necessary to form a

Board , and thus we find Lord Tankerville stating in evidence, " Iwas

at the office holding a Board by myself. ” Such a system necessarily

led to friction sometimes . It is not given to every chance couple of

peers, or peasants, to sit on one throne as peaceably as the two kings of

Brentford, “ United, yet divided , twain at once.” As a rule , however,

the public were not allowed to see the spectacle of two Postmasters

quarrelling, and the arrangement had existed for well nigh a century

before the differences of Lord Carteret and the Earl of Tankerville

came before a committee of the House of Commons. When Lord

Tankerville came into office, in 1782 , Mr. Carteret, as he then was,

was already there , and he remained when, in the ministerial changes

of the following year , Lord Tankerville resigned and was succeeded

by Lord Foley. In 1784 Mr. Carteret was raised to the peerage, and

Lord Tankerville again became his colleague.

Not long after their second term of office began, differences arose

between them . It appears that among the captains of the mail

packets sailing from Falmouth was a Mr. James Dashwood, who was

dismissed from office in 1783 by Lord Foley and Lord Carteret

for peculations.

Dashwood was popular in the office, and the Board would have

been only too glad to let him off, but his guilt was too patent to admit

* See Vol. I. , p. 81 .
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of its being overlooked. Yet no sooner had Lord Tankerville entered

on his second term of office than he desired to make this man a Riding

Surveyor. Lord Carteret properly declined to stultify himself in this

way, and a bitter quarrel ensued . In reply to a letter from Mr. Todd,

the Secretary, Lord Tankerville wrote :

“ I shall not be disposed to talk coolly on the subject of

“ Mr. Dashwood, or hear anything you may have to say, unless you

can prove him guilty of fraud, which I do not admit ; but now tell

you distinctly that I believe Lord Carteret has been indebted to

“ you for that forced construction .”

That Lord Tankerville had some strong private interest in

Mr. Dashwood is clear, but it is extraordinary that a man in his high

position should deliberately, and without any proof, accuse his

coadjutor and the Secretary of conspiring to ruin an innocent man .

He evidently had a power, not confined to Postmasters General, of

believing what he wished to believe ; but we are glad to find that

Mr. Todd resented his gross insinuations with proper spirit.

“ I am sorry," he writes, “ to say your Lordship is the only Postmaster

“ General I have not had the happiness to serve under to their

“perfect approbation ; but I hope, on Wednesday, by an open and

“ fair discussion , to have it understood for the future that whilst

“ I act uprightly, fair, and open, I may be treated with confi

“ dence and regard, and not with harshness, which I cannot
“ submit to . ”

This letter, which speaks more for the Secretary's spirit than for his

English, was written while Lord Tankerville was stopping at a place the

name of which his Lordship writes as “ Brighthelmstone,” but which

the other correspondents allude to as Brighton .

Soon after this (November, 1784) Lord Tankerville returned to

town and held a board by himself. The same evening Mr. Todd

wrote to Lord Carteret : --

“ I have had a very unpleasant day of it ; his Lordship is so com

“ pletely jealous and wrong-headed, so that without entering into

“unpleasant particulars I had better leave him to his own thoughts ;

“only I must beg your Lordship to write me a short lettter, signify

that you are ready toassure his Lordship

" that I did not, upon Mr. Dashwood's being proposed as a surveyor,

“ point out his misconduct; for you remembered the transaction but

“ too well yourself which compelled you, much against your heart , to

“ dismiss him , and all men admitted the justice of his sentence as
" well as himself.”

Eventually Mr. Todd discovered that it would be well not to fill

up the surveyorship just then , as changes were about to be made, and

so the matter dropped .

sing . .
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We have but little information as to the proceedings of the Board

during the next year and a half, but we have Mr. Todd's word for it

that after the affair above-mentioned its members were never on

good terms.

At length in the spring of 1786 a fresh quarrel arose. Lord

Tankerville had refused to initial a bill for furniture for the house

keeper's rooms unless Mr. Todd could certify that it was in

accordance with precedent . This the Secretary could not do , for

there had been no resident housekeeper for many years. Lord

Carteret observed that if Postmasters were to look into such accounts

with such minuteness as that the situation did not suit him, to which

Lord Tankerville replied that " he would do no jobs, and if a good

understanding with Lord Carteret could only be procured by these

means he would rather continue upon the terms that they were.”

Then, on the 14th June, Lord Tankerville wrote an aggressive

letter to his colleague, accusing him of “ something bordering on

personal disrespect," to which Lord Carteret replied next day that he

did not intend it, and that he would call on Lord Tankerville . A

day or two afterwards he went to Mr. Pitt and told him that he

could not get on with his colleague, and then in the most candid

manner wrote to Lord Tankerville to say he had seen Mr. Pitt, and

suggesting that the latter should see him also. Some complimentary

letters then passed , which Lord Tankerville chose to interpret as an

end of the matter, although Lord Carteret distinctly stated, “ My

request to Mr. Pitt is still before him .”

At length, on the 17th August, 1786, Lord Tankerville was dis

mised, and he at once set to work to justify himself. He wrote

letter after letter to Lord Carteret, but the latter politely avoided

entering into controversy with him, and then the Earl turned on

Mr. Pitt, who also declined to enter into details. After a few

more long letters to Lord Carteret the correspondence closed on the

21st December, 1786, with a threat to bring the case before the

public.

CHAPTER III .-A HURRIED INQUIRY.

The matter would seem to have excited some public interest, but the

following session of Parliament was nearly at an end ere the matter

was brought before the House of Commons on the 15th May, 1787 ,

by Mr. Grey, a kinsman of Lord Tankerville. In moving for a com

mittee of inquiry into the abuses of the Post Office, Mr. Grey

referred especially to the transaction of Mr. Lees with “ A. B., " and
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to the corruption in the mail-packet service. It was, he said , a fact

that a coachman and a waiter at a tavern had been made captains of

mail packets . Mr. Pitt accepted the motion on the ground that

after the personal attack which had been made on him it would not

be for his honour to oppose ; and after a protracted and acrimonious

debate, the motion was carried .

There was no time to lose if the report was to be presented

before the end of the session, and accordingly the committee sat on

the 16th , 17th, 18th, 19th , and 21st May to take evidence, and the

report was actually discussed on the 28th, the day on which the
House rose. It was, of course, impossible to call witnesses from

distant places , and it is to this presumably that we must attribute the

absence of Lord Carteret and Mr. Lees from the witness box.

As to the subjects brought forward, the principal were the cases of

Mr. Lees and Mr. J. Dashwood above referred to, but there were

others, though of less importance.

1.—On the death of Mr. Allen , who had been Comptroller of the

Bye and Cross Roads Letter Office, a Mr. Staunton, Postmaster of

Isleworth , had been appointed to the place . Mr. Pitt desired that

the residence attached to this position might be given up for the use

of Mr. Palmer, the inventor of mail-coaches, who then occupied the

position of Controller General . Mr. Pitt's object was to save the

Government the expense of a fresh house, and Lord Tankerville

acted on that by refusing Lord Carteret's proposal to grant Staunton

an allowance of £100 a year in lieu of house. After Lord

Tankerville's dismissal the allowance was given.

II .-Abuse in the packet services. It came out in connection

with this part of the enquiry that Mr. Todd received , as part of his

salary, a commission of 2 }d. per cent. on all money paid for

packets.

III.-Mr. Crisp Molyneux, packet agent at Helvoetsluys, having

been thrown into prison in France, sold his appointment to Mr.

Hutchinson , who proved a most incompetent officer, and who more

over endeavoured to evade his agreement with Molyneux. On the

26th January, 1787 , Mr. Todd told him that he must sign and send

every quarter the receipt for his salary, desiring him (Mr. Todd) to

pay the amount to Molyneux, unless he wished to lose his place.

IV.—Mr. George Peasley, who had once been a servant of Lord

Tankerville, was now a coal merchant, and had long supplied his

Lordship’s family. He had a partner named Mitchell, who was also

a servant of Lord Tankerville.

D
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was

The Postmasters General were allowed coals, candles, and tin

ware, in addition to their salaries, and Lord Tankerville was

apparently anxious to get Peasley a share in the official contracts

for coal. A Mr. Williams had the contracts at the time, and so

when Peasley supplied coal he would take the bill to Williams, who

would claim the amount. Of course Williams did not do this for

nothing, and so we find that in May, 1782 , Williams was serving

Mr. Carteret with coal at £2 6s . a ton, while Peasley, through

Williams, was serving Lord Tankerville at £3 3s. At length in May,

1785 , Peasley was appointed coal merchant to the office, and at the

same time Mitchell's share of the profits of the partnership, pre

viously one-third only, was raised to one -half.

There would certainly seem to have been room for further enquiry

here, but none was made. The Committee reported that this charge

totally without foundation .” It is to be noted, however, that

Lord Tankerville's coal bill for nine months of 1782-3 came to £549,

while Lord Carteret’s was only £ 352.

The records do not show whether Lord Carteret had any intimate

friends among the candle and candlestick makers, but his bills for tin

ware and candles from July, 1784, to October, 1786, amounted to

£520, while Lord Tankerville spent only £323 on these articles .

No wonder the Committee , reported that receipts of

perquisites and incidents by the Postmasters General, particularly in

coals, candles, and tin-ware, were excessive .”

The Report of the Committee is by no means a strong document.

It merely sums up the facts, and gives a very mild and hesitating

verdict on them. They state that they were much hampered by the

haste with which the inquiry was conducted, but they are of opinion

that great and weighty abuses have prevailed, and that substantial

reform is called for.

The Committee having presented its Report, Mr. Grey brought the

subject again before the House on the 28th May. After some

severe remarks on Mr. Pitt, he moved

“ That it is the opinion of this House that great abuses have

prevailed in the Post Office, and that such having been commu

“ nicated to His Majesty's ministers, it was their duty to have
66 reformed the same.'

Lord Maitland, one of the Committee, contended that the whole

inquiry was of a most trivial character, and he moved that the matter

be considered that day three months . Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Fox

attacked Mr. Pitt for dismissing the man who had complained of

abuses, and supporting him who had occasioned them .

66 the
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Mr. Rolle thought there had been a contest between the two noble

Postmasters as to who should have the larger share of the loaves and

fishes. He recommended that one of the Postmasters should be

abolished.

Lord Maitland thought the transactions with Mr. Treves, though

not altogether right, were remarkably pure as compared with the state

of things ten years before. Mr. Treves was an intimate friend of

Lord Carteret's, and the charges paid to him were no impediments

to the public service.

Mr. Pitt, in the course of a long speech, admitted that the trans

actions with Treves were an abuse such as the House ought not to

encourage, but he was sorry to say that it was an abuse which pre

vailed in many Departments. If the salary of an appointment was

too great it ought to be reduced , and if not too great it was unjust to

make it less by charging it with a provision for a man who did no

duty. It might, however, be allowable for the purpose of providing

for a superannuated predecessor.

Mr. Grey, finding the sense of the House against him , then with

drew his motion , and the matter dropped .

F. J. BECKLEY.
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After Office Hours.

Ourselves.

DURING the last threemonths the enemies of the Magazine
have been uniting together in a chorus of “ I told you so ,"

while our friends and well-wishers have been feeling more or less

anxious as to what had become of us. I am glad to be able to say

that there has been little or no occasion for either gibes or fears.

Mr. Beckley, Mr. Ogilvie, and I were naturally disinclined to launch

our craft on another year's voyage until we received at least the

same amount of support as was given to us last year. We found

that September was a bad time for obtaining this support, and we

therefore determined to start the second volume at the beginning of

the New Year instead of at Michaelmas . The decision we came to

has been abundantly justified by the course events have taken .

We took the opportunity our enforced leisure gave us to inform all

who were interested in our welfare that we were in the position of

the acrobat who cries , “ Twopence more, and up goes the donkey ."

(A friend of mine, whose initials are A. B. , has put this idea into

verse which, I think, will interest my readers. ) We had no sooner

made this announcement than coppers came pouring in from all

quarters, and our continued success was assured. The performance

therefore goes on, and the performers, gratified at the substantial

tokens they have received of the popularity of their show, once more

invite the attention and co-operation of their colleagues. Speaking

for myself, I remember that it is now more than six yearsago since I

became connected with St. Martin's-le-Grand's immediate prede

cessor, Blackfriars . Since then the idea of a Post Office Magazine

has made considerable advance throughout the Department , so much

so that I believe we can fairly say at the present moment that we are

one of the most firmly established of Post Office institutions . Here

are A. B.'s verses :

A PARABLE.

“ Plures pende duos asses et surgit asellus . ”

O reader, hast thou e'er on Margate sands ,

Midst shrill street organs and hoarse German bands ,

Contemplated the motley mountebank ,

His starting sinews eyed andheaving flank,

While , like a living genealogic tree,

He rears on high his numerous progeny ;

Marked how he shatters on his frontal bone

Or crude potato or silicious stone ?

Meanwhile a long -eared member of the troupe
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Stands meekly in the midst with patient stoop.

Him, lashed to ponderous pole, stout Samson swears,
On brow or chin to raise to the upper airs,

If first the generous public will afford

Fit guerdon such rare prowess to reward.

Delilah circumambulates the ring,

In tambourine the halfpence garnering ;

Profuse at first, the clattering coppery flow

Subsides anon to a trickle scant and slow ;

But whether slow or swiftly swells her store,

“ Twopence ! ” is still her cry, " Just twopence more ! ”

Your patience droops as the hours all fruitless pass :

Still stands and will for ever stand the ass :

Melts the duped crowd . Ah ! never mortal wight

Of that last twopence or that trick had sight !

Pactolus' sands nor Eldorado's ore

Could hoist that ass, for want of “ twopence more . ”

L'ENVOI.

Like, yet all unlike, that shrewd acrobat,

We've ceased our play to send around the hat;

Eager our antic feats to recommence,

But fettered by the eternal lack of pence.

That lack supplied - thanks to your bounteous aid

Our promise shall no longer be delayed.

Pause ere you style our enterprise coup manqué ;

We've got the twopence ; so UP GOES THE DONKEY !

A. B.

The Little Minister.

I
HAVE lately had occasion to read a number of new novels ;

and of course I have read The Little Minister. Everything

which the critics have said as to the charm and delightful humour

of the tory I fully endorse . Nothing so good as the conversa

tions between the Thrums rustics has appeared in a novel for a long

time. Then as a love story it is simplyperfect. It possesses all the

charm of an idyl , and yet is true in every detail to the facts of

human experience. The Little Minister, good and holy young man

as he is, adored by his congregation, and full of noble ideals as to

his future, is at the commencement of the story still only a youth ,

with no experience of the great world about which he preaches so

glibly. This is the type of man whom Cupid always marks out for

his own . He is clean bowled over by agipsy girl's eyes, and he

just simply can't help himself. Had he been more of a prig, less

honest and straight in his methods, he would have wriggled out of

the experience in obedience to the promptings of caution and

prudence. The Little Minister did nothing of the sort, or rather,
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perhaps, I should say, he couldn't do it. Like every man who is worth

his salt, he was capable of une grande passion, and he just let himself

go in the good old way in serene self-confidence as to his own

uprightness and purity of intention. And there is no mistake about

the matter ; he is taken very badly, even for a clergyman. For a

short time everything seems at stake. Religion , congregation, future

career , mother, and even his own instinctive love of truth, hang in

the balance ; and though he sees plainly the sacrifice he is making,

“ Babbie, I cannot give you up,” is the final outcome of his last

effort to rid himself of the infatuation . And there is a delightful

touch in Mr. Barrie's account of the Little Minister's sermons against

women, preached when he was in the very throes of his love troubles.

Babbie herself is

A dainty shape , an image gay,

To haunt, to startle, and waylay.

Who can blame the Little Minister for his infatuation with such a

lovely apparition ? She is playing the very devil with him ; but

and here the hopefulness of the story comes in , he is playing the

man with her, and she is fascinated, and in the end transformed, by

the transparent honesty and integrity of his character. But she

makes love most beautifully ; she has gipsy blood in her veins ; and

even when she becomes the Little Minister's wife she must every

now and again forget respectability, don the gipsy garb, and make

love to her husband in the old way. In modern novels I know of

only one love scene to compare with the scenes between Babbie and

the Little Minister, and that one instance is Richard Feverel's meet

ing with Lucy in the wood. The glaring defect of The Little

Minister is the melodrama of the third volume. What with floods,

cataclysms, and extraordinary meetings , one almost fancies oneself

in the Adelphi Theatre. To resort to such methods is unworthy of

Mr. Barrie's great talents. Hisforte is idealising the commonplace,

not in painting the unnatural and the exceptional. To finish off a

book in the way that he has done is to play to the gallery, and to

miss the mark at which he aims . Moreover, since The Mill the

Floss, floods have been a bit overdone as a means of getting rid of

characters who are in the way, Better the measles or the influenza

in Mr. Barrie's hands than a deluge. Even George Eliot was

unable to improve upon Genesis. That still remains the simplest

and most direct account of “ the plague of waters ” which has ever

been written . Let Mr. Barrie keep to the loves and sorrows of men

and women. There he is always delightful , and within these limits

there is no knowing what heights he may not reach.

on

*

*

Some Rew Hovels.

NE of the best novels of the season is Esther Vanhomrigh.

Tragedy, and it is an attempt to reproduce , in the form of fiction, the

well-known story of Dean Swift and his relations with Stella and

. of
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Vanessa. It is enough to say that Mrs. Woods knows her historical

period by heart, and, what is more, is able to give flesh andblood to

her characters. All students of character are attracted by the

mysterious and terrible personality of the great Dean. All students

have their own interpretations of his story. But the very loneliness

and solitariness of the man, and much more his reserve, made him a

sealed book, even , we should fancy, to Stella herself. And so his cha

racter is exquisite sport for the novelist. Mrs. Wood's portrait is

splendid as apicture of a great man, and she occasionally puts into

it touches of humanity which every admirer of the Dean of St.

Patrick's has hitherto only dared to hope may be associated with

him . If Mrs. Wood's portrait be a faithful one we understand

a little better the passion of Esther Vanhomrigh . But faithful or

not , as a novel , the book is of a very high order of merit , and is

quite worthy of the authoress of A Village Tragedy. And the merit

of that little book was so great that to say even as much as this is to

say a great deal .

I have also been reading Cecilia de Noel, by Lanoe Falconer. It

is a ghost story which one reads not for the sake of the ghost but

for the sake of the characters of the men and women whichthe ghost

is the means of revealing to you in their true light . Here is a

haunted house, and one after another every visitor in the house

sleeps in the room sacred to the ghost, and of course sees it . But

they all see the ghost in different ways ; they are all horrified and

frightened, and their little meannesses and nastinesses are revealed

by the experience. The only exception is Cecilia de Noel , who sees

the ghost and is at first horrified as the others are, and then , unlike

the others, is filled with a consuming pity for it . She speaks to

it, and the sense of words is in its look, and though it makes no

sound it tells her that no one has ever felt pity for its condition

before. For ages it has wandered about the world as a lost soul ,

and has frightened everybody with whom it came into contact.

Indescribable misery is written on the ghost's features, and when

Cecilia asks about its relation to God, it shudders and says, “ What is

God ? ” And then Cecilia draws close to the ghost, and in infinite

pity for its loneliness kisses it , and in doing so, as she relates after

wards, she feels that she is embracing an iceberg. But the sense of

real human tears is now in this strange supernatural speech of the

ghost's which carries no sound with it, and “ I now know what God

is ” is what the ghost is telling her . The story is powerfully told and

finely conceived. All ghost stories are full of theelement of horror ;

it has been reserved for Lanoe Falconer to make us feel pity for these

ghostly wanderers . Moreover , she leaves us at liberty to explain the

apparition in our own way. " It is just the way Cissy would see a

ghost " is the comment of the unbeliever in the story. In other

words , the experience may have been a projection of her own brain

under the strain of excitement .

I have also been reading Some Emotions and a Moral, by John

Oliver Hobbes. This is a brilliant little book, and literally bristles
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with epigrams and other good things . It leaves off, as the best books

always do, with a note of interrogation. Cynthia is a study from

real life of the fascinating, unreasonable, wild , and thoroughly

devilish type of woman whom the best and most highly gifted men

always fall in love with . She falls in real love with a baggy-trousered

literary man , over whom she exercises a queenly sway so long as she

is in his company. She then exacts from him promises to abandon

his high ideals of literary creation , and to accept the offer of an

editorship, which would mean for him money and position . Though

he hates the idea, the spell she exercises over him is too strong 10 be

resisted . So long as he is with her he is her slave , but when he gets

away from her influence he writes her letters like this, “ I cannot

keep the promise I made you . I cannot say yes to Dobbs-I

would rather slice ham in a cook-shop. Dearest, dearest, do under

stand this, and give me a little time . G. P. " But women never do

understand things, so she very imprudently married , not the

barber, but an honest and commonplace cousin whon she

despised , and the literary man married a girl he didn't love. And

the lovers afterwards met in the British Museum, and compared

their wrecked lives . She was a widow now, and one of the best

things in the book is the speech in which she speaks of her dead
husband . “ There were tears in her eyes when she answered

Provence . ' I cannot tell you all about that yet, ' she said . “ It was

terrible that he should die . He liked to live. Life was never dull

to him ; he thought it jolly, never anything else - only jolly . You

won't think that's an absurd way for me to put it - you will under

stand . He who thought this is dead , while others — She paused .”

There is here a touch of genius in the direct and simple way in which

the husband's character is hit off.

Then I have been reading a French novel, Pierre et Jean,by Guy

de Maupassant , and have been delighted ; also , Fantasy, a transla

tion of an Italian one, and In God's IVav, by Björnson , and have

been entertained in the way that one always is , when one visits

foreign countries, or takes a dip into foreign libraries. No novel

reader is worth much unless he habitually changes his point of

view , and seeks out something not coloured by insular prejudice and

English conventionalism.

Dr. Walkley's Hew Book .

MR. A. B.WALKLEY,ofthe Secretary's Office, is about to
publish a volume entitled Playhouse Impressions. I ain

looking forward to its publication with great interest. Mr. Walkley

is one of the very few dramatic critics for whose opinions I do not

feel more or less contempt. He has come very rapidly to the front,

and even during the short time he has been before the public he has

made distinct advances, not only in criticism but in literary form
There was

a time when his contributions to a certain evening

journal used to irritate me, because of the form , or rather want of
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form , in which his opinions were cast. But latterly, and more

especially since his elevation to the post of dramatic critic to The

Speaker, there has been a marked difference in this respect, and like

the once famous tall lady he is still growing . Moreover, his pointof
view is, in my opinion , distinctly admirable. Possessed as he is with

a conviction of the thoroughly unsound and deplorable condition of

the modern English drama, and the vitiated state of the public

taste, he approaches the criticism of a play with a very high idea as

to what is required of a dramatic author. He was one of the few

London critics who refused to join in the foolish and ignorant

attempt to howl down the performances of Ibsen , and with much

insight and dexterity of argument he insisted on the rightness of

Ibsen's point of view, while he recognised the clumsiness of many of
his methods. I remember well his criticism of Ghosts. Ghosts

appealed to mein a way that few modern plays have ever succeeded

in doing. Here was a play which interested me profoundly, which

gave me something to think about , which lay bare before me one of the

commonest, but none the less most dreadful, tragedies of life. And

in paper after paper, journal after journal , I read that it was a foul

and loathsome play, that the Lord Chamberlain ought to interfere,

and that it depended on its filth and nastiness alone for its power to

attract public attention . And then I read Mr. Walkley, and my

heart went metaphorically out to him . Ghosts was “ a great spiritual

tragedy ” he told us, and as for the professedly shocked English

public, and the horror-struck critics, why, “ it is because Ghosts hits

this great public full in the face, straight between the eyes, that the
great public's self- elected representatives have raised their outcry."

Mr. Walkley is on the right track , and I anticipate for him a brilliant
future. And I like him all the better because I rather fancy

Mr. Clement Scott does not think much of him .

E.B.

לל
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Notices of Books.
THE LIFE AND SELECT WORKS OF DR. ARBUTHNOT .

By G. A. Aitken . ( Oxford University Press . ) 2 Vols.

Our colleague, Mr. G. A. Aitken , has followed up his very com

plete and successful life of Steele with a biography of Dr. John

Arbuthnot, another member of the Literary Society which made the

early eighteenth century so important an epoch in the history of

English letters. Arbuthnot's title to our regard is not so strong as

Steele's , but he certainly deserves more consideration than he has

hitherto received. Few readers know more than the facts that he

was a Scotch physician at the Court of Queen Anne, a strong Tory,

and the friend of Pope and Swiſt. His books have not been re

printed in any modern edition , and their titles are hardly known

even to students . Except through incidental references in the

biographies of his contemporaries, the circumstances of his life and

the nature of his personality are difficult to come at.

In Mr. Aitken's book we have, for the first time for modern

readers, a collection of Arbuthnot’s principal works. A good deal

of what he wrote took the form of pamphlets dealing with passing

questions of the hour, and often with merely ephemeral aspects of

these questions . To have reprinted such pamphlets would have

been mere weariness to the reader and injustice to the writer .

Many of them, moreover, were published anonymously, and many

pamphlets were attributed to buthnot in his own day which were

not really his . Any attempt at an absolutely complete collection would

have raised endless questions of authenticity. What Mr. Aitken

has done is to give a readable and complete biography, so far

as facts can be made out, by the best use, which heknows so well

how to make, of modern opportunities for research, together with a

selection of works which still have some genuine interest and are of
undoubted authenticity .

John Arbuthnot was born in 1667 , at the village of Arbuthnot , in

Kincardineshire. His father was Episcopalian minister there , but

lost the living in 1689 through his Jacobite opinions . John, the

eldest son , came to London in 1691 , after some training at Aberdeen ;

was in London for three years , then at Oxford for two as a private

tutor, and in 1696 graduated in medicine at St. Andrew's . He then

returned to London, established himself in practice, and in 1703, by

successful treatment of Prince George of Denmark during a sudden

illness at Epsom, gained a place in the Royal household, and soon

became known as a fashionable physician . Thenceforward , until the

death of Queen Anne, his affairs were increasingly prosperous, but

that event brought to him, as to others who were opposed to the

Hanoverian succession , a sudden change of fortune. His private

practice, however , still provided him with income enough tomain

tain a good position, and later on he attached himself to the little

Court which the Prince and Princess of Wales gathered round them .
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On the accession of George II . he was once more re-established in

Royal favour, and his prosperity suffered no eclipse up to the time

of his death in 1735 .

Taken by itself such a career would be no title to fame. Nor

can Arbuthnot be considered a great writer . His prose is not like

Steele’s or Addison's , a delight for ever ; he had no genius like Pope

for the delicate expression of abstract thoughtor dainty fancy ; nor

had his humour the perennial quality of Swift's. And yet he is a

figure well worth considering by anyone who wishes to realise the

true history of the eighteenth century . Between the age of Eliza

beth and the present century there is no more eventful and important

epoch than the reign of Anne. In literature, in science, in phi

losophy, in politics , the influence of the men of that reign was

paramount until the revolutionary period at the end of the century ;

and it is because Arbuthnot held a position of influence among the

great men of the time that he deserves to be remembered. This

influence he owed to many qualities . In his private life he was a

good husband and father, and a generous friend. In his position at

Court he must have had many opportunities of advancing his own

interests or those of his relatives , yet in the only instance in which ,

in Mr. Aitken's life, we see him seeking patronage , he allowed the

better claims of another candidate to prevail over those of his

brother. For personal friendship he had a remarkable talent .

Almost alone among the celebrities of the time he continued an

unbroken friendship with Pope and Swift, giving cause of offence

neither to the jealous susceptibility of the one nor to the morbid

pride of the other. Although opposed to Addison in politics , in

private life they were firm friends.

Arbuthnot's writings may be said to be due to almost every cause

except the desire of fame or the want of money. His first book was

a little essay on the laws of chance , as illustrated in card playing, for

which he had quite a passion . His books arose from the circum

stances of his life. As physician he combated many of the monstrous

theories of medicine and hygiene by which current practice was

guided . As a student he showed his learning by studies on such

subjects as the weights and measures of the ancients. As a man of

science he was a leading member of the Royal Society, as well as

of the Colleges of Surgeons and Physicians . At Court there is no

doubt that he held a position of much more influence than that of

an ordinary physician. His Jacobite sympathies, united with fidelity

and strong common sense, made him a most useful member of the

Tory party, headed by Oxford and Bolingbroke, and afterwards of

that extreme party which had the restoration of the Stuarts at heart .

His brother Robert was established in business in Paris as a banker ,

and was an avowed agent of the Pretender. At the same time

Arbuthnot's readiness as a writer, his humour, and his learning made

him a link between the politicians of his party and its men of letters,

such as Pope, Swift, Gay, and Prior. He could meet the men of each

section as their equal in talent, and at the same time win their regard

by his personal qualities .
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The list of Arbuthnot's writings shows his great versatility. His

best known book is The History of John Bull, originally published

in five parts, the first of which appeared in 1712. In this he gave in

a story about such characters as Lord Strutt (the King of Spain) ,

John Bull (England), Nicholas Frog (the Dutch) , and Lewis Baboon

(the King of France) a humorous version of the history of the war

of Spanish succession ; and in his central character he gave a type

which has survived ever since. This is how he described John Bull.

“ He was not afraid of the French , but apt to quarrel with his best

friends if they pretended to govern him. If flattered he could be led

like a lamb. He was quick, and understood his business well ; but

careless with his accounts , and often cheated by partners and

servants. He loved his bottle and his diversion. He was generally

ruddy and plump, and with a pair of cheeks like a trumpeter."

Even Mr. Aitken's energy of research has not been able to fill all

the gaps in our knowledge of Arbuthnot's life, and we must still

learn to know him , to a great extent, through his works. But it is

as a man and not as a writer that we must chiefly value him , as he

was valued by his contemporaries. “ Oh ! if the world had but a

dozen of Arbuthnots in it,” said Swift, “ I would burn my Travels.”

“ One of the wisest, wittiest, most accomplished, gentlest of man

kind ,” was Thackeray's description of him. “ Arbuthnot,” said

Dr. Johnson, “ was a man of great comprehension, skilful in his

profession, versed in the sciences, acquainted with ancient literature,

and able to animate his mass of knowledge by a bright and active

imagination ; a scholar with great brilliance of wit ; a wit who, in

the crowd of life, retained and discovered a noble ardour of religious

zeal.”

ByTHE LONDON POSTAL SERVICE OF TO -DAY.

R. C. Tombs. i Vol . August 1891 .

Mr. Tombs has most usefully supplemented the official record of

the Postal Jubilee by a little book giving a sketch of the chief

features of the London Postal Service in 1890. Its interest might

perhaps have been increased could the facts and figures have been

given for a full comparison with the service of 1840, but this would

have been difficult without enlarging the volume very much beyond

its original intention ; and besides, many of the necessary facts of

1840 are now beyond the possibility of record . What we have is a

collection of information of undoubted authenticity, which in time

to come will be of great interest. If we might hint a criticism , it

would be that some improvement might have been made in the

arrangement of the contents .

In 1890 the staff of the London Postal Service numbered about

18,000 . The area served was 250 square miles . Its popula

tion was 5,000,000. There were 107 Postal centres in this area,

and the total number of letters posted was over 850,000,000, and the

number delivered about 770,000,000. On an average each inhabit

ant sent 170 letters and received 150. Each Postman delivered
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about 154,000 in the year, or about 500 each working day. The

difference in the condition of the different parts of London is well

illustrated by the fact that the weekly numbers ofletters per square

mile (whether posted or delivered is not stated) are as follows :

In the S.E. District 411,902 , in the E. District 190,840 , and in the

W. District 1,076,072 . The number of parcels in 1890 was about

18,000 ,ooo . The number of extra hands engaged at Christmas,

1890 , was over 4,000. The increase in the number of letters over

the normal traffic was about 50,000,000. Mr. Tombs gives a

graphic sketch of the excellent manner in which his force grappled

with this huge mass of correspondence in offices gloomy with fog

and filled with the fumes of gas , and in streets almost impassable

with snow and slush . The weight of mails despatched annually

from the G. P. O. is 28,000 tons, and the weight received is about

18,000 . The number of mail bags used annually is about 60,000 ,

costing £6,000 .

Turning now from these amazing figures we may notice a few of

the topics of more curious interest. Compared with the total of

50,000,000 Christmas cards, we are surprised to find that in 1890 the

number of valentines had dwindled down to about 320,000 , or less than

half the number of Easter cards, given as about700,000. What will be

the next form of Postal projectile with which man will pelt his

fellow men ? In 1890 the service was much afflicted with

epidemic influenza . For four days no less than 2,000 officers were

absent from this cause alone. Postmen suffered most severely, and

Telegraph Messengers least. Luckily only two fatal cases occurred .

Mr. Tombs gives some capital examples of curious addresses which

his officers have recently had to decipher. It is not every one who

could make out the following : “ Bucom Palus,” “ Obanvidok ,”

" Ship in Hunger " (Chipping Ongar) , “ Salaryhon, Cape Carst

Carcel ” (Sierra Leone, Cape Coast Castle) , or this description of

the contents of a parcel, " Where in a parils ” (wearing apparel ) .

Many of our readers probably have never before heard of an

important member of theforce, the River Postman, who delivers letters

to ships lying in the Thames. His uniform marks the combination

of postman and waterman. At 8 a.m. he embarks near the Custom

House and works his way down among the vessels in the Pool .

The office has been in one family for several generations, the

grandfather of the present postman having been employed in the

reign of George III . He possessed a silver badge weighing 18 ozs . ,

dated 1765 , and a pass signed by the king allowing him free ingress

to all ports in the United Kingdom. Our postman's father is said to

have had a new boat on the accession of William IV. We should

think it is almost time to repeat the presentation . Last winter the

masses of floating ice must have tried the old craft if she is still

afloat.

Two provincial postmen some time ago found themselves in the

streets of London for the first time. They wished to ask their way,

but unfortunately were in uniform , and the idea of a postman not

לל
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knowing his way about seemed a huge joke. The street boy re

ceived their enquiries with open derision , the policeman bade them

sternly not to try their tricks on him, and the general public were

more grieved than angry at such frivolous questions. In another

case some connection with the Post Office proved a decided advan

tage. When the Comtesse de Flandres collided with the Princesse

Henriette, one of the passengers saved his life by attaching himself

to a floating Parcel Post basket.
*

UNIFORM IMPERIAL POSTAGE : An Enquiry and Proposal .

By R. J. Beadon, M.A. (Cassell's , price 6d.)

This pamphlet, which is put forward under the auspices of the

Imperial Federation League , was written with the avowed object of

counteracting the invidious proposal that the Australian and South

African Colonies should join the Postal Union, a union , be it remem

bered , to which Canada, India, and almost all the rest of the colonies

already belonged. Mr. Beadon does not approve of this . His

principle is to establish between ourselves and the colonies a system

of Imperial postage, “ cheap , as compared with the system applicable

to the outside world , and uniform , because the Empire is a unit, and

all the people in it one community.” Thus he would have penny

postage to Canada and retain the 2 d . rate to the United States, and

therein he differs from previous writers, who, recognising the absurdity

of such a proposal, would include the United States within the area.

of the cheaper rate. Mr. Beadon does not think that there would be

any absurdity. The United States do not belong to the Empire,

and so he would exclude them . And yet not altogether so, for in the

last chapter he evidently sees that Imperial Penny Postage must lead

to Universal Penny Postage, for he quotes with approval a writer who

thinks there should be penny postage to France, Germany, and the

States. And yet if that came to pass, his principle of making

communication with the Empire more easy than with outside

countries just because it is the Empire, " comes to naught at once.

There is a smack of protection about it .

*

*

THE THIRTY-SEVENTH REPORT OF THE POSTMASTER

GENERAL ON THE POST OFFICE. 1891 . Price 4d.

( Eyre & Spottiswoode.)

The signature of this report, which is dated the 27th of July, must

have been one of the last official acts of the late Postmaster-General,

but as it does not extend beyond the transactions of the last

financial year we must wait for the 38th Report to complete the

account of the many important changes in the Postal Service and

organisation which marked the tenure of office of the late

Mr. Raikes.

The 37th Report covers a period of great interest, including the

Postmen's strike of July, 1890, the reduction of the Indian and

Colonial Postage rates the beginning of the Express Delivery Service,
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and the reorganisation of the Sorting and Telegraph Staffs, both in

London and the Provinces . All these matters are referred to, but

the accounts are remarkable chiefly for what they leave unsaid . It

is an unfortunate necessity that an official record can never include

the most interesting particulars of any subject. We notice that this

Report has been received by the Press with somewhat less exuber

ance than is usual . Most newspapers contented themselves with

reprinting the most prominent parts of the Report. They did not

even abuse the Post Office. Perhaps the circumstances under which

it appeared may have had something to do with this . Perhaps, also,

even the inexhaustible gentlemen of the Press find it difficult to say

something new of figures and facts which year by year have so

strong a resemblance to their predecessors of the year before. We

wish it were possible to import a little more human interest into

official statistics .

THE CELEBRATION OF THE JUBILEE OF UNIFORM

INLAND PENNY POSTAGE . (London : Simpkin, Mar

shall & Co.) 5s .

The work of editing this volume has fallen on Mr. G. A. Aitken ,

a gentleman whose literary ability has been amply displayed in his

“ Life of Steele," and the manner in which he has used his materials

should give the committee cause for congratulating themselves that

his services were at their disposal . The contents of the book , which

is prefaced by an account of the progress of the Post Office during

the last 50 years, are culled from various sources , including our pre

decessor Blackfriars, and are combined with excellent judgment .

It is very clearly printed on good paper, and enriched bya number

of interesting sketches and the portraits of Sir Rowland Hill , a

series of ex-Postmasters-General, Mr. Frederic Hill , Sir Arthur

Blackwood, the Post Office Committee and its Secretaries. We need

say little of the excerpts from the reports of the celebration of the

Jubilee in the provinces, as the daily papers have already made

much sport of the postmasters and postmistresses who in country

villages and remote Irish offices assembled singly or mustered their

scanty forces to give three cheers for the Queen. One quotation,

however, we are tempted to make by the flamboyant nature of its

style :

“ Such a day as the Jubilee of the Penny Postage, an institution

that is the backbone of England's business success, is too important

to be allowed to pass over without recognition . Tenterden , although

a small place, came nobly to the fore on this day. Early in the

morning a brilliant display of flags might have been seen proudly

waving to and fro over the balcony in front of the Post Office. This

at first gave the inhabitants quite a shock, but on inquiries they were

greatly disgusted at their own lack of knowledge respecting the

great day, and at the same time eminently pleased at the loyal

feeling displayed in their midst . The red notice referring to the
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Jubilee was conspicuously displayed outside the office, causing little

knots of people to assemble to talk over and ventilate their opinions

regarding the Rowland Hill Benevolent Fund . About twenty

envelopes were sold , and a general good feeling prevailed here all

day. Asthe office closes at 8.30 p.m. , we made up a pleasant little

party indoors, and passed the festive cup to the strains of fute,

violin, and piano , winding up the auspicious day by singing heartily
« God save the Queen !'

IS .

THE PENNY POSTAGE JUBILEE AND PHILATELIC

HISTORY. By Phil . ( London : Sampson Low, Marston &

Co. ) Paper covers .

This is another contribution to the literature of the Postal Jubilee,

and contains a good deal that is interesting put together in a rather
disconnected manner. The first chapter gives a brief sketch of early

Postal history in the three kingdoms. The Ordinance, dated 1653,

giving a monopoly of Posts to John Manley for £10,000 a year, is

here printed, but nothing else that is not to be found in Lewin's

Her Majesty's Mails or in the Historical Appendices to the early
annual reports on the Post Office. We have then a short sketch of

Rowland Hill's struggle for Penny Postage ; but the chief interest in

the book is in the Philatelic chapters, which we presume to contain

a resumé of information published in connection with the Philatelic

Exhibition of last year . A good deal of this is of great interest, and

must be new, at least to the general reader. There is also some

account of the Jubilee celebrations ; but so far as concerns those

held in London, the same information can be found in more com

plete form in the official record . There are, however, also short

notices of the Vienna and London Philatelic Exhibitions , and of the

Postal Section of the Edinburgh International Exhibition ; and

among the illustrations is a reproduction of the special stamp

designed by Mr. Walter Crane, and intended to have been printed

on envelopes issued at the last-named Exhibition . Unfortunately it

appears that this intention could not be carried out.

The Philatelic portions of the book give an interesting account of

the design and printing of the early penny stamps and of the Mul

ready envelopes. Many useful hints are offered to collectors. One

of the longest chapters gives a summary of the claim made by the

late Mr. Patrick Chalmers on behalf of his father as the originator of

the adhesive stamp, written apparently before the issue of the last

pamphlets on the subject, but giving a strong array of evidence

against the claim . which was not made until after the death of James

Chalmers. The remaining chapters in the book deal with the manu

facture of stamps , postmarks, perforation , the chief Foreign and

Colonial issues, and contain accounts of many Philatelic curiosities,

as well as a reprint of a Jubilee catalogue of the World's Postage

Stamps, which we gather was prepared for the Edinburgh Exhibition.
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Facts for the faultfinders.

RITICS of the Post Office are very fond of accumulating

instances of " red - tapism ” on the part of the Department ,

and holding them up to the public scorn in the columns of the Times.

According to them the Continental Post Offices are far ahead of

us, and are little short of perfection . But when their instances

come to be analysed it generally turns out to be a case of omne

ignotum pro magnifico. The English Post Office, for example, is

accused of being behind the times because the express service is not

as fully developed as it is in other countries . Does it ever strike

those critics that there is a sort of law of least resistance, under

which people will not pay the extra cost of an express service when

the ordinary service meets all reasonable demands. Is it likely, for

instance, that a merchant will often send letters by express in the

city of London as long as there are twelve ordinary deliveries there

daily ? Where the express service attains large proportions, the

ordinary service is poor in comparison with our own . In the United

States there are comparativelyfew towns where there is any delivery

of letters at all , the rule being for each man to rent a box and call

at the office for his letters . No man, however, need rent a box if he

has no objection to waiting an hour a day until he can get attended to

at the counter. Anotherinstance of the same thing is furnished by

the telephone . Americans when they come to England are very

fondof enlarging on the great extension of thetelephone system in

the States, and they are right so far ; but there is no doubt of this,

that if the American telegraphs were in the hands of the State,

instead of being the property of dozens of separate companies, the

telephone would , relatively speaking, be of far less importance than

it is now.
The telephone, in fact, flourishes because people distrust

the ordinary telegraph .

It would be easy to multiply instances of the same thing : for

example, any one in England who has a clean postage stamp, how

ever old it may be, may use it to prepay a letter ; and on the recent

Jubilee several clean postage stamps of 1840 were actually observed

Yet every day letters and post cards reach this country

from Germany, Egypt, and Italy, marked with a charge because the

stamps on them were made obsolete as soon as a new issue came

into use. Then, again, an Englishman travelling in Wurtemburg,

Baden, or Bavaria, might think he could safely frank a letter to

England by means of an Imperial German postage stamp ; but if he

did, his friends here would certainly have to pay a charge on delivery,

in the post .

E
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as local stamps only are available in those countries. The same

thing is true of Monaco, letters from which are constantly charged

for bearing French postage stamps instead of those of the red and

black Principality.

It would be easy to multiply instances to show how far behind us

most European countries are. In spite of Mr. Harrison's periodical

tirades, we will venture to assert that, comparing towns of similar

size in this country and abroad, the office accommodation provided

for the public here is far ahead of that provided in other countries.

We have, at any rate, abolished the guichet, which is still all but

universal on the Continent; and that alone is a great step in advance.

No one in the Post Office objects to criticism . We expect it and

welcome it ; but when our censors lose their tempers and call us.

names we sometimes perhaps are apt to laugh at them rather than to

take them seriously. Abroad post officers do not look at things in

that way. In Germany it is a very serious thing indeed to call

officials names. Not long ago the German Post Office solemnly

wrote us a letter enclosing a post card which they declined to deliver

on account of the shocking nature of the communication written on

it in German. We subjoin a translation of the incendiary docu

ment : - “ I received to-day your sample of primroses, which again

were completely smashed . Why, pray, don't you send such things

in a wooden box ? The Post Office Officials here in England are

quite as careless rascals as the German Post Office officials. "
2

* *

*

An Instructive Correspondence.

,
,

less fertile than usual of gigantic gooseberries and sea serpents.

The Standard, at its wit's end for a subject, started a promising

theme under the title of “ The Post Office and Village Industries.”

On the 17th August a gentleman, living at Burgh Castle, declared

that one of the chief causes of the decline of our villages is the

serious disadvantage under which most of them labour in having

no day mails. Millers and manufacturers, it seems , leave villages

and settle in towns, not in order to be near railways or anything of

that kind , but because they are · hampered by this terrible obstruc

tion .” It is useless to say, “ Show that there is business demanding

such convenience, and we will supply it. ” That is a plausible way of

getting out of anything. Next day one writes from Lexfield to

say that he only receives Thursdays markets on the following

Monday, although he lives within 100 miles of London. This can

only be explained on the supposition that there is no post to his

house on the Saturday, whichis hardly credible, unless he is entirely

out of the free delivery.

Then, on August 21st, the Rev. H. T. Armfield, Rector of Colne

Engaine, wrote to complain that there was no telegraph office in his

parish. “ I have pointed out that there are several considerable

businesses in this parish ; that the Department has gone into business
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with the taxpayers' money ; that therefore all taxpayers have a

claim to be treated alike ; that this is already done in the delivery

of letters, and that in France the telegraph is supplied in every

village.”

There is a beautiful appearance of precision and logic about this,

and although the writers of some of the earlier epistles of the series

must have stared at the Rector's statement about letters being

treated alike, they nevertheless must have been delighted by the

superior tone of the letter, and by the writer's knowledge of French

customs . Imagine then their feelings when the next day this letter

appeared, signed M. YGLESIAS.

“ SIR ,—The Rector of Colne Engaine (population one thousand,

Telegraph Office one and a half mile distant ) may be right in com

plaining that the local postal-telegraph arrangements are not perfect ;

but in supposing that ' they order these matters better in France, ' he

is mistaken . Far from the telegraph being supplied , as stated, to

every village in France, one finds, within a radius of fifteen miles

from Lille (oneof the busiest and most densely populated districts

of France), twelve villages with five hundred inhabitants, fifteen of

one thousand, fourteen of fifteen hundred, twenty of overtwo thou

sand, and eight of over three thousand, not one of which has either

Post or Telegraph Office. To send a letter or telegram these unfor

tunate villagers must go from one to six miles, or transact their

business through the ambulant letter- carrier. In France inland

postage is one penny half-penny, and a post-card is one penny. A

large town of thirty to a hundred thousand inhabitants will have but

a single Post Office ; and when this is found with difficulty (being

usually situated in some back street) one cannot fail to be impressed

with its inferiority to the Post Office of even the smallest English

town. The only point where English arrangements compare

unfavourably with French is that we distinctly forbid our customers

to use the postal pen and ink, even for addressing a card ; -whilst in

France a liberal display of pens, ink , and blotting paper, with table

and chairs in many offices, tacitly invites one to make use of them .”

No one replied to that letter. The ha’porth of fact was too much

for the intolerable quantity of fancy. The Rector “ took it sitting,"

and the Standard led offwith something else.

*

*

Pearce's prejudices.

THE
HE tendency of any one who fails to understand some little thing

connected with the Department to rush into print with a

scathing denunciation is well shown by the following silly letter ex

tracted from the Daily News of the 17th October :

“ SIR ,-On the 27th of July last I posted a number of prepaid

circulars at the Charing Cross Post Office; and thismorning one of

them , addressed to agentleman in Porchester Street, W. , was returned
to me through the dead letter office marked ' gone away. ' It bears

the paid stamp of the Charing Cross office, dated July the 27th ; the
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stamp of the Western District office dated 14, 10, 91 , and that of

the South Eastern (K) District, dated October 15th , 1891. It there

fore appears that prepaid circulars may lie at the receiving house three

months before any attempt is made to deliver them—a state of things

which cannot be too widely known among the commercial classes.

The fact that the circulars were issued by me as a Liberal Agent, the

wrapper bearing the words 'Parliamentary Registration - Urgent and

Important,' no doubt had no connection with the delay, but at all

events it is suggestive. - Faithfully yours, JOHN PEARCE."

If Mr. Pearce of Sydenham had made the slightest enquiry he

would probably have found that this circular was duly delivered on the

27th July, and that it was handed back to the postman on the 14th

October only. A Liberal Agent may be supposed to have some

share of common sense, and we would therefore put it to him

whether he really thinks that Liberal circulars are treated differently

from Conservative circulars, and why this circular should have been

returned to him at all if those who dealt with it had some deep

political motive .
* *

.

לל

En Elmerican Grumbler .

R. G. W. SMALLEY, the London correspondent of the

New York Tribune, has recently thought it incumbent on

him to reprint, under the title of “ London Letters," some of his

articles addressed to that Journal. Two of these articles, which

originally appeared in 1884 and 1885 respectively, are on the subject

of Mr. Fawcett and the Post Office . Mr. Blackwood having, on the

death of Mr. Fawcett, written to say that the respect and admiration

with which he and his colleagues regarded Mr. Fawcett was such as

was rarely won from their subordinates by the Parliamentary chiefs

of public departments, ” Mr. Smalley remarks, “ I should be disposed

to add that it could, as a rule, only be won by the Parliamentary

chiefs who give way to their so-called subordinates . ” This does not

say much for Mr. Smalley's knowledge of Mr. Fawcett, unless,

indeed, as we are almost tempted to think, it was written in a fit of

bad temper. According to his own account, Mr. Smalley took

advantage of an acquaintance or friendship with Mr. Fawcett to

pester him with all sorts of suggestions for the alteration of rules,

and he can only reconcile Mr. Fawcett's civility with Mr. Fawcett's

failure to turn everything upside down at his bidding by supposing

that Mr. Fawcett was entirely under the baleful influence of

Mr. Blackwood. Mr. Fawcett, we learn, devoted his energies to

the wrong ends . He enlarged the scope of the Savings Bank, he

asserted the rights of the State in the matter of telephones, he flooded

the offices with women, he established the parcel post ; but in the

real business of the department, the delivery of letters, he effected

no improvement. What he ought to have done, apparently, was to

abolish the contract system for the American Mail Service - a thing

which Mr. Raikes subsequently did , but which he was soon
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obliged to undo. Mr. Smalley's account of the matter is that he

wrote to Mr. Fawcett about it, and that had it not been for

Mr. Blackwood the alteration would have been made. In fact, the

permanent official is Mr. Smalley's aversion. Evidently he prefers

the American system, by which officials all go out of office every

four years, and new men come in. He does not exactly say so ; he

doesnot venture to say that our Post Office is anything like as bad

as the American Post Office, which is not an institution to make

Americans feel proud. He grumbles vaguely, and his real grievance

seems to be that the rules were not altered in the way he wished.

His second article (on telegraphs) is more futile even than the

first. He thinks it necessary to reprint all his unfulfilled vaticina

tions as to the unreality of the reduction in the cost of telegrams

when the 6d . rate was introduced . At the present time the average

cost of inland telegrams is less than 8d. , and, with this fact staring

him in the face, Mr. Smalley might well have left this article buried

in the columns of its native journal .

Although very anxious to alter our rules, Mr. Smalley does not

seem to see the necessity for any rules at all . Nurtured amidst

American freedom , he objects to being told he must do so and so.

It is abominable tyranny to insist on the public affixing their own

stamps to telegrams! And yet Mr. Smalley, we presume, affixes

stamps to his letters without a murmur. O Liberty, Liberty, what

twaddle is talked in thy name !

It is surprising that Mr. Smalley should in cold blood have thought

fit to republish two such bilious articles . We may remind him of

what a countryman of his- one Dr. O. W. Holmes-relates . He

had, it seems, on one occasion eaten too much pie, and while he was

suffering from it , he wrote some essays which took a very melancholy

view of creation . But when the Autocrat got better he labelled them

“ Pie Crust,” and laid them by as serious and solemn warnings .

This is what Mr. Smalley should have done .

* *

>

The Intelligent Foreigner.

A
S if the irascible Mr. Smalley were not enough, the Fortnightly

Review for October presents us with another criticism on the.

Department, by a foreigner, which is certainly glib and superficially

convincing, but which will no more bear examination than will the

thunders of our American friend . Here it is :

“ Numberless instances of bad government recur to memory. For

example , no one would compare the postal arrangements in Germany
with those which obtain in Great Britain . The German postal system

affords every convenience known here—and how many more ? Let

us take but one . You can telegraph money from one end of the

German Empire to the other. You pay, let us suppose, a thousand

marks into the Post Office in Berlin, and in half an hour it is paid

across the counter to your son's demand in Heidelberg or Hamburg.

The petit bleu of the Paris Post Office, too, is unknown in London.
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Of course, I refer to the Télégramme Postale. In Paris you can

write a letter on a sort of stiff blue paper with adhesive edges, which

you fold and direct and which then reaches its address within the

city limits in about half an hour, at a cost of fivepence. These

conveniences, and many more of the same sort, are totally unknown

in London. And yet I understand that the Post Office in Great

Britain is a source of immense revenue to the State. Again, the

telephone service in London is so execrably bad that one cannot be

surprised at the slight progress it has made in public favour. It

cannot be compared in efficiency with that offered in half a dozen

Continental capitals. Such examples of inefficiency and backward

ness in great institutions cannot, Iimagine, be referred with justice

to the innate conservatism of the English people. Forty years ago

the English postal service was the best in the world ; to -day it has

been outstripped, apparently because Government Departments in

England are badly administered."

This is indeed a sweeping charge. Let us examine the evidence.

In the first place, he complains that we have no telegraph money order

system . This shows how little the public knows about its most

familiar institutions . The most astounding misstatementsaremade

daily in the press, and the postal authorities never think of con

tradicting them ; the public knows nothing of what goes on , and so

the editor of a magazine like the Fortnightly allows it to be stated

in his publication that a system which had been in full operation for

eighteen months when the article was put in type does not exist.

As if that were not enough , our author goes on to blame the Post

Office for the shortcomings of the Londontelephone system , obli

vious of the fact that it is entirely in the hands of private companies.

Lastly, the Paris system of cartes télégraphiques is urged against

As regards these, it is in the first place to be noted that

50 centimes is practically the French equivalent for sixpence. A
Frenchman would no more dream of making 60 centimes the

minimum price for a telegram than we should of fixing it at five

pence. If this is conceded , there is very little , if any, superiority

in the French over the English system . In London you send a

telegram from one place to another for sixpence ; but Paris has no

internal telegraph system , so these cartes are used, being sent by

tube to the various parts of the city. There is no reason, on the

face of it, why the Parisian system should be any more speedy than

ours, and there is no evidence before us that it is more speedy.

us.

*

Ertra-judicialities.

AT
T the recent Chester Assizes a postmaster was tried on several

charges, among others for embezzling box and bag rents which

he ought to have brought to account . In summing-up, Mr. Justice

Vaughan Williams took occasion to censure the Department, because

while these fees are brought to account by postmasters, in the case

of sub - offices they are not brought to account, but are retained by

the sub-postmaster.
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We venture to think that his Lordship, like many other people, is

hardly fully informed of the circumstances of the case, and of the

essential differences between a postmaster and a sub-postmaster . A

head postmaster gives, or should give, his whole time to the service

of the Department, and it is right that he should have a fixed and

inclusive salary for the work which he performs. Rent, office

expenses, and assistance are all provided by the Department, and his

salary represents the estimated value of his official services.

But how stands the case with a sub -postmaster ? He does not

give his whole time to his official duties, nor is it necessary that he

should. He is usually a shop -keeper, devoting most of his time to

private business, and it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to

appraisehis services at so many hours' work a day, while it would be

equally difficult to say what portion of his rent and of the time of his

assistants is devoted to official work . Therefore, the plan adopted is

him by means of a commission on every branch of the postal

business, and to leave it to him to provide room for the duties and

any assistance he may require. Among other items of commission

he is allowed to retain the box and bag rents. As a rule these form

but a small item in villages , and are a direct payment for the extra

trouble a box or bag involves.

There is a very broad distinction between the duties of a post

master and those of a sub-postmaster ; and there is no more reason

why different modes of payment should not be adopted in the two

casesthan there is why postmasters should not be forbidden to ask

for Christmas boxes while postmen are allowed to derive a consider

able addition to their incomes from this source .

to pay

AT
T Tamworth Mr. Justice Day had before him a postman , who,

on being found guilty of theft, handed in a paper in which he

complained of the miserable amount of his earnings. Sometimes,

it seems, he made only eight shillings a week, although the average

was 16s . The Daily News havinggiven this information, the Star,

which seems entirely to depend on that paper for its news, cameout

in the evening with a shriek about Post Office sweating. Thefact,

however, simply is that this man had , for the past five months , been

employed as a substitute for men absent on leave, and that he had

received pay according to the work done . When he worked only

for two or threehours he received eight shillings, the usual wages in

such a case, and when he did a full day's work he got a full day's

pay. Substitutes like this man, no doubt, find wages precarious;

but then, no doubt, he accepted the work in the hope of establish

ing a claim to the next vacancy on the permanent staff. It looks

very bad, at first, to read that the Post Office pays some men as

little wages as eight shillings a week, but people do not know

that those who receive this small sum are employed only part

of their time, and have, or should have, some other occupation

as well.
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CIDr. Sbaw Lefevre .

THE
'HE views of an ex -Postmaster -General on Post Office affairs

must always be interesting, and we therefore reprint the

following letter from Mr. Shaw Lefevre, which appeared in the Daily

News of the 2nd September last :

' Sir ,-My best answer to your first question is that I am strongly

in favour of an international as well as or in preference to an

Imperial or inter-colonial penny postage. If a penny postage be

established between England and Canada, or England and Australia ,

it will be impossible to maintain the present rates between England

and the United States, or between England and other countries in

Europe. With respect to free addresses in telegrams , it would be

impossible to re-introduce the system without enormous loss to the

revenue. One of the chief advantages of the sixpenny telegrams has

been that this system of charge has induced the senders of telegrams

to reduce their addresses to nearly one -third of what they had been .

You will find the whole subject of free addresses dealt with in my

speech in the House of Commons in 1885 on the Bill for introducing

the sixpenny telegrams, in which I explained the necessity for doing

away with free addresses. What has since occurred has confirmed

and verified what I said . Your proposal that free addresses should

be allowed to the extent of threewords means practically that fifteen

words shall be allowed for sixpence in lieu of twelve words. If I

recollect rightly, this would involve a reduction of the revenue from

telegrams of over £400,000 a year, far more than the present excess

of revenue over expenditure, and would mean that the greater the busi

ness the greater the loss. There wouldbe many ways of expending

or remitting such a sum on the Post Office work which would be

more beneficial to the public and would tend ultimately to increase

the revenue.”

*

A Thriving Enfant.

VERY
ERY interesting indeed was the paper read before the British

Association by Mr. Preece, on the London - Paris telephone.

In September the number of three-minute conversations was 86 a

day. The average has since risen, we understand , to about 100 a

day. At 8s. per conversation the yearly earnings of the line would

be something like £12,500 . At this rate the capital will soon be

paid back . 'Tis a promising baby, truly ! But we must not expect

too much. Only 480 periods of 3 minutes can be got out of

24 hours. Of these, not more than 160 are in the “ business ” part

of the day ; and, as the public all want to speak at once, it is evident

that the line must be approaching the point of saturation . But the

cable contains four wires, and with four wires we can have two

telephone circuits, and thus double the number of conversations .

The next step will be the opening of the second circuit ; and this

will no doubt be done as soon as the uncompleted portions of the

third and fourth wires (in France) have been made good.
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Electric Parcel TRailways.

R.
described a miniature electric railway for the distribution of

parcels in London. Little trains full of parcels would run , under

this scheme, in a square tunnel two feet high and two broad ; or,

rather, there would be two such tunnels, one below the other, the top

one for the 66up ” traffic, and the other for the “ down.” By a

combination of ingenious devices the operators at the central

station would not only be aware of the exact position of each train

at any moment, but could control its movements at will . Branching

right and left at intervals from the main tunnels there would be

sidings , running into subscribers' houses. The trains could be

automatically switched into these sidings , unloaded , transferred

to the “ down " lines, and withdrawn , without any attention on the

part of the subscribers . The chief subscribers, of course, would be

the Post Office , the Railway Companies, and the large goods

establishments. The only serious difficulty is the enormous expense .

As Sir Frederick Bramwell pointed out, the tunnel would cost from

£13 to £20 per lineal yard . And how are we to find room for

such tunnels under our streets, where pipes and mains are already

packed as thick as macaroni in a grocer's barrel ? Mr. Bennett

quite realizes that the difficulty isinsuperable ; but he looksforwardto

a time when the footpaths and carriage-ways of London will be

simply the lids or roofs of prodigiously long boxes or subways . In

these subways all the gaspipes, waterpipes, electric mains, drains,

pneumatic tubes, and electric railways, neatly labelled and easily

accessible, will repose side by side , and there will be plenty of room

for all . Although we can hardly hope to see this preliminary improve

ment carried out in our time, we may at least admire Mr. Bennett's

scheme, and say with the poet ,

• Et soient ses bons avis suivis de bons effets."

* *

*

Mail Mems.

INCE our last issue the postal service between Great Britain and

the North of Ireland has been materially improved in two ways,

both by the acceleration of the old established service viâ Holyhead

and Kingstown, and also by the establishment of a new contract

service viâ Stranraer and Larne. Letters posted in London in time

for the Irish Night Mail may go by either route . A letter for Belfast

would now reach its destination at 9.10 a.m. the next morning, if

sent viâ Stranraer and Larne ; and at 9.30 a.m., if sent viâ Holyhead,

Kingstown, and Portadown . The arrival viâ Kingstown used to be

at 10.25 a.m. In the opposite direction , a letter may now be posted

in Belfast up to 3.25 p.m. for conveyance by the night mail service

viâ Holyhead, with an arrival at Euston at 6.15 a.m.; or it may be

posted up to 4.25 p.m. for conveyance by the service viâ Stranraer,
with an arrival at Euston at 7.15 a.m. The distance from Euston to

Belfast viâ Holyhead and Kingstown is about 446 miles-384 on
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land , and 62 on sea ; and viâ Stranraer, about 456 miles—417 on

land , and 39 on sea and loch ; so that both services are performed

throughout at high rates of speed .

In Scotland , also, there has been an important acceleration of

service on the Highland Line. This Company was fortunate enough

to secure a very liberal subsidy in 1888 , and in order that they may

not run the risk of having it reduced, they have consented, among

other things, to accelerate the down day mail trains as follows, with

out any additional payment :

At Wick. At Thurso.

Former hour of arrival of down day mail train ... 4.40 p.m. 4.20 p.m.

Present
..1.25

Moreover, the mail which used to be despatched from Euston by

the 7.15 a.m. and 10.30 a.m. trains for the far north can now be

despatched at 2 p.m. Thus, a large and sparsely populated country

obtains a greatly improved postal service, although the revenue it

yields to the Post Office is comparatively very small.

In fact, England has probably to provide the postal revenue by

means of which these services in Ireland and Scotland are main

tained ; and it is only fair that it should participate in the benefits

of an improved mail service, which is indeed becoming an urgent

necessity, on account of the daily increasing masses of letters and

parcels passing between its various commercial centres of population .

1.15 »

*

*

The introduction on the ist June last of a system of registration

combined with compensation for Inland Parcels has been on the

whole successful. Notwithstanding that the Department now grants

compensation without registration, in cases of loss or damage, up to

a limit of £2 , inland parcels are now registered at the rate of

400,000 a year.

The recent experiment of issuing an acknowledgment of delivery

( A.R ,) form for Inland registered packets has not produced great

results as yet. During a recent week in which a return was taken

there were only 59 of the forms issued throughout the whole of

the United Kingdom in connection with registered letters, and

only 13 in connection with registered parcels. This may, perhaps,

be taken as an indication of the flattering confidence on the part of

the British public in the safety of our registered post .
*

In June last the number of Surveyors' districts in England and

Wales was reduced by the late Postmaster General from ten to eight ;

but such urgent representations have been made by the Surveyors

as to the pressure and overwork to which they are subjected, that it

has been decided to revert to the ten districts as soon as possible in

the new year, although other changes of practice introduced at the

same time will probably be maintained.

There can , in our opinion, be no doubt that the reversion to the

old number of districts will be for the good of the Service in every way,
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Aew Cable to Germany.

N the 12th of August the laying of a new telegraph cable to

Germany was completed . The landing places are Bacton, on

the coast of Norfolk, and Borkum, an island at the mouth of the

river Ems. The manufacture and laying of the cable was under

taken by Messrs . Siemens Bros. of London, and their steamer, the

“ Faraday,” left Woolwich on the afternoon of Saturday, the 8th of

August, with the main cable on board. The German shore end had

previously been conveyed to Borkum in flat -bottomed sailing craft,

and placed in position . The cable, which has four conductors, was

laid at the joint expense of the German and British governments, and

forms the third line of direct communication between the two

countries—the other two consisting of a cable which the British

Post Office acquired from Reuter's Telegram Company in 1870, and

a cable which the German Telegraph Administration acquired from

the German Union Telegraph Company in 1889. The four con

ductors in the new cable are intended to provide additional circuits

from London to Berlin , Hamburg, Frankfort, and Vienna.

Before the ship started, Messrs. Siemens gave a luncheon at their

works to a largeparty, including Post Office officials and represent

atives of Telegraph Companies.

Mr. Alexander Siemens of London and Mr. Arnold Siemens of

Berlin accompanied the expedition , and had for their guests Herr

Hake and Herr Grawinkel, of the German Telegraph Administration ,

Mr. Fischer, Mr. Lamb, and Mr. Preece, of the British Post Office,

and Mr. Luke, of the Indian Telegraph Service. Mr. Lumsden and

Mr. Hall, of H.M.T.S. “ Monarch ,” attended on behalf of the Post

Office, to watch the operations, and certify to the efficiency of the

cable. The English end was landed at Bacton on the morning of

Monday the roth August, in the presence of Mr. Graves, the

Engineer-in -Chief, and Mr. Jenkin , the Superintending Engineer of

the District. Lady Woodhouse, whose husband has afforded the

Department very considerable facilities for the erection of the land

lines in connection with the cable, was also present and visited the

ship. The weather was somewhat squally, but the operations were

conducted in a thoroughly satisfactory manner, a good course being

steered, and none of the spare cable provided for contingencies

being brought into use. The total length of the cable from shore

to shore is 210.895 nautical miles . When the “Faraday” approached

the buoyed end of the piece of cable already in position atBorkum,

His Excellency Dr. Von Stephan, the Postmaster-General of

Germany, accompanied by their Excellencies Dr. Von Boetticher.

Vice -Chancellor of the Empire, and Herr Von Bennigsen, the Civil

Governor of Hanover, met her in a steamer belonging to the Light

ship service with the intention of coming on board to watch the

operation of splicing ; but the weather was too rough to allow them

to come alongside, and, with great disappointment, they had to

return to Borkum. Subsequently the “ Faraday ” proceeded to an

anchorage behind the Island of Borkum, and a considerable party
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landed and were present at a dinner at Kohler's Strand Hotel,

which was given by Messrs. Siemens Brothers in honour of the

event. After the dinner Dr. Von Stephan proposed the health of

Her Majesty the Queen, and Mr. Lamb proposed that of the

German Emperor . Speeches were also madeby Dr. Von Boetticher,

Herr Von Bennigsen , Herr Hake, Mr. Preece, Mr. Fischer, and the

Mayor of Emden, as well as by the Messrs. Siemens.

* *

Telegraphic Developments.

THE
HE transfer to the Post Office of the cables formerly worked by

the Submarine Telegraph Company has been followed by

sundry consequences. One was the removal of the Secretary's

Registry to perhaps the brightest, lightest, highest, airiest, and

healthiest premises occupied by any department under Government

-the iron building on the roof of the G.P.O. , West . Another was

the transplantation of the Submarine Company's staff and instruments

on the 17th of October from the old office in Throgmorton Avenue to

the room evacuated by the Registry. Midnight between Saturday

and Sunday, the idlest hour of the week, was the time selected for

the migration . In the dead of night the ponderous sets of Hughes .

apparatus were carted along Cheapside, and hoisted hastily, but not

unspeedily, into the new “ foreign gallery " ; and Sunday morning

found St. Martin's-le-Grand in direct communication with Germany,

France, Italy, and the Netherlands. Another consequence of the

transfer is that the T.S. staff will now have a chance of becoming
familiar with the marvellously ingenious telegraph instrument

invented by Professor Hughes. This instrument, which prints the

telegrams in Roman letters, and is used on most of the Continental

circuits, has not hitherto been adopted on the inland lines of

the Post Office. Our space would be exhausted much sooner

than the consequences if we were to go on enumerating them ; but

there is room for one more at any rate. “ Lastly, ” therefore, there

has been a tremendous increase in the number of telegrams; but

this is only natural , because the Post Office, while reducing the

charges with one hand, has been at some pains to expedite the

traffic with the other.

*

*

London Telepbones.

FORTIFIED by hisexperienceofaprivate installation atBlenheim,

in London , the Duke of Marlborough has come forward, in the

character of Baron Bletch , to hammer at the adamantine gates of

the National Telephone Co. The hammer takes the shape of a

rival agency, The New Telephone Co. , of which the Duke is chair

The chief grievance against the National Co. is the difficulty

of hearing what is spoken into their instruments, and this again is

attributed to the fact that single wires are used . Subscribers complain

that not only do they fail to hear speech intended for themselves,

man.
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but sometimes they hear irrelevant conversations passing between

other subscribers (in technical language, " cross-talk " ), and at other

times their ears are assailed by a horrid sound which can only be

described approximately. The nearest approach to an adequate

description comes from a dissatisfied client who complains that

whenever he uses the telephone somebody seems to be " pouring

snipe -shot into a tambourine.” The remedy for all these annoyances,

according to the Duke of Marlborough, is the use of double wires.

In this view he is supported by the experience of the Post Office .

Wherever the Post Office has established telephone exchanges (at

Newcastle, for example) double wires have been used , and the

speaking has, in consequence, been phenomenally distinct . It is

interesting to see private enterprise thus labouring tardily in the

wake of the Department . Meanwhile what steps does the Duke

of Marlborough propose to take ?

Will this hammerer never discover

His need of a morsel of aid ?

To be sure he will . A notice has already been issued to intimate

that next session the aid of Parliament will be invoked to enable the

New Telephone Co. to " place mains underground, and erect wires,

posts , standards, etc. , over and in streets, lands, and buildings , and

to make, levy and recover charges," and conduct telephone business

generally. But the National Co. is a powerful body, and we shall be

interested to see what amount of hammering will be required on the

part of Baron Bletch before the adamantine portals yield to the

assault.

Special Arrangements at Llanybytber.

VERY telegraph office in the United Kingdom is liable, some

ments,” but surely never before did so important an event as a speech

by Mr. Chamberlain take place in so inaccessible a corner as

Llanybyther. The importance of a speech , from a telegraphic point

of view , is measured of course by the number of words to be tele

graphed. The reports of Mr. Chamberlain usually fill six or eight

and perhaps ten or more wires, all fitted with Wheatstone apparatus.

At Llanybyther there wasonly one loop , which,being divided,gave two

wires . With some difficulty room wasprovided in the local Post Office

for sixteen telegraphists only. Twenty “ punchers ” were eventually

squeezed in . The fastest known apparatus was used ; the engineers

were on the alert to maintain the speed at its highest ; and great

hopes of success were entertained, for two wires working at 400 words

a minute will carry much matter in little time. Unhappily on the

very same evening a violent gale came slashing up from the south

west. The two wires at Llanybyther began by working reluctantly,

and ended by collapsing. From 11.0 p.m. to midnight Llanybyther

was totally cut off from the telegraphic system . Then by joining

one length of sound wire to another, a wire was made up from
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Llanybyther to Liverpool ; from Liverpool it was extended to the

relay station ” at Preston ; and from Preston it was continued to

London. To such shifts were we reduced by the gale. And after

all, the newspapers had very little to complain of. The last page of

copy,” handed in by the reporters at 12.53 a.m., was telegraphed

at 1.15 a.m. The reports were published with their usual fulness,

and the public, reading them on its breakfast table, little thought

how the special staff had been wrestling and struggling with the

elements in the night.

66 לל

*

*

of

Dore Letters .

TH
HE recent trial of a sorter who stole a very large number of

letters inducedmany people who fancied they ought to have
received letters to write to the office about them. One man wrote

to say that he had invented a “ possible dirigable, aerial ship , ” of

which he desired to make a workable model. He has addressed

letters to Edison, Jay Gould, the Duke of Cumberland , the Duc

d'Orleans , and the Empress Frederick, asking them for sums of from

£25 to £ 150. Strange to say, he had received no answer from any

them, and he nowwished the Office to send letters of enquiry to all

these persons, as he believed money must have been sent him by

some of them .

Here is another curious letter from America ;

“ DENVER, Colo.

“ YOUR GREATNESS,

“ I am a poor girl without means, and would like very much

to reach B— All my relatives are in B. and L

well-to-do people, my cousin being Sir Edward Carleton , of B

who died about eight years ago, and an uncle, Cornelious Bonner,

who died five yearsago. I am all alone in this country, and have

never seen any of myrelatives, and I sincerely trust that your high

ness will grant me the one wish of my heart, a pass to L

I will have answered my dying mother's request.
“ LEANORE H

“ P.S.– Will your Majesty please state whether my cousin was a

baronet or a knight."

Whether or not, as some humorous politician has remarked, the

time is approaching when all public business will be undertaken by

the various departments of the Post Office, the appended document

shows that it is already regarded in the light of a General Inquiry

Bureau.

“ LITTLE ROCK, ARK,

and are

>

- ; then

66 SIR,

“ I wrote to you some time ago to know where to write and

find out about a Court of Arms we have, and you wrote to me to

write to the College of Arms, which I did, and have never heard

from them. Can you give any information as to why I have not

heard ? We would like to find out something about this Court of
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Arms, and would like to have a new one. We think there is money

in the Bank of England for the P- heirs, and this Court of Arms

would be good proof. If you can tell me where I can find out

whether there is any money or not I will be greatly obliged to you.

Tell me where I can get the necessary information is all I want.
There must be

over there that attends to such things ; if

so, please let me know. This Court of Arms is nearly ate up by the

moths, and we want a new one. Please let us hear from you as soon

as possible. " Very respectfully,

“ J. B. P- "

ome

A primitive place.

THE
HE Arran Islands in Galway Bay (writes H. A.) are not often

visited by strangers, and they deserve a great deal more

attention than they receive. Two men recently ran over to the

principal island ( Inishmore) on a hooker, and put up at the

“ Atlantic View Hotel.” They did not go to look at St. Brecan's

monastery,or to see if they could find Hy-Brasail through atelescope.

No ; one of them went to examine the youngsters in spelling, while

the other was anxious to count the stamps in the one Post Office of

which the island could boast. They stayed five days, and when they

left the following document was handed to them :

6. This is the Bill .

Gentlemen To Mrs. Costello.

d .

Tursday. To breakfas, Is. 3d . ... dinner, is . 6d . ... 9

Friday. do.
9

Saterday. do.
9

Sunday. do. 9

Tea at nights. 6

To beds. 5

Monday. To brekfast. 3

Sunday. To tea 6

s.

2

2

2

2

I

O

.
.
. I

:
:

9

195. 3º

Does not the bill tell its own tale ? Did they not sleep on beds at

the royal rate of sixpence each ? Did they not pay sevenpence

halfpenny apiece for a breakfas” and ninepence for dinner ? Had

they not to pay nine shillings and sevenpence halfpenny each for

five days' lodging and entertainment ? We are glad to be able to

record that the bill is marked " Paid ,” showing that if extravagant,

these two men were at any rate honest . They lived on the fat of

the land, and drank of the best—stay, did they drink ? Certainly

there is an item of one-and-sixpence for “ tea at nights,” but was

there nothing stronger than tea ? What did they drink at dinner ; or

did the charge of ninepence each for dinner cover a bottle of claret ?

We hardly think the proprietress can have adopted the trick of the
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grocer and have “ put it down as tea ," and can only suggest, for the

consideration of those who know something of the West of Ireland ,

that the worthy Mrs. Costello may have had particular and private

reasons for not putting it down at all. Reflecting on this matter,
it occurs to us—did they live on the “fat of the land,” as we have

said ? We think they did . Pig, and very salt pig too. And now ,

brother Saxons, you who were dreaming of applying in shoals for

the next vacancy on the Irish travelling staff, in the hope of living

at “ Atlantic View ” hotels on something less than two shillings a

day while protesting that the per diem allowance ought to be

increased, listen to the sequel and be wise in time. Those two

fellows were hungry after their voyage . Salt bacon did not prove

satisfying, and so they determined to forage for fresh meat , and,

starting off in opposite directions, returned in a few hours in

triumph, one with a skinny chicken and the other carrying a rabbit,

wild and wiry. These spoils of the chase they duly delivered up to

the barefooted chef, and spent the next hour or two endeavouring to

forget their aching voids. At last dinner was announced, but with

theannouncement came news which, actingon empty stomachs, sent

their spirits down with a run—the cat had eaten the chicken.

Whether Arran Island cats are like those prevalent at other seaside

places—of the omnivorous two-legged order—we know not, and

they did not stop to enquire, for there at any rate was the rabbit,

and by this time they were ravenous. The knowledge of the

culinary art possessed by this chef was never profound, and perhaps

want of practice caused her to be nervous when she had to confront

a rabbit ; but words fail to describe the tumult in those hungry

breasts, the horror, consternation and despair, when it became only

too apparent that the rabbit had been boiled without being first

cleaned ! Therefore, English brothers, stay in your own land ;

leave Ireland to the Irish .

Look before you lick.

HE affixing of the stamp, remarks our correspondent P. H. R. ,

is , in the majority of cases, the last stage of letter writing. It

is a kind of sealing, signing and delivering. It would not be a bad

moral habit for a man to pause before affixing his postage stamp ,

and consider whether judiciously and conscientiously he had not
better save his money. When once he has dropped his letter into

the letter-box he has committed one of the irrevocable acts of life.

As you prepare to aſfix your stamp, give one final appeal to con

science whether you should not alter, improve, or altogether obliterate

that letter. There may be all sorts of wrong and evil connected

with letter writing ; and , to specialize an instance, the letter may

have been written in anger. It may have been a clever, caustic letter,

and , considered as a literary production, the writer may have felt

inclined to regard it approvingly. But it may have been passionate,

unjust, unreasonable, or untrue. The writer may bitterly regret the
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moments when his hand obeyed the immoral behests of his mind.

Some have, possibly, heard of a celebrated physician's prescription

about the cucumber : to peel it carefully, slice it tenderly, be cautious

with the vinegar, and plenteous with the oil , etc. , and then consign

it to the refuse heap . So, my slightly excited friend, when you sit

down to your letter, pile up your invectives , be caustic and cutting

in your phrases ; but, just before you post it, give a thought to the

ethics of a postage stamp, light your pipe with it , and save your

money.

Civil Service Exbibition .

“ DEAR
EAR MR. PUNCH , —The Military Exhibition was such a

success, and the Naval Exhibition was such a successor, that

we Government Clerks invoke your powerful aid to help us to

establish next year a Civil Service Exhibition. The public have

really no idea what wondrous curiosities there are in the Civil Service,

and would, I feel sure, be amused and instructedat a well-organised

and representative Exhibition . At 10.15 A.M, they would see real

live Clerks sign real Attendance -Books, and insert (real or unreal)

times of arrival. In the course of the morning there might be an
Exhibition of Civil Servants over sixty - five years of age, who didn't

want to retire, with a similar number of Civil Servants, of fifty -five
years of age, who didn't want them to stay. In the afternoon, in the

Arena, would daily be attempted the difficult feat of proceeding

from the Second Division to the Higher Division . The obstacles

would be represented by real Treasury Clerks and Civil Service

Commissioners, holding orders in Council and Treasury Minutes ;

and the Clerk successful in performing the feat might be created a

Duke.

“ In one of the kiosks a lecture on · Sick Leave and how to spend

it ,' by the Earl and the Doctor, might be delivered hourly. In

another kiosk, official C.B.'s would be on show ; Jubilee C.B.'s

being classed together on one side, and special prominence being

given to those C.B.'s who hadn't applied for the honour, and to

those who had obtained it for real services otherwise unrecognised.

After dark the ' Treasury Ring ' might join hands and dance round

the flashing light of their own unassisted intellect.

“ The different refreshment rooms (furnished by the Office of

Works) would be classified according to the varying rates of Subsis

tence Allowance in force in the Service. Here the dinner for the

£ 1-a -day man — there the tea for the ios. -a-day man. Special

luncheon rates for those not absent from home at night, but absent for

more than ten hours.

“ Visitors might be searched on arrival and departure by real

Custom House Officers. This would be sure to make it popular.

Please , dear Mr. Punch , do help us . Yours, &c . , A GOVERNMENT

CLERK.”

F
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The Senior Postmaster.

OUR
UR attention has been drawn to a recently issued guide book

to the Lake district . On the title page it is stated to be

edited by J. Garnett, S. P. G. B. It would not be difficult to hazard

suggestions as to the meaning of these mysterious initials, but we

are informed that Mr. Garnett, who is Postmaster of Windermere as

well as a printer and publisher, intends thereby to intimate that he

is Senior Postmaster of Great Britain . Mr. Garnett has, we believe,

for some years past laid claim to this distinction on the ground that

his appointment dates from 1849. We are sorry to interfere with

Mr. Garnett's pleasant fancy, but in the interests of accuracy it is as

well to note that there are at least three Postmasters in the

Service who have held their positions for longer periods . Mr. J. B.

Hodgson was appointed Postmaster of Ramsgate as long ago as

July, 1845 , while his entry into the Service as a Clerk at Penrith

dates from April, 1837. The next on the list seems to be Mr. M. W.

Kibble, of Enstone, who was appointed in November, 1844 ; while

Mr. M. Bambridge has been Postmaster of Fakenham since June,

1848. If we were including sub -offices in our purview , we might

note that Mr. R. Farrage, who became Sub-Postmaster of Rothbury

in 1847 , became a Postmaster in 1889 , on Rothbury being made a

Head Office .

The moral of this is , that when a Postmaster puts on a H.A.T.

(Highly Alphabetical Title) upon his H.E.A.D. (Having Edited A

Dissertation) , he should put it on carefully and F.I.R.M. (First In

vestigating Records Minutely) , or he must not be surprised to have

it blown away bya wanderingwind, whichmurmurs in his ear some

thing sounding like B.O.S.H., by which we merely mean - Be

always On -your- guard -against Seductive-but-spurious Handles to

your-name.

Mount Pleasant.

HE new Parcel Post Office at Mount Pleasant, covering part

of the site of the Coldbath Fields Prison, is getting within

measurable distance of completion, and a portion of it has been

used for the first time during the recent Christmas season. The

building is still far from ready for regular use, but enough has been

done to show that—if not exactly an oasis in the desert of Clerken

well-it will form an agreeable sight to those who remember the

dismal pile it has supplanted.

As illustrating the leaps and bounds that mark the progressof the

Parcel Post system , we shall perhaps not unduly bore our readers by

mentioning that this big building, costing something like £ 50,000,

will be used by about 450 men, engaged exclusively in Parcel Post

work. And even here there is no pause ; for the present building is,

it seems, regarded merely as an instalment, and money has already

been appropriated and plans made for putting up another “ section,"

to keep pace with the growth of Parcel Post business, which is

foreseen by those responsible for the service in London.

*

*

THE
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Al Postal Order Concert.

IT ,jealousies inevitably crop up in any enterprise undertaken by

them. But this charge cannot be brought home to the lady clerks

of the Postal Order Branch, who have several times proved them

selves superior to what are supposed to be the besetting weaknesses

of their sex . Only last April we chronicled the proceedings of a

concert which took place under their management at Anderton's

Hotel in aid of the Boomerang " office magazine . The magazine

still flourishes, but in order to make its financial position quite

secure another concert was organised by Miss Temple and Miss

Westbrook, and took place at Anderton's Hotel on Thursday,

December 3rd . Nearly 400 people were present, and the whole

affair was carried out and managed by ladies. One of the features of
the evening was a song entitled “ Marguerite,” the words of which

were composed by MissAyling, a lady clerk. Miss Knowles sang
it and was encored. We understand the song will shortly be

published under the title of " A Queen's Whim .” Among the singers

Miss Elliott won great applause ; and Miss Windett, Miss Sears,

Miss Hecker, andMiss Screche, all assisted in making the musical

programme successful. A Comedietta, "Women's Wrongs,” was

acted by Miss Lemon , Miss Temple, and Mr. Denman, and the

proceedings were brought to a close with a performance of

“Mrs. Jarley's Waxworks.” As Mrs. Jarley, Miss S. E. Keeling

exhibited considerable histrionic ability. We are glad to hear that

a good sum was realised by the concert, and we must again con

gratulate Miss Temple and Miss Westbrook on their enterprise.
*

*

THE

Al Savings Bank Dinner.

HE fifth annual dinner of the members, past and present, of the

Correspondence Branch , Savings Bank Department,took place

at the Horse Shoe Hotel,on Tuesday, November 24th , Mr. Edward

Bennett being in the chair. Owing to absence from London,

Mr. C. D. Lang, the new Controller, was unable to be present, and a

letter from himwas read to the gentlemen present by the chairman .

After expressing his great regret at not being able to be present,

Mr. Lang stated in his letter that he should do hisbest to encourage

such gatherings, and to participate in many of them. He also

wished to assure the men thathe had their interests sincerely at heart,

and that he trusted both in their official and private capacity they

would regard him as their friend , and accord him loyal support.

He had no doubt that with such mutual confidences the recent

incidents in the Department “ will soon have been forgotten ," and

with regard to the future Mr. Lang looked forward to a period of

happiness and prosperity.

In proposing the toast of “ The Correspondence Branch ,

Mr. Bennett said how much he regretted the absence of Mr. Lang.
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He should like to have had the opportunity to tell him in person

that whatever opinions the gentlemen of the Department may have

held as to the policy or the justice of the new appointment, they

were English gentlemen and they wished tobehave towards Mr. Lang
fairly, generously, and in no spirit of faction. He hoped that

* Mr. Lang would be their chief in every sense of the word, and that

when the cause was a just one he would be their captain as well as

their chief and not hesitate to throw himself upon the confidence of

a united body of men ; for that was the sort of chief which in

Mr. Bennett'sopinion the Savings Bank was spoiling for.

Mr. Bateman, the Chief Clerk of the Branch , responded.

Mr. Belcher, in proposing the toast of “The Sea, the Sward , and

the Cycle," referred to the Savings Bank Department as a sound

craſt still . In the winter some of the crew had been washed over

board , but nearly all of the wrecked ones had been brought safely to

the ship again . Now they had a new stroke on board, and he

appealed to gentlemen not to be afraid to follow his lead . He also

congratulated the Department on the fact that, although there had

been a change of " stroke,” they still had No. 7 (Mr. Poole) among

them .

Messrs. Plucknett , H. S. Thompson, and T. W. Howard responded.

In compliance with a special request from the Chairman,

Mr. Poole, the Assistant-Controller, made a short speech , in which

he expressed his pleasure at the kind things which had been said

about him, and his gratification at the success of the dinner.

Mr. Bovay proposed the toast of “ The Married Men ," and

Mr. Sutch responded.

Mr. Trinder proposed “ The Chairman .”

A letter was read out from Mr. W. D. Herbert, the Postmaster of

the West Central District Office, expressing his regret at not being

able to attend.

Themusical arrangements were much appreciated. Mr. I. J. Sealy,

Mr. W. J. Undrell , Mr. H. S. Thompson,Mr. Bovay, Mr. Wheeler ,

and Mr. Plucknett contributed songs. Mr. Plucknett and Mr. Rey

nolds provided recitations . The proceedings throughout were

characterised by much geniality and enthusiasm.
* *

*

THE

A Volunteer Dinner.

HE annual dinner of the Civil Service Rifles (Post Office

Division) was held at “ Dr. Butler's Head , " Mason's Avenue,

Coleman Street, on Monday, December 7th, 1891 , Major Mitford in

the chair. Colonel Raffles Thompson proposed " The Regiment, ”

and Colonel Mills responded . Colonel Cardin proposed “ C ”

Company, and Major Mitford responded . “ The Honorary Members ”

was proposed by Lieutenant Hillier, and replied to by Mr. Pearson

Hill . Lieutenant Lewis proposed “ The Visitors," and Captain

Angell, of the S.W.D.O. , in a very humorous speech, responded.

Lieutenant Hughes proposed “ The Chairman . ” As his speech was
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a short one, we are able to report it in extenso. “ It has fallen to

my lot to propose the health of the chairman . He is the best

captain of the best company of the best regiment of the best insti

tution in the world . ” (Applause.) The musical arrangements were

much appreciated, and were under the management of Private

Thompson , of the Savings Bank Department, who himself won

much applause over his rendering of “ Ho ! Jolly Jenkin ” and

• The Coster's Serenade.” A very commendable feature of the

bill of fare was the abolition of French names for the respective

dishes . We understand that the ordinary French bill of fare was

submitted to Private Thompson, and he courageously translated it

for the printer. The eloquence of the simple word “ pudding,

instead of some fancy French equivalent , was quite refreshing, and

might be imitated with advantage by other caterers for unhappy
diners who have not the gift of tongues.

Ftaly.

A
FOREIGN OFFICE Paper (No. 200), issued recently, gives

a summary of the report of the Italian P.O. for the year

1889–90. The service has recently been amalgamated with the

telegraph service, and in consequence considerable savings have been

effected. Postal Orders have been introduced under the name

“ Cartolina -Vaglia," and the stamp on daily papers has been

reduced from 1 centesimo to 6 millessimi. The following table may

be interesting, but it should be borne in mind that a large amount of

unstamped matter is allowed to pass through the Italian Post Office.

Italy is slightly less in area and population than the United Kingdom .

Stamped
Telegrams.

Offices . Correspondence.

Savings Bank

Deposits .

Italy 5,511 348,510,472 5,809,832 19,196,139 £ 12,419,217

United

Kingdom } 16,805 2,064,765,400 26,417,422 66,409,211 £ 47,697,838

New Zealand 1,212 34,505, 325 117,613 1,961,161 £ 2,441,876

No of
Parcels Posted .

Thew Zealand .

THE
HE Annual Report of the New Zealand Post Office for 1890, a

copy of which has been courteously sent us by the Secretary,

presents several features of interest. The revenue amounted to

£335,329 , to which should be added the value of the work done for

other Government departments, viz . , £93,544 . This last item , equal

to 28 per cent. of the revenue, seems very large, when it is remem- :

bered that in England the proportion is less than 2 per cent. The

total expenditurewas £ 262,596, leaving a balance of £72,732 in

hand, but it must be remembered that the mails are carried by railway

free of charges.

Hitherto, inland letters have been charged 2d . per į oz. , but in

view of the reduction of the rate to England , it is now proposed to :
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reduce the inland rate to id . It is also proposed to obtain power to

issue postal notes up to £5 in value, and to make them available for

twelve months, from whichwe may conclude that the banking interest

is not as powerful in New Zealand as it is in England. Statistics of

the New Zealand office will be found in a table given above, but

we would remark that the maximum deposit allowed to stand in

one name is much higher than in England, and that the parcel post

rate is double that in force here. The most interesting feature of

the Telegraph system in New Zealand is the extensive use of the

telephone. Not only are there Telephone Exchanges under Govern

ment management in the large towns, but in every small outlying

office, which the mother country would serve with an A.B.C., the

antipodean places a telephone.

* *

The tRowland bill fund.

TH
HE Annual Meeting of this Fund was held at the Mansion

House on the with November, as usual, the Lord Mayor

being in the chair. At the time of the last annual meeting a sum of

£ 16,000 had been handed over to the Trustees by Mr. Baines, the

Chairman of the Jubilee Committee, and we now learn thata further

sum of £5,000—or £21,000 in all—has since been handed over.

Perhaps the state of the funds will best be shown by the following

table : -

1890. 1891 .

Amount invested £17,760 £36,890

Income from do. 668 939

» Subscriptions 1,106

Amount spent in relief 1,051 1,422

We are glad to observe that this year there has been a large

increase in the amount of the grants, and we hope that next year,

with an income from investments of £ 1,335 a year, there will be a

still larger increase in the grants . The subscriptions show a large

falling off, principally in the amounts received from English provin

cial offices. Scotland , on the other hand, which last year contributed

£ 26 , this year sends £41 . Even this, however, is a poor total,

especially when it is compared with the first subscription of£156.

916

*

.

An Old Mail Coach Guard.

ONEofthevery fewpicturesque featuresof which Paddington
Station could boast has disappeared. The gap is occasioned

by the retirement of Mr. James Nobbs, a Post Office veteran now in

his 75th year, and the last of the old Mail Coach Guards—the last

in active service at any rate. Mr. Nobbs has served the Department

faithfully and well for 55 years, having commenced his career

the road ” a year before Her Majesty's accession. For the last 30

years the old gentleman , in his scarlet coat, has been a sort of land

mark of the Great Western Terminus. It is doubtful whether there

on
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could be found, in the whole range of the service, a more interesting

“ link with the past” than this venerable officer presents ; and the

Controller of the London Postal Service - always alive to any

interesting features in his province - has conceived the idea of

obtaining from Mr. Nobbs' lips a few reminiscences of the old

coaching days. These are being published in a little brochure

(price 6d.), with a portrait, and a preface by Mr. Tombs. The

booklet will probably be ready before this announcement appears.

We believe it is intended to apply any profit there may be on the

sale to the purchase of an appropriate souvenir which Mr. Nobbs

may carry with him into his well-earned retirement. By applying

to Mr. Tombs for copies, therefore, our readers will not only provide

themselves with some highly interesting reading, but will at the

same time help to sweeten the declining years ofan old and meri

torious brother officer.

With reference to the preceding paragraph , Mr. Tombs has told

us of a rather remarkableseries ofcoincidences which he experienced

recently. At the commencement of his annual leave he departed

from Paddington, and the old Mail Officer, James Nobbs, as was

his wont, saw him off. While at Chepstow , Mr. Tombs went to

Tintern Abbey by coach , and getting into conversation with the

coachman, discovered that his name was James Dobbs, and that,

strange to say, he formerly drove a Mail Coach of which James Nobbs

was the Guard. At Cirencester, later on, Mr. Tombs made the

acquaintance of a Mr. James Hobbs. Some little time afterwards

Mr. Tombs obtained the Quarterly Review of June, 1850. In this

there is an article on the Post Office, the writer of which suggested

an inversion of the customary method of addressing envelopes, viz. ,

that the name of the post town should be written first, the village

next, then the name of the house, “ with lastly, that which is of no

earthly importance to the postman who actually delivers the letter,

the name of Hobs, Dobs, or Snobs ; in short, of the person or

personage to whom it is addressed.” Mr. Tombs wonders when

this hobnobbing is going to end .

*

Edinburgb .

ON
N the oth October, while Mr. D. M. Campbell, a junior

telegraphist of Edinburgh , was visiting his parents at Scapa

pier, an alarm was raised that a boy aged 10 years had, while

fishing, dropped into the sea from the pier head . Though the sea

was running high at the moment Campbell at once dived in and

swam for the little fellow , who was just about to sink. With some

difficulty both got ashore, the boy being unconscious and his brave

rescuer somewhat exhausted. The lad was conveyed to the home

of Campbell's father, who is pier-master at Scapa (near Kirkwall),

and after careful treatment, consisting of warming and rubbing, he

was resuscitated and soon regained consciousness .

On the circumstances becoming known to his fellow officers in
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the Telegraph Department, steps were at once undertaken to

present to Mr. Campbell some tangible token of their appreciation

of his bravery ; and on his return to duty a social meeting of the

staff was convened, and a very handsome writing desk was presented

to him by the Controller, Mr. Gray, in the name of the subscribers

connected with the staff.

Subsequently, and as a result of official action , the Royal Humane

Society awarded to Campbell a Diploma and bronze medal for

saving life. As crowning all, the Postmaster General caused a

letter to be sent expressing his personal appreciation of his gallant

conduct, and a notice of the circumstance also appeared in the

Post Office Circular. The Diploma and Medal were presented to

Mr. Campbell by the Controller on the 30th November, in a public

manner, in the G.P.O. , at a meeting attended by several of the prin

cipal officers and a number of the staff, who wound up the proceedings

by giving three hearty British cheers for one who had just been

declared to be an honour to the Service.

*

Matlock Bath.

N the 4th December, at the annual dinner of the Matlock and

Cromford Angling Association, Mr. A Clark, the Postmaster

of Matlock Bath, who has for the pastseven years acted as Honorary

Secretary of the Association , was presented with a silver tankard

and a purse of £50. In making the presentation the chairman said

that he quite recognised the fact that most testimonials were worth

less , because they were given to a man who performed merely his

duty, but Mr. Clark had performed more than his mere duty. He

had been , and would, he hoped , still continue to be, the life and

soul of the Association .

Portsmouth.

N the 3rd November, Mr. J. R. Way, the chief clerk , was

presented, on his retirement, with a piece of plate. Mr. Court,

the postmaster, having expressed his regret at losing Mr. Way's

services, the latter returned thanks, and in the course of his reply

gave a few facts showing the difference between the Portsmouth

Office now and forty years ago . At that time he was on duty at five

every morning, and remained off and on until midnight. There were

four clerks and twelve postmen, while at the present time the force

consists of 51 clerks and sorters , 100 postmen, 57 telegraph clerks ,

and 54 messengers. In 1851 there were three receiving offices; now

there are 24 offices and 43 pillar boxes, while the number of letters

for delivery weekly has risen from 25,000 to 225,000.
*

lkeighley.

ON
N the 21st September last the new Post Office was opened by

Mr. Tattersall, the postmaster. Mrs. Cooke, widow of the

late postmaster, was invited to purchase the first stamp and post the
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*

first letter, and Mrs. Tattersall handed in the first telegram , which

was followed by one to Sir Arthur Blackwood, offering congratulations

on the satisfactory completion of the undertaking. The building,

which is one of the finest in the town, was erected from the designs

of Mr. Tanner, of the Office of Works, at a cost of over £ 5,000.

Previous to Mr. Tattersall's appointment in 1877 , the postmastership

of Keighley had been in Mrs. Cooke's family for 120 years, at

the beginning of which period the post was only worth£ 5 a year.

Mrs. Cooke is now in her 80th year, and is wonderfully hale and

strong.

Dr. Patrick Chalmers.

WE regret to record the death of this gentleman,whichtook
place on October 3rd , at the age of 73. Many of our readers

will recollect that he has been persistent for years past in advocating

the claims of his father, the lateJohn Chalmers, of Dundee, to be the

real inventor of the postage stamp. To this object he appears to

have devoted his later years, and a long duel of pamphlets between

him and Mr. Pearson Hill has resulted in what appears to be a drawn

battle . Mr. Chalmers' last circular on the subject is dated July, and

only a month or two before that he had issued a pamphlet which

certainly seemed to open out a new aspect of the question. Although

his claim cannot be said to be generally admitted , yet it is noteworthy.

that it is recognised in thelast edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica,

and we cannot think that the representative of the opposite party has

done his cause any good by describing it as a craze ” and abusing

its author, who, like himself,was writing not for any personal object,

but to vindicate the memory of a dead father. But putting aside

these details of the controversy, the fact remains that, if Chalmers

invented the postage stamp, Rowland Hill invented penny postage ,

and the former is a mere detail of the latter.

Birmingbam.

AT
T ameeting held at the new Post Office on the 23rd July last,

Mr. S. Walliker, the retiring postmaster of Birmingham , was

made the recipient of a public presentation, and also of one on behalf

of the Post Office employés. The Mayor (Alderman Clayton ), in

opening the proceedings, said that a meeting like the present brought

into somewhat striking relief the light and shade of every -day life

the light, that Mr. Walliker had for many years been such a promin

ent citizen and done such useful work, not only in his public but in

his private capacity, when the opportunity had arisen for him to do

so ; the shade, that they were about to lose him . They believed

that the seed that Mr. Walliker had sown during his many years'

sojourn amongst them had not been sown on barren soil, but that

others wouldcontinue the good work that he had begun . After

referring to the many improvements effected in the Post Office by

Mr. Walliker, the Mayor went on to say that it was not only for
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that service that the Birmingham people loved and appreciated

Mr. Walliker, and were so sorry that he was leaving them . He had

no hesitation in saying that if Mr. Walliker had been a post

master, and nothing more, there would not be such a meeting. It

was for that benevolent work with which he had been connected

first, the window gardening, and, secondly, in looking after poor

old people, that Mr. Walliker's name would be remembered in

Birmingham . He thought that the copy of the certificate sent to

the Treasury on Mr. Walliker's retirement as Postmaster of Birming

hamwas a great testimony to the services which he had rendered,

and he would therefore read it. It was as follows :-— “ Throughout

his long service Mr. Samuel Walliker has discharged his duties with

uniform diligence and fidelity, to the entire satisfaction of his

superior officers. Mr. Walliker is a public servant of the old school.

To ability of no mean order he has added — whatnowadays is perhaps

a rarer attribute - the most perfect loyalty. With unquestioning

obedience he would carry out,as though they were his own, measures,

which, so far as could be done with propriety, he had contested to

the last. But, many as are his excellent qualities, it is by his energy

that Mr. Walliker will be best remembered. With a specific object

before him , considerations of personal trouble and inconvenience

were made of no account, and he would recognise difficulties only to

overcome them .” With such a record it would be a lasting disgrace

to Birmingham if Mr. Walliker were allowed to disappear without

some recognition being made of his work, and it was, therefore,

his (the Mayor's) pleasing duty to take part in that presenta

tion . They all wished Mr. Walliker many years of quiet enjoyment.

It was now his pleasing duty to present to Mr. Walliker a portrait

painted by Mr. Jonathan Pratt, which he was sure all who saw it

would pronounce a most excellent one, a cheque for £120, and a

handsomely illuminated address.

Mr. Storey, on behalf of the Post Office employés, then presented

the retiring postmaster with a handsome gold watch and chain, a

silver chain, and a field glass. He said it gave all of them great

pleasure to hear their late chief so well spoken of. Mr. Walliker was

held in great respect by his staff, for during the time he had been

in Birmingham he had done more for those under him than one

could really expect. As regarded the feeling of the staff towards

Mr. Walliker, he thought it could best be shown by his reading a

number of letters which had been received from the sub-postmasters.

The letters in every case expressed the kindliest feeling towards the

retiring postmaster.

Dr. Marrable.

A
MONG the retirements on ist January, 1892 , there is one which

has a claim to more than a mere passing record, that of Mr.

John Marrable, the respected accountant of the General Post Office ,

Edinburgh.
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Mr. Marrable was originally appointed to the old Accountant

General's Office in London, on the 30th April, 1835 , so that his

service covers the exceptionally long period of nearly 57 years .

was transferred to the Chief Clerkship of the Edinburgh Money

Order Office, on its institution in December, 1845 , and on the amal

gamation of the Account and Money Order Branches, in April, 1853 ,

he was promoted to the position of Accountant, which he has since

filled with conspicuous ability and success.

When Mr. Marrable came to Scotland the money order system

was in its infancy, and the cumbrous arrangement of Postmasters'

Quarterly Accounts had not been superseded by the simpler and more

effective plan of daily balance sheets. The Post Office Savings

Bank was unprojected ; the now widely-used postal orders were

unknown ; and, needless to add , the acquisition of the Telegraphs by

the Post Office was still in the dim and distant future.

What all this means in the national accounts may readily be con

ceived, but not so easily described . It amounts , in effect, to little

less than a re-construction of the whole book-keeping of a great

Public Department, introduced and carried out in the official lifetime
just brought to an honourable close.

It is not too much to say that Mr. Marrable's sound and judicious

administration of the Metropolitan Account Branch of the Scottish

Post Office, while he was at its head, has contributed in no small

degree to its present high standing as one of the most efficiently con
ducted public departments.

He has the satisfaction of leaving it with the gratifying reflection

that not one shilling has been lost to the revenue by default during
his

prolonged tenure of office, and he is followed into his retirement

by the regards and best wishes of his staff and colleagues for health

and happiness to enjoy his well-earned pension.

*

**

Varia.

MR.
R. TAPLING’S collection of postage stamps has been accepted

by the trustees of the British Museum . By a printer's error

we were made to state in our last issue thatthis collection was valued

at £5,000, whereas we should have said £ 50,000.
* *

*

The reduction in the book post-rate to the colonies and foreign

countries is indeed a great boon . Last year the postage of a single .

copy of this magazine to the Cape cost 6d ., whereas now it is ižd.

only. Henceforth we shall be able to supply our Colonial at the same

rate as our English subscribers.
*

There is now running in the Stamp Collector's Journal a history

of the British Post Office, the writer of which begins ab ovo indeed.

The Post Office would seem to have much to answer for if the

earliest letter written was one from David to Joab , “ the result of

which was murder. " The first regular postal system, we read, was
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that of the Persians, who stationed men at short distances apart “ to

give notice of public occurrences from one to another in a loud and

shrill voice.” Diodorus Siculus is held responsible for this statement.

There are those who hold that this historian sometimes improves

upon the truth ; but surely Herodotus himself never wrote anything

more naïve than the comment which our author makes— “ It is

evident that with this system there could be no possible secrecy."

Will subscribers in provincial and colonial Post Offices where

Christmas Cards are issued, kindly send us a copy ? We hope

that by this time next year our office may have produced a more

artistic specimen than has hitherto been the case.

* *

*

The Post Office (Musical Society.

TH
"HIS Society has commenced its second season with an augmented

list of members—both vocal and instrumental. But more

basses, tenors, and contraltos are still needed, in order to bring the

chorus to a proper balance. The principal work in rehearsal is

Mendelssohn's “ Elijah , ” which it is hoped will be ready for perform

ance in February next. Rehearsals take place every Tuesday in

the schoolroom adjoining Falcon Square Chapel . The Honorary

Secretary, Mr. Edward Wedlake ( L.P.S.), will be happy to furnish

any information required .

On the ist of December the Society gave a performance of

Mendelssohn's “ Lobgesang ” at the Holloway Hall, at a concert

undertaken by the officials of the Northern District in aid of the

“ Post Office Orphan Homes . ” The principal vocalists were Madame

Annie Marriott , Mrs. Henry Clayton, and Mr. Percy Palmer, all of

whom gave unqualified satisfaction . The concert resulted in a

balance of about £50 being handed over to the charity ; thus

making £60 given toPost Office charities by the Society since its

formation less than a year ago .

* *

Changes and Chances.

IN
N the Secretary's Office vacancies have occurred through the

death of W. B. Challice, and the promotion of Mr. Twiss. To

fill these vacancies Mr. A. M. J. OGILVIE , B.A. (London ), and

Mr. I. RICHARDS, M.A. (Oriel College, Oxford ), have been pro

moted from the third to the second class, and Mr. E. W. FARNALL

from the second to the first class. The vacant principal clerkship of

the lower section has not been filled up, as it is understood that

changes are in contemplation . Mr. Ogilvie has been appointed one

of the private secretaries to the Postmaster -General.

Mr. W. B. CHALLICE, who died in July after a long and painful

illness , entered the Service in 1864, and has worked for many years
in the Home Mails . Branch . He was made a principal clerk in

1889 .
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Mr. A. E. Twiss (M. O. O. 1867 , S. O. 1870, promoted 1885)

has received the Postmastership of Lincoln, rendered vacant by the

transfer to Cambridge of Mr. Lambert. Mr. Twiss has for many

years been connected with the Press Section of the Telegraph
Branch .

Mr. C. D. LANG, the new Controller of the Savings Bank,

entered the R. and A. G. O. in 1866. In the following year he was

for a short time in the Secretary's Office, and then returned to the

R. and A. G. O. He was made a principal clerk in 1884 . His

appointment has given rise to some correspondence in the Speaker

and Truth .

Mr. L. C. KERANS, the new Postmaster of Birkenhead, began

his career in the Travelling Post Office, in 1866. In 1880 he was

made a clerk in the London Postal Service. He took an active part

in the arrangements for the Jubilee celebrations, and on his appoint

ment in June last was presented by his late colleagues with a gold

watch.

Mr. W. JEw, who has just retired from the Postmastership of

Constantinople, entered the London Office as a letter carrier in 1847,

and became Inspector of Letter Carriers in 1858. He has held his

present appointment since 1864. His successor is Mr. COBB, of the
Savings Bank.

Mr. B. G. BANNING, whose melancholy death took place on

October 3rd , entered the service in 1829 , and retired in 1874 on a

pension which , although it amounted to only two -thirds of his emolu

ments, exceeded the salary paid to the present Postmaster of Liverpool .

Mr. William WOOSTER, the late respected Postmaster of

Dover, was born in 1829, and entered the service in 1849. In 1867

he became chief clerk at Bath, and he has been Postmaster of

Dover since 1884. Of his sons one is Postmaster of Chippenham,

and the other, curiously enough , of Worcester.

Mr. P. DELANY, a principal clerk in the Secretary's Office,

Dublin , has been promoted to the Controllership of the Sorting

Office. Mr. Delany's record is : Magnetic Telegraph Company,

1862 ; Surveyor's Clerk, 1877 ; Secretary's Office, 1886 .

Mr. R. O. ANDERSON, the retiring Controller, entered the

Money Order Office, Scotland, in 1838, and has held the Controller

ship since 1863 .

Mr. W. P. QUIRKE ( 1866) , who was made a first class clerk in

1886, succeedsMr. Delany, and Mr. S. McCURRY (1874) succeeds

Mr. Quirke .

Wegive portraits of Mr. E. H.REA, C.M.G., Assistant Secretary,

and Mr. W. H. Mulock , Director of the Confidential Enquiry

Branch . Both of them retire under the new rule, as do Mr. FORREST

and Mr. PERRING among the Surveyors ; Mr. MESSUM, the

Controller of Mail Packets, Mr. SAMPSON, Postmaster of Bristol ,

Mr. BENNETT, Postmaster of Exeter, and others . We hope to

give some particulars of these gentlemen in our next.
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Answers to correspondents.

P. writes that his postmaster subscribes to our magazine, but has

indirectly discouraged his clerks from doing so. Our cor

respondent, therefore,in forwarding hissubscription, asks us to send

the magazine to his private address. We had supposed that the spirit

shown by the head of B. P.'s office was quite extinct. A new vista has

opened before us, and we have caught ourselves in the act of turning

over the pages of Vol. I., and wondering what there is in it that à

common and ordinary S.C. & T. ought not to be allowed to see .

Is it possible that authority is beginning to be jealous of the

power of the press ? Can St. Martin's be regarded as a revolutionary
organ ? Dare we aspire to found an imperium in imperio ? The

idea is flattering to our ambition, but-well , we will do as B. P.
desires.

J. for us. But he is not an out-and-out admirer of us by any means

He thinks we might be improved . So do we. But his first proposal

is to change the name of the magazine. There we part company

for a time. Then he says, “ Though the magazine is dear at

the money (pardon my candour) , it should not be judged on its literary
merits alone. There is some awful trash, no doubt, and far too

much ofthe personal element in which the country subscribers can
have little interest. Still I should be sorry to see it disappear.”

Perhaps, in order to appease our judge, we had better plead guilty

to a certain amount of “ trash ;" but we would ask J. H. and those who

agree with him to help us to improve by sending some really superior
articles. As to the excess of the “ personal element " we are not

quite clear. What is it, and where is it to be found ? And is it not

possible that our country subscribersmayafter all share J. H.'s tastes

and be 56sorry to see it disappear ” ? There have been no other

complaints of it. We can hardly hopethat everything in our pages will

interest every reader, but if we can secure from all even suchmodified

approval as our correspondent expresses for himself, we shall be

fairly content.

* ***

J.
group of Postmasters — say 5 to the group, and head it ‘ Som

erset Postmasters,' 'Norfolk Postmasters,' and so on. This would no

doubt lead to an increase of circulation ; each Postmaster would in

all probability order a number of copies for distribution amongst his

friends; and so the magazine would get better known outside

official circles."

This is an excellent suggestion and we will consider it. At present,

however, there are so many retiring officers whose portraits we feel

bound to give, that we must defer the matter a little. Moreover,

illustrations cost money, and if we are to have several pages of

illustrations each quarter we shall need more subscribers.
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P.ohe No, we have nocommittee, unless the Secretaries and
the Editor be a We don't

believe in committees. Mr. Spurgeon once remarked that the best

sort of committee is a committee of three , with two of them in bed ;

and there are many who think that a committee is a sure sign of

weakness . If P. O. H. wants a committee we must ask him also to

look out for a fresh Editor and fresh Secretaries.

*

C. (Normanton ).— The first travelling post office began running

on the ist July, 1837 , between Liverpool and Birmingham .

The line of the Grand Junction Railway (nowthe L. & N.W.R.) was

completed to London in January, 1838 , and a writer in the Penny

Magazine gives a curious account of a caravan or “ flying post

office, ” which was attached to the mail train. (See Her Majesty's

Mails, by W. Lewins, 1865.)
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(This block has been kindly lent by the Proprietors of the Strand Magazine.)
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TO OUR READERS.

餐

N our last issue we stated that our financial position was

satisfactory, and that we expected to have a small balance

in hand at the end of the year. Many of our readers

appear to have thought from this that we were coining

money, and that thiswas an excellent opportunity of with

drawing their subscriptions and borrowing some one else's

copy. Accordingly we were obliged to issue a circular in October last

explaining the real state of the case, and letting our friends know that if

they intended to treat us in this shabbyway we should drop the Magazine.

The response has been of a most gratifying character, andwe are enabled

to enter on our second volume with an increased number of subscribers.

We are glad to be able to state that the various Colonial Post Offices

are sending us subscribers, and this volume will circulate in Canada,

the Cape, Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, British Guiana, and Malta,

while before long we hope to obtain subscribers also in the other Colonies.

There are still, however,many head offices in the United Kingdom

some of them very large offices — wherewe do not sell a single copy. This

is not satisfactory, and we shall be glad if our readers will help usto put

an end to it. To thosewho complain that our Magazine is small for the

money as compared with magazines which have a circulation a hundred

times as great as ours, we would say—“ Increase our sale and we will

enlarge the Magazine."

Finally we would once more remind our readers that we depend on

them for news and articles , short and long. If they will help us the

Magazine will not fail to interest those for whom it is intended. We

invite suggestions.

BINDING .-- Any subscribers wishing to have Vol. I. bound in cloth

should send up their numbers by parcel post to Mr. Beckley, together

with a postal order for is. 4d. Cases for binding, iod. each . All appli

cationsfor cases or binding to be made not later than February 1st.

Statement of Account of the St. Martin's - le - Grand Magazine

for the first year of publication .

2 94 14 6

RECEIPTS.

£ s. d . £ s. d .

Subscriptions.......... 138 7

Less subscriptions

outstanding
I 18

136 9 2

Advertisements ............ 5 15 0

2 2 O

o

PAYMENTS:

£ s. d . £ s. d .

Printing Magazine

Artist's fee

Engraver's fees 4 8 5

4 II

Assistance to Hon . Secs. II 12 6

Postage. 21 18 II

Printing Circulars ........

Miscellaneous expenses

Balance in hand ... 3 5 7

IOI

3 5 8

O 16 7

£142 4 2
£ 142 2

Examined and found correct

W. G. TRINDER (S.B.D.).

C. A. KING (R. & A. G. O.).
F. J. BECKLEY,

X :M.B.ECKLEYE,}
Hon . Secs.
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The Pneumatic System of London.

HE Christmas number of The Engineer contained a long

and interesting account of the Telegraph Department,

fully illustrated. We are indebted to the courtesy of

the proprietors of The Engineer for permission to re

produce, in a somewhat abridged form , part of the section relating

to pneumatic tubes, together with four of the illustrations. We

would particularly direct the attention of our readers to the remark

able diagram showing the ramifications of the tubes from the

Central Telegraph Office. In this plan all the tubes of the Post:

Office in London are shown. The Ludgate Circus Telegraph

Office, to take a particular case , is served by a single tube, and this

tube can be worked by one attendant. If there were no tube, then

seven or eight wires would be required, with a skilled telegraphist

(and perhaps two) constantly in attendance at each end of each wire .

It is easy to see that in a thickly populated metropolitan district the

pneumatic system leads to great economies as compared with the

wire system . On the other hand, it can only be used with advantage

over small areas. The rate at which a carrier can be propelled

through a tube by compressed air varies inversely as the square of

the length of the tube. The result is that a tube more than two miles

long is of no practical value for telegraphic purposes.

FIRST BEGINNINGS .

The first Central Telegraph station in the world was erected in .

1849-50 by the Electric Telegraph Company in Lothbury. In 1860

a larger and more commodious building was built in Telegraph

Street. In 1873 the station was removed to the General Post Office
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(West), in St. Martin's-le -Grand, where it now flourishes as the

largest telegraph station in the world . Fifty per cent . of the tele

graph business in the United Kingdom is transmitted through this

office. The staff numbers 3,453 ; the annual amount expended in

salaries and wages is £322,960 ; and the total number of telegrams

passing through the office per annum, 32,537,779 .

In 1853 the Central Station of the late Electric and International

Telegraph Company was situated , as we have said , in Founders'

Court, Lothbury. The then existing lines of wire from the provinces

were concentrated there, as also local wires from the railway termini,

and from a few special offices situated in the principal business parts

of London. One of the busiest offices away from Founders' Court

was at the Stock Exchange, a distance of about 230 yards. To

avoid the need of duplicating telegraph offices so near to each other,

Mr. Latimer Clark, C.E. , who was the engineer to the con pany,

conceived the idea of employing pneumatic pressure for the tians

mission of telegraph messages from the Stock Exchange to the

Central Station in Lothbury, where the wires terminated. A leait

tube , it in . internal diameter, encased in iron pipes for protection

from mechanical injury, was laid underground between the offices.

A small engine of 6-horse power, fitted with a vacuum pump, was

fixed in the basement of the Founders' Court office. An electrical

signalling system was established, and messages enclosed in small

pouches or “ carriers, " which fitted the tube fairly closely, without

undue friction, were pumped into the Central Station and sent on

by wire to their destination. That was the first use of pneumatics

for the transmission of messages, since known as telegrams. About

1858 the Lothbury office became unequal to the expanding tele

graph business. The company erected a large building in part of

Great Bell Alley, afterwards named Telegraph Street. As this

building was farther removed from the centre of business, tele

graphically speaking, it was necessary to provide more ample means

for the rapid collection of telegrams into the new Central Station.

Mr. Cromwell F. Varley, who had succeeded Mr. Clark as the

company's engineer, extended the pneumatic system to Lothbury

(still used as a public office ), the Stock Exchange, Mincing Lane,

Cornhill, and one or two more offices. This extension was all the

more necessary because there was not a public counter at Tele

graph Street. A 20-horse power engine was erected, to work a

arge vacuum pump. At first all the tubes were worked “ by

vacuum ” for inward traffic only . Subsequently Mr. Varley tried to
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effect the delivery of messages from some of the out offices named,

to avoid the delay of foot messengers delivering from Telegraph

Street. He laid a smaller tube from Telegraph Street to Mincing

Lane, alongside the message tube. At Mincing Lane a large air

chamber was placed. A vacuum was formed in this chamber

through the smaller tube referred to, by the air pump at Telegraph

Street ; and the flow of air necessary to restore the equilibrium in

the air chamber was made to pass through the message tube and

take carriers with it . This arrangement was only partially suc

cessful, and somewhat slow. Mr. Varley then added a second pump

to the engine, arranged to compress air into a container. Next by

a very ingenious arrangement of valves (since superseded however

by others of a simpler form ) he succeeded in working all the tubes

in both directions alternately as required ; using vacuum for the

inward, and expansion of compressed air for the outward , traffic.

The system as thus improved continued until the business of the

several telegraph companies was taken over by the Government and

worked, as now, as a branch of the Post Office . This transfer was

made in January, 1870.

GROWTH OF THE SYSTEM SINCE THE TRANSFER.

As it was the intention of the Government, on the acquisition of

the telegraphs, to reduce the charge for all inland telegrams of 20

words to an uniform one shilling rate, and to add telegraph business

to many hundreds of Post Offices throughout London and the

provinces, an enormous addition was made to the wire system

between the year 1868—when the Telegraphs Act was passed—and

1870, when the business was acquired and the new tariff rates

began . At the same time the pneumatic system in London was

considerably extended . Some additional offices were served by

tubes. A double line of 3 in. tubes was laid from Telegraph Street

to West Strand . These latter tubes were of wrought iron . They

were laid by Messrs. Siemens, and, at first, were worked on the

“ circuit ” system ; i.e., the tubes were joined together at the distant

end, and, by a special engine and pump, a flow of air was made to

circulate round the tubes so that carriers could be transmitted out.

wards from the Central Station through one tube , and inwards by the

other. An arrangement of switches allowed of the introduction of

two intermediate At these offices the carriers could her

be intercepted or allowed to pass through the switch undisturbed .

Later on the tubes were divided at the distant end and used as
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separate tubes, one vacuum and one pressure. The form of switch

employed at that time is still used where intermediate offices are

placed in circuit on any tube.

The rapid growth of the telegraph business under the Govern

ment soon proved too much for the office accommodation in Tele

graph Street. The authorities therefore decided to occupy part of

a new building, then in course of erection in St. Martin's-le -Grand,

as a Central Station . This building is designated “ G.P.O. (West). "

The preparation for the removal included a large addition to the

pneumatic system . To the busier offices double tubes were laid ,

and several other offices, hitherto served by wires, were added to

the system . Altogether about 14 miles of additional tube were

laid .

Three pumping engines, designed and erected by Messrs. Easton

and Anderson, of Erith , were placed in the north court, and the

necessary boiler-power in the south court. A fourth engine has

since been added, as we shall see presently. The new tubes, with

those for the diversion of the existing tubes, were taken to the third

floor of the building (whither air mains from the engines were led) ,

and all the necessary valves, &c. , fixed in place. The whole of the

work, including the provision of wires for diverting the telegraph

system from Telegraph Street, was carried out in advance, and

without disturbing the message traffic at the old station. When all

was in readiness, the whole of the wire system, as also the whole of

the pneumatic system , was diverted from Telegraph Street to St.

Martin's-le -Grand in a single night without a hitch, and without

interfering with the traffic in the slightest degree. The change

was made in January, 1874. Since 1874 the pneumatic system has

been added to from time to time. An additional 50-horse power

engine and extra boilers have been fixed, and more space for working

the tubes has been obtained by diverting them from the third floor

to the Central Hall on the ground floor.

THE SYSTEM TO-DAY.

The total system comprises 341 miles of single tube . The busier

offices have two tubes each, one for “ up ” and one for down ”

traffic. To the other and less busy offices, which both collect and

deliver telegrams, one tube is allotted. In a few cases intermediate

offices are served on tubes from offices which collect only.

The system is radial, i.e., the power is located at G.P.O. (West),

except in the case of three short tubes worked from Throgmorton
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The arrangeAvenue, which will be superseded very shortly .

ment of the valves admits of all the tubes being worked in both

directions at will—vacuum for the “ up ” traffic, and expansion of

compressed air for the “ down ” traffic. In fact, the offices shown

on the plan may, for telegraphic purposes , be looked upon as so

many foci of collection and delivery, really forming part of the

Central Station, but placed at distant points to facilitate such collec

tion and delivery over a large area.

The tubes connected with the outside offices are concentrated in

a large room on the ground floor. The telegraphic instrument

rooms are on the second , third , and fourth floors . It therefore

becomes necessary to provide a rapid means of communication

between the several floors and the tube room. This is done by an

extensive system of “ house ” tubes. The contents of each carrier

immediately on arrival are passed to sorting clerks, each of whom

sits behind a group of trays. He has a separate tray for each

division of the instrument floors, and he promptly sorts all the

telegrams into their proper trays. As fast as messages are placed

in the trays by the sorting clerks, they are taken out by boys

stationed on the other side of the sorting tables . These boys

place them in carriers and despatch them to that part of the building

for which the sorting tray from which they are taken is reserved .

The time of transit to the most distant part of the upper floor

is under ten seconds . The flow of inward traffic takes place

one side of the tube room, where all the up ” tubes

terminate.

For the outgoing traffic the operations are reversed. Messages

collected from the telegraph instruments are sent down by the

nearest tubes to the other side of the tube -room. Here they are

sorted into boxes representing the outside offices from which they

are to be delivered by hand, and to those offices they are despatched

as rapidly as they can be placed in the carriers.

In addition to the tube communication for the traffic from and to

the outside offices, each floor has tube communication with all the

others, and, further, the area of each floor is so great that, to facili

tate transit , there are tubes connecting the checking tables on the

same floor. By this means the transit is certain and rapid, and all

confusion of messengers passing to and fro is avoided . There are

forty separate " house" tubes of this class within the building, each

supplied, as in the case of the longer tubes , with electrical signalling

communication for the use of attendants .

on
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THE DOUBLE SLUICE VALVE.

It would be out of place to reprint here the technical descriptions

given in The Engineer of the engines and boilers. Of the pumps

used for compressing and rarefying the air a good idea may be

gathered from the illustration showing a “ Section of an Air-pump,

with connections to mains." The principle of the working is

extremely simple, and the illustration, we think, explains itself.

At the risk of being a little technical we append an account of

the “ double -sluice valve.” Mr. Cromwell Varley (as above stated)

was the first engineer who tackled the question of using the same

tube for traffic in both directions , the outgoing carriers being forced

along by compressed air, while the incoming were sucked along by

a vacuum . Very ingenious valves were invented by him to enable

pressure vacuum ” to be applied to the tube as desired .

But his valves were in one respect very inconvenient. When a

carrier had been transmitted, the pressure in the tube had to be

restored to the normal atmospheric pressure before another carrier

could be despatched. The difficulty was got over by Mr. Willmot ,

who, in 1870 , invented the “ double sluice valve, ” by means of

which carriers can be despatched continuously .
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The double sluice valve can be used for continuous working,

either “ up ” or down ," but it is chiefly used in cases where two

tubes serve one office, and where there is no necessity to reverse the

working. By its means following carriers can be so quickly inserted

as to prevent the influx of air into the tube, which would otherwise

interfere with the speed of previously inserted carriers.

The essential parts are two sluices , S and S,, the lower one (S. )

being twice the area of the upper one (S) . As constructed these

two sluices can never both be open at one and the same time. A

draw handle, H , is connected by side rods of steel to the crosshead

B, to which is also attached the spindle of the lower sluice. A bent

lever, TDL, shaped as shown, centred at D, and carrying at its

upper extremity a toothed sector T, engages with the teeth

upon a rack R, carrying the crosshead C, to which the spindle of

the upper sluice is attached. A connection with the vacuum main,

V, opened and closed by means of a cock , and one with the

pressure main , governed by a valve in the box P, both have a

common opening into the tube, shewn at F. A connection with

the vacuum main—not shown in the diagram-opens just below

ITINEC

B

Fig . 5

Double Sluice Valve.

the upper sluice, and is closed by a valve controlled by hand. This

enables carriers to be sucked up into the pipe until they rest

against the upper sluice S. The four windows, w, w, W, W, enable

the attendants to observe the arrival and departure of carriers. The

figures show the valve in its normal position .

For sending only, the cock on V is always closed . The carrier is

inserted into the guard tube at G, and drawn to the top of the

valve chamber (M) by vacuum. The handle H is drawn forward
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1

1

until the stop E reaches the tail of the bent lever L ; the lower

sluice is then closed , and communication with the atmosphere shut

off. On drawing the handle forward to its limiting position , the

toothed sector engages with the rack R, and opens the upper

sluice ; meanwhile the pressure valve in P—which is kept normally

shut by the pressure of the air behind it—is opened by means of

the incline I , which is carried by one of the steel connecting -rods,

engaging with the little roller r on the end of the valve-rod. This

admits compressed air at F, and the carrier is blown along the tube.

When the carrier reaches its destination, the handle is pushed back

far enough to disengage I from the roller, and so cut off the

pressure , but not far enough to open the sluice S. The compressed

air in the tube then expands through the distant end.

For receiving only, pressure is permanently shut off at the main ;

the handle H is drawn forward to its full distance, so that the lower

sluice is closed and the upper one opened ; and the message tube

is put into communication with the vacuum main by opening the

cock upon V. The carrier inserted at the distant end is pushed

forward by the pressure of the atmospheric air entering behind it,

and announces its arrival by striking the lower sluice.

When the same tube is used both for sending and receiving, the

bent lever and rack are taken away, and the upper sluice is thrown

entirely out of use. When an incoming carrier arrives, the handle

H, and consequently the lower sluice, is only drawn half forward,

and the cock is opened so as to establish communication with the

vacuum main . When an outgoing carrier is despatched the handle

is drawn out to its full extent, and by that means the pressure valve

is opened.

1
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The Mysterious Contact.

D

[ This interesting little telegraph story, written by Mr. T. Fox, of Pretoria, is

adapted from The Buzzer, a telegraphic journal published at Kimberley, South

Africa. An authority on telegraphy, to whom we have submitted it , says that such

a contact as is here described might easily occur. It must be borne in mind that the

short wire from Donkerhoek to Rooikop is a single-needle circuit , and runs on

the same poles as the much longer wire from Lichtberg to Dullstroom, which is

fitted with double -current Morse. The former wire is supposed to be disconnected

at Rooikop. Consequently, when the contact took place, the greater part of the

current from Lichtberg would go to earth at Donkerhoek, through the needle

apparatus, instead of going on to Dullstroom. The reading of double-current

Morse signals on a needle instrument presents no difficulty .]

CHAPTER I.

ONKERHOEK railway station was anything but a

locality that one would voluntarily choose as a permanent

abode, and when some days of my term of relief duty

had expired I began to look anxiously forward to its

termination . My sojourn at Donkerhoek was rendered more

distasteful from the fact that the period extended over the Christmas

and New Year season, and the idea of being " stuck ” there, almost

alone, was far from pleasant to contemplate. However, holding the

position of “ relieving station master, ” to which the duties of

telegraphist were added, I had to bow to the inevitable and put up

with the discomfort.

I must first inform you that my name is Joseph William Wilks,

and that I am about to relate to you what I consider the most

startling incident in my experience. Nor must I forget to mention

that one of the special discomforts of my temporary appointment

was that although my day's work could have been done in two hours

yet, in consequence of the inconvenient train arrangements, I had to

attend to the needle instrument up to midnight and even one a.m.

The dreary monotony would have been almost intolerable had it not

been for the fact that, being of a scientific turn of mind , I invariably

carried with me in my ramblings, when the exigencies of the case

would permit, an assortment of amateur electrical and experimental

appliances — my own construction and otherwise—which afforded me

no small amount of pleasure, and enabled me to while away many

otherwise weary hours . The present occasion was no exception to

the rule . It has always been a marvel to me how the permanent

officials are able to eke out their existence at these small stations

without a n amusement of some kind .
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I had not been at Donkerhoek many days before my only assistant,

porter, and general factotum , “ Longboy,” a Zulu , became imbued

with the idea that there was a large percentage of the “* Tagati ”

pervading myself and my surroundings. I had taken a very early

opportunity of making him the victim of my experiments, and

instilling into him a holy respect for me. I did it by placing him on

his back with the aid of my induction coil. This was a climax in

Longboy's conduct. After it he was what is vulgarly called “ dead

off. ” He fingered everything gingerly . For two days my boots

went uncleaned . The experience had spoilt him ; it unfitted him

for his duties , not physically, but by reason that the greater part of

his time was employed in inveigling stray Kaffirs into the precincts of

the station , and in divers ways persuading them to grasp the two iron

window bars to which my coil was connected . He would then

implore me to do the needful. Their frantic contortions invariably

brought him to the verge of a fit.

But this kind of thing became at length rather a nuisance , and I

had to bring it to an end by solemnly declaring to him that I should

give him a shock in a way he least expected, and that a collision

with the fast mail would be a fool to it . I had no idea, though, that

my amateur experiments were destined to stand me in such good

stead as they eventually did . Donkerhoek was about 18 miles from

the Free State border, and 20 from Riversmith, the latter town being

the centre of a large sheep farming area. It often happened that

the branch bank at Riversmith transmitted large sums of money under

escort to the head office at Capetown ; and on the day preceding

Christmas day I had been advised that some £7,000 would be

forwarded from Riversmith . On the morning in question the money

came duly to hand in charge of two responsible police officers, with

an advice that the bank's accountant, Mr. Sam Townley, who was

taking a few days' holiday, would arrive in the evening and take it

in his charge to Capetown by the 2.30 a.m. train .

You had better , however, be made acquainted with the facts as

they occurred .

CHAPTER II.

“ It's going to be a wretched night , Sam ; you'll catch it before you

reach the Hoek ! ” remarked Sam Townley's chief as Sam left the

bank for his twenty mile ride. " You should have started earlier.

Hope you will find all the people jolly. Shouldn't wonder if they

are having glorious weather in Capetown. Wish you Merry

Christmas, old boy. Love to all ! You will have to produce my
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letter to that chap at Donkerhoek ; he's a new man , I believe, and

won't know you . Tell him I will send Klaas for the horse to -morrow .

Take care down the berg. Good bye, old boy !” “ Good bye !”

cheerily responded Sam ; and with a hearty handshake the two

parted . Sam and his senior were quite on family terms with one

another. There was no occasion to stand on ceremony in such a

place, unless it was with an express desire to render existence miser

able. The bank staff consisted only of the two and a couple of juniors.

Darkness had already set in by the time Sam passed the outskirts

of the town . The billiard and bar rooms of the Blesbock Hotel were

lighted up, and a number of men, mostly transport riders, were

lounging over the bar, for the hotel boasted a barmaid .

“Ah, there's that young junior Malhew ," muttered Sam. “ Little

idiot ! Getting into pretty company ! Must get Thompson to lecture

him when I get back . Wonder who that stranger is he's so earnestly

in conversation with ? Ah, he evidently fears being seen for he slinks

into the shadow at the sound of my horse. Little ass ! But come

along, Charley ; put out your best leg, or we shall never reach the

Hoek to-night. Whew ! that was a vivid flash ! Ugh ! here comes

the rain ! ” Putting his horse into a smart canter, for the road was

now even for some miles, Sam began to think of the friends he was

on his way to visit, and his heart beat quicker at the thought of the

happy welcome he would receive from one in particular. The rain

was literally falling in torrents , and the intermittent flashes of

lightning only tended to increase, if possible, the pitchy blackness

of the night.

“ Steady boy," as the top of the berg was reached, “ must take it

gently down here." For the road had now become somewhat

slippery, and the danger was increased by the fact that one side of

the road dropped off in a deep and dangerous precipice.

“ What is that ? Surely the cantering of a horse behind . Some

break-neck fool, or some one who knows every inch of the road,”

thought Sam. “ Well, it will be company down at any rate,” pulling

back the horse to an even slower pace.

“ Halt! you there in front,” imperatively cried the horseman, and

Sam pulled up. A lightning flash at the moment showed him that

the man wore a mask, dark as the night was, and that his right hand

menacingly pointed a revolver, whilst his peculiarly shaped hat- all

this was taken in at a glance-reminded Sam strongly of the one

worn by the stranger whom he had seen in conversation with young

Malhew.

97
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“ Here ! Down you come off that horse, and oblige by ' shelling

out.' ” Having no firearms and, unfortunately for the thief, only a

few pounds on him (for he had intended to draw at headquarters ),

Sam thought “ discretion the better part.” He accordingly dis

mounted and turned out what he had, aided by the light of a lantern

which the thief had produced .

- And now I'll take that letter of introduction to the station

master at Donkerhoek, if you don't mind , ” calmly demanded the

villain. Sam grasped the situation-a plot to gain possession of the

gold. “ But in what way, except by taking my place ? Then it

must be my life that is at stake, not my few paltry shillings. Intended

murder ! Yes, without doubt." The terrible thoughts flitted with

lightning speed through his brain, and then came the desperate deter

mination to strike for dear life .

No, hang me if you get that !” answered Sam, and at the same

moment brought down his crop with terrific force on the face of the

blackguard .

“ You fool ! Has it to be murder, then ? "

Bang ! Bang ! And poor Sam dropped a helpless mass in the road,

whilst his horse, frightened by the noise, broke away into a mad gallop

towards home.

“ Fool! ” muttered the scoundrel as he gained possession of the

letter. " I only intended to knock over his horse after he had

handed over. His bluffing forced my hand .” And he rode off

leaving the apparently lifeless body lying in the road .

66

CHAPTER III .

It is close on midnight ; the rain has developed into a regular

Scotch mist. The station is still as death but for the croaking of

numerous frogs. The needle instrument has ceased to move, for the

learner at Rooikop has ceased his " messing " and apparently gone to

bed . I can see still at frequent intervals through the outside barred

window the lightning playing around the berg. I wonder if the

accountant will turn up to-night. Shouldn't like the ride myself. I

have a strange feeling of uneasiness lest he may have met with an

accident. But hark ! here he comes, for I hear the thud of a horse's

hoofs close by. Presently he stands before me.

“ Train gone yet, old chap ? I'm from bank. Sorry I'm late.

Had awful experience. Horse fell. Got awful smack. Look here !”

showing a ghastly wound on the left cheek.

1

1
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“ I'm awfully sorry," I exclaim as I conduct him to my sleeping

quarters ; “ have a wash and something to drink . You have still

half an hour to spare.”

“ Rather vulgar and loud," I mused, as I returned to the office to

prepare to hand over the box. “ Not much the appearance of a.

bank clerk ; two fingers missing too ! for I had noticed that his left

hand was minus the two fingers. I had opened the safe and was.

taking out the case, when suddenly the needle of my instrument

deflected to one side, and I saw that Morse signals were being sent ..

The line was in contact. Prompted by curiosity, heightened by the

novelty of reading Morse signals on a needle, I attended .

evidently a police message from Lichtberg to Dullstroom . What were

the contents ? " Jack McEwune wanted for attempted murder and

robbery last week. Been seen in vicinity of Riversmith . Have

trains watched . Description : dark complexion, small black

moustache, has two fingers missing and

It was

The contact was off.

I stood for a moment spellbound. Here was an extraordinary

thing. There was no doubt that the man at present on the premises.

was Jack McEwune ; but where was the accountant ? Perhaps

murdered ! I am not superstitious, but there was something in that

sudden contact which in my afterthoughts appeared supernatural.

At that moment, however , my time was otherwise employed. Prompt

action was an absolute necessity. How was I to defeat the purpose

of this audacious scoundrel , for I had no doubt that the theft of the

gold was his intention ? The train would arrive, if up to time, in

twelve minutes. How to put him off till then ?

I instantly closed and barred the platform door ; and not a minute :

too soon, for the next instant he was outside the door with the calm

remark ,

“ Open the door, old chappie.”

Hearing no reply he paced the platform a few moments and

presently returned with the query,

“ I say, old man, are you inside ? ”

He evidently smelt a rat. A minute later crash went the panes of

the outside window, and I was “ covered ” with his revolver.

Open the door or I fire ! ”

Here was a predicament ! What was I to do ? The train was not.

due for ten minutes. But stay ! A sudden inspiration ! Why not

pin him ? For besides holding the revolver he is grasping with both
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hands the two iron bars connected with the poles of my induction coil.

In the event of failure I should be no worse off than before.

To act on the idea was the work of a moment. I believed that the

shock would most probably make him drop the revolver, or fire it

in the latter case at random. I turned my switch, and in a second

he was writhing in agony and the revolver was on the floor of the

room. I shall never forget as long as I live the livid appearance

of the man as a disjointed string of vile abuse rolled forth , whilst he

frantically endeavoured to let go . The shock must have been fearful,

for he had no strength to resist when , on the arrival of the train, he

was roped and placed in the guard's van.

I learned the particulars of poor Sam Townley's ride afterwards.

He was found next day in the road in an almost dying state and was

conveyed home, where with careful nursing he recovered . Malhew, the

junior, who had divulged all the circumstances to McEwune on a

simple promise of half shares, silly youth, being alarmed at the turn

affairs were taking ( for certain discoveries had been made at the bank) ,

committed suicide.

I was plentifully praised by the general press ; but more acceptable

still was the present of a substantial sum from the bank. I could

never account for the mysterious contact. My friends say it must

have been a Mahatma ; whilst evil disposed persons ridicule the

story, and I have even heard them whisper a word to each other

very much resembling “ rats ! " I don't mind. Jack McEwune has

got a fifteen years' engagement with Government.
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The History and Constitution of

the Postal Union. *

be

HERE are few subjects touching intimately the daily life

of the public on which even the best educated classes

possess so little accurate knowledge as the subject of

the Post Office. In this country the needs of the

community are, on the whole , so well met by this huge and

multiform organisation that the public has no occasion to realise the

vastness of the human labour whereby its daily convenience in

matters of communication is subserved. Still less can it apprehend

the difficulties of organising and administering that immense sum

of energy, even within this small kingdom. Least of all is the

public in a position to appreciate the triumph over difficulties,

material, commercial , political , and ethnical , implied in the mere

existence, for the last 17 years, of the institution known as the

Universal Postal Union . In that institution the postal organisations

of all the great countries of the world possessing such organisations,

and most of the small countries too, are in essential particulars fused

into one single organisation. It is a literal truth that the Postal Union

not only corresponds with the most advanced humanitarian spirit of

the times, but is itself the most practical realisation which human

ingenuity has yet achieved of those floating aspirations towards

universal brotherhood, regarded generally as of the nature of dreams,

however decorative of the pages of poetic literature . For forty years

the age has been one of international exhibitions, world's fairs,

commercial congresses, and even congresses of arbitration on

international disputes. The spirit of unity has been , so to speak, in

the air, notwithstanding the gigantic and disastrous wars which have

seemed to set back by centuries the progress of that spirit. It is in

the domain of postal work - work, be it remembered, which deals

with all forms of communication between man and man, between

State and State—that the floating atoms, to follow up the figure of

speech, have been drawn together. Here, at all events , the dream

of solidarity almost universal has been realised, and the hour of

complete fruition appears to be close at hand. Postal relations form

* Reprinted from The Times of August 15, 1891.
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but one of many departments in the commerce of mankind ; but it

is something that in one the dream is no longer a dream ; that “ the

clash of jarring claims” has in one case not proved too much for

the pacific spirit which should rule all departments of human

commerce , and that the interests of individual States, often conflicting

and seemingly irreconcilable in postal as in other relations, have in

effect been so far reconciled as to be submitted to a single code of

international law, which has existed and developed during the best

part of 20 years.

Of the means by which this came about the public knows nothing,

or practically nothing ; and that “ comprehensive ignorance,” ofwhich

this is but a small part, is precisely what for years past has laid the

several important Post Offices of the world open to the attacks of

adventurers and nostrum -mongers, who affect, with comparative

safety from discovery, a knowledge and a public spirit which they do

not possess. The close of the late Postal Congress, of the results

of which your Vienna Correspondent gave a succinct account on

the 24th of July, combines with the recent debate in the House of

Commons on the Post Office Vote to make the present moment

peculiarly opportune for enlightening the public on the history and

constitution of the Universal Postal Union. I propose, therefore,

to state as briefly as may be what the Postal Union in effect is, what

are its principles , and how they have gradually been applied to the

postal relations of nearly all the civilised world.

Those relations were formerly regulated by innumerable inter

national treaties, conventions , agreements, or understandings, as

various in substance as in form , and based upon principles which it

was difficult to define and impossible to generalise. The actual

means of communication were, as a rule, provided by the Govern

ments whose interests tended most strongly towards their institution ;

but as regards what is technically termed "transit ” -that is to say ,

the passage of mails or correspondence between two countries through

intermediate territory or by the sea services of another country — no

prescriptive right of a general kind existed . These transits were the

subject of individual agreement in each case, and were dear or cheap

according to circumstances. Hence arose a seemingly capricious

variation in postage rates, which also were settled according to

circumstances, usually by agreement between the country of origin

and that of destination. These rates were divided between the

countries concerned , again according to particular agreement ; and

the international postage accounts were rendered and settled upon
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the basis of the actual amount of correspondence sent in each mail .

In negotiating the numerous treaties thus called into requisition,

every national Post Office naturally made the best terms it could for

itself on each occasion ; and the variety of rates of transit and

apportionments of postage thus resulting was almost endless.

By about 1860 the enormous development of the postal system

in consequence of steam communication by sea and land had led

the heads of some of the leading Post Offices to feel the utter

inadequacy of the then existing means for regulating international

postal relations . This large question was at first attacked by corre

spondence ; but in 1863, at the instance of the United States Post

Office, a conference was held at Paris. Here delegates from the

chief national Post Offices discussed at large the principles upon

which postal business should be conducted between various countries.

The feeling prevailed that some general principles could in the

nature of things be adopted ; but it was not till more than ten years

later that the movement was matured. In the meantime the Germans,

ever intelligently assiduous in reducing good ideas to practical forms,

had been at work on the subject ; and they took accordingly a very

prominent part in the Berne Postal Conference of 1874. The ground

had been well prepared in other lands also ; causes of obstruction

had been removed as occasion served in the intervening decade;

and when the postal delegates of the great Powers met in conference

on the politically neutral platform afforded by the Swiss capital it

was almost a foregone conclusion that some sort of postal union

would be called into existence. The central idea of the Postal Union

was to constitute the whole of the countries forming it a single

territory, from part to part of which the public should have a positive

and recognized right to send various classes of correspondence at a

uniform tariff. To secure this it was necessary that in the most

essential particulars the various regimens in vogue should give place

to a single regimen ; and that the whole of the Governments con

cerned should subscribe a single postal treaty, whereby, as a first

principle, every contracting country should guarantee to every other

liberty of transit by land or sea for such mails as each country might

find occasion to send. Among the other leading principles that

were to rule the projected union were these :-(1 ) The duty of

providing for the actual carriage of mails should rest with the country

of origin , which should pay for all intermediate services at fixed

rates per kilogramme, upon the basis, not of the contents of each

mail, but of periodical statistics . ( 2 ) Where two neighbouring

H
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countries were alone concerned, the duty of providing for conveyance

should cease at the frontier, and nothing should be payable to the

country of destination for carriage from frontier to destination .

(3) Every country should keep the whole of its postage collections,

whether on prepaid or on unpaid correspondence, so as to get rid of

detailed international accounts . (4) Every country of the Union

should give to the mails of every other the same transit advantages

as it might enjoy for its own mails . This last highly important

principle was held to imply first that, where small quantities of

correspondence were concerned, one country should be free to send

such correspondence to an intermediate country for incorporation

in its mails for a third country, and , secondly, that a country of the

Union having relations with lands outside the Union should give to

other parties to the Union the benefit of those relations .

The deliberations of 1874 resulted in the formation of the

General Postal Union ( “ l'Union Générale des Postes ” ) under the

Treaty of Berne , which was signed October 9 , 1874 , embodied the

principles described above, and took effect from July 1 , 1875. The

only country of Europe which did not at once adhere to the new

Union was France ; but, with the exception of Asiatic Turkey and

Russia, Egypt, and the United States of America, countries beyond

Europe were not included in the Union. Malta was included from

the first ; and on the ist of January, 1876 , France, with Algeria

and Monaco, became a part of the Union, the British possession of

Gibraltar being added at the same time.

Under the Treaty of Berne the rest of the world was not free to

join the Union at will, though conditions were prescribed for the

entry of places beyond sea. The first of these conditions was to

be a satisfactory settlement of the cost of sea conveyance in their

relations with the countries of the Union . The second condition

was a preliminary understanding between such countries of the

Union as had postal conventions or direct postal relations with the

applicants for admission . When these conditions were fulfilled it

was still open for any State already in the Union to object to the

accession of the country or colony applying. In these curious and

tentative conditions of the infant confederation our Indian Empire

and the colonies of France desired to follow the two parent countries

into the fold . A special conference was held at Berne in January,

1876, to settle the terms of their admission, and they were admitted

in July of the same year under an agreement signed on the 27th of

January. On this occasion the rates payable by one country to
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another for sea conveyance exceeding 300 miles were fixed at 25f.

a kilogramme for letters and post-cards, and if. a kilogramme for

other articles. On these same conditions Ceylon, Hongkong, the

Straits Settlements, Labuan, Mauritius, and its dependencies, Jamaica ,

Trinidad , British Guiana, and the Bermudas were admitted to the

Union on April 1 , 1877. The Dutch and Spanish colonies followed

suit on May 1 , 1877 , Japan on June 1 , Brazil on July 1 , and Persia

and the Danish colonies on September 1 , and on April 1 , 1878, the

Argentine Republic, with its section of Patagonia, joined the Union .

Hence it is clear that the new order of things had proved very

attractive even in the restrictive conditions which existed before the

second congress of plenipotentiaries was held at Paris in 1878 .

The term “ Congress of Plenipotentiaries " brings us at once to

the essential difference between the Postal Union and the previously

established Telegraph Union. The treaty regulating the Telegraph

Union having been drawn up so as to affect matters of principle

alone, the several telegraph administrations are empowered to send

delegates periodically to settle in administrative conferences any

changes which may be necessary in the detailed regulations ; but

the treaty itself remains unchanged . The postal compact , on the

other hand , expressly provides that congresses of plenipotentiaries

shall be held at least once in five years ; they may assemble oftener

if necessary ; and administrative conferences may also be held if

thought desirable. The main treaty empowers the postal adminis

trations of the contracting countries to frame detailed regulations

for giving effect to the treaty itself. Thus, in the Postal Union, as

in the Telegraph Union , there are two instruments in force. The

plenipotentiaries when met in congress discuss, settle, and sign , not

only the fundamental treaty, but also the detailed regulations ; these

latter may also be revised by written votes taken in the intervals

between the congresses. The necessary correspondence is conducted

through the International Bureau of the Postal Union, which, like

the International Bureau of the Telegraph Union, has its seat at

Berne. In the matter of votes, whether at or between the

congresses, all States are equal. England, France, and Germany

have one vote each ; so have Luxemburg, Servia , and Montenegro .

This question of votes has been a difficult one from the first to settle

harmoniously. British India , for instance, has a vote of its own, and

sends an independent delegate to the congresses. A separate vote

is exercised by the colonies of France in the aggregate as well as by

those of Spain , Portugal, Holland , and Denmark. The Congress of
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Paris awarded a single vote for the British colonies also ; but the

Dominion of Canada desiring to be admitted on the same footing as

India, the congress consented to the cession of the British colonial

vote to Canada. The Imperial Postmaster-General was thus left as

the guardian of colonial interests in the Union, a position not

unfitting for the functionary who alone has legal power to fix the

rates of postage from any colony or settlement in the Empire to

places outside such colony or settlement.

Under the Convention of Paris, signed on the ist of June , 1878,

a great change of principle was effected, for the terms of the four

year-old Treaty of Berne were revised in such a sense that any
State

or colony could claim admission to the Union on the simple assurance

of its readiness to conform to the convention. This act of sagacious

liberality was signalised by naming the Union afresh ; it was now

styled the Universal Postal Union, as being potentially and by

intention universal in its scope. To facilitate the adhesion of distant

lands, England and France, as the great sea-carriers, consented to

a reduction of the sea transit rate for letters and post-cards from 25f.

to 15f. per kilogramme — the rate which still obtains for distances

over 300 miles . To this circumstance and to the institution of

optional surtaxes ” must be attributed the rapid growth of the

Union which ensued. The plenipotentiaries were wise enough to

see that the undeveloped Post Offices beyond sea would not find

their account in adhering to an absolutely uniform tariff precluding

any higher postage rate for letters than 25 centimes per 15 grammes

( or 21d . the half-ounce ) or any higher fee for registration than

25 centimes. They therefore decided to accord as a measure of

transition an option to countries beyond sea of charging as much

as 50 centimes for registration , and an option to all countries of

levying a strictly limited supplemental postage on all classes of

correspondence incurring the long sea transit rates. Canada with

her independent voice was content to enter the Union immediately

after the congress (July 1 , 1878) , on a European footing — that is to

say, with a letter rate of 2d. the Loz. , and a sea transit rate of 5f. a

kilogramme. The Island of Cyprus , under the British flag, entered

on December 20, 1878. On January 1 , 1879 , followed Newfound

land, the Falkland Islands, British Honduras, Sierra Leone, the

Gold Coast Colony, Lagos, and Gambia. The ist of April, 1879 ,

the day on which the Convention of Paris took effect, was marked

by the adhesion of Mexico, Peru, Salvador, the Republics of Honduras

and Liberia, and the British colony of Heligoland. On July 1 , 1879 ,
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the Union acquired Bulgaria and the Leeward group of British

possessions in the West Indies namely, St. Kitts , Nevis , Dominica,

Antigua, Montserrat, and the Virgin Islands . The following year,

1880, increased the roll by Venezuela (January 1 ) , Uruguay, Ecua

dor, and the British colony of the Bahama Islands (July 1) , and the

Dominican Republic (October 1 ) . The year 1832: was“ ştill more

fruitful. The Windward Islands of Tobagc, St. Lucia,and Grenada

entered on the ist of February with the Turk's Islands group; the

Republic of Chili, including the West of Patagonia, adhered on the

ist of April ; Paraguay, the United States of Colombia, and Hayti

on the ist of July ; Guatemala on the ist of August ; and on the

ist of September the entry of Barbados and St. Vincent completed

the accession of the British West Indies. After this there was of .

necessity a lull. The Sandwich Islands adhered on January 1 , 1882 .

Postal administrators in the great Australasian and South African

possessions of England were studying and assimilating Union prin

ciples, but were unprepared to sacrifice the fiscal considerations of

the moment to a great idea and its inherent social advantages for the

future. Of America, North, South, and Central, only Bolivia,

Nicaragua, and Costa Rica remained outside the Union, and of these

Nicaragua entered it on the ist of May, 1882 , and Costa Rica on

the next New Year's Day.

It should be mentioned here that in October, 1880 , a special

conference was assembled at Paris to consider the possibility of

establishing an international Parcel Post as a part of the Union

system . This was not found practicable at the moment, though the

conference bore excellent fruit. A convention was signed on the

3rd of November, 1880, by a large number of the parties to the

Union compact, and now regulates a vast amount of parcel business

between various parts of the world . Customs difficulties prevent

the spread of this business over an area commensurate with the

Union itself ; and , like the international money order and declared

value systems of the Continent, the Parcel Post system can but be

in part assimilated to the parent institution . Considerations affecting

the establishment of an inland Parcel Post precluded the United

Kingdom from adhering to the convention of November 3 , 1880 ;

but the numerous separate Parcel Post conventions which have since

been made with foreign countries are based upon the principles of

that of Paris and follow it in details.

The next event in the history of the Postal Union is the Congress

of Lisbon. This should have been opened not later than April 1 ,

many
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to one .

1884 , five years from the date on which the Convention of Paris

took effect. In the constitution of the Union an interpretation of a

committee , accepted by a congress, becomes law ; and “every five

years ” has been so interpreted as meaning five years from the time

When the last convention took effect. In this case the outbreak of

chotera interveitedand so disorganised travelling in Spain and

Portugal. Trat the Lisbon Congress did not assemble till the 4th of

February; -1889 : - in the programme of the congress the rates pay

able for sea transit were seriously threatened, as was also that option

to levy surtaxes whereby countries beyond sea had been induced to

join the Union. The British delegates strenuously opposed these

measures as, at least, premature, and, for the moment at all events,

of the nature of a breach of faith ; and the storm blew over. This

was very reassuring as to the tone of the Union ; for the small

minority interested in sea carriage could have been out-voted by ten

The Australasian colonies might, perhaps, have been

induced by this spectacle of conciliation and moderation to accept

the urgent invitation of the congress to enter the Union but for the

burning question of representation. Each colony demanded a

separate vote, besides a guarantee that the tariff and transit rates

should remain unchanged until after the next quinquennial congress .

The guarantee was tendered ; but the votes were refused - a single

vote alone being offered to Australasia, and a single vote for all the

other British colonies save Canada, if the Cape and Natal would

enter the Union . The result was that the Australian and South

African colonies preferred to remain outside. The Lisbon Congress

dealt successfully with a number of details similar in character (but

of less aggregate magnitude) to those of which your Vienna Corre

spondent gave an account in dealing with the late congress held at

that capital. It should be recorded that confidence in the virtual

efficacy and justice of the statistical system of accounts for transit

dues had so far been established that the Lisbon delegates extended

from two to three years the period to be regulated by a single month's

statistics. The most important questions affecting the public were

the option of sending letters paid or unpaid, and the proprietorship

of a letter in transit. An attempt was made, on local and narrow

fiscal grounds, to curtail the rights of the public in regard to the

transmission of unpaid and insufficiently prepaid correspondence.

Great Britain joined with the more liberal countries in resisting this

outrageously retrogressive scheme. It was rejected at Lisbon , to be

revived at Vienna with the same result ; but probably this is the last
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of it. In regard to the proprietorship of letters passing through the

post, the proceedings at Lisbon were of a somewhat critical interest

and formed an important episode in postal history. The British

theory makes the addressee rather than the sender the proprietor ;

the Post Offices of the greater part of the civilized world hold, on

the contrary, that the sender is the owner. Strong efforts were made

at Lisbon to legislate in favour of the sender by giving him the

right to demand the arrest and return of an international letter at

any point short of its destination . It was suggested by no less an

authority than the Director of the International Bureau—that dis

tinguished M. Eugène Borel , who might, had he preferred it, have

been President of the Swiss Republic — that the pressure of public

opinion should be directed against what he regarded as a mere

figment of the Anglo-Saxon mind. He urged the adherents of what

I will call the Latin theory to consolidate it into virtual international

law, and to rely on the eventual alteration of British law or practice .

The British delegates, relying on the practical sagacity of the Anglo

Saxon theory as opposed to the logical precision of the Latin theory,

and also on the vast area of the civilised world where the “ Anglo

Saxon figment ” ruled , tried to exclude the subject from the acts of

the Union, and succeeded in securing an optional character to the

clauses which the majority chose to introduce as to the conditions

on which a letter might be recovered by the sender. They also

made it clear that in no circumstances would this country, on so

grave a question of daily convenience, consent to change her laws and

institutions so as to accomodate them to those of other nations. It is

significant that no attempt was made at Vienna to re -open this question .

Owing to somewhat unworthy motives of a political and

diplomatic kind , confined to two or three large countries , the Lisbon

Congress declined to gratify the self love of the hospitable capital of

Portugal by framing a new convention and calling it the Convention

of Lisbon . The changes were embodied in “ Additional Acts,"

which had to be read with the Convention of Paris and the detailed

regulations for executing it . These acts came into effect on the ist

of April , 1886. Limited international agreements were signed at

Lisbon by the delegates of several countries— ( 1 ) for the collection

of bills and drafts through the Post Office, and ( 2 ) for the system of

certificates of identity, designed to facilitate the proceedings of

travellers at foreign postes restantes. In these schemes England took

no part, and still takes none, though both systems gained fresh

adherents at Vienna .
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At the close of the Lisbon Congress there was not much of the

civilised world left outside the Union, except Australasia and South

Africa. The kingdom of Siam set those colonies a good example by

joining the Union on the ist of July, 1885 ; and Belgium brought

the Congo Free State in on the ist of January, 1886 . The ist of

April , 1886 , the day when the “ Additional Acts ” became law, is

memorable in postal annals for the accession of Bolivia, completing

the acquisition of the American Continent to the modern postal

régime. The Regency of Tunis joined the Union on the ist of July,

1888, British North Borneo on the ist of January, 1891 , and the

protectorates and postal agencies established by Germany in New

Guinea, the Marshall Islands, and Samoa, and on the East and

West Coasts of Africa , have now all been added or assimilated to

the Union .

Of the net results of the Congress of Vienna, held this summer

( May 20 to July 4) , your correspondent in that city has already

given an account. Its acts leave the constitution of the Postal

Union unchanged, the history of its development enlarged by an

important chapter . That chapter deals with the adhesion of New

South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Queensland , Western Aus

tralia , Tasmania , New Zealand, British New Guinea , and the Fiji

Islands . The absolute completion of this confederation of the

world's post offices now hangs in effect upon the will of the

Colonial Government of the Cape of Good Hope. Natal will

adhere whenever the Cape adheres. The other British territories

in South Africa, with St. Helena and Ascension, would naturally

be brought in at the same time ; and the Transvaal and Orange

Free State would be only too glad to obtain “ union terms ”

from the Cape by following. I commend this aspect of the

question to that enlightened pioneer the Hon. Cecil Rhodes. Is it

beneath his notice ? I think not. There are no postal organisations

in the world worth mentioning over and above those now in the

Union and those already mentioned as outside it . Apart from

practical results to public convenience obtained by placing the

world's means of communication under one régime, here is a duty to

the future. Here is living and working in our midst—I use no

figure of speech in saying it—the first parliament of man ; here one

department of the commerce of mankind can be regulated by a

single code within six months of this day if such be the will of —

shall I say Mr. Rhodes, or shall I say the Cape Colony ? Let Mr.

Rhodes say the word , and let the colony accept it . “ The parliament
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of man, the federation of the world , ” is one of the many great ideas

which men of ripe judgment to-day inherit from the strenuous time

when as youths they read their Tennyson daily. A postal parliament,

permanently constituted , with a single code of universal application ,

is the prose reflection of part of that great poetic idea ; but it has

been worth the nineteenth century's while to achieve even that much ;

the twentieth century is on our heels, and it would be a pity if the

work were not completed before its arrival .

T - BITS
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The Song of the Clerk.

Scriptum est : “ Quia non in solo pane vivit homo . ”

SIT in my chair with a stolid stare,

And I eat the bread of the nation ,

And I solemnly sigh as the days go by

With their damnable iteration

Pen , paper , and ink,

Ink , paper , and pen ;

But what if the high gods cease to wink ?

And when will it be ? ah , when ?

{

To me it is nought that the strong have fought

And died in a blaze of glory,

It mattereth not that paupers rot,

And journalists write their story.

Pen , paper , and ink ,

Ink , paper, and pen ;

But where are the God-born brains that think,

And where is the strength of men ?

Smug, sober, and neat , I drink and eat ,

And I do enough for duty,

And life has no zest and no interest ,

And assuredly has no beauty,

Pen, paper, and ink ,

and
pen ;

And I stolidly earn my meat and drink ,

paper,

And how am I better then ?

Ink ,
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On the pleasant plains of another's brains

I thrive like the Rose of Sharon ;

And my credit stands—like Moses' hands

Stayed up by Hur and Aaron .

Pen, paper, and ink ,

and
pen ;

And one may rise and another may
sink

And I only remark “ Amen ! ” .

Ink, paper,

Praise me or blame, it is all the same,

I have done with hoping and fearing,

It's little I work, and it's much I shirk

Till the time of my disappearing.

Pen, paper, and ink,

Ink, paper, and pen ;

And I strengthen my fetters link by link ,

Till the three score years and ten.

H. S. C.
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The Blizzard and the Mails.

HE annals of the Post Office contain much interesting

information concerning snow storms of the coaching

days. A few of the most notable of these storms are

graphically described by Mr. J. Wilson Hyde, in his

volume “ The Royal Mail,” and the details are in some instances of

quite a romantic character. No history of the Post Office could be

considered complete if it omitted allusion to the difficulties and

dangers of the road, including snow storms ; and last year's exhibition

at the Guildhall, in connection with the Penny Postage Jubilee, would

have lacked an important element of interest if Mr. A. M. Ogilvie had

not contributed his prints, “ Mail Coach in a Storm of Snow , " and

“ Mail Coach in a Drift of Snow .”

The Postal Service of the country by no means secured immunity

from snow storms by the invention of the locomotive. For instance,

Mr. J. Mawson, the late postmaster of Sheffield, and formerly

Inspector of Mails in Scotland, could , doubtless , furnish interesting

reminiscences of being snowed up on the Highland Railway. So far

as Scotland is concerned, the coaching days can scarcely be said even

yet to have passed away. Not many years have elapsed since the

northern towns of Wick-Scotland's great herring emporium - and

Thurso - celebrated for its paving-stone quarries—were first con

nected by railway with the rest of the Kingdom, prior to which time

the journey north from Helmsdale was performed by night and day

coaches, which were from time to time snowed up . They were,

indeed, expected to be snowed up sometimes, as was proved by the

keeping of a sledge at Helmsdale. I wonder whether that sledge is

still in existence ; and whether the sub-postmaster of Helmsdale

continues to receive the allowance of £1 a year for " sheltering

sledge, ” to which he was still entitled when I paid him my last official

visit.

One of the best remembered snow storms of modern times is that

of January, 1881 , when the traffic throughout the south of England

was most seriously impeded . The mail cart service of London and
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the suburbs was, I remember, thoroughly demoralised, much delay

to correspondence being the natural and inevitable result. But even

this great storm was less severe and disastrous in its effects than that

of Boxing Day, 1886 , when the damage done to telegraph wires in

particular was the most serious and widespread ever recorded in this

country. In London, according to an official record published in

November last, the fall was by far the heaviest measured during the

past 21 years. Even more memorable, from a Post Office point of

view, is the snow storm which visited the South and West of Englandi

on the gth and 10th of March, 1891. The effect which this produced

on the mail services was so extraordinary that I cannot but think

that a few particulars, mostly culled from documents kindly placed

at my disposal by my chief, Mr. R. C. Tombs, will interest the

reader. The fall of snow was accompanied throughout by a high wind ,

which caused the formation of drifts or wreaths, and it is mainly due to

this fact that the delays were of so serious a character. The lines of

railway principally affected were the Great Western, the South Western,

and the South Eastern. On the South Western Railway the deten

tion of the down night mail of the 9th was not serious, the train

reaching Dorchester only three - quarters of an hour behind time. The

up night mail, however, was upwards of two hours late in leaving

Dorchester, and was delayed for five mortal hours in Burley cutting,

near Ringwood, arriving at Waterloo Terminus at about 11 a.m. on

the roth, upwards of seven hours late.

On the South Eastern Railway, the Dover Night Mail of the 9th

was not delayed to any great extent, the mail train being only

55 minutes behind time on arrival at Dover ; but on the up journey

a detention at Sandling junction resulted from a large tree having

been rooted up and blown right across the line, a remarkable proof

of the violence of the wind by which the fall of snow was accompanied.

The Great Western Mail , due to leave Paddington station at 9 p.m.,

was detained on the 9th March until 9.48 p.m., and, encountering

frequent snow drifts, did not reach Exeter until 7.38 a.m. on the roth ..

The mail was six hours late when it arrived at Newton Abbot, and

it became the painful duty of the Postmaster of that town to report

that all letters and parcels for places west of Newton Abbot were

detained there in mail and luggage vans in charge of mail porters from

Exeter and officers of the Travelling Post Office . The postmaster

adds, “ After this the line became blocked with snow up and down . ”

The blocks of the up and down rails at Newton Abbot continued

throughout the 11th March until 8.30 p.m., when it was found
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practicable to despatch to Exeter a special train , and to forward all

the letter mails which had accumulated . Information had been

obtained that the South Western line was open to Plymouth , thus

affording an opportunity (viâ Exeter) of putting in course the delayed

mails for that important business centre, and possibly of restoring

communication with the far West.

The parcel receptacles kept on accumulating at Newton Abbot,

but the letter mails for places beyond Totnes and Kingsbridge were

sent by the South Western line until the following day, when the

section of the line which lies west of Exeter again became blocked.

The Great Western line was resumed as the mail route to Plymouth

and west thereof, but alas ! the block at Newton Abbot continued .

On the afternoon of the 13th it was decided at headquarters, where

great concern was felt at the serious delay of correspondence, to

send on the down mail letters for the west from Newton Abbot to

Dartmouth, to be conveyed thence to Plymouth by steamer .

Happily, however, this course became unnecessary, as a steam

plough started from Plymouth at 5 p.m. on the 13th , and reached

Newton Abbot at 10 o'clock, thus clearing the line.

The down Great Western Night Mail reached Newton Abbot in

good time on the morning of the 14th March, when the 158 bags of

letters which had there accumulated were sent forward together with

as many of the piled up parcel baskets as could be got off, the rest

being despatched by special train leaving at 7.0 a.m., and by ordinary

train an hour later. Between 250 and 300 parcel receptacles for

Plymouth, and other western places had got as far as Newton Abbot

but no further, and it may safely be averred that never before had

that usually quiet town played so important a part in the distribution

of Her Majesty's Mails .

The inconvenience and loss to Plymouth occasioned by the delay

of the mails must have been enormous. For a whole week the

columns of the Western Morning News were full of the storm, the

storm and nothing but the storm. Shut out from the world by the

raging of the blizzard , what other subjects could the editor and his

staff descant upon ? The “ London Letter” and “ Stock Exchange

Intelligence” –two of the most important items of the daily bill of

fare — not being forthcoming, they had no alternative but to fall back

upon snow, and this, with true journalistic instinct, they managed

to pile mountains high.

In a leader of the 12th March, reference is made to the fact that

many thousands of tons of snow had been carted away from the
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main streets of Plymouth . A correspondent wants to know why

the side streets are not also cleared . The writer of the article sits

upon him neatly , declaring that it " savours of democracy run mad ”

to suggest that the minor streets should be visited in preference to

main avenues . There is a slight hibernicism here, for it was only

asked that the side as well as the main streets should be attended

to. But a snowed up and indignant journalist may readily be

excused a little slip of this kind .

The word “ blizzard ," imported into this country from America,

if not already incorporated into the English language (as distin

guished from the language of Greater Britain) is at least now

generally well understood on this side of the Atlantic ; and it must

be admitted that the term is both expressive and picturesque. But

never, until enlightened by the columns of the Western Morning

News, had I met the word in its verb form . In future, however,

when speaking of a snowstorm, I shall be able to say that the

blizzard “ blizzed, " and to justify the use of the expression .

The little Devonshire town of Kingsbridge was , perhaps , the

worst victim of the great snowstorm, though, of course, the conse.

quences in the aggregate could not for one moment be compared

with the griefs suffered by Plymouth. Telegraphing plaintively on

the 16th March, Kingsbridge's postmistress says , “ Received no

London mails since March 9th , 6.0 p.m., nor sent horse out since

March 9th, 1.15 p.m. Until to -day bags sent by horsemen to Totnes

at 10.0 a.m. No roads open for conveyance .” The rural posts

throughout the west and south-west of England must, to a great

extent—almost entirely, I should imagine—have been suspended.

The effect of the great snowstorm upon the Telegraph Service

does not come within the scope of this article . I have no exact

information as to the extent of the damage to the wires, and can

furnish no details . It was, however, inevitable that at least a partial

breakdown of the Service should result from so serious a blizzard .

Commenting on the subject, the writer of a leader in the Western

Morning News, of the 11th March, contends that the wires ought to

be protected from the inclemency of the weather, and from the

attacks of any foreign enemy. He suggests that between Plymouth

and Exeter at least—and, indeed , on the main lines of Devonshire

and Cornwall—the wires should be enclosed in wooden cases or iron

pipes ! This proposal is not intended as a joke, and will , no doubt ,

receive due consideration. It seems to me, however, that the

payment of the piper would be anything but a laughing matter.
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It remains to refer to the effect of the blizzard upon the road

services by parcel coaches, and I think I can hardly better discharge

my obligation in this respect than by making a judicious selection

from the telegrams which reached head -quarters. Dealing first with

the Brighton Coach, we have the following message :

“ Brighton, 10th March.

“ It is understood that both coaches are snowed up between Horley

“ and Crawley, one at the top and the other at the bottom of the
66 hill.”

66

One of my colleagues, Mr. W. Roberts, specially visited Crawley

on ths 10th March, and ascertained that both the up and down

coaches were embedded in snow drifts at Handcross, about four miles

from Crawley, in the direction of Horley. Making his way to Hand

cross, Mr. Roberts—who must have felt himself every inch an Arctic

explorer - discovered the down coach embedded in a drift on the

brow of Handcross Hill, and the up coach in a similar plight at the

foot of the hill , a distance of about a mile separating the two vehicles.

In reporting to his chief, Mr. Roberts says :

“ The guards, who looked worn and cold, stated that the coaches

were running about three hours late owing to the heavy snow fall,

“ and on reaching Handcross Hill, at 6.30 a.m., they ran right into

snow drifts, and got so blocked that they could neither move one

way nor the other. After the drivers had put up the horses of the

up coach in a neighbouring cow -shed, and thoseof thedown coach

“ at Handcross Inn, the guards went for assistance, and about 10 a.m.

“ the highway authorities sent a gang of men to make a road for the

“ vehicles. The snow, however, was lying in such enormous drifts

“ for more than a mile on parts of the hill—that it was not until 3 p.m.

6 that the coaches could be moved. Arrangements were then made,

“ with the assistance of the men on the spot, to turn the down coach

“ round so that it could return to Crawley Station. The road was

" then clear for the up coach, which had been dug out, and by dint

“ of whip and assistance of the men on the road, it was eventually

got up the hill. Both vehicles then proceeded to Crawley Station,

« and the parcel baskets were forwarded to destination by 4.9 p.m.

66 train . ”

Mr. Roberts is not the kind of officer to let slip a good

opportunity, and as there was no professional photographer at

Crawley, he sought out an amateur, whose good services he secured

for “ sun-pictures” of the coaches as they stood in the snow, one of

the pictures including the driver, the guard , the contractor's secretary

and Mr. Roberts himself. The London and Chatham coach arrived at

Gravesend three hours late, and proceeded no further, on account of

a snowdrift 10 ft. deep. The parcels were sent on by train in
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charge of the coach guard . A worse fate befell the London and

Oxford coach, which was blocked in a drift between Benson and

Shillingford several miles away from any railway station . Extra

horses were sent, and the coach was dug out of a snowdrift, but it fell

into another near Dorchester, and a third between Wallingford and

Oxford . The Tunbridge Wells coach was also snowed up. The

Watford and the Chelmsford coaches escaped for the simplest of all

reasons, namely, that they did not run .

A. H. POWELL.
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Heads / win, Tails you lose.

N the summer of 1875 one of the rural postmen attached

to an office in Perthshire, by name Peter Reid, like

Byron, awoke one morning and found himself famous

—after a fashion . A certain action of his, wherein

was blended a considerable amount of “ innocence ” (to use the

word in its Scotch signification ) with a certain proportion of another

quality not quite so guileless, formed the subject of a paragraph that

appeared in nearly every newspaper in the United Kingdom . Peter,

who seems to have been in his way a character in the district,

had, somehow, become possessed of a penny, which he specially

reserved for one purpose-that of tossing. The penny must have

brought him considerable luck , but, by some unhappy mischance,

the penny disappeared . There was a peculiarity about the penny

which made it different from the rest of its species, and where to find

another with this identical feature, he could not tell . A happy

inspiration struck him. He would write to the Mint. Surely there, if

anywhere, its fellow could be obtained. Unfortunately for him, this

necessitated the divulging of wherein lay its secret virtue. This, as

with some other mysteries, was the essence of simplicity. The penny

was alike on both sides—it had two heads and no tail.

The request was such an odd one that it led to some inquiry, and

thus the whole matter came to light, to the dire chagrin of Peter,

who thus unwittingly furnished an amusing paragraph that was

repeated in every print from John o' Groats to Land's End, and

provoked a ripple of laughter over all the land . Unfortunately for

Peter, it was no laughing matter. The loss of the penny was bad,

but the loss of his situation, afterwards, was a much more serious

matter. This latter, however, was only temporary. Lord John

Manners, who was then Postmaster-General , happening to be

shortly afterwards at his Highland residence not far distant, a kind

friend interceded on the man's behalf, stating the whole circum

stances and showing to his Lordship's satisfaction that “ things were

not what they seemed ,” with the happy result that Peter again took

up his old duty.
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Peter died some seven years after, and, in the corner of the

district newspaper, some local poet inserted a kindly “ In Memoriam ,”

wherein , with true Scotch pawky humour, he touches with a light

and deft hand so happily on the incident that it seems to me the verses

deserve a somewhat longer life and wider fame than belong to the

ephemeral page of a newspaper.

PETER THE POSTMAN.

Obit February, 1882 .

Alas ! we've lost him , ah , wae'sme

Sae lang our postman in Glenshee,

An' after a' sae sune tae dee

Puir Peter Reid !

He was just forty -five ye see,

An' noo he's deid .

Ah ! mony a lanesome mile he trod ,

An' weel was liket on the road

Sae steady, wi' his usefu ' load,

Frae day to day,

An' aye was welcome as he plod

His weary way.

Simmer an ' winter , day an ' nicht,

In gloamin ' grey an' mornin ' bricht,

Whyles wi'alantern for a licht,

Through mist and dews,

Puir Peter's form aye hove in sicht,

Wi' a' the news.

Noo, that he's ta'en his last fareweel,

He was a handy, hame owre chiel,

Wha, after he had fairly weel

Done a' his duties,

Could smoke, an' crack, or fill a creel

Wi' bonnie trouties.

The joukin ' rabbits kent his fit ;

The plover an' the whaup wad sit ;

The muirfowl didna move a bit

Tae east or wast ;

An' even the roe deer wadna flit

When Peter passed .

The vera squirrel kenned his hoast,

As owre the birken shaws he crossed,

An' keekin' doon— “ Guid mornin' post,"

Wad bid him hail,

As, mair for fun than fear he tossed

His head an' tail .
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Ah ! wily Peter, was it true

That , like the pawky squirrel, you

Amused yersel wi' “ tossin '” too

An' counterfeitin '

An' made yere name a byword through

The whole o' Britain ?

The daily papers got the hint,

An' sune they had it a' in print,

Notorious an ' prominent,

The great offence,

O'sendin' tae the Royal Mint

For Peter's pence !

Some read o't wi' a canny smile,

As if it wasna worth the while,

An' just a simple trick to wyle

The weary time ;

But ithers thocht it fu ' o' guile

An' awfu ' crime .

Nae doot the thing was far amiss ;

But surely ignorance was bliss,

In Peter's “tossin' purposes,”

An' sooth to say

There's mony greater sins than this

Praised ilka day.

Noo, freed frae favour, fear or shame,

Relieved from sublunary fame,

Discharged frae every earthly claim,

Peter post mortem ,

Has gane whaur neither praise nor blame

Can ever hurt him.

By our brethren beyond “ Tweed's southern strand, " where

Burns is scarcely less familiar than in his home country, these

verses, though in Scotch, and excellent Scotch, will be fully under

stood and appreciated.

GLASGOW . F. BRAID.
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A Port of Call.

UEENSTOWN HARBOUR is almost land-locked. Fort

Carlisle on the east, with Fort Camden on the west, and

Fort Westmoreland on Spike Island, just opposite the

mouth, form a natural as well as a military protection,

and contribute to the remarkably beautiful appearance of the

entrance. The harbour inside is three miles long by two miles wide,

and is capable of floating thousands of ships. The town itself is

situated on the northern hill facing the harbour, and the beauty of

the view seawards requires to be seen to be appreciated . The prin

cipal buildings are a fine modern Roman Catholic Cathedral, the

Admiralty House, the Royal Cork Yacht Club, and the Queen's

Hotel . There is the very pretty suburb of Rushbrook, extending

some two miles in a westerly direction, along the bank of the River

Lee, containing handsome villas, inhabited by officers of the Army

and Navy connected with the ships and forts, Cork merchants, and

retired members of the various Government Services. On the island

of Haulbowline is the dockyard. H.M.S. “ Triumph , " flagship of

the admiral on the Irish station, with several gunboats, are pretty

constantly in the harbour.

But the chief point of interest is , I think, Queenstown as a Port

of Call” for the Transatlantic steamers. There are at least six prin

cipal lines of packets calling here, namely, the Cunard, the White

Star, the Guion , the Inman, the Allan , and the American . The two

first-named are the contract packets for outward mails, so far as the

Home Government is concerned, the Cunard sailing on Mondays,

and the White Star on Thursdays. These mail packets convey mails

for Canada, United States, China , Japan, Australia, &c. On several

occasions just about last Christmas and the beginning of this year

the number of sacks carried by one packet exceeded 1,000. The

principal portion of the mails leaves London on the previous evening,

arriving here about noon on the Monday and Thursday. The run

from London occupies about 15 hours . Nearly all the other lines of

steamers also co vey mails, but as a rule they consist of “ specially

addressed " correspondence only.

The homeward mails are worked on a very different system . The

United States Post Office authorities profess to send the mails by
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the quickest steamers , and in consequence there is much rivalry .

The new steamers of the Cunard Line, the “ Etruria” and the

“ Umbria ," are favourite packets, particularly with English travellers,

The “ Teutonic ” and the “ Majestic,” of the White Star Line, are

magnificent steamers ; and so, indeed , are the “ City of New York ”

and the “ City of Paris, " of the Inman Line. The “ Teutonic ” and

“ Majestic ” are the most modern , and it would be impossible in the

space at my disposal to give an idea of the magnificence of these

steamers.

There is much excitement in connection with the landing of a :

heavy inward mail. The packets are signalled first from Browhead,

80 miles away, then from Old Head of Kinsale, 20 miles off, and

lastly from Roche's Point, at the entrance of the harbour.

It is seldom that the mail steamers enter the harbour. When the

weather is not too rough the mails are transferred at sea to a tender.

Two new ones, the “ America ” and the “ Ireland, ” have recently

been put on the service. A recent writer in the Daily News gives a

graphic description of the meeting of the mail steamer and the

tender at night off the Old Head of Kinsale :

“ And now the great liner is bearing down upon us. She looks

“ like a terrace of houses in a general illumination. On she comes

through the silence of the night, and our paddles begin to stir, for

we are putting out to meet her. It seemed as we lay flopping up

“ and down in the moonlight that she never would come, and now

we are sidling up to her. All her crew and all her passengers are

on deck , and the electric light blazes down on faces lit up with

excitement,with curiosity, with the fever and furry of a thrilling

“ moment. High up, in a kind of opera box made of canvas, the

captain is in his place. We creep up alongside, and know now

“ how small we are ; but the gangway is let down, and we are aboard

“ in a moment. What a scene and what a contrast ! Here are the

pretty American girls making all kinds of fantastic head-dress look

“ becoming, their delicate complexion inexplicable as they stand near

“ their parchment-faced fathers; their manner so pronounced,with its

“ mixture of audacity and refinement. And there are such leave

“ takings and givings of rendezvous — Norway, or Zermatt, or Naples

“ —and so many surnames so often repeated, and the shrill, nasal

“ American accent, and the curious, quaint American phrases, and

“ the noise , and bustle, and confusion , all under the quiet moonlight,

“ in this lonely spot of ocean. It seems as if a great family party

were suddenly broken up. But the ship's officers are used to these

scenes, and the mails, which have lain on the deck , are shouldered

“ and carried down upon the tender. The clear English accent of

" the officer, the constant : Seven , eight, nine, tally , ' sounds strange

amongst all the shrill and querulous American voices. And now

66
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" the captain is back again in his opera box , and there is a clanging

“ of bells and blowing of whistles as the last passengers hurry down

“ the gangway. The plank is soon lifted in , the paddles give a few

turns, and the great ship moves off, but before it goes there rises

“ such a cheer as is heard across the sea by the lonely lighthouse

man on the lightship over Daunt's Rock . ”

By the time the tender has again arrived alongside the new deep

water quay everything is ready for the reception of the mails . A

handsome new railway station is close at hand, and the mails are

transferred to the carriages at the rate of twenty a minute. If the

mail has arrived in time for the ordinary train, well and good ; if not ,

a special train can in certain circumstances be ordered . The moment

the first sack reaches the sorting carriage it is opened by the special

staff in waiting, and by the time the train reaches Dublin all will

be properly disposed of.

Queenstown is also a “ Port of Call " for merchant vessels ; a large

number of both steamers and sailing ships call here for orders. In this

respect we have only one rival, namely, Falmouth . In the case of

sailing vessels it is entirely dependent upon the direction of the

wind . If the wind be from the south or south-east, then all the ships

make for Queenstown ; but if from the opposite quarters, then

Falmouth gets its turn. In the case of steamers, a good deal

depends upon the masters, and as Falmouth is more popular with

them Queenstown does not in doubtful cases get the preference.

The presence or absence of ships in the harbour makes all the

difference here . In the one case all are busy, and in the other

idleness and its accompanying disadvantages prevail .

A large number of emigrants also embark here, the busiest season

being from February to May. Fine stalwart men and women leave

here, sometimes as many as two thousand weekly. The shopkeepers ,

lodging-house keepers, and their touts now reap a harvest . It is an

amusing, if somewhat sad, sight to see the poor emigrants being led

to spend their loose cash on all kinds of mock jewellery, trinkets,

knives, and miscellaneous articles , got up to suit the market. The

Post Office reaps the benefit, not to speak of the trouble, as many of

the purchases are sent by post to the homes and friends the pur

chasers have left in the remote parts of Ireland. The sale of single

penny stamps becomes very brisk at this time of year ; as much as

ten pounds worth is often sold to the emigrants in one evening.

Queenstown is an interesting station for a Post Office official

whose business brings him in contact with the steamer work, as he

has an opportunity of seeing and getting to know more or less most
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of the celebrities of the day, the diplomatic and other elevated

personages of the various Governments, celebrated travellers, mil

lionaires, theatrical stars, and others, who are constantly passing back

wards and forwards by the various steamers . It is an interesting

study to watch the many different types of travellers, and how they

comport themselves under varying circumstances. The Americans

on their inward journey are all bounce and enthusiasm , while on

their outward trip they are quiet and subdued in their demeanour.

The Irish - American is, as a rule, a noisy and demonstrative indi

vidual , but there is one thing remarkable about all the American

people travelling, and that is how very well off they seem to be , and

the freedom with which they spend money. This trait is taken

advantage of by the car -men and the vendors of walking -sticks and

other articles supposed to be of native growth or manufacture, and

the consequence is that Queenstown has become noted for its exor

bitant charges for almost everything.

E. W. CARRETTE.

QUEENSTOWN.
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After Office Hours.

Some few thovels .

I of
that Mr. Thomas Hardy has yet written, but that it is far and

away the best novel of the season. It is painfully realistic, so pain

ful indeed that the sadness of the story will haunt an impressionable

reader for weeks after he has read it. And yet there is a beautiful

idealism in even the most tragic parts, and Mr. Hardy, in spite of

himself, is so much of an idealist that he has mastered the art of

touching ground which has hitherto been forbidden to English

novelists without in the least degree sinking into coarseness. The

one blot on the book is the character of Angel Clare. He is neither

a real nor an ideal personage ; he is quite artificial, and never more

so than in the particular crises which form the turning points of the

story. He strikes one as made to order, and as having been put

out of shape, in order that Mr. Hardy may develop the character of

Tess. The truth and development of his character have been sacri

ficed in order that fuller opportunities may be given to Tess to fill up

to overflowing the cup of her own misery. And so far this is bad

art, because it takes away from us that very impression of inevitable

ness about Tess's fate which the author is so anxious to create.

Mr. Hardy's pessimism is almost too relentless. There is a touch of

bitterness in his protest against the cruelty of life which many will

be unable to sympathise with . No word of hope ever breaks from

him , and his description of the death of his heroine, in the simple

and tragic words, " Justice was done, and the President of the

Immortals had ended his sport with Tess,” is eloquent of the hope

lessness and the scornfulness of his point of view. But he has

written a great novel, and one which I believe will live.

I cannot say the same of The History of David Grieve, which in

many readers' opinions shares with Tess the honours of the season.

To me the book seems laboured, overburdened with philosophy,

and badly put together. I always feel a consuming desire to kick

Mrs. Ward's heroes. David Grieve only becomes interesting when

he goes wrong, and that is surely not the impression an authoress like

Mrs. Ward wishes to create. David's sister is perhaps the best

creation in the book, because we can honestly dislike her ; and it is

so difficult as a rule to either like or dislike Mrs. Ward's characters.

They seem to want a healthy humanity ; they are without charm ; and

the trail of the introspective philosopher is over them all. But

David's sister is horribly unpleasant, and she has an individuality of
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her own, the development of which we can follow with interest. In

my opinion Mrs. Ward has never done anything better than the love

storyof Langham and Rose in Robert Elsmere . There is nothing in

David Grieve in advance of that portion of her first novel .
For those who like the 66tea-cup realism of American novelists

I cannot do better than recommend a volume of short stories by

Henry James, entitled The Lesson of the Master. They are finished

studies of certain problems of character which arise in our highly

complex civilization of to-day. They form an excellent antidote

after the realism of Tess, and the boredom of David Grieve. I

mentioned in the last number that a little book, Some Emotions and

a Moral, had taken my fancy. I looked in vain for some time for

really favourable notices in other journals , but it seemed to have

quite missed fire. Then a few weeks ago Mr. T. P. O'Connor dis

covered it and boomed it in The Sunday Sun. I was told my

praises were exaggerated, but they are nothing to what Mr. O'Connor

has given expression to . I understand that the writer is a young

American lady, and it is her first work . I also understand the book .

is now “ going ” very well .

!

1

Dr. f. 5. Cobb.

I
MAY, perhaps, be pardoned for introducing an official matter

into “ After Office Hours.” But it seemed to me the best way

in which I could explain to my readers why we have, in this number

of the magazine, published a portrait of a gentleman who is

probably known very slightly, if at all, outside the department in

which he served for thirty years. To have been appointed British

Postmaster of Constantinople is , of course, sufficient evidence that

Mr. Cobb is a man of varied accomplishments and of great ability,

and it is also a very clear sign that he possesses the confidence of

his superior officers ; but there are many Post Office men who
possess the same qualifications, whose portraits we have not the

slightest intention of publishing. We publish Mr. Cobb's portrait

because, in addition to the qualifications mentioned , he had won the

affections, in an extraordinary degree , of the men of his own

Department. These men number several hundreds , and we are

glad to give them an opportunity of acquiring the portrait of a man
to whom they were so much attached . To those outside the

Savings Bank who never knew him , I should like to explain

why I think he deserved the popularity he enjoyed, We are all
tempted to exaggerate the merits of friends who have won our

affection , and there is about Cobb a personal magnetism which has

often blinded me to the fact that he possesses, in common with

other mortals , the defects of his good qualities . None the less,

with all his angles , and his sometimes perverted enthusiasms , he

came more closely up to my ideal of what a high official should be

than almost any other man with whom I have been acquainted .

For the last fifteen years, or longer, I have been associated with
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( Postmaster of Constantinople).
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Cobb, more or less intimately, in many official and non -official

undertakings, and I feel that his removal is one of the greatest
losses the Savings Bank Department has ever sustained . It is worth

something to the men of a great department to know that one, at

least , of their high officials always thinks first of the interests of the

men under him , and only in a minor degree of his own advance

ment. It is worth something to the men, too, to have a man over them

who, in addition to possessing the quality of personal charm , is also a

man of fine character, of generous enthusiasm, and of wide sympathies.

Other men on their official advancement have very naturally grown

a little lukewarm , and have yielded to the temptation to take the

official view in all things , but Cobb was absolutely incorruptible. I

cannot recall a single instance in which he surrendered his idea of

what he considered to be right . I wish to be quite fair, and I admit that

his hatred of injustice and of sharp practice was often too ruthless ,

and that “ the soft answer which turneth away wrath ” was often wanting
in his methods . I often thought he never made quite enough

allowance for human nature in fortunate and prosperous individuals ,

and that he perhaps made too much allowance in the case of more

unfortunate people. But these were the defects of his qualities ,

For years his colleagues had believed in him , trusted him, and been

attracted by him . He roused us all at times , and perhaps irritated

some of us by his untiring persistency in any course he had under

taken . But it was very difficult to keep up a permanent quarrel

with him . George Meredith has said somewhere that we occasionally
meet men who have the woman in them without becoming

effeminate, and that these are the pick of men .
And if I may

speak so boldly of a friend, I should say it was to a certain soft

place in his own heart that Cobb owed his strength and his
weakness . However that may be, in my ideal of a successful

official's life the crowning triumph of all must be to receive such

marks of esteem and affection as have lately been bestowed on

Cobb by his late colleagues . And his has been a triumph due to

character, and very little to achievement of any tangible success.

Such a man is an acquisition to a great department, and is at any

rate thrown away upon the unspeakable Turk.
E. B.
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Notices of Books.

PHAON AND SAPPHO : A PLAY, WITH A SELECTION OF POEMS.

By J. D. Hosken. ( Rodda, Penzance, 1891.) 25.

Few of our readers, we should suppose, could fail to be interested

in a volume of poetry written by an auxiliary ruralpostman . Favour

able notices of the book have appeared in the Speaker, Longmans'

Magazine, and elsewhere, and the copy which we have received for
review furnishes us with ample confirmation of their flattering

verdict. The members of the department who could pass success

fully through the ordeal of writing a five-act tragedy in blank verse

without "joining a horse's neck to a human head, and adorning it

with an assortment of feathers, ” must, we should think, be strictly

limited in number. It is nothing less than surprising that the task

:should have been accomplished in the face of the difficulties and

trials with which Mr. Hosken has had to contend . According to the

West Briton , of Truro , Mr. Hosken was born at Helston , in June,

1861. His father, who was an ironfounder in that town, was a man

of considerable ability, and attained some proficiency as a scholar,

but died comparatively early , leaving a widow and a large family of

:small children . Throughout his boyhood Mr. Hosken had very

delicate health, and was from this cause unable to learn any trade.

He had a limited education at an elementary school, but from the

age of 14 was an ardent reader—the poets and dramatists of all

ages most attracting him . He picked up a little Latin, but, with

this exception, acquired a knowledge of no language but his own .

At 18 , his health having improved, he tried several occupations , but

the disadvantage of having had no proper training in any trade in

his early youth prevented him from being successful. He spent

threeorfour years in London, mostly in East London,during part

of which he was employed as an extra out door officer in the

Customs at the Royal Albert Docks. This period, while filled with

anxiety, gave him many experiences of the painful side ofhuman life,
which he has since been able to turn to some account in his writings.

He married in 1885 , and was established as a rural postman, and

continued in this employment for three years. He was then pro

moted to the General Post Office, London , and was appointed a

night sorter in the East Central District. This, though sought after

with a view to betterment, was an unfortunate appointment, for the
irregular hours and close confinement broke down his health, and

he returned to Helston in a very shattered state. Recovering some

what, he did a little book -keeping for tradesmen in the town and

neighbourhood for about a year, when he obtained partial employ

ment as an auxiliary postman . To the foregoing particulars, taken

from the West Briton , we may add that Mr. Hosken has written
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some nine or ten dramas, though at present only one, • Phaon and

Sappho,” has been published , besides a number of minor poems.

The perusal of “ Phaon and Sappho” has given us much pleasure.

The style is extremely pellucid ,and reminds us of Marlowe in the

easy swing of the blank verse, and the absence of superfluous.

epithets. Take, for instance, the point where Phaon gets " unhinged

in some strange way,” as young men often do when they are on the

point of falling in love. He
says

Yet what it is I know not, nor can name

An undefined desire within myself ;

I do sustain a loss of that quick sense

Which did perceive all beauty, and I miss

The fresh enjoyment of my younger life

When I should have it strongest,

I will not home as yet ,

But walk awhile beside the foaming seas.

This passage, selected almost at random , might very well have

been written by a classical scholar. The last line, in particular ,

suggests the well-known Homeric Bii ô úkéwv Tapà diva . One

more extract we will give, from a speech of Sappho's, where the

lovers are trying to persuade themselves to part.

The light

Dies slowly upward from the valley's depths

Along the mountain's side, until the peak

Retains the last gold spark of hurrying day,

Flung like a fair memorial of his love

Backto the grieving earth .

A play, however, is intended to be read as a whole, and a correct

idea of it is not to be conveyed by samples . We recommend our

readers to buy the book and make its acquaintance at first hand .

THE MULREADY ENVELOPE AMD ITS CARICATURES,

&c. By Major Edward B. Evans, R.A. (Stanley Gibbons,

Limited .)

There are probably few who will not be surprised to hear that it.

is possible with such a subject to fill an octavo volume of 240 pages,

and this not only without undue prolixity but with the most scru

pulous and severe condensation of the materials available. The

proverbs about the shortness of life and the infinite possibilities of

book-making rise up to deter us from entering on its perusal, and

a further prejudice is established by an apologetic sentence in the

preface to the effect that the matter is treated from the point of view

of a Stamp Collector (in capitals). But it must be confessed that

the work is very far from uninteresting, especially to those who are

curious about the history of penny postage ; and a vivid glimpse is

afforded of the art and journalism of 50 years ago, which by itself

is reward enough for the labour of turning the pages.
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Whatever may have been the artistic merits of Mulready's design

and on this opinions from the very first were curiously divergent ),

the idea of the envelope cannot but seem a quaint and unpractical

proceeding on the part of the then Government. As we read the

account of the origin of the envelope and contemplate the repro

duction given in the volume, we gain a pleasant appreciation of the

hoar antiquity of the men of the middle of the century, and this is

increased by a glance at the furious satire with which the envelope

was received by the leading newspapers and their correspondents.
What a wealth of sarcastic wit was expended on the one-legged

.angel, whom Britannia (in the attitude of the conductor of an

orchestra ) is commissioning to fly (or swim) to an unappreciative

group of Cherokees in the far western corner of the envelope !

The rhymesters of the day had their fling at it , but none more

neatly hit off the points of the picture than the author of the

Ingoldsby Legends" in the well-known lines

“ The Manager rings,

And the Prompter springs

To his side in a jiffy, and with him he brings

A set of those odd-looking envelope things,

Where Britannia (who seems to be crucified) flings

To her right and her left funny people with wings

Amongst Elephants, Quakers, and Catabaw Kings ;

And a taper and wax,

And small Queen's heads in packs,

Which, when notes are too big, you're to stick on their backs . ”

Then came the caricaturists, with whose parodies (or the most

notable of them) Major Evans profusely illustrates his text. Leech

hung rows of letters on the British lion's tail ; Theodore Hook gave

it a watch -spring-like curl , and put a long clay in the creature's

jaws ; “ Phiz ” replaced the majestic emblem with a poodle . Pic

torial envelopes in series , of which many specimens are given , were

brought out by publishers everywhere , and one of these series was

the occasion ofone of the earliest commissions of Richard Doyle.

One needs, perhaps, to be a Stamp Collector to appreciate the

fac-similes of envelopes, neither humorous nor artistic, which were

:subsequently used for the furtherance of various propaganda ; but

the volume may certainly be recommended to the student of Post
Office literature.

BEFORE DAWN : Four- Part Song. (Novello, Ewer and Co.)

Mr. W. H. Gill's setting of Mr. F. Wyville Home's verses is

tuneful and sympathetic. The melody, of which there is a dis
tinctly original vein, is gracefully harmonised, and does credit to its

composer.
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$ t . Martin's Wetter- Bag.

Suggestions for tReform .

THE
' HE Association of Chambers of Commerce at their annual

meeting in March dealt specially with the reform of the

Post Office.

They first of all carried a resolution to the effect that “ the

revenue earned by the Post Office should be allocated to carrying

out of such postal reforms as may be deemed expedient." Then

Mr. Arnold Forster proposed thatthe Association should adopt the

following proposals :

I. Imperial Penny Postage.

II . Reduction of registration fee to one penny.

III . Open envelopes for book post.

IV. Free delivery of redirected letters.

V. Sale of post cards at stamp values.

VI. Ordinary cards with adhesive stamps to pass as post cards.

VII . Extension of postal order system to the Colonies .*

VIII . Cheapening the cost of telegrams, either by reduction of

prices or by allowing addresses to be sent free.

It is instructiveto note that I., IV., V. , and VI. were negatived,

while III . was withdrawn, no doubt because the mover found he

was three months too late. The others were agreedto.

A resolution was then moved by a Sheffieldmember to the effect

that the department should take as much trouble to deliver telegrams

as it does in the case of letters . On this a long letter from Mr. J.

C. Lamb was read , explaining that the difference in the treatment

of letters and telegramswas due solely to the different circumstances

of the case and not to any desire on the part of the telegraph

authorities to disoblige. This letter so convinced the meeting that

the motion was withdrawn.

It was then proposed and carried that the Department should take

over the telephone system and extend it, andthat steps should be

taken to protect wires from the breakdown which sometimes follows

a storm. It is noteworthy that nothing was proposed in regard to

the parcel post or half-penny letter postage.

* *

IT hasrecently been ourduty to takenotice ofa number of references
to our department in the press, and of the greater part of them

it is not too much to say that they are characterised often by bad

temper, sometimes by malignity, and always by ignorance of details

* No sooner had the Association passed this resolution than Mr. Heaton

bethought himself of asking a question on the subject.
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which those who take it on themselves to criticise an important

institution may fairly be expected to know . It is therefore quite a

relief to find in Ciambers' Journal for March an intelligent and

fairly written article, pointingout in what respects we may take a

lesson from the Post Office of India. As the writer states, we seldom

see intelligent comparisons between our department and the post

offices of our various colonies . It is not sufficient to take an isolated

detail for one country and another for another country. What we

need is to compare our system as a whole with that of each country

or colony in turn . The following are the points in which the India

Post Office is , in the writer's opinion, aheadof us :

I. Cash on delivery system . - In India this is known as " value

payable post ” and is applied to registered letters as well as to parcels.

The principal drawback is that tradesmen sometimes send the wrong

goods, but the remedy is to return them in the same way.

[As regards this, it is to be observed that proposals to adopt the

C.O.D. system to parcels have already been put before the Treasury

and rejected. Moreover, it cannot be said that there is at present

any very strong or unanimous opinion in favour of the measure.]

II. Newspaper post. – Certain newspapers, we are told , have the

privilege of paying postageon their copies for three months in advance.

[ The writer does not make it quite clear what is gained by this.]

III . Certificates of posting are, it seems, grantedfor anyletter on

payment of half an anna.

(This is a check on the dishonesty of servants, very necessary

in India, but it is doubtful..whether it would be of much use in

England .]

IV . Money orders are issued to the amount of £60, whereas in

England the limit is £10.

[This,as we have before indicated, is a matter for the bankers to

settle. Would they allow such an increase in remittances by post ?]

V. The Savings Bank system is simpler. Amounts can be with

drawn at sight, on presentation of the pass book. Interest at the

rate of 31 per cent. is given instead of 2 per cent.

[The rate of interest in India, of course, in no way affects that in

England, and as regards the withdrawal system , in the absence of

details, comparison is difficult .]

VI . A letter when posted may under certain circumstances be

recalled by the sender on payment of a fee of one rupee.

[In England the law does not allow of this being done, see p . 103] .

VII. In India common stamped envelopes are supplied at their

face value (8 annas per packet of 16) , the reason being that natives

will not put their letters in a decent cover unless they get it for

nothing. A better class of envelope is also sold at 1oz annas per

packet of 16.

[Such a system may be very useful under the peculiar circumstances

mentioned, but they do not occur in this country, and it is clear that

we must sell all envelopes or give them all away. A mixed system

would never do here.]
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In considering these suggestions it is well to remember how

different are the circumstances of India from those of England.

There we have an enormous population , all very poor, and so a very

cheap rate of postage is necessary. The distances are immense, so

that it is necessary to transact Savings Bank business without the long

delay of reference to headquarters. Scattered over the country and

far from any shops is a considerable population of well-to-do officials,

who find the “value payable " system absolutely essential to their

comfort, while the dishonestyof their servants makes receipts necessary

even for ordinary letters . The banking interest is not strong, so that

much larger sums may be sent by order than is possible in England.

Mr. H. heaton again.

Ecce iterum Crispinus, et est mihi saepe vocandus

Ad partes.

IT was,ofcourse, to be expected that as thesessionof Parliament

himself in evidence. He was for some months in Australia, and

then went to the Riviera, when, having obtained the services of a

new private secretary, he was ready for the campaign. His soul

abhors anything that savours of politeness or civility to any one

connected with our department, and when an article appeared in
The Times on the subject of the changes introduced on January ist,

he wrote to remonstrate with some feelings of surprise against the

grateful tone adopted towards the Post Office ” therein . He then

went on to assert that he alone was responsible for all the improve

ments which had been introduced . The capital reforms which he

now demands are, first an Agricultural Parcel Post ' at one penny a

pound. Potatoes apparentlyshould go cheaper than prisms, but he
does not explain under which head prunes would pass . Are

dried fruits agricultural produce ? Then there is the great mouse

trap question, to which Hamlet darkly alludes . Timber is agricul
tural produce , and presumably boards are too. But , if so, why not

mouse-traps when made of board ? And if mouse-traps when made

of wood , how can you exclude mouse -traps made of iron ?

Moreover, how about rat-traps ? If, when pursuing his short course

of studies at King's College, Strand, preparatory to starting for

Australia to seek his fortune, Mr. Heaton had dipped into political
economy at all , he would have discovered that one immense

difficulty in the way of those politicians who advocate protection is

to define “ raw material,” and this must remain one great obstacle to

the introduction of a special tariff for agricultural produce. It is

easy by means of scissors and paste to get hold of one end of a few

notions taken from the papers, and with a proper amount of help it

is not difficult, if a man can read and write, to put them on paper;

but the result can be only a hollow show where there are neither

brains to grasp an idea , industry to acquire facts, nor wit to combine
them into a homogeneous whole.

K
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His next demand is the introduction of the “ cash on delivery

system in connection with the Parcel Post. Last year a proposal

on this subject was put before the Treasury, but was rejected.
There hardly seems much demand for it , and it is note

worthy that the Associated Chambers of Commerce say nothing

about it .

The third point is free re-direction , to which , in a modified form ,

the Treasury has now agreed. Next he asks that thehour of posting

and of delivery should be shown in the postmark. This, he thinks,

would be a great check on lazy postmen . As to this we would

merely remark that it does not at all follow that because this system

succeeds in Sydney it would answer equally well with our more

highly organised arrangements. For instance, a letter posted at the
General Post Office, London, addressed to Brighton, and bearing

the mark of the 10.45 p.m. collection, would be delivered by first

post next morning, whereas at Charing Cross a letter for this delivery

must be posted by 9 p.m. , and at most of the other London Offices

before 8 p.m. Such being the case, how does the knowledge of the

hours of collection and delivery help unless the Post Office Guide is

consulted ? while , if it is necessary to consult the Guide, the plain

figures are unnecessary, for all the information required can be

obtained . The last point is half-penny letter postage , which , as

Mr. Heaton admits, would mean that the surplus would absolutely

vanish, or, in other words , “ Two-pence on the income tax ! ' This

seems a large order,and to most people it would appear to require
some very powerful reasons to recommend it. But the new

Rowland Hill thinks it sufficient to refer to “ the conclusion arrived

at by the greatest political economists, repeated and never denied in

Parliament, viz . , that the Post Office should not make a profit,

because it is not good policy to do so .” The words in italics should

be noted , for they throw an interesting light on their author . The

floods of parliamentary oratory are swelling year by year, but it is

appalling to think of the volume to which they would rise if every

statement of every obscure member must be contradicted on pain of

being considered as truth for ever after.

But leaving this point, which, though it opens out exceedingly

interesting psychological questions , is after all a side issue, we deny

that those economists who assert that the State is right in carrying on

a Post Office hold that it is bad policy to make a profit. Thatwas

not Adam Smith's view, nor was it the view of Professor Jevons,

who, in his " Methods of Social Reform ,” goes carefully into the

economic position of the Post Office. It is certainly not the view

expressed by Professor Marshall in his letter of the 31st March , 1891 ,

which appeared in The Times a few days afterwards. In it he

distinctly states that he does not object in principle to the Post

Office making a profit, although , as will be seen from the portion

which we quoted from his previous letter (see Vol . I. , p . 256 ) , he

makes some rather academical distinctions between certain parts of

the revenue and others.
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Apart, however, from the question of political economy, does any

sane man believe that any British Parliament would be so utterly

wanting in common sense as to give up a lucrative source of

revenue, raised easily and in a manner which is absolutely unfelt by

the people, in order to impose fresh burdens on the overpressed

taxpayer ? That our latest critic should make such a proposal is
enough alone to stamp him as utterly unpractical .

Another huge molebill.

E
VERY day brings some fresh proposition for adding to the duties

of the Post Office. In the Nineteenth Century for January

Lord Thring proposes a system of selling land to labourers in small

plots, by means of a Land Registry and the Post Office. When a

man buys land the postmaster is to be instructed to collect the

purchase money in instalments through the agency of the postman ,

a liberal commission being allowed to each . His lordship institutes

an interesting comparison between the great success of the

Prudential Assurance Society and the failure of the Post Office
Assurance.

“ What is the reason ? It is not far to seek . Go into any country

village, and ask the rustic matrons who is their most certain visitor

when they have presented their lords and masters with an addition

to their family. They will reply , ' The agent of the Prudential . He

comes and insists on the benefit of putting the child into a burial

society ; and he asks perhaps for a penny a week, and returns every

week for the pence. The result is that a large proportion of the

children in the United Kingdom are insured in the Prudential .

What is the stimulus that makes their agents so keen in walking to

and fro and up and down our villages and towns ?
Answer : a

commission of nearly 30 per cent. Now, of course much may be

said about the extravagance of such a system, and the waste that it

entails in administration
; but the facts remain that such a system

succeeds while a Government system fails . What, then, is the use

of whining about the merit of thrift in the working class, and be

wailing the little use they make of the blessings of a paternal

Government, when no care is taken to make these blessings attractive,

or to consult the habits of the people ? Everybody, for instance ,

knows the tenacity with which the working classes adhere to secrecy

in their financial affairs, yet what does the Post Office ? It sends

out every communication
to a servant girl in a blue envelope with

‘ On Her Majesty's Service ' conspicuously
printed on it , and this

gives notice to Jane, Mary, Tom, Dick, and Harry in every house

hold that Eliza has a banking account or is insured in a particular

office. Moreover, when Eliza goes with her pass -book to the office,

she is kept waiting till some half-dozen persons have registered their

letters , and another batch have bought their stamps or envelopes .

These may be small matters in the eyes of our statesmen, our

officials, and our philosophers ; but the world turns on small matters,
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and above all, success or failure in doing business dependson great

attention and small gains . Then turn over a new leaf and bring a

renovated Post Office administration into play. ”

Lord Thring seems to be as ignorant of the details of post-office

affairs as the member for Canterbury himself. He might surely be

expected to know that Savings Bank receipts do not bear “ On Her

Majesty's Service ” on the cover conspicuously or otherwise. It is

true that blue covers are used, and that there is a look about them

which would enable any one to know them again ; but this is of

course unavoidable, as the Department could hardly be expected to

use odds and ends of envelopes from the nearest cheap stationer's .

Even the Prudential letters can at once be detected by their peculiar,

not to say disagreeable, buff colour. As to servant maids having to

wait their turn at the counter, how does he propose to obviate this ?

He would hardly set apart a special portion of the counter for Eliza,

and if he did Eliza would object to use it .

How easy it is to grumble, and how difficult it is to propose a

remedy !

Telegrapbic Blunders.

THE
'HE letters which recently appeared in the Standard, com

plaining of telegraphic blunders, bore melancholy testimony

to the truism that the work of human hands must always exhibit

imperfections. That blunders arise in telegraphy we have no desire

to deny ; and although on the other hand it would be futile to hope

to get entirely rid of them it may be admitted that they are too

frequent to beagreeable to our amour propre as a department of

the State. This much being granted, we may proceed to see

whether we cannot find a salve for our feelings in the following

train of ideas :-We would propose to make a little experiment.

First, we would select one of the brightest, cleverest, and most

indefatigable human beings in the universe, say the editor of the

Standard, whom for shortness we will call “ A.” Then we would

take a thousand telegrams, selected at random, and we would ask

A merely to copy them all out at his best speed. At the rate of a

hundred an hour, the work would be completed in ten hours.

Notwithstanding A's abilities it would , we think, be fair to assume

that in the course of the ten hours he would make one single

mistake. Now the number of telegrams dealt with by the Post

Office in a year is sixty -six millions. The average telegraphist would

no doubt work less accurately than the editor of the Standard ; but

even if we suppose him equal in ability to A, it is evident that no

less than 66,000 mistakes will be made in the course of the year.

There will therefore be 66,000 recipients of incorrect telegrams

ready to testify to the blundering of the Telegraph Department.

But it should be borne in mind that each telegram in the course of

transmission passes through more hands than one.
Mistakes may

arise either when the sending telegraphist is operating his instru

ment, or when the receiving telegraphist is writing the message
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down ; and then it may be necessary to go through the same

processagain and yet again before the message reaches its destina

On the whole, it is probable that the figure 66,000 would

have to be multiplied by three or four if we wanted to estimate the

number of mistakes that would be made in a year by a telegraph

staff equal in ability to the editor of the Standard. But alas ! we

cannot pretend to so high a pitch of efficiency ; and we fear that the

reformer who would attempt to abolish inaccuracies from the

Service can only be likened to the bird of hope vainly beating its

wings against the iron bars of the cage of impossibility.

Recent Letters .

ORRESPONDENCE on postal matters in The Times has

lately been brisk, if somewhat desultory.

who professes himself a humble follower of Mr. J. H. Heaton,

thinks that we now want a halfpenny letter post, and an indefinite

multiplication of telegraph offices. “ No English village," he says,

“ should be longer deprived of that telegraphic communication which

Continental hamlets possess," which delightful sentence shows that

he knows nothing at all about the Continent. As we dealt with this

point in our last number (p . 51 ) our readers will not expect us to go
into it again. He was, moreover, well answered by Mr. J. P.

Thomasson on the 15th January.

*

77

Next followed an interesting but rather academic discussion

between “ Progress,” who appears to think that the Post Office ought

to act as a newsagent ona gigantic scale, and “ Taxpayer,” who

asserts that this is not the function of the Department. “ Progress

talks about delay in delivering newspapers when sent by post, by

which he appears to mean that deliveries in provincial towns are not

in many cases fitted to the 5.0 a.m. newspaper trains from London.

A long letter on the subject appeared in The Times of the 31st

March, 1891 , and the answer is a very simple one, viz., that

deliveries are arranged primarily for the speedy distribution of

letters, and that comparatively few letters leave London at 5.0 a.m.

Pbilatelic.

“ FIRS
FIRST catch your hare, ” is the instruction which was not given

in the cookery book , but “ First catch your fact,” is a

direction much needed by those who write letters to the papers.

A Mr. H. C. Standage, of Gravelly Hill, Birmingham, writes to

Stanley Gibbons' Monthly Journal, to suggest the issue of a “ post

man's stamp," so that those who wish to show their appreciation of

the services of the hard -worked postmen, may affix one or more to a

letter or parcel , in addition to the postage. The value of these
stamps is to be distributed among the men. He thinks that postmen

would show their gratitude by taking special care of letters bearing

these stamps.
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It is not necessary to discuss this idea ; but the reason assigned

for the proposition is curious and amusing. “ A grandmotherly

Government,” says Mr. Standage, with fine irony, " has given the

long service postmen a few gilt lace stripes, which will not put a

single dinner into his children's stomachs, nor a pair of boots on his

own sore feet. ” The picturesqueness of the language used should

not blind our eyes to the truth , which is that every stripe means an

extra shilling a week to its owner . But what will not a philatelist do

if he thinks there is a chance of a fresh stamp being issued ! There

are rumours that the recent risings in Brazil were fomented by a firm

who hoped to see seven republics established and seven new sets of

stamps issued to a grateful world , while the very latest rumour of all

is that another firm is at the bottom of the great northern grievance,

and that a deputation is coming to ask the Postmaster General to

provide the Second City of the Empire with a complete set of

stamps all to itself,

a

TRejected Addresses .

MR.
R. HENRY SELL, who is known to fame as the publisher of

“ Dictionary of the World's Press , " and who is also an

advertising agent, has brought out a Dictionary of Registered

Telegraphic Addresses. This volume professes to tell you who are the

personalities mysteriously veiled behind such laconic expressions as

“ Impecuniosity, London ," or " Walker, London .” The book is

offered for sale in the usual way, at a fixed price, and one would

suppose that the publisher's object was to make a profit out of the

sale. This shows how cautious we shouldbe in drawing inferences.

Mr. Sell’s object, as we shall see, was quite different. It appears

that the book in its present form is not complete . It only gives

about twenty thousand addresses, whereas there are registered more

than double that number. When in spite of wide advertisement and

diligent enquiry Mr. Sell found himself unable to penetrate the secret

of the remainder, he asked the Post Office to tell him . Meanwhile

it had been suggested that the Post Office itself ought to publish a

dictionary of registered addresses onits own account, and this the

Post Office was quite ready to do . But before doing so, it wrote to

all the possessors of registered addresses to ask whether they had any

objection . A good many of them objected very strongly. They

said that the people from whom they expected telegrams already

knew their abbreviated addresses ; and they had no desire that

advertising contractors, electropathic quacks, and soap -manufacturers

should be enabled to flood them with cheap telegrams . In face of

this objection the Post Office was precluded from either issuing a

list of its own or divulging the secrets of its customers to Mr. Sell .

Now even if Mr. Sell's object had been to make money he would

have deplored this result ; but when we say what his real object was,

our readers will see how poignant his grief must have been . His

object, it seems, was purely philanthrophic ; his desire was to confer a
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boon upon humanity. The Post Office, he complains, will neither

confer the boon itself, nor assist him to confer it. But after all he

may perhaps find consolation in the thought that humanity does not

want to have the boon conferred upon it .

Telephonic.

IN
N an article in the New Review for March the Duke of Marl

borough attempts to saddle the Post Office with the responsibility

for the bad state of the London Telephones. He seems to say that

too high a royalty is charged. Now the National Telephone Co.

and its predecessors, after meeting the charges of the Post Office,

have paid and still pay handsome dividends to their shareholders,

in spite of the fact that the capital has been extensively “ watered .”

If the service had been better, and large sums had not been spent

on patent rights , the dividends , as everybody agrees, would have been

larger still . It is evident therefore that if telephonic enterprise in

London is hampered it is not hampered by the Post Office, but by

the manner in which the telephone companies have conducted their

operations. The Duke of Marlborough expects that the New

Telephone Co. will beasuccess notwithstanding the payment of ten

per cent . to the Post Office. And why does he think so ? Because,

he says, a better service will be provided, and there will be nothing to

pay forpatent rights.

Coast Communications.

FOR
"OR some timepast a correspondence has been raging, chiefly in

The Times, on the subject of electric communications round
our coasts. It is represented that every lighthouse , lightship , and

coastguard station should be placed in connection with the telegraphic

system of the country. This sounds well , but there is a certain

vagueness about it . If the object is to enable the lighthouse people

and coastguards to give notice of wrecks to the lifeboat people, why

not provide telegraphic or telephonic communication between the

lighthouses, & c., and the lifeboat stations ? Wrecks have a habit of

occurring at night, when most ofthe telegraph offices are shut. Why

not have wires direct to the lifeboats ? To keep all the telegraph

offices open at night, with telegraphists in attendance for twelve hours,

on the chance ofperhaps one call in a twelve-month, seems a clumsy

arrangement unless nothing better can be devised ; and in any case it

would mean a more serious expense than some of us would like to

contemplate. This, however, is a matter for the Government to

consider ; the Post Office would have no difficulty in providing the

communications if instructions and funds were forthcoming. At the

same time we feel bound to say that the loss of life from the want of

the communication appears to be exaggerated . The articles in The

Times bristle with mis -statements and overstatements . Eliminating

these , and also the cases in which life " might have been ” lost but

for some friendly chance, we find that perhaps two or three cases
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remain in which the communication might haveproved really service

able. The question for the Government to consider is whether

hundreds of thousands of pounds should be spent to meet such cases

in future. Some people think it would be better to spend the money

on new lightships , new lighthouses, and new lifeboats. It is said that

700 lives are lost annually round our coasts . It would be interesting

to know what proportion of these would probably be saved on the

one hand if the telegraphic communications were provided, and

what proportion on the other if the second alternative were adopted,

The object in view — the saving of life — is so important that Parlia

ment should be very sure of its ground before it commits itself to a

definite policy. What seems to be needed is a searching enquiry by

experts.

Electricity at the Crystal Palace.

complete historical collection of telegraph apparatus, lent by

the Post Office, has for some time past been on view . In our opinion

this collection is vastly more interesting than many of the bulkier,

more prominent, and better advertised exhibits. Twelve years ago

electricity meant telegraphy ; now it means electric lighting. The

old “ Society of Telegraph -engineers and Electricians” was suddenly

swamped by electric -lighters, who altered its name to the “ Institution

of Electrical Engineers," and relegated telegraphy to a back seat.

And yet there are many things in telegraphy quite as wonderful and

interesting as even the sinusoidal curve of the alternating dynamo.

The fact is that, as Mr. Toole would say, " too much over-familiarity
breeds contemptuosity. ” Electricians are for ever running after

fresh ſads, and that which is new finds more favour than that which

is well known . Possibly in a few years the boom of electric lighting

will give way in its turn to a boom of something else, say polyphase
motors.

Type -written Telegrams.

ROM an article contributed by an old Liverpool telegraphist to

Telegraph Companies in the United States use the type-writer to an

extent undreamed of on this side of the Atlantic. Over a hundred

type-writers are constantly at work in the chief instrument-room

at Chicago. At first it was supposed that the type -writer could

not be used in conjunction with the sounder, but only in conjunc

tion with Morse-tape ; because it was thought that the tapping

of the type -writer would interfere with and obscure the clicking

of the sounder . But to a practised ear the two kinds of sound are

totally distinct, both in quality and in volume ; they no more resemble

one another than the cry of a baby resembles the buzz of a se

machine. And there is this advantage about the sounder, as

compared with the Morse-tape, that it does not require to be looked

at. With his eyes fixed on the keyboard, and his ears attending
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to the sounder, the American operator works with very great

rapidity. An expert type-writer is more than a match in speed

for the fastest of senders, for it is obvious that it must take less time

to touch one letter on a keyboard than to signal two or three dots

and dashes. We understand that for some timepast type -writers have

been successfully used for Press telegrams at Liverpool , but not in

conjunction with the sounder ; and we should not be sorry to see the

experiment tried in other towns. There is always an initial difficulty

about the introduction of a type-writer into an office where none of

the staff are familiar with it, but when once a telegraphist has

acquired the knack he finds it so much easier than writing that he

will “ use no other if he can help it . We do not know whether the

Americans employ this instrument for ordinary private telegrams as

well as Press telegrams; but if so, we wonder how they get over the

top-copy and carbonic ” difficulty. A good deal of time, we

should think, must be lost in adjusting the forms in the apparatus .

Perhaps some of our American subscribers will enlighten us on

this point.

Telegrapbic Arrangements at Sandringbam.

AS
S a general rule Sandringham House is served by an ABC

circuit working into the Lynn post office. The latter office

is served by a Quadruplex circuit to London. When the Royal

Family are in residence, Duplex Morse is substituted for the ABC

apparatus at Sandringham, and the wire is put through to London

onone side of the Lynn Quadruplex, a special staff being sent from

London to work it . These werethe arrangements in force on the

morning of the 13th of January, when the illness of the Duke of

Clarence and Avondale began to take a serious turn .
Until then ,

short press telegrams had been accepted at the post office in San

dringham House, but the rapid increase in the number of private

telegrams made it necessary to provide elsewhere for the Press.

Quadruplex was immediately substituted for the Duplex at Sandring

ham , the Lynn post office was removed from the wire, and the staff

at Sandringham was strengthened. At the same time Wheatstone

apparatus was fixed at Dersingham (a village two miles from San,

dringham ), and also at Lynn ( five miles from Sandringham) . But

Dersingham proved to be more convenient to the Press than Lynn,

and some of the special staff at the latter office were therefore

detached to assist at Dersingham . The local post office at Dersing

ham being far too small to accommodate Wheatstone apparatus,a

small summer-house, or green house, belonging to the Sub-post

master, was fitted up as a temporary office. All these arrangements

were duly carried out on the 13th. On the morning of the 14th ,

when the fatal termination of the Duke's illness was made known,

the apparatus at Sandringham was converted to Wheatstone

Quadruplex, and the staff further strengthened , both there and at

Dersingham . Telegrams poured in from all parts of the world, and

in many different languages. They came from Germany, Russia,
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Denmark, Sweden , Norway, France, Italy, Spain , Portugal, the

United States , the Dominion of Canada . Australia, and every

British Colony. But, as Mr. Fischer said to an interviewer from

the Daily Graphic, “ an event of public importance affects us

indirectly as well as directly. In addition to telegrams, which are

the direct outcome of the event, there are numbers of telegrams

from people and institutions whose arrangements have been , or will

be, affected by it . For instance, in consequence of the death of the

Duke of Clarence, the number of telegrams passing through the

Central Telegraph Office increased from 108,000 (itself a high

number) on the Wednesday to more than 126,000 on the Thursday,

an increase of more than 18,000 ; and the number of London local

telegrams from 19,000 to 25,000, a difference of 6,000 . ”

Glasgow's Grievance .

THE
"HE Glasgow journals have been up in arms at the change by

which the Glasgow Post Office was made subordinate to that

of Edinburgh, instead of retaining the independent position which

it has occupied since 1872 . The Glasgow Herald of the 16th Feb

ruary called on the citzens to "get rid once and for ever of the tags

and rags of an emasculated Edinburghism .” The head-quarters

staff at Edinburgh must be swept away altogether as preposterous.

and mischievous. “ It is simply a piece of that mildewed antiquity

to which Edinburgh clings as a faded spinster clings to her one
affair of the heart.” Another sentence in the article is so charming

that we must quote it: “ Nothing can be more vulgar or more stupid

than inter -city rivalries. In this case, however, let the saddle be

placed on the right horse. If there is anything savouring of rivalry

between Glasgow and Edinburgh-as a matter of fact there is

nothing of the kind but only antagonism between Edinburghism

and good sense," &c.; &c.

Then the Lord Provost and a number of others waited on the

Postmaster General, who informed them that the change had been

made simply in consequence of certain serious irregularities which had

come to light, but that in view of their strongly expressed aversion

the old arrangement would again come into force.

It is interesting to note that the extensive re -arrangement of

Scottish postal matters, proposed by the Glasgow papers , is identical

with a proposal which the late postmaster of Glasgow made before a

Parliamentary Committee in 1876.

(Duck Eldo about Hotbing.

THE
" HE following view of the situation at Glasgow is taken from the

Glasgow Evening News of the 22nd February. It is supposed

to represent the evils which would ensue if the Glasgow Office were

placed under the control of the “ decaying eastern village by the sea ."

To the Surveyor-General, Edinburgh .

I find the Glasgow Post Officehas been invaded by mice, and

the ravages of these little animals on the stores, &c . , which are
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kept on the ground floor, is very annoying and expensive. Mice

traps — of which several kinds have been tried — are apparently

useless . In the emergency I have procured a cat - warranted a

capital hunter—and I expect there will soon be a riddance of the

vermin . I beg to ask your approval and your authority for the

expenditure of a penny a day for the maintenance of the feline
mouse -destroyer. Milk will be the chief article of diet .

Glasgow , 18th Feb., 1892 . F. B. , Postmaster and Surveyor.

Mr. B. , Glasgow.

Please submit your proposal on the usual form of estimate.

What.is the proposed yearly expenditure ?

Edinburgh, 24th Feb. , 1892. , A. M. C., Surveyor-General.

The Surveyor-General, Edinburgh.

Estimate form herewith - 365 days at a penny a day is 3os. 5d.

Glasgow, 25th Feb. , 1892 . F.B.

Mr, B. , Glasgow .

Describe the destruction you refer to. If stationery, say how

many forms; if clothing , how many uniforms ?

Edinburgh, 29th Feb. , 1892 . A. M. C.

The Surveyor-General, Edinburgh .

1,500,602 forms of various kinds have been partially destroyed,

though two-thirds of them may be patched up and used yet. Any

uniforms injured have been given out and mended by the wearers

at home .

Glasgow , 29th Feb. , 1892 . F. B.

Mr. B. , Glasgow.

What accommodation have you for the cat ? What firm supplies

the milk ?

Edinburgh, 10th March, 1892 . A. M. C.

The Surveyor -General, Edinburgh.

The animal has the run of the building, and usually sleeps

during the day in the corner of an empty box. It will not be

necessary to provide a special apartment for its accommodation . The

milk is supplied by the Milk and Fresh Water Company.

Glasgow , 18th March, 1892. F. B.

Mr. B. , Glasgow .

Has the animal been examined by the Medical Officer of

the Department? Is it qualified for the proposed duties ?

Edinburgh, ist April, 1892 . A. M. C.

The Medical Officer, Glasgow.

For report on the cat's constitution .

Glasgow, 2nd April, 1892 . F. B.

The Postmaster, Glasgow .

· I decline to examine the cat, but I shall be glad to report on

the sanity of the Edinburgh Officials.

Glasgow , 6 April, 1892. G. H. B. M-c - l - d , Professsor, &c . , &c.
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The Surveyor-General, Edinburgh .

Perhaps you could come through and see the cat for yourself,

or shall I send it to you for inspection ?

Glasgow , 7th April, 1892 , F. B.

Mr. B., Glasgow .

One of my junior clerks will be through some time next

month inspecting your office, and he will make a report. Meantime,

say how many mice holes are discoverable on your premises, estimate

the number of mice that run out and in, and say, if you can, why the

traps have failed.

8th May, 1892 . A. M. C.

The Surveyor-General, Edinburgh .

I cannot be humbugged any longer. Glasgow mice won't

wait till they are counted, and they decline to fill up returns for your

gratification. I can defray the cost myself.

Glasgow , gth May, 1892. F. B.

Mr. B. , Glasgow .

I regret my absence in London has caused delay in this

matter. But I am sorry to find you have adopted the Glasgow spirit

of insubordination and replied to me in this manner. Submit the

receipts for the expenditure, and I shall again consider the matter.

Edinburgh, 26th August, 1892 .
A. M. C.

Report by the Junior Clerk who surveyed the Glasgow Post Office

on behalf of the Surveyor-General, Edinburgh .

Mr. C.,

In the course of my survey of the Glasgow office I had some

difficulty in finding the cat, and greater difficulty in gettinghold of it

for examination after sighting it . It is a lean , lanky, black and red

animal of the domestic order, and not like an official cat . I cannot

say whether it is of the male or female persuasion , because it has

acquired a bad habit of mewing and scratching. I think it is adapted

for making night hideous, and cannot recommend its employment in

an official capacity. A better cat could readily be procured in

Edinburgh, but in that case I would recommend an expenditure of

6d. a day, and that it should be fed on buff and fish scraps. There

is a good deal of water in the Glasgow milk . John Junior.

Mr. B,

To see.

Edinburgh, 26th August, 1892. A. M. C.

The Surveyor-General, Edinburgh .

Read and noted with amazement.

Glasgow , 27th August, 1892 . F. B.

The Secretary, London .

I have been off on sick and holiday leave for three months,

and regret these papers have been held over till my return . The

correspondence on this question has apparently irritated the Post

master of Glasgow , but I never submit proposals for extraordinary
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expenditure till I am satisfied they are justified . In this instance I

cannot say the employment of a cat was necessary , because I am

afraid the traps were not properly set. I am of opinion that these

papers should be submitted to the Board of Works with instructions

to report on the case, and to fill up all the mice holes in the Glasgow

office.

Edinburgh , with January, 1893 A. M. C.

The Surveyor-General, Edinburgh.
Approved, but the question should have been decided a

year ago .

12th January, 1893. S. A. B. , Secretary.

Mr. B. , Glasgow.

To read my recommendation, to dismiss the cat, and to

report.

18th February, 1893 . A. M. C.

The Surveyor-General, Edinburgh .

I set your recommendation before poor puss, and the animal

very kindly went off in a fit of uproarious laughter. The mice have

never troubled us since the cat was first engaged.

Glasgow, 19th February, 1893 . F. B.

The Board of Works instructed their Clerk of Works to examine

the holes, &c. , and will no doubt have them reported on before the

close of 1893.

M Rjowing :

The Colliers' Strike.

R. F. NOKES, Postmaster of Bilston, sends us the fole

The recent scare caused by the “ strike,” or cessation of work by

the colliers, in order to reduce the out -put of coal and thus keep up

prices and wages, has brought to my mind an incident which may

perhapsbe thought worth recording as an incentive to thrift amongst
the working classes. About twelve months ago a working collier

entered my office, and, presenting his savings bank deposit book,

together with a warrant for a sum something over £100, at the

counter near which I happened to be standing, remarked, “ You

remember my beginning toput that in , sir ? " I replied, “ I have no

recollection of it, why should I ? ” The depositor smiled and

simply replied , “ Oh , yes you do." On examining the book I found

it was ten or twelve years ago that the account was opened, and

remarked, “ How is it possible I can remember this particular trans

action amongst the thousands passed through the office since then ? "

Still he slyly answered, “ Oh ! you do ." “ Why should I ? ” said I,

feeling assured that the man had some special reason why he

thought I could recall the matter. “ Well, " he commenced, "you'll

remember when I put that first money in I told you it was my sub

scription to the Colliers' Union, and that I meant to pay it into the

Post Office Savings Bank instead of paying it to the Union.” “ Yes ;
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I have a recollection of someone making a remark of the kind

several years ago," I replied . “ Well, " continued he, “ it was me.

I have kept my subscriptions good ever since, and that's it I'm going

to draw out to-day. I'm very thankful I made the Post Office my

Union, for if I'd have paid it to the Colliers' Union, as they wanted

me, it would all have been spent by those agitating chaps, ' and I

shouldn't have been a penny better off for all their talk ; now I've

got this to do something with, and it will help to provide me some
comfort in my old age. ' I congratulated the man on his wisdom

and foresight, and he left the office the proud possessor of his

hundred and odd pounds of “ Union money. "

“ sortation."

FEW
' EW announcements in the Post Office Circular have caused us

asmuch pleasure as the recent edict, that henceforward this

vile word' is no longer to be used in official reports ; and we would
fain hope that this reform is only the precursor of others . Who

invented this word is not known, but it evidently dates from a time

when the Queen's service and the Queen's English were very far

removed the one from the other. The word is incorrect, for it should

be " sortition ” ; it is moreover unnecessary , for “ sorting " is a noun,

and a very good noun . No one ever thought of calling the actof

posting “ postation,” and yet it is not long since the public used to be

told that an error occurred during the “ process of sortation . ”

It is now many years since SirJohn Tilley wrote a minute ordering

the use of “ &c. , &c. , & c., " after a name to cease as being meaning

less and absurd ; but it still lingers in Ireland , where also any one

who writes a report to his superior officer deems it politeness and not

servility to begin or end with “ I beg to say. ” Quite recently we

came across a London gem, “ preobliteration to posting.'
This

phrase, we must confess, fairly took the editorial breath away, and

we found ourselves murmuring with the Autocrat.

Mewretched ! Let me currto quercine shades !
Effund your albid hausts , lactiferous maids ;

Oh, might I vole to some umbrageous clump,

Depart,-be off,-excede - evade— erump !

A Modern Court Martial.

IT
T is well known that the first duty of a soldier in the regular army

is to take proper care of the weapons which are supplied him by

an overtaxed country for its defence . He can be dealt with by a

court martial in the event of the misuse or loss of such weapons,

and such a court has power to inflict upon him a sentence involving

penal servitude . This applies no less rigorously to Her Majesty's

Auxiliary forces, as a prominent member of the Civil Service Rifle

Volunteers found to his dismay, on being summoned to appear

before a court on the 29thFebruary last. The court was composed

of the Adjutant of the Regiment and two officers. The counsel

for the prosecution was represented by a smart sergeant of the corps
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and the prisoner defended himself. The charge against him was

the loss of bayonet No. 99 . When the number of the weapon was

called out the prisoner did not know it, and it was not until he was ad

dressed by name in a sharp tone that he knew that his time had come.

He was asked whether his bayonet was in existence, whether he had

ever fixed it , whether, in fact, he had ever had it , to all of which

questions he answered , in the words of Mr. Egerton Bompas, junior,

" I dunno .” The prisoner appeared to be so taken aback by the

charge that it was some time before he could determine upon a

consistent line of defence. His evident vacillation only aroused

still further the anger of the court, “ D - n it man , you can't

lose a bayonet, ” said the Adjutant in language more expressive than

classic. Then a radiant smile lit up the prisoner's face as, remem

bering an ancient chestnut, he saw his first opportunity. “ Can't

I , sir ? said he, “ you don't know our regiment . When we were

returning from the last Easter war, the ticket collector at Vauxhall

came to the band compartment, and demanded “ Tickets .' All

were eventually produced with the exception of the drummer's, who

appeared to be suffering from sunstroke, and who could only

articulate the words ' I must have lost it . ' The train was kept

waiting for some time while the unfortunate drummer searched his

pockets. At last the impatient official said , “ Come now, you can't

have lost it . ' This reflection on the capabilities of thedrummer

had the effect of rousing him. • Can't ’ave lost it, can't I , why I've

lost the big drum .” ” This ancient sally had the effect ofdissolving the

court into a fit of laughter, and the prisoner, observing the impression

he was making, assured the court that his apparent unfamiliarity

with the subject of bayonets was due to the somewhat anomalous

position he held in the army. In fact, he was beginning to doubt

whether he had ever been supplied with or had seen, his bayonet,

rifle, sight-protector, sling, ramrod, or jag. When on duty he had

never charged with his bayonet or fired at anybody ; he had been a

signaller ; he was now a cyclist, but was generally employed in the

commissariat service in the most menial capacity. It had never even

occurred to him to apply for a bayonet, as it would only be in the

way. The Adjutant said with due gravity, that a more complete

alibi he had never heard, and asked the sergeant whether the

prisoner's case was borne out by the entries in the books. The

serjeant, with tears in his eyes at seeing his victim slipping through

his fingers, was reluctantly compelled to admit that there was no

record of any such articles having been supplied to the prisoner,

There was no other course open to the court, therefore, but an

honourable acquittal, and the prisoner delicately waiving anyclaim he

might have for damages, consented to accompany the honourable

court to Sweeting's at the conclusion of the sitting.

In another case of inquiry into a missing bayonet the defence was

that it had been left with the hall porter--a most worthy man - after

a campaign , and that it was now in its proper place . The trouble

occasioned in the matter was regretted, but as a nitigating circum
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stance in any sentence which might be passed upon him, the prisoner

stated that he had found rifle No. 315. As there was no record of

the loss of this weapon with the court, matters became rather

involved ; in fact, to adopt Savings Bank parlance, bayonets were one

way and rifles the other. In another case the prisoner appeared to

bemuch depressed, and fully realised the importance of the occasion ;

his line of defence seemed to be “ not guilty, but won't do it again ,

and it's my first offence . ” The adjutant said, “Where is gun No. 82 ? ”

The prisoner, greatly moved, “ In its place.” The adjutant, “ When

did you put it there ? ” The prisoner, “ Yesterday. ” The adjutant,

severely, “ Don't trifle with the court, man ; you must understand

that although this is the 29th February, I am sitting here as if it

were November, and according to the information before the court

up to that date your gun is lost. Any complication you may intro

duce into the case by producing the gun at a date which the court

has not yet reached will only aggravate your offence. ”

As everything had been satisfactorily accounted for with the

exception of bayonet 99 , the loss of which was compensated for

by a rifle in excess, the court brought its labours to a successful close

and adjourned.

A Brave ban .

FEW
EW recent maritime disasters have awakened more general

interest than the loss of the “ Benvenue, " off Sandgate, on the

IIth November last. She struck during the previous night, and all

the morning unavailing efforts were madeto rescue the crew, who

had taken to the rigging. It was not until eight at night that the
lifeboat could be launched, and she succeeded in saving twenty

seven lives.

Mr. J. A. Matthews, a clerk at the Ashford Post Office, had run

over to Folkestone for the afternoon , and finding that men were

needed, he volunteered to go out with the lifeboat. He has had

some experience in such work, being a Naval Volunteer. The boat

returned to the harbour at ten o'clock, and Mr. Matthews at once

returned to Ashford by a goods train. He was on duty in the Post

Office at five on the following morning.

Sir Edward Watkin, M.P., subsequently presented all the members

of the crew with a silver medal, engraved with a portrait of the

Queen and the legend “ He bravely did his duty, " and the Secre

tary has since conveyed to Mr. Matthews the Postmaster General's

appreciation of his gallant conduct.

Christmas Cards.

WE
E fear that our request that copies of Christmas Cards might

be sent us came too late, but we hope that next year our

readers will not forget us . One or two cards , however, did reach us,

including a very good one fromYarmouth. The card issued by the

N.W. District Office of London, designed by Mr. C. Puttock , a

postman, is very creditable and very " shoppy," while that of the S.E.
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District is melancholy of hue, and represents the London bridges.

Some offices, as Bedford Street , W.C. , Blandford, Ventnor , and

Grahamstown, South Africa, have combined a Christmas card with

a photograph of the staff ; while Birmingham shows us the new

office, of which the staff are justly proud . The Shrewsbury card is

simple but good, and the same may be said for the production of

distant Kirkwall. Chippenham is neat as usual , while Cairo sends

its good wishes in mingled French and Arabic. The Cape Town

card is racy of the soil . There is a Table Mountain and there is a

black edition of Truthful James running along with a letter in a

cleft stick. There is also a red pillar box, with not a house in

sight. Lastly, there is the contribution from “ de staf van het

postkantoor, Johannesburg," who in inspiring verse thank their box

holders for cash, cigars and wine sent last year, and suggest That

that better times are here, The staff would too its favours share.

They seem to hint that a few shares in a good diamond mine would

be not unacceptable.

now

Old Times at ware.

THE
*HE Postmaster, Mr. G. Price, sends us the following interesting

note :

“ My grandfather, Evander Price , was appointed Postmaster of

Ware on August 6, 1812 , on the recommendation of the Marquis of

Salisbury. His official appointment , signed by the Earls of Sandwich

and Chichester as joint P. M. G's. , and countersigned by Francis
Freeling, Secretary, is before me now. The Post Office was then at

the Saracen's Head Inn, an old posting house where stood the Great

Bed of Ware mentioned by Shakespeare in “Twelfth Night.” E. P.

had a somewhat hasty temper, and used occasionally to be rather

sharp upon the various coachmen and helpers when changing horses

from his yard (I believe about two minutes was the time allowed) .

Some of these men determined to pay him out, ' as they expressed

it , which they did in the following manner. The Guard used to

sound his horn to awaken the slumbering postmaster on the arrival

of the mail in the night, and the mail bags having been previously

taken upstairs in readiness, my grandfather used to open his bedroom

window and lower down his own bags by a stout cord with a hook at

the end, which the Guard detached , replacing them by the bags for
Ware with an ' All right, Sir, ' which was the signal for the load to be

drawn up. On this occasion, having received his bags, he hooked

the cord on the rail of the coach, and, giving the usual signal, the

coach was driven on with the result of nearly pulling the unhappy
postmaster out of his window—a practical joke which might have

had a serious ending. Until within the last few years one of the

old Mail Guards, Jack Radford by name, used to come weekly to

the office to receive his pension, and manyan interesting chat have
I had with him about the olden days. He was the very type of

those one sees in the prints of days gone by. He ended his life in

the scenes of his past work at “ The Feathers, ' Wades Mill, a village
L
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two miles north of Ware on the Cambridge road , where Anthony

Trollope when visiting the neighbourhood, lost a valuable watch

which we had the pleasure of restoring to him . Speaking of this

reminds me that I was shown by one of the Surveyors an application

for a sub-postmastership in favour of a man who could neither read

nor write, qualificationswhich one would have thought to be at least

desirable. My grandfather having resigned , my father was appointed

his successor, in August, 1829 , and one of my early recollections is

that of our only postman going round the town every evening with a

crier's bell , and a basket to collect the letters for despatch . One

day an inhabitant of Ware, who is still living, said to him, “Biggs,

we are going to have penny postage, ' to which he replied, “Never,

Sir ; this don't pay and I'm sure that won't. Shortly afterwards the

old man was taken ill in the street, and carried home. He lived for

a short time longer, and whenever he heard his successor's bell he

burst into tears . Close to the letter box was a curious arrangement

with the inscription , “ Put the letter in and turn the handle up ;

then put the penny in and turn the handle down ; ' the result of the

operation being that the penny fell upon the letter to which it be

longed . * As far as I can recollect , this machine must have been in

use soon after the introduction of penny postage. At that time

postage stamps had not come into general use, and it was not until

about 1846 that a fine was levied on an unpaid letter.”

Orcadian Records.

WE
are indebted to Mr. D. McPherson, Postmaster of

Kirkwall , for the following interesting notes on the early

history of the Orkney service. The Admiralty had long been in the

habit of sending letters for the Royal Navy to Kirkwall, where they

were left in care of the magistrates . These gentlemen at last wrote

to Mr. Main, who was then in charge of the Edinburgh post-office,

suggesting that a regular post should be established to Kirkwall.

The following reply is preserved among the corporation records:

“ Gentlemen ,-I received yours of the 19th of October last by

the hands of the bearer, wherein you were pleas’d to mention the

due consideration of mine wrote you concerning the setling apost

office at your good toun of Kirkwall, wherein youalso mention’d the
computation of charges said performance would amount too. In

answer to which are these. Iconsidered the accot. sent me, and so

made some amendments to the mistakes thereof, and after allowing

five pound to the post master, I found the charges not exceed

£26 78. 4d . , a copy of which accot. I here send to your hands to

peruse. In the mean timeI have wrote two months agoe to the

postmasters genll. of Great Britain a state of the matter, and sent

them a copy of said accot . of the charges to be by them duly

considered and withall I represented the absolute necessity of

settling said correspondence to your place both for the service of

Her Majesty's Customs and Excise, and Her ships of war when they

* Can any of our readers throw further light on this machine ?
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have occasion to cruise on your coasts,as also for the expeditious

service of all merchant's ships that shall at any time put into your
ports or roads, and so all here represented . I have not as yet

received the postmasters genll . answer ; but as soon as I have the

same shall not wantmycare to get the same on foot, and till then I

subscribe my self with all due respect.- Gentlemen , your most
humble servant, GEORGE MAIN.

“ Edinburgh, February 14th , 1709."

“ Accompt of Charges for Setling a Post Office

at Kirkwall , in Orkney.

sterling.

“ To the post masters salary at 05 Oo oo

об оо оо

I7 об о8 *

“ To the wages of two runners to goe betwixt Weik

and Kirkwall , at 3 pound each yearly

“ To the frieght or boat hire over Pintland Firth

going and coming, being twice every week, at

Io pene each time is

" To the ferry boat onWatersound, betwixt South

Ronaldshaw and Burray, must cross twice a

week, at a penny per time, is per annum

“ To the ferry boat betwixt Burray and Holmemust

cross twice a week at 6 pence each time is per

oo 08 08

annum O2 I 2 00

Summa 26 07 4

The plan indicated in this letter was ultimately adopted, and until

about thirty years ago the mails were conveyed across the Pentland

Firth in a small open boat from Huna, the nearest point of the mainland

to Burwick in South Ronaldshay, a distance of 8 miles, then by road

for 6 miles to Watersound ferry (1 mile) , then over the Island of

Burray ( 1 mile) , and again by a 2 miles ferry to Holme, whence a

.6 miles walk took the man to Kirkwall. The last man to perform

this service was James Barnett Senior, who died on the 15th

January last at the age of 74 . He retired on a pension when the

old service ceased . At the present time a steamer carries the mail

from Scrabster to Scapa pier in two hours and a half at a cost of

£2,000 per annum, and a letter from London reaches Kirkwall in

25 hours, while half a century ago the usual time of transit was a

month. The total cost of the Orkney Service, which ,as we have seen ,

was put down in 1709 at £26 per annum , is now £7,000 .

[We are informed by Mr. J. W. Hyde that George Main, the

writer of the above letter was a jeweller of Edinburgh , who in 1704

was made manager of the Edinburgh Post Office at a salary of

£200 a year. In 1710 he was appointed Deputy Postmaster

General for Scotland, which office he held until 1715, when he was

* There seems to be something wrong with the arithmetic of this item.
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succeeded by James Anderson , W.S. , the well known editor of

Diplomata Scotia . Mention is made by Lewins of John Mean and

Robert Main as having held the office previously, and it seems not

improbable that they were related to George Main .]

South Elfrica.

WE
E are sorry to see that The Buzzer, a bright and sparkling

telegraph journal , published at Kimberley, South Africa,

has come to an untimely end . In its farewell number it very

candidly publishes a balance sheet, showing a deficit of £6 55. rod.

Under such circumstances what could it do but retire discreetly from

an unappreciative world ? But what particularly rivets our attention

is the explanation given by The Buzzer of its own failure . It seems

that “ there are no glaring grievances in any of the Services which

its influence might have exposed and removed.” Happy African

telegraphists, to whom the bare idea of a glaring grievance is

unknown ! On the other hand , the telegraphists of our own country

have no end of cruel slings and arrows to complain of. At least, we

suppose it must be so, if it be true that the success of a Service

magazine is a measure of the glaring grievances of the employés.

Cape of Good bope.

WE regret to record the death ofthe Postmaster General,Mr.
G.W. Aitchison , which took place , after a short illness , on

the 26th January, at the age of 63. Entering the Post Office as a .

junior clerk in 1850, he was in 1857 appointed secretary and

accountant, whichpositionhe subsequently left for that of resident

magistrate at Tulbagh. In November, 1873, he was appointed

Postmaster General, which position is not at the Cape a political one,

and twelve years later he assumed the control of the telegraphs.

He was, says the Cape Argus, always ready to be convinced of the

value of a suggested reform , and when once resolved on it threw

himself heart and soul into the carrying of it out . Thoroughly

familiar with every detail of the work, and with every Post Office in

the colony, he was regarded by all not merely as the head of a

Government department, but also as a kind friend.

Hew South Wales.

WE
TE have received from Sydney two numbers of The Transmitter,

a periodical published in the interests of the “ Electric

Telegraph Society.” We gather that the main object of the society

is the publication of the paper.
We are bound to admit that The

Transmitter is far more serious and responsible in tone than its
expiring African contemporary, The Buzzer. It contains well

written articles on such difficult questions as the establishment of a

Mutual Assurance Association for Telegraphists (on lines similar to '

those of the so -called “ Northampton ”* Fund), and the proper

management of the Superannuation Fund. In New South Wales a
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telegraphist has four per cent, deducted from his salary. The deduc

tions are all put by, and form the “Superannuation Fund.” If a

telegraphist dies, the money (with interest) is paid to the widow and

children ; if he retires , it forms his pension. It is a defect of our

own system that when an officer dies in harness nothing is left for

his family, unless he has made special provision for them. Yet the

colonial plan has its drawbacks . All sorts of people, it seems,

become entitled to pensions without service, in some way not clearly

explained ; the charge of four per cent. is said to be insufficient ;

and Government will soon, at the present rate of progress, have to

subsidise the fund considerably . If there is one thing we admire

more than another in The Transmitter it is the pictorial heading,

which shows some flashes of lightning of the conventional zigzag

pattern (which is so conspicuously absent from photographs)

engaged in annihilating a pony sounder of gigantic proportions.

Regardless of the ensuing crash , two lonely little men in adjoining

compartments are endeavouring to teach themselves baccarat.

*

HE following extract from the Sydney Mail of the oth January,

shows that in spite of the annual visits of Mr. Heaton , the

New South Wales Post Office is very much behind our own :

“ Mr. John Kidd, the Postmaster-General, is bestowing a con

siderable amount of attention upon the reforms he purposes to

introduce into the department over whichhe presides. The reforms

in question include the introduction of a Parcel Post within the

colony ; the introduction of the postal note system ; the speedy

return to the writers of unclaimed letters , instead of delaying the

same for several months and incurring a large expenditure in adver

tising the list ; the collection in one amount of the postage due on

large masses of mail matter posted , in lieu of paying postage on each

separate letter or package ; increasing the money order limit from

£ 10 to £20 ; the legalising of the post card system rather than

working it under executive authority ; properly defining newspapers,

as carried through the post ; providing a fixed rate of payment to

masters of vessels for the carriage of mails ; the obtaining of

additional power to stop the transit by mail of libellous or obscene

matter ; and the establishment of uniform penny postage throughout

the colony and, if possible, between all the Australasian Colonies. ”

2 Light Railway .

LA
AST June, acorrespondent writes, my friend W. G. G. andI ran

over to Ireland for a holiday. We did Lismore and New Tipper

ary , Limerick and Killaloe, and, as in duty bound , we visited Killarney

and Glengariff. Then we thought we would get a little out of the

beaten track , so we went to Tralee and embarked on the new light

railway for Dingle, the most westerly town and railway station of

Europe. The line is on a three foot gauge, and as a rule it runs

alongside the main road, though it sometimes leaves it for a more

level course through the fields. The carriages resemble tramcars in
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their seating arrangements, and our carriage, the first in the train, was

SO “ convenient ” to the engine that a facetious passenger stood in

the doorway chaffing the engine-driver, who responded in kind . The

speed is eight miles an hour subject to discount, and it takes four

hours to make Dingle, for every now and then the train pulls up

sharp to avoid running over a pig. Sometimes again , Paddy driving

along the road will whip up his sorry nag and race the train amidst

a running fire of jeers from the passengers. There are two trains

a day each way, and they cross at Castle Gregory Junction . After

waiting half -an -hour here we started again, and with many a pant and

many a groan began to ascend the range of mountains which forms

the backbone of the peninsula of Corkaguiney . Before we had

gone a mile we pulled up to take in water. Now in addition to the

carriages, there were four heavy trucks of deals on the train , and

when, after watering, the breaks were taken off, the train began

moving backwards. The same thing was repeated five or six times

before the engine was able once more to get command of the train

and pull us up the slope. A few days before our visit an accident

very nearly happened, for the train ran backwards through the

station and only pulled up a mile beyond it . There may be some

reason for having that water tank half way up a hill , but it is a most

dangerous arrangement, and I hope the Board of Trade will put an

end to it before some dreadful accident happens. As we continued

to ascend, the whole of the northern coast of the peninsula from

Tralee to Brandon Head opened to our view, with the Magharee

Islands dotted along the end of a sandy peninsula just in front.

Below us the little branch train to the village of Castle Gregory was

puffing across a level and fertile country, while above hung the mists
which soon enveloped us and hid everything from our sight. The

Dingle mails are, I believe, still carried to and from Dingle by

mail cart, which is almost as quick as the train, runs at more suitable

times, and is much cheaper.

Tbe Post Office Musical Society.

“ A VERY good performance allround " was the generalcriticism

Hall on the evening of the 3rd ultimo.he 3rd ultimo. And we heartily endorse

the general verdict. To give an ordinary concert on such a scale

would in itself be a matter of considerabletrouble and anxiety ; but

for a society scarcely a year old to give such a powerful and finished

rendering of Mendelssohn's great masterpiece, must have meant

absolute devotion to the work on the part of all concerned, and

speaks volumes for the ability of singers and band. So that nothing

should be wanting to make the affair a memorable success, well

known artistes were engaged, and Madame Annie Marriott, Madame

Mudie-Bolingbroke, Miss Mary Tunnicliffe, Mr. Percy Palmer, and

Mr. Watkin Mills, all gave a brilliant rendering of the solo and

concerted music. Mr. Watkin Mills made a most favourable

impression in all he did - most of all, perhaps, in declamatory
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passages. Madame Annie Marriott, well known as one of themost

reliable sopranos of the present day, sang magnificently throughout,

and her solo at the beginning of Part 2 , viz. , “ Hear ye, Israel ! ” was

a feature of the evening. Perhaps the number most enjoyed of all

was the trio “ Lift thine eyes,” in which Mrs. Henry Clayton joined

the two principal ladies. It was perfectly sung and was re-demanded.

Madame Bolingbroke made the usual effect in “ O rest in the Lord,”

and the other contralto solo, “ Woe unto them ,” was exquisitely sung

by Miss Mary Tunnicliffe. Mr. T. Franklin and Mr. Henry Weaver

rendered very useful aid in the concerted music. The choruses

were all well sung-perfect tone, good attack , and nice expressive

phrasing being always apparent . There are few choirs in or out of

London who could have performed the work so well , and not more
than one or two who could have sung 66 Thanks be to God ” and

“ He that shall endure " —two very different classes of choral music

-with such variety of expression . The band was good throughout :

here and there a slip or alittle roughness — faults inseparablefrom an

orchestra mainly composed of amateurs — but the few blemishes

simply served to make the general excellence more apparent. The

whole performance was a distinct advance on the performance of the

“ Lobgesang ” in April last. Altogether, Mr. Beckley succeeded in

placing 420 performers on the platform , the names of whom, and of

other members of the society, were given on the front of a most

artistically printed book of words. The Department has great reason

to be proud of this fine body of musicians, and every effort should

be made to encourage them. For our part, they have our most

cordial congratulations and best wishes .

As we announce elsewhere, Mr. Sydney Beckley has been ap

pointed to the postmastership of Kingston -on - Thames, but we are

glad to be able to add that he will continue to give his services to

the Society.

Sor. Lewin fbill.

THE
"HE Assistant-Secretaryship , vacant through the retirement of

Mr. E. H. Rea , C.M.G., has been filled by the appointment

ofMr. E. B. Lewin Hill. Mr. Hill, who is a nephew of Sir Rowland

Hill , and brother of Dr. Birkbeck Hill, entered the Secretary's Office

in September 1855, at a time when, in consequence of a recent

re-organisation, there was hardly a man in the office of over forty

years of age. He became a principal clerk of the Lower Section in

1872 , when he was working in the Provincial Post Offices Branch .

Some years later this was broken up into two, and Mr. Hill took

command of the Establishments and Statistical Branch, where he has

ever since remained. The post is one which to an energetic man

offers an unusually wide field of influence, and Mr. Hill is a man of

great energy. Energy in a public department is too often expended

in “ finnicking ” —a word which, if not to be found in the dictionary,

is at any rateonly too well known to civil servants. Mr. Hill does

not expend his energy in this way ; he is well aware that there are
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often half a dozen ways of expressing an idea , each perfectly good,

and that it is a waste of time and temper to send back a long

letter because it does not run in precisely the channel which he

himself might have chosen . Those can best appreciate this merit
who know its rarity .

The life of a civil servant is not an eventful one usually, and

perhaps the chief landmarks in Mr. Hill's life are the committees on

which he has sat. Whenever there is any change to be made in

our department there is first of all a committee. Rarely does a

committee sit but Mr. Hill is a member of it-indeed , the only

prominent committee of recent years of which he has not been a

member was the Jubilee Committee — and many of the improve

ments introduced of late have been due to his initiative . In 1884 ,

and again in 1890, he was a member of committees charged to

report on the best methods of lowering the postal rates, and on

each occasion he brought forward important proposals for carrying

out the object in view . Healso sat on committees concerning the
Parcel Post (1883 , 1884 , &c. ) , surveying duties ( 1886) , express

letters (1891 ), duty and organisation of indoor and outdoor force

(1881, 1890, 1891 ), and office expenses ( 1888) .

With the great and ever-increasing duties of the Post Office it is of

the utmost importance that trustworthy statistics should be collected

and arranged, with a view not only of supplying data to check dis

honesty or waste, but also to enable the Department in some degree

to calculate on its future requirements. Some fifteen years ago,

when Mr. Hill first took up this subject, he found that the average

consumption of water at certain large offices was about nine gallons

per head per day, but that at the Dublin Office the average was no

less than 95 gallons. The Office of Works had some time before

had its attention called to the excessive amount used at this office,

but they had failed to discover where the water went. On receipt,

however, of Mr. Hill's memorandum on the subject it was only too

clear that something must be radically wrong, and on an exhaustive

- search being undertaken a cistern was discovered under the floor,

out of which the water was running to waste through a 3- in . pipe.

This was at once remedied , and from that time the average con,

sumption of water at Dublin has been just what statistics showed

that it should be.

Lincoln .

ON
N the 15th January the fourth of a series of social gatherings of

the Post office employés was held in the Oddfellows' Hall,

which had kindly been placed at their disposal by the Oddfellows'

Committee. On this occasion an invitation had been given to their

wives and friends, and the company numbered over 120 . The chair

wastaken by the Postmaster, Mr. «Twiss. He very briefly gave a

cordial welcome to all , and at the same time made suitable reference

to the lamentable death of H , R. H. the Duke of Clarence and

Avondale. The programme was then proceeded with, the choruses
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and songs being admirably rendered , whilst the pianoforte selections

of Mrs. Tyndall, Miss Cooke, and Master F. Naylor, and Mr. F.

Boobyer's oboe solo, “ Killarney," were given in excellent style.
Mrs. Twiss and Miss Ostler accompanied the singers. An interval

took place during the performance when refreshments were provided .

At the close a vote of thanks to the chairman for presiding, to the

: performers for their services, and also to the Oddfellows' Committee

for the use of the hall , was proposed by Mr. Naylor , telegraph

superintendent. This was seconded by Mr. Ostler, and carried

unanimously. Mr. Twiss and Mr. Hopewell suitably responded.

The company separated about 12 o'clock, and hopes were expressed

that another gathering might take place before the end of the winter

months,

Douglas, 3.M.

ON
N the 4th January Dr. Bardsley, the Lord Bishop of Sodor and

Man, who has just been translated to the See of Carlisle,

entertained the whole of the Postal and Telegraph staff to supper at

the Sefton Hotel. The Bishop presided , supported by Mr. Isdale,

Postmaster, and Dr. Mackenzie, Medical officer to the Post Office.

The Rev. Mr. Baron, vicar of St. George's, occupied the vice -chair.

About seventy of the staff were present.

In proposing the health of the Postmaster, his Lordship referred

'in a most kindly manner to the uniformly kind and considerate atten

tion he had received during his episcopate from Post Office officials

all over the island . This had led him to consider how he could best

make known his feelings of goodwill , especially towards the Douglas

officials, and after conferring with the postmaster he had decided to

invite all present to meet him at a homely supper. He offered them
a hearty welcome, and wished them all a happy new year. He had

that morning been reading portions of Whittaker's Almanack,

referring to the enormous returns of work done last year in the

General Post Office, and no doubt Mr. Isdale could give him some

idea of the nature and extent of the work carried on in the Douglas

Post Office. Since he had taken up his temporary residence in

Douglashe had been very forcibly struck with the size and quantity

of the letter and parcel mails conveyed to and from the mail

.steamers; and he felt the greatest sympathy with the staff for the

specially trying manner in which they had been obliged to pass

Christmas Day through the delay in the arrival of the mails caused

.by the foggy weather. In addressing special words of advice and

encouragement to the boy clerks and messengers, his Lordship

pointed out how by a proper cultivation of their educational advan

tages, perseverance and attention to their duties, it was possible for

them to attain to some of the best official appointments.

Mr. Isdale, in reply, on behalf of the staff and himself, thanked

his Lordship for his good wishes, and for having selected as the first

recipients of his hospitality the members of that department of the

public service to which he had the honour to belong. He could say
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that his staff was composed of officers of whom any postmaster

might be justly proud . " The careful performance of their duties,

civility, and attention to the public, had gained for them not only

the good opinion of his Lordship , but of the public generally. They

had for surveyor a gentleman who was personally well known to his

Lordship, and ever since this island had been added to his official

district , had never ceased to inaugurate and approve of everything

that would benefit the staff, and give increased postal facilities to the

public. Sleeping or waking hebelieved the Isle of Man occupied

his principal thoughts, and he could assure them Mr. Rich never

rested whilst any question affecting the improvement of the postal
service in this island remained unsettled. The general public had,

as a rule, very limited and vague ideas of the vast amount of work

so unostentatiously carried on daily in the Post Office. He would give

a very few statistics that would no doubt prove interesting to his

Lordship. For th summer duties of 1853, the first year of his

( Mr. Isdale's) service, the head office staff consisted of eight persons

In 1891 , after a lapse of 38 years, the staff was increased to 120,

including 32 clerks, 40 postmen, and 46 boy messengers, and in

addition 146 persons were employed at the various sub -offices

throughout theisland .

Stafford .

THE
HE annual dinner of the Stafford officials seems to have been

well attended. The usual programme of songs, speeches, and

recitations was pleasantly varied by a recitation in Welsh. Mr. C

E. Palmer, the new postmaster, presided, and we gather from his

speech that in Stafford , as elsewhere, postal matters are growing in

bulk and importance. The circulation of letters is now so compli

cated, varying for many places at the different despatches in the day,

that the memory of the sorting clerks is taxed to the utmost, while

the strain of night duty isincreasing. Post Office men seem to take
a prominent position in Stafford, one of them having been mayor
recently. The cup given by the Rifle Club has been won by them

three times in succession.

ON

Dr. 6. R. Smitb .

N the 3rd February last a presentation was made to Mr. G. R.

Smith on his retirement from the service by the officers of the

Returned Letter Office. On his arrival, accompanied by Mrs. Smith,
Miss Smith, and Master Smith , he was very warmly greeted. Mr.

Burt, the present controller, made the presentation , prefacing it with

a few well chosen remarks, in which he referred to the many years

( over forty ) he had served in the same office with Mr. Smith and

the many kindnesses he had received from him. The presentation

consisted of a massive silver inkstand and an artistic address

illuminated byone of the officers of the Department. Mr. Smith, in

replying, mentioned the farewell he took on the last day of the old

year, which he fully believed would be the last time he should meet
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the staff collectively ; but it seemed that even then they were

engaged in a friendly conspiracy to draw him once more into their

midst. He found it impossible to express how deeply he was touched

by the demonstration, nor could he understand what he had done to

deserve it . Words could only feebly express his high appreciation of

the kind and generous feelings which had prompted this action , and

which he reciprocated with all the warmth of his heart. The address

and inkstand would be most highly prized by him, and he should always

regard them, and show them to his friends, with infinite pleasure and

pride. It had been suggested by a friend in the Secretary's Office

that he should occupy his leisure in recording some of his official

experiences, and were he ever to do so, he would certainly use this

inkstand , feeling sure that he should derive inspiration and encourage

ment from the memories it would evoke. He closed his remarks by

assuring those assembled of his life -long interest in them and their

work, and by again thanking them for this marked expression of their

generous friendship for him .

A beautiful basket of flowers was then presented to Mrs. Smith by

Miss Bambridge,on behalf of the ladies of the staff.the staff. After a slight

refection an excellent concert was performed under the direction of

Mr. H. F. McConnell, in which Misses Campion, Sankey,

Gosling, and Mr. Gandon (vocalists), Messrs. McConnell, senior and

junior (violinists ), Hiatt (cornet) , and Read (pianist) , took part.

Dr. ww . Drennan .

TH
HIS gentleman, who has just retired from the Postmastership of

Preston, entered the service in 1838 as a clerk in the Liver

pool office. At that time there were but 14 clerks in the office, and

the work consisted principally of dealing with foreign mails. On

his appointment to Preston in 1852 , there were but three clerks and

five town postmen, and the postage on a single letter to Liverpool

was sevenpence. During the years that Mr. Drennan has directed

the Preston office the staff of clerks has increased from 14 to about

80 , and the town postmen haveincreased from five to upwards of 50,

and there are , in addition, 31 telegraph messengers. Simultaneously

with the increase in the Preston staff there has been a corresponding

increase in the country districts. The number of sub -offices and

receiving offices has increased from 30 to over 80, and deliveries

have been established from nearly every country office. In 1852 ,

the date of Mr. Drennan's appointment, there were two postal

deliveries a day, one in the morning and the other in the

afternoon ; now they have been increased to five. In 1852 the

number of letters delivered in a week in Preston and district was

about 26,000 ; now the number reaches about 160,000. In addition

to this about 120,000 letters are posted weekly , and 200,000 forward

letters are dealt with, making roughly about half a million letters

which pass through the hands of the Preston staff every week. The

number of parcels received and delivered weekly ranges from 2,300

to 2,400 ; about 1,800 are posted from Preston, and some 15,000
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forward parcels, in addition , are dealt with . Although compelled to

retire under the new sixty-five rule, Mr. Drennan is still capable of

doing much useful work,and it is stated that during the whole period

of his administration at Preston he has never once applied for sick

leave.

Mr. Francis Court.

THIS
HIS gentleman , who has just retired from the headship of the

Portsmouth Office, belongs to an old Post Office family, his

father having been Accountant-General, while his four brothers all

held appointments in the Post Office, the youngest being still post

master of Derby. He was educated at theMerchantTaylors' School,

and entered his father's office in June, 1839 , and soon after he was

appointed to the newly constituted Money Order Office. In 1856

hewas appointed surveyor's clerk, and in 1859 he was promoted to

the first class (now assistant surveyors) . He has been po

since 1867. It is evident from the statement of Mr. Hennen, the

chairman of a meeting of the outdoor staff convened to take farewell

of Mr. Court, that he has not only behaved with kindness to those

under him , but also has shown impartiality as between man and

man, and that he has not shrunk from standing up for their interests

when necessary. In returning thanks for the presentation made him ,

Mr. Court expressed some soreness at the treatment he had received,

and especially at the fact that it was only on the 31st December that

he received by telegrąm an intimation that he must retire with the

year. On the 5th February Mr. Court met the indoor staff tọ

receive from them a silver tea and coffee service and an illuminated

address. The acting postmaster, Mr. Lugg, having made the

presentation and expressed the regret whichall felt at the loss of

Mr. Court, the latter, after referring to his various postal experiences,

said that in nominating persons for appointments, he had always

disregarded private considerations, and regarded only the good of

the service,

Dr. E. . Sampson .

HIS gentleman (whose portrait we give) has, on his retirement,

been the recipient of many tokens of esteem . On the

17th December the sub- postmasters and letter-receivers entertained

him at lunch and presented him with a silver claret jug, salver, and

flower stand. The presents were accompanied by an album, con

taining a large number of letters from postal officials, couched in

termsof affection and regard for Mr. Sampson. On the 29th De

cember he was entertained at dinner by the indoor staff, and was

presented with a mahogany secretaire and an arm-chair. The town

postmen also presented Mr. Sampson with a fine oak clock , a silver

cigarette case, and a match box. There was a large attendance at

the dinner, the chair being occupied by Mr. R. Barnett, chief clerk

at the Bristol Post Office, and thevice-chairs by Messrs. J. J. Mackay

and W. Righton. On -the following day a deputation from the

Bristol Chamber of Commerce and Shipping waited upon

TH .
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Mr. Sampson for the purpose of presenting him with an address

expressing their sincere appreciation of his services to the city. The

proceedings took place in Mr. Sampson's office, and the postmaster

was accompanied by his chief clerk (Mr. R. Barnett) . Mr. J. R.

Bennett , president of the Chamber, handed the postmaster the

address , which was in book form , the covers being of morocco and

the address upon vellum . After referring to the numerous improve

ments introduced by Mr. Sampson, the address ended as follows : - .

“During your term of office you have maintained the respect, the

confidence, and the goodwill of your fellow citizens, and we trust

that in the retirement you now seek you may enjoy a well-earned

repose , and be solaced with the consciousness of duty done, and of

merit ungrudgingly recognised.”

Mr. Sampson , in returning thanks , said that of all the kindnesses

and honours done to him on his retirement from the Post Office,

the honour those present had done him that day was the greatest..

All that he could wish to carry into his retirement was to feel that

he had done his public duty to the satisfaction of his fellow citizens .

He was a Bristolian by birth, having been born under the shadow of

St. Mary Redcliffe. His father commanded a West Indiaman from

this port, and his great grandfather held office as harbour-master ..

He entered the postal service before the days of penny postage..

The Post Office work was then done in one small room in the house

whichwas nowa tea-shop at the corner of Corn Street. There were

five clerks and 12 postmen ; but at present there were about 400

in-door officers and 300 out-door workers. He was pleased to hear
and read of the satisfaction the arrangements made for postal work.

had given . Had it not been for his retirement he should have gone

on trying to do his best in the same directions, and he had some

notes of suggested improvements and additions which his successor
would no doubt carry out. His able chief clerk and assistants .

would not lose sight of these proposed alterations, and he was sure
the vigilant secretary and the members of the Chamber of Commerce

would keep their eyes on the department, and that in the future, as .

in the past, the Chamber would be a motive power helping forward

all needful improvements.

Mr. ww . Mitchell.

UNNDER the provisionsof the Order inCouncil,Mr. Mitchell has..
retired from the postmastership of his native city, Aberdeen , a

position which he has held for forty years. In 1846, when he was

appointed a clerk in the Aberdeen office, there were only six indoor and

seven outdoor officials, while now there are 132 indoor and 125

outdoor officials, making a total of 257 . At the former period the

average number of letters, newspapers, and packets that passed

through the post-office weekly was 25,000 , while now the total
reaches about 450,000. The respect with which he is regarded in

Aberdeen is shown by the efforts which have been made by the

Chamber of Commerce to get him exempted from the operation of
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the new rule. In a memorial on this subject it is stated that “ Mr.

Mitchell has always been something very much more than a mere

machine or routine official. He has evinced great capacity in

foreseeing and providing against emergencies in hisown district that

would cause a delay in the transmission of mails, such as the

stoppage of railway trains by snow , storms, floods, or accidents ; he

has constantly made admirable arrangements in adjusting deliveries,

and he has in every way, without fussiness, and without obtruding his

own personality, manifested that zeal and energy and judgment in the

discharge of his manifold duties which convince the community that

their interests, personally andcollectively, are being thoroughly cared

for. Nothing has been said of the courtesy and kindlinessof Mr.

Mitchell's manner, or of his patience and painstaking in hearing and

remedying any complaints made to him, because the signatories

believe that these qualities arenotuncommon in Post Office servants ;

but the special ability that Mr. Mitchell has displayed in all his

.administrative and other work marks him out as a public official who

should not be retired merely on account of his having completed 65

years of age.”

Dr. F. S. Cobb.

N February 27th Mr. Cobb was presented by his old

colleagues in the Savings Bank Department with a gold

watch and a purse of sovereigns. The testimonial was subscribed to

by upwards of 300 officers, representing all sections of the

department, and it was accompanied by an illuminated address, the

terms of which are as follows :

“ February, 1892.

“ Dear Mr. Cobb,—We desire to offer you our hearty congratula

tion upon your appointment to the important position of British

Postmaster of Constantinople. We regret, however, that your

selection by the Postmaster-General should deprive us of a colleague

whose ungrudging services in the interests of his official comrades

have deserved and won our warmest appreciation. To many

of us your removal means the loss of an old colleague whose

genuine friendship has stood the test of upwards of a quarter

of a century ; while others among us who have joined the depart

ment in more recent years feel they are parting with one whose

unvarying courtesy and unselfish devotion to their interests as the

younger members of the staff have excited their gratitude and

respect. We beg your acceptance of the accompanying memento

of our regard, and we wish you health and prosperity in the

responsible position you are about to assume. ”

Mr. Cobb, who appeared to be much moved, replied to the
following effect :

“ Such a very handsome present as you have made me to -day gives

me, if you will allow me to say so, infinitely greater pleasure from

the fact that you present it on behalf of the whole of my late

colleagues in the Savings Bank Department than if it had come from
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a select circle of intimate friends. It convinces , me of the correct

ness of my impression that the duty of every civil servant who

happens tobe placed in a high position can be faithfully discharged

with a proper regard for his obligations to the State and the public

without diminishing the esteem in which he is held by those who

work with him and under him. No man who does his duty, and ,

especially, no man who cares equally for the interests of those placed

under his charge, and for the responsibility he owes to his immediate

superiors, can ever pretend to be the favourite of everybody. It is

enough for me to be assured by this proof of the regard of the

colleagues whomI so much regret leaving, that my friends are as

numerous as I believe my enemies to be few . In thanking you for

this kindly thought of me, I ask you to express to every one of those

whom you represent how glad I should have been to thank them all

personally . One does not give up, without intense regret, the

society and companionship of such colleagues as I have had the

good fortune to learn to esteem during my 30 years of service in the

Savings Bank Department. Many of those years have been years

of trial, and sometimes of adversity for a good many of us, but that

very fact has madeour friendships warmer, and our interests in each

other stronger. If there is one piece of good news that would

rejoice me in my solitary home at the other extremity of Europe, it

would be to learn that my services were again required in the office

in which I have spent the whole of my official life. ”

On February 29th some 150 of Mr. Cobb's old colleagues

assembled at St. Paul's station to see him off ” for Constantinople.

br. c. 3. AD. Ibawkins.

THIS
HIS gentleman , whose retirement is announced, entered the

Money Order Office in 1844, and in 1861 was appointed a

first-class clerk in the then just formed Savings Bank . The enormous

growth of this department has rendered necessary many expedients

and improvements in the organisation , and the energy and zeal of

Mr. Hawkins has ever been at the service of the State. On his

retirement his colleagues subscribed to present him with a tea and

coffee service , which, owing to his ill -health, was presented at his

private residence.

br. 1. C. Tombs .

THE
HE cordial relations which have existed between the late

Controller of the London Postal Service and his staff, and the

wide-spread sympathy with him in the impaired health which has led

to his retirement, were pleasantly manifested on the 7th March , when

Mr. Tombs was presented with several handsome gifts subscribed for

by the senior officers, clerks, and the inspecting force of the exten

sive department over which he has presided for five years . The

meeting was held in the Postmaster General's Deputation Room .

Sir Arthur Blackwood presided , and among those present were Messrs.

H.. Joyce, J. C. Lamb, L. Hill , A. M. Cunynghame, J. J. Cardin,
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H. C. Fischer, F. J. Lawrence, G. W. Smith , H. B. Forman, E. Yeld ,

J.C. Badcock ,and A. Pamphilon. The testimonial consisted of a

walnut wood writing table and chair , a silver inkstand and pair

of silver candlesticks, and a bronze gilt drawing room clock and

vases.

In making the presentation, Sir Arthur spoke with regret of the

circumstances which had necessitated the retirement of so old a

friend, so loyal a colleague , and so trusted an officer." Referring

to the exacting and onerous nature of the task which Mr. Tombs had

been compelled to relinquish, Sir Arthur said he believed there was

not, in the ranks of the Executive of the State, a more anxious post

than that of Controller of the London Postal Service—the Post

mastership of the greatest city in the world. Speaking for himself,

Sir Arthur could say that his intercourse with Mr. Tombs had always

been of the most pleasant character. He had often to consult him ,

and had always found him conversant with the very smallest details

of his business ; and he, no less than his colleagues , would feel

Mr. Tombs' withdrawal from his post as a very serious loss. Sir

Arthur concluded by wishing Mr. Tombs many years of prosperity, ·

happiness, and usefulness in the less onerous position which he

would in future fill.

Mr. Tombs, in the course of a touching reply, referred with

gratitude to the sympathy and assistance he had experienced from

his colleagues in other departments as well as from his own officers.

He went into retirement, he said , with the reflection that he had

tried with heart and mind to keep up the best traditions of his .

Department, and he ventured to think that the prestige of the L. P. S.

stood as high that day as it had ever done.

The proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to Sir Arthur,

Blackwood , proposed by Mr. Badcock, seconded by Mr. Pamphilon.

Dr. D. E. Conway.

ON
N the 29th February Mr. Conway, the retiring postmaster of

Limerick , was presented with a gold repeater watch, which was

subscribed for both by the staff at Limerick and the sub -postmasters.

An album , in which letters from the various subscribers were included,

was also presented.

Mr. Hook, the acting postmaster, in making the presentation,

dwelt on Mr. Conway's long connection with the office,his unfailing

courtesy and kindness, his unswerving rectitude, and the many other

good qualities of head and heart which had secured for him the

respect and esteem of his subordinates. Speaking for himself,

Mr. Hook had much to thank their late postmaster for, as he had

always been a great stay to him, and was ever ready to assist him by

his advice and experience in anything he undertook. Mr. O'Keeffe,

on behalf of the Telegraph Staff, re -echoed the sentiments expressed

by Mr. Hook, and was followed by Mr. Humphries, who in like

terms expressed the feelings of the department represented by him ..
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Mr. Conway, who was visibly moved, thanked each and all for the

very kind things they had said about him , and for their valuable

presentation , which he said he would cherish during the remainder of

his life, and which would be carefully treasured by those who should

follow him . He was not conscious of having done anything to

deserve such a manifestation of their regard . The matter came

upon him quite by surprise, and he could not, therefore ,be expected

to deliver himself in so eloquent a manner as his friend Mr. Hook

had done ; nevertheless , he assured them he was deeply sensible of

the feeling displayed towards him , and begged again to tender the

expression of his most hearty thanks.

Mr. W. 1b , Mulock.

A
MEETING of the staff of the Confidential Enquiry Branch

was held on ist February, in Room No. 80 of the General

Post Office, to present Mr. Mulock, on his retirement from the

Directorship of the Branch , with a service of plate . The presenta

tion was made by Mr. Philips, the present Director, who, after

some introductory remarks , expressed, on behalf of himself and

those who had subscribed, the hope that their late chief might have

before him many years to enjoy the retirement which he had so well

earned after 47 years spent in the service of the department.

After a few words from Mr. Stevens, on behalf of the senior

officers, Mr. W. T. White , who spoke with evident feeling, said that

he had enjoyed the privilege of serving immediately under Mr. Mulock

for several years, and during that time had experienced at his hands

so much sympathy and kindness that his retirement touched him

with a sense of personal loss, and he felt sure that it was a loss that

could not be replaced. (Here Mr. Mulock playfully dissented . )

Mr. Mulock, in returning thanks, trusted that the ties between his

old friends and himself would not be entirely severed by his retire.

ment, and the proceedings then terminated .

A Savings Bank Dinner.

AN
N attempt was made in the winter to get up a dinner in con

nection with the Book-keeper's Branch of the Savings Bank

Department. The proposed arrangements fell through, but one

Ledger Section , known as B. B. No. 12, gave a dinner on their own

account at a neighbouring hostelry on March 12th. The chair was

occupied by Mr.Lloyd , a junior officer, it being desired to keep the

strictly official element in the background as far as possible . The

heads of the Section , Messrs. Megson and Venables, were present ,

and a highly successful evening's entertainment was provided. Mr.

James, who possesses a fine baritone voice, was heard to great

advantage in Trotère's “ Toreador Hola . " The youngest member

of the Branch, Mr. Jamouneau, also sang with great effect, "Hear the

wild winds blow ."

M
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Mr. T. Mason .

ON
N December 26th last Lieut. Morrison , R.E. , Mr. H. T. Toot

hill, assistant superintendent for special arrangements, and

Inspector Vyle, representing 200 officers of the postal and telegraph

branches of the service , waited upon Mr. Mason, superintendent for

special arrangements, for the purpose of presenting him and his wife

with a testimonial, in celebration of their silver wedding day. The

presents took the form of a gold watch and pencil case, and a gold

bracelet, together with an illuminated address and an album con

taining the names of the subscribers. The address is designed to

represent certain associations of Mr. Mason's official position. At

the head is a view of the G.P.O. , London , at the foot one of the

travelling telegraph carriages, the rest of the border being occupied

by a representation of telegraph wires running through the country.

Mr. Morrison, in making the presentation, expressedthe high appre

ciation of the character of Mr. Mason entertained by himself and

everybody in the branch of the service which he represented .

Mr. Mason joined the Electric Telegraph Company on the 16th

July, 1852 , and took service under the United Kingdom Telegraph

Company in December, 1864. He was transferred to the Post Office

when the telegraphs were taken over by the State, and was then

employed as assistant superintendent under Mr. R. W. Johnston ,

the controller of the special arrangements branch . In April , 1878 ,

after the abolition of the branch , Mr. Mason was made superintendent

for telegraph business at race meetings , a position which he still
holds .

Innovations .

ON
sent in unsealed envelopes. Hitherto it has been required

that wrappers should be entirely open at both ends, but now the

main requirement is that the cover must be such that the contents

can easily be withdrawn for the purpose of examination.

*

bearing penny stamps. In spite of the fact that the whole stock-

( 1,000,000 ) was sold in a few days, we doubt whether these will be

much used. Many persons bought them as a novelty, and the

philatelists laid in large stocks of them , so that they soon vanished ;

but we fail to see what advantages they present for practical use.

An ordinary correspondence card in a square envelope seems far
more useful.

*

A
FURTHER alteration is the employment of ArmyReserve men

as postmen. If they are to be employed as rural postmen, the

change ought to be in every way advantageous, for the present system of

political patronage, which obtains in these appointments, does not
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work well . It remains to be seen how the system will work in town

districts, and whether there will not be a difficulty in obtaining

efficient boys to act as telegraph messengers if their prospects of

obtaining these places is taken from them .

Odds and Ends.

TRU
SRUTH suggests that as bankers have not welcomed Mr.

Goschen's one pound note scheme , the Post Office should take

it in hand ; all that is required is to alter the one pound postal order

a little , abolish the commission on it , and do away with the three

months' restriction . All government salaries should be paid in these

notes and the thing would be done- at least so the writer thinks.

* *

A RECENT number of the Circular announced that Foulmire

( Royston) is henceforward to be known as Fowlmere . This

is not the only case in which of late nameshave been thus changed

to more euphonious ones . A place in Essex which used to be

know as Ugley is now Oakley, while sometime ago the people of

Slough tried, but in vain, to get the name changed to Upton Royal.
*

were
AN answer givenintheHouse recentlyby the Postmaster

dismissed last year for drunkenness, insubordination , neglect of duty,

and fraud . This is not a large number , perhaps , when it is considered

that 117,909 persons are employed ; but we believe a considerable

decrease might be expected if all such cases briefly

announced in the Circular. Formerly there was far more human

nature about that publication than there is now, for not only punish

ments but rewards were recorded .

were

*

T is proposed to erect in the church of Meole Brace, Shrewsbury,

a brass to the memory of the late Mr. W. H. Godby, Surveyor.

Subscriptions of one shilling and upwards will be gladly received by

Mr. Henry Wint, Postmaster of Hereford .

R. E. A. MARTIN, of the W.C.D.O. , author of Glimpses

a
volume, in which he will deal with scientific subjects in a popular

and interesting manner.

*

WE regret tofind thata serious error occurred in thetablegiven
at page 69 of No. 5 . This error was corrected in the second

edition , but in order to prevent misconceptions we reprint the table

here with an addition :
No. of Stamped

Parcels Posted .
Offices.

Savings Bank

Correspondence.
Telegrams.

Deposits .

Italy 5,511 348,510,472 5,809,832 19,196,139 £ 12,419,217

United King- ?

dom, 1890-91 )
18,806 2,577,700,000 46,287,956 66,409,211 £72,314,975

New Zealand 1,212 34,5 °5,325 117,613 1,961,161 £ 2,441,876

France 1889.. 6,833 1,473,821,697
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Answers to Correspondents.

C.
M. H. points out several details in which our account of the

special arrangements at Llanybyther was inaccurate. We are

much obliged to our critical friend for his long letter, replete with

interesting facts. Wemay take this opportunity of reminding our

readers that if they will send us details of such matters at the time

of their occurrence, or as soon afterwards as possible, we shall be

able to write more complete and more accurate notices of affairs

connected with the department.
*

A.
C. J. , writing from Bermuda, states a perusal of No. 4 has

shown him how like are the troubles of his office to those

which we endure. Even there , it seems, people write twaddling

letters to the papers, conveying entirely erroneous impressions.

Clearly the Bermoothes deserve the poet's epithet of “ still vexed . ”

Chree hundred years have wrought no difference in that respect.
*

*

E.
C. KRAEGEN (Sydney).—Your letter of the 12th February

received . But why have you not sent us the Transmitter ?

We have received only the copies for October and November.

A.
0. - We propose to print portraits of Postmasters, and some

appear in this number. We shall select from those who, in

proportion to the size of their offices, afford us the best support.

The office to which you refer, although a large one, subscribes only

for one copy:

BRITISH GUIANA... The Postmaster-Generalhas sent ussome
interesting papers, but owing to the pressure on our space we

are obliged to defer notice of them until next time.

1

*

i

CAN
ANDIDATE . - We fear that you would be wasting time and

money by going in for the Class I. examination . Why not try

to obtain a nomination for the L.P.S. ? Just now the pay and

prospects are better than those of the Secretary's Office (Class I.) ,

while the examination is easier than that for the Second Division . 1

Postmaster, Mr. J. E. Symons , writes “ Specimen magaSouth .

zine received last post. Thank you. Money Order branch not

instituted here yet ; and have to send down to Mafeking for orders.

As I am remitting this post to Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1 , Amen

Corner, London , E.C., I have requested them to forward to Mr. F.

J. Beckley 3- for my subscription to magazine, this will save me a

lot of trouble. I will try and do my duty in contributing to the

P. O. Magazine pages occasionally ; this week I have no time.

I wish the magazine the success it deserves.” We commend this

example to others.

1
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Retirements.

(NOTE.—Except when otherwise stated the following Retirements

took place under the “ Sixty -five " Rule.)

NAME. LAST APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

SECRETARY'S OFFICE, &c.

E. H. Rea, C.M.G.

J. R. Mason

R. J. Beevor, M.A.

W. F. Marwood, M.A.

J. M. Pennington

Y. Messum, R.N.

W. H. Mulock

F. C. A. Bluntish *

...

Assist. Sec. , 1882 Dead Letter Office, 1838

Ist class Clk. , 1875 S.O. , 1850

Resigned S.O. , 1883

Trans. to Bd. of Trade... S.O. ,

Re-apptd . S.O., 1887 ... 1845. Pensioned, 1872

Contr.of Packets, 1870 Sec. to Sup . of Pkts., 1859

Director C.E.B., 1883 ... 1844. M.L.B., 1863

Travelling Clk. C.E.B. S.C. & T. Liverpool, 1882
C.E.B. , 1884

ChiefMedl.Officer, 1882 1870

Surveyor, 1876 ... 1843. Sur. Jamaica, 1850-9

1882 ... 1843. Sur. Clk ., 1844

Asst. do. 1891 ... 1839

...

...

G. C. Steet , F.R.C.S.

R. M. Perring

A. R. Forrest

F. H. Maberly

RECEIVER AND ACCOUNTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE.

Principal Clk .T. Churchill

R. H. Reeve

F. Milliken (Sen.) .

H. J. Hopkins

M.O.O. , 1843. A.G.O. , 1872

M.0.0. , 1845. A.G.O., 1872

M.O.O., 1843. A.G.O., 1872

M.0.0. , 1843. A.G.O. , 1872

First class

LONDON POSTAL SERVICE.

R. C. Tombst

T. W. Angell

Controller, 1887 1861. Asst . Contr. , 1882

Postmaster S.W.D., 1866 Inland Office , 1838

SAVINGS BANK.

C. J. M. Hawkins...
Ist class Clerk ... M.0.0 ., 1844. S. B. , 1861

RETURNED LETTER OFFICE.

G. R. Smith

J. Fell

G. Lauder

W. H. Reeks

P. J. Jennings

Controller, 1867

Ist class, 1867

1878

1886

2nd class

1839. Asst. Contr. , 1859

1848

M.0.0 ., 1847. D.L.O. , 1851

1860. R.L.O., 1867

1851. R.L.O. , 1867

* Mr. Bluntish died on the 29th January.

+ Mr. Tombs retires through ill health .

Mr. Reeks died on the 9th January.
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Promotions.

NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

SECRETARY'S OFFICE, &c .

وو

Lewin Hill ... Asst . Secretary ... S.O. , 1855

A. B.Walkley, M.A. First class Clk . ... S.O. , 1877

G. A. Oakeshott S.O. , 1878

G. S. Edwards, M.A. Second class Clk. In . Rev., 1881. S.O. , 1882

A. H. Norway In. Rev. , 1880. S.O. , 1883

J. M. Lainé, M.A. In . Rev. , 1881. S.O. , 1883

J. Phillips
Director C.E.B. 1865. Sur. Clk . , 1867

W. G. Gates Asst . do . do . S.O., 1881. 2nd cl., 1889

E. A. Kirby Ist classTravlg. Cik. do. 1862. C.E.B., 1882

A. H. Wilson, L.R.C.P., &c. Chief Medical Officer 1878

J. Sinclair , M.R.C.P., &c. Second 1884

Ğ.C.W.Wright,L.R.C.P.,& c. First Asst. 1889

A.B.Roxburgh,L.R.C.P.,&c . Secd . 1892

SURVEYING STAFF.

Surveyor

Assistant Surveyor

99

P. P. V. Turner

R. A. Egerton

R. O'C. N. Deanc

A. Mellersh

J. Muir

W. A. D. Evanson

J. G. Hamilton

T. R. Ling ..

J. S. Harvey

A. L. Forrest

D. A. MacPhee

G. P. B. Hallowes ...

T. L. Perring

T. Kelly

Surveyor's Clerk

S.O., 1867. Sur. Clk ., 1873

M.0.0 ., 1868. Asst.Sur.'91

1871. Sur. Clk . , 1880

S.B., 1877. Sur. Clk . , 1880

1859. Sur. Clk . , 1881

S.B. , 1869. A.G.O., 1872

A.G.O., 1871. 2nd cl . , 1883

S.B., 1875

S.C. Glasgow, 1881

1877. S.O. 2nd Div. , 1884

S.B. , '82 . S.O. 2nd Div . , '85

S.C. Manchester, 1884

S.C. Brighton , 1884

S.O. Dublin , 1887

9

LONDON POSTAL SERVICE.

J. C. Badcock Controller

A. Pamphilon

J. W. Crawford

Vice-Controller ...

Sub-Controller

M.O.O., 1858. S.O. , 1868

Asst. Cntr., L.P.S. , 1882

1861. Asst. Contr. , 1886

Writer L.P.S., 1871. Clk .

2nd Div. , 1876

1853
F. D. White Sub -Controller F.B.

H. Badcock

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT.

Principal Clk. .... S.B ., 1864

RETURNED LETTER OFFICE.

R. Burt Controller 1846. Prin . Clk. , 1878

EDINBURGH.

E. D. Thomson

J. A. T. Gibb

:
:

Prin . Clk. Sur. Gen. Office 1872

Accountant 1864. Bookkeeper, 1885
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Postmasters Appointed.

NAME. PLACE . PREVIOUS SERVICE .

F. Braid

F. S. Cobb

B. Thomas

H. R. P. Ward

...

A. G. Turner

J. Scott

G. Mackie

W. Elgar

Miss S. Nunn ...

W. Cornwall

T. F. Bing

J. Chatterton

A. Watson

H. E. Spenceley

T. Phillipson

F. E. Adams

A. J. Vinall

P. R. W. Chandler

A. S. Roberts ...

W. Clarke

E. S. Adams

W. Clarke

G. R. Etherton

J. Wilson

R. W. Mason ...

W. V. Harnett

E. McClement

E. Taylor

J. C. Hyde

R. Shanks

J. Daggett

B. Colbron

Glasgow Edinb., 1857. Prin . Clk ., 1871
Constantinople S. B., 1862. Prin. Clk . , 1885

Windsor Clk. Swansea , 1869. Chf. Clk ., '87

Bodmin S.E. Ry. Co. , 1855. Asst. Supt ,

Tunbridge Wells, 1891

Farnham Telegraphist, York , 1870

Blyth Telegraphist, Malton, 1874

Dingwall Sortg. Clk. & Tel., Dingwall, ’84

Sutton , Surrey Telegraphist, Brighton , 1870

St. Neots Sortg . Clk. , Royston, 1887

Enniskillen Telegraphist, Dublin, 1871

Chepstow 1871. Clk. , Canterbury, 1887

Harleston Sorter, Lon. , 1872. Cntrmn, 1883

Alexandria, N.B. Thornhill, 1884. Tel.,Edin ., 1890

Aberdeen S.C.,Glasgow ,'65. Chf. Clk . , Glas.

Leicester Clk . , Worc., 1864. Pmr. , Shrews.

Shrewsbury S.B. , ' 71 . Sur . Clk . , ' 77 . Asst . Sr.'91

Portsmouth Clk . , S.O., 1854. Pmr.,Cheltenham

Cheltenham Clk ., Glous. , 1865. Pmr., Grimsby

Grimsby E. Tel.Co., 1857. Pr., Normant.
Normanton Clk. Farnboro ’ Stn. , 1858. Pmr.

Bletchley Station

Exeter Clk. Mail O. , '57. Pmr. , Leam . Spa

Leamington Spa S. Clk. , Derby, '63 . Pr.; Worthing

Worthing C.D., 1856. Ins. for Ry. Bus.,1873

Preston Clk . , Dumfries, '66 . C. Supt . , L'pl.

Huddersfield M.T. Co., 1854. Tel. Supt., Man.

Carlisle S.B. , 1868. S.O. , 1878. 2nd cls. '86

Darlington Clk. , Sunderland,'56. Pr. , Gt . Yar.

Great Yarmouth Sort. , B'ham . , 1867. Supt. , B'ham .

Ipswich 1853. Sur. Clk . , '66. Asst.Sur.,'82
Bolton

M. Tel . Co. , 1861. Pmr., Bedford

Bedford E. Tel.Co . , '61 . L.P.S.'70. Insp.'88

Croydon Clk . , Brighton, 1856. Pmr. King
ston -on -Thames

Kingston -on - Thames S.B., '72 . A.G.O., '74. 2nd cls. ’85
Stoke -on - Trent E. Tel. Co. , 1847. Tel. Supt.,

Newcastle-on-Tyne

Taunton Clk . , Plymouth , '63 . Pmr. , Scarbh .

Scarborough ... Liverpool, 1857. Pmr., S. Shields
South Shields

Southport, 1861. Pmr., Jarrow

Jarrow Sortg .Clk .,Rotherham , 1866. Chf.
Clk . , Rotherham

Burton -on - Trent Clk . , York , 1853. Pmr., Doncaster

Doncaster T.Ck., Shrews.,'70. Pr.,Llandudno

Dover Clk . , York , 1867. S.O. , 1872

Tunbridge Wells E.Tel.Co.,'61.C.T.O .,'70. Sup .,'83

Maidstone Clk ., Truro, 1852. Pmr. , Penzance

Penzance S. C. , Bristol , 1870. Asst. Supt .

Peterborough Clk . ,Warrington , '58. Pr., Wymth .

Weymouth Clk. , Manchester, 1872. Asst. Sup.

Chelmsford S.B. , 1874. 2nd Class , 1887

Ryde ... Clk ., Portsmouth, '56. Pr. Buxton
Buxton ... l Postmaster, Lymington, 1867

S. H. Beckley ...

P. J. Moseley ..

D. T. James

E. B. Railton .

A. McK . Howard

T. S. Jennings

W. Hopkinson

H. J. J. Melsom

S. Wilson

W. T. Douglas

J. G. Uren

S. Righton

G. J. Davis

T. Perkins

E. W. J. Arman

J. Spelt

H. H. Watterson
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NAME . PLACE. PREVIOUS SERVICE,

G. R. Windsor

J. Gibson

Lymington

Stockton -on - Tees

J. L. Viney

J. Sparkman

Ramsgate

Sittingbourne

Sub - Pmr., Church Stretton

Clk . , Carlisle, 1862. Chf. Clk. ,
Sunderland

Clk . , Rochester , '67. Pmr.Sittingb .

Clk ., Kingston -on - Thames, 1868.

Pmr., Micheldever Stn.

Clk ., Coventry, 1870. Chf. Clk .

S. C., Ipswich. 1881

E. Tel. Co., 1865. Relay Clk .

S. C. & T., Ulverston, 1885.

S. C. & T. , Scarborough, 1882.

W. Ward St. Helen's

W. J. Holmes Romford

J. A. Weatherill Ripon ...

Miss M. A. Hornsby ... Ulverston

Miss M. Wheldon Ashby-de-la-Zouch :
:
:
:

Chapman cop
gamas . Si

PENN

26 night
meet me

119177

who

fact
ABI

fail not

MORE HUMOURS OF THE Post OFFICE .

These blocks have been kindly lent by the Proprietors of the Strand Magazine.)
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FREELING J. LAWRENCE

( Late of the Secretary's Cfre).
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The Post Office Magazine.

JULY, 1892 .

An Old Co -operator.

OWEVER much particular branches of the Post Office

may be addicted to the giving of testimonials , it is

very seldom indeed that the Secretary's office, and

the other departments into which the head-quarters

staff is divided, combine to do honour to any man. The Secre

tary's office is not given to testimonialising, and if the office had

been canvassed three months ago we doubt if half a dozen men

could have been found who were able to give a single instance to

the contrary. But Mr. Lawrence's retirement has altered all that,

and among those who attended in the Postmaster-General's depu

tation room on the afternoon of the 3rd May to witness a pre

sentation were not only the Secretary and his staff, but also the chief

men of the Receiver and Accountant-General's Office, the Savings

Bank, the Returned Letter Office, the London Postal Service, the

Money Order Office, and the Central Telegraph Office - in fact, there

was a gathering thoroughly representative of the whole head-quarters

staff of the Post Office. The occasion was the annual meeting,

called by the Library Committee. Mr. Lawrence has been chair

man of this committee since 1874, and all who have served on the

committee during that time know that he has ever been prodigal of

time, money, and trouble in support of this useful institution .

the annual meeting, " writes a committee-man, “ he was a tower of

strength to oppressed and worried secretaries of the library. The

ebullient junior, all aglow with the eloquence of the suburban par

liament, and the grave and reverend senior, anxious to show that he

had ideas about libraries even though he had passed the age when

66 At

N
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wisdom seeks aid from books, fell like ninepins before the chairman's

cheery geniality and impatience of windy talk . ” On this occasion

there was no ebullience, and the report was taken as read, so that

there was little to be said . It is rumoured that at another recent

meeting the chairman , although new to his work , put the whole busi

ness through (including a vote of thanks to himself ) in ten minutes ;

and on the present occasion Sir Arthur Blackwood, aided by pro

posers of resolutions who uttered ten words, and by seconders who

muttered only five, nearly beat that record . But this was merely

preliminary, and the real business of the afternoon was reached

when, in felicitous terms, Sir Arthur spoke of the long and faithful

service of Mr. Lawrence, of his benevolence, and of his constant

readiness to help every institution connected with the Department.

The Post Office Clerks' Benevolent Fund, the Rowland Hill

Benevolent Fund, the Children's Holiday Fund, the Post Office

Library, the Cricket Club, the Chess Club, the Athletic Club, and

the Mutual Guarantee Association, are among the institutions over

which he has presided, or on the committees of which he has sat.

In presenting the album, silver candlesticks, and writing table, which

together formed the testimonial, the speaker ended by wishing Mr.

Lawrence many years of happiness in his well-earned retirement.

Mr. Lawrence, in reply, expressed his deep thanks for the kind

reception and the beautiful presents, especially the album, which

contained the portraits of so many friends connected with the dear

old Post Office. And so we took farewell of a good man.

Mr. Freeling Jones Lawrence is a Welshman. His grandfather,

the vicar of Llandovery, had an only son , Thomas, whom he was

anxious to provide for in the Civil Service . Now the Secretary of

the Post Office, Mr. Francis Freeling (afterwards Sir Francis ), wanted

a nomination for the Blue Coat School , which one of Mr. Lawrence's

family happened to possess . An exchange was soon effected, and in

1809 Thomas entered the service as a junior clerk . He subse

quently rose to be an assistant secretary , and died in harness in

September, 1846. The subject of this sketch was a godson of Sir

Francis Freeling, and entered the Service as an extra clerk on the

11th March, 1844, at the age of sixteen. In the following month he

was appointed an established clerk . At that time the Secretary's

office consisted of only twenty -five clerks and three extra clerks,

who, in addition to their other duties, worked the Missing Letter

Branch and the Registry, while, copying presses being then unknown,
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two juniors were told off every night to enter in manuscript all

letters written during the day. After four years in the Missing

Letter Branch Mr. Lawrence worked for some time in the Rural

Post Branch, and in 1854 he was entrusted with the appointment

duties, which he has ever since superintended . The growth of his

duties during the past thirty-eight years may thus be measured by

the growth of the force employed, which has increased from 21,574

to 118,000, while during the time he has been in the office he has

served under four Secretaries and no less than nineteen Postmasters

General.

In or about the year 1863 , two clerks in the R. and A. G. 0.

Mr. Joseph Howard, now Maltravers Herald, and Mr. H. Moore,

since dead—were one day talking to Mr. Lewin Hill . They had

been expecting an improvement in their salaries, and had just

learnt that their hopes were vain. One of them remarked that as

there was no hope of an increased income they must try and cut

down expenses, and he thought it would be a good plan to buy coal

on the co -operative principle , to which Mr. Hill replied, “ Coal is

too dirty ; try tea . " Thereupon they sent a list round , collected

money in advance, and bought half a chest of tea. As this suc

ceeded they bought several more half-chests. Soon a committee was

formed , consisting of Alfred Richardson ( M.O.O.) , Joseph Howard,

and H. Moore, of the R. and A. G. O. , William Rushton, of the

Circulation Department, J. Slade , of the Returned Letter Office, and

Freeling Lawrence. Each paid down one shilling for preliminary

expenses, and they then proceeded to buy a whole chest of tea of

Messrs. Peek Brothers. This venture turned out so prosperous that

they formed themselves into an association called the Post Office

Stores, with Mr. Lawrence as manager. Business of course was con

ducted on the ready money system, and, moreover, as the infant

association had no capital, a sheet was sent round asking the men

not only to state what they wanted but also to pay down their money.

On the return of this sheet the committee purchased the goods and

distributed them to their clients. For some time the business was

carried on in this manner in a large cupboard belonging to the

R. and A. G. O., situated under the stairs in the old office. The

next step was to take two rooms in Bath Street, in a house now pulled

down and absorbed into the site of the General Post Office, West.

Economy was the order of the day, and in order to obtain fittings for

these rooms the committee allowed their manager and cashier suffi

cient money to buy three empty egg boxes, with which a counter and
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shelves were constructed by the manager, aided by a sorter. Over

the door appeared the words, “ Freeling Jones Lawrence, licensed to

sell tea , coffee, tobacco, and snuff.” The committee's next step was

to abandon the use of the manuscript sheet, but they still exercised

some caution, for, space not allowing of their embarking on a full

business , they engaged to provide certain goods on certain days,

i.e., on Mondays, tea , sugar, and coffee ; on Tuesdays, rice , pickles ,

&c. , and so on .

From Bath Street the association migrated to Bridgwater Square ,

thence to Wood Street, and thence to Monkwell Street . Caution,

however, was still the order of the day, and on one occasion the

manager was severely taken to task for his extravagance in ordering

at one time a whole cwt. of moist sugar ! He was, however, stoutly

defended by Mr. Moore, the then secretary, who said, “ Don't blame

the manager, for you will live to see the time when you will have to

buy sugar by the ton."

Hitherto the association had been restricted to Post Office men,

but in or about the year 1866 , upon an urgent appeal , members of

the Civil Service generally were admitted to membership, and the

present title of Civil Service Supply Association was then adopted .

As the business had now become very extensive, Mr. Lawrence

retired from the position of honorary manager, although he continued

to sit as a committee man, and a manager was engaged at a salary

of £120 a year. At the same time the business was put on a proper

footing by providing capital in £ i shares, of which ios. was paid

up, and from this point it went on increasing to such an extent that

original shareholders are now receiving £10 a year interest on the

sum of 1os . originally paid by them .

* A full account of the early history of the C.S.S. A. will be found in the

Cornhill Magazine for July, 1893.
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Our Other Selves.

N the year 1843 there was born at Bordeaux, the daughter

of a captain in the French merchant service, one of the

most remarkable women in the history of the world .

The achievements, indeed , which will make her name

for ever memorable are of no ordinary kind. She has founded no

creed, but she may, perhaps, have helped to destroy one ; and

though the contributions to literature and science with which her

name is connected are both numerous and important, she has been

not their author but their subject. As little is she eminent for her

stores of gathered learning. Indeed , her chief claim to remem

brance rests on a unique faculty of forgetfulness. In a word, Félida

X-- is a female Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde—a Jekyll without

the intellectual distinction, a Hyde without the malevolence. Up

to the age of 14 , Félida was a quick , industrious, somewhat silent

child, remarkable chiefly for a varied assortment of pains and ailments

of hysterical origin . One day, when engaged in her regular occupa

tion of sewing, she suddenly dropped off to sleep for a few minutes ;

and awoke a new creature. Her hysterical aches and ailments had

disappeared ; she had changed from gloom to gaiety, from morose

silence to cheerful loquacity. A not unusual result, one might say, of

an afternoon nap. But mark the sequel . Presently Félida slept

again, and awoke to her usual taciturnity . Asked by a companion

to repeat a song which she had just been singing, Félida stared in

amaze—she had sung no song. In a word , all the incidents of that

short hour between a sleep and a sleep were for her as though they

had never been . In a day or two the same sequence was repeated ,

and so on day by day, until her friends learned to look for and

welcome the change ; and her lover grew accustomed to court her

in the second state, when her somewhat gloomy stolidity had given

place to brightness and gaiety . In due course she married ; and as

time went on the second state came to usurp more and more of her

conscious life — until, in her prime, she would spend months together

in the second state, with only short intervals of recurrence to her

normal condition . The characteristics of the two states remained

unchanged ; in her first, or what we must call her normal, state she

retained the remembrance of those things only which had come to

her knowledge when in the normal state ; but the memory of the

second, or abnormal, state embraced her whole conscious life. Thus

in her later life an occasional relapse to her normal state was attended
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with very serious inconvenience, for on her entry into the normal

state the memory of large tracts of her life would disappear. The

history of the few months preceding would vanish like a dream.

She would not know the whereabouts of her husband and her

children ; she would not recognise the dog which played at her feet,

nor the acquaintance of yesterday. She knew nothing of her house

hold requirements, her business undertakings, her social engage

ments. Once the relapse came during her return from a funeral,

and she had to sit silent and learn gradually from the conversation

around her whose obsequies she had been attending. Her gloom

and despair during these brief intervals of interrupted fragmentary

life are so great as almost to impel her towards suicide. But the

deliverance soon comes ; she returns to her second state, and with

the return of full memory her troubles are past ; and she plans how

to minimise the inconvenience of her next relapse into what she looks

on as a kind of lunacy.

The history of this remarkable human document may seem to

border on the incredible ; but, in fact, we find in Félida’s life writ

large phenomena which on a smaller scale are by no means un

familiar.

When a subject, for instance, is aroused from the hypnotic trance

he will, as a rule, retain no recollection of what he has done and

suffered in that state, nor will that memory ever return during his

waking life. But let him be again hypnotised, and he will recall all

that passed in the previous trance ; and will, moreover, almost

invariably, be cognisant of his waking life as well . To put it briefly,

the hypnotic memory includes the normal memory ; but the normal

does not include the hypnotic memory.

Generally one may trace, through successive hypnotisations , the

memory gradually fading more and more as the subject is awakened ,

until a stage is reached at which the line of demarcation is clearly

and sharply drawn. To such an one you may confide the where

abouts of King Solomon's mines, or the exact date of the impending

dissolution, and you need fear no loss from his indiscretion when he

wakes.

There is a story told in an old number of the Zoist of a girl who

when hypnotised would importune the doctors to give her her dinner

forthwith . The demand would be granted ; and on waking she would

see the empty plate, and burst into tears. The great event of the

day had passed, and she could not even feast on it in the memory.

The belly indeed was satisfied, but for the sovereign mind that dinner
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was as though it had not been. In another case, a patient of Dr.

Prince, of Boston , U.S.A. , when hypnotised , took notes of a scientific

lecture, the notes being written on a paper bag. Finding the notes

later, she reproved her daughter for spoiling the paper bag by writing

on it . The daughter replied that she had seen her mother do the

writing herself ; and the mother boxed the daughter's ears for telling

a lie.

Now the secondary memory of the hypnotic state does not stand

alone. An habitual drunkard occasionally develops a secondary

memory. A man has been known to secrete valuable property when

drunk ; and it has been necessary, in order to regain the property, to

make him drunk again . The memory of somnambulists is also

distinct from the ordinary waking consciousness, and it can occa

sionally be shown that the somnambulic memory is identical with

that of the hypnotic trance.

A lady of my acquaintance, who was given to somnambulism, on

one occasion secreted, in that condition, a sum of £20 in notes.

The house was thoroughly searched for some time, but the notes

could not be found, and at last the lady was hypnotised . In the

hypnotic trance she at once revealed the hiding place of the notes .

Occasionally even a secondary consciousness will be developed

temporarily by a blow on the head ; and the secondary or abnormal

memory will include the normal precisely as in the hypnotic trance.

There are numerous cases, too, in ordinary life, of the emergence

into consciousness , under altered conditions, of impressions either

not consciously received at the time, or no longer remaining in the

field of consciousness.

There is the oft -quoted case of the girl, once servant to a Professor

of Hebrew, who in delirium repeated whole sentences of Hebrew

which she had heard her former master read over to himself many

years before. In another case* a lady of my acquaintance, who has

conducted a long series of experiments in crystal gazing, has found

that her vision constantly reproduces impressions from her recent

experience which, at the time, had affected her retina, but not her

consciousness. She received , in this way, through the crystal, her

first intimation of the death of a near friend, in the form of a visionary

obituary notice . Searching the Times of the previous day (which she

had held in her hand to serve as a fire - screen , but had not read) ,

she actually found the obituary notice, worded as she had seen it in

* Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research , Part XIV.
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the crystal. There is no question here that her retina did at the

time receive an impression of the obituary notice ; there can equally

be no question, since the news so nearly concerned her, that the

impression had not reached her ordinary consciousness . There was

here, obviously, some intelligence shown by the sub-conscious self

in selecting the one relevant item from all the other lines of print

which had, no doubt, equally affected the physical organ of sight .

Finally, if further proof is needed that there is an underground

intelligence of the kind at work in us, we have it in a recent

experiment of Dr. Max Dessoir, the secretary of the Berlin . Society

for Experimental Psychology. * “ Several friends," writes Dr. Dessoir,

“ were in my room , one of whom, Mr. W., was reading to himself,

whilst the rest of us were talking with one another. Someone

happening to mention the name of Mr. X. , in whom Mr. W. is much

interested, Mr. W. raised his head , and asked, “ What was that about

X. ? ' He knew nothing, he told us, of our previous conversation ;

he had only caught the familiar name. I then hypnotised him, with

his consent, and when he was pretty deeply entranced , I asked him

again about our previous conversation . To our great astonishment ,

he now repeated to us the substance of our whole conversation

during the time that he was reading to himself. In this case, then,

there was a perception of sensory impressions , but not in the con

sciousness with which the waking man worked ; rather, in another

consciousness, which found its first opportunity of revealing itself in

the hypnotic trance."

So far we have seen reason to believe that our normal life may

include a hidden memory and a sub-conscious intelligence, whose

workings will only become known to us when accident or the

hypnotic trance reveals them . But in these simple cases there is

no apparent justification for inferring that the hidden memory is

other than confused and fragmentary. It certainly is so at the

beginning with many hypnotic subjects, and some training seems to

be required before the secondary memory assumes a permanent

character. But once that permanency is acquired, the secondary

memory appears capable of developing almost without limit.

If we take a fairly docile hypnotic subject, and ask him in the

trance to perform , after waking, any act, however grotesque or trivial ,

he will as a rule faithfully carry out the command. Say, for instance ,

he is told to poke the fire ; he will do so as soon as he is restored to

* Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research , Part XV. , p. 208.
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his normal state. But it can be shown that he performs this action

without the knowledge of his waking self. If questioned imme

diately after poking the fire as to what he has just been doing, he

will not be able to recall the action at all . And the experiment can

be varied with still more striking results . The subject can be com

manded to poke the fire, not immediately after waking, but after the

operator has coughed a dozen times . The dozen coughs may be

spread over an interval of half an hour ; and if at any time during

that period the subject is asked “ How many times has Mr. B

coughed ? ” he will be unable to reply ; he has taken no conscious

note of what seemed to him merely a nervous trick, or the natural

result of a cold on the chest ; but nevertheless he will duly poke

the fire after the twelfth cough . Or he may be told that he is to

carry out some command after the lapse of 122 days . In the interval

his waking self will know nothing of the command laid upon him ;

but place him again in the hypnotic trance after an interval of seven

weeks, and he will tell you that 49 days have elapsed, and that 73

days have yet to pass before the fulfilment of his promise.

In these cases we see then that the secondary consciousness is not

only distinct from the normal consciousness, but has a continuity of

its own ; and that it functions concurrently with the normal con

sciousness. The concurrent activity of the secondary and the

normal intelligence is well illustrated in a remarkable series of

experiments conducted by my late colleague , Mr. Edmund Gurney.

The subject — a baker, or a railway porter, or a telegraph messenger

-would be entranced, a pencil would be placed in his right hand,

and he would be told that, on waking, he was to work out a certain

sum in multiplication , or perform some other moderately difficult

mental operation , such as writing a love -letter. He would then be

awoke instantly — as can readily be done with a trained subject — by a

clap of the hands , a newspaper would be given to him, and he would

be told to read aloud from it . Whilst the reading, the matter of

which was carefully chosen so as to ensure close attention , was pro

ceeding, the hand would work out the sum , and work it correctly, or

with a fair approximation to correctness . Now it was found that the

subject, when awake , knew what he was reading about, but was not

aware that he had written anything at all. If again hypnotised , he

would repeat what he had written , and would occasionally even

correct mistakes in it ; but he professed complete ignorance of having

read anything. Here the two consciousnesses appear to have been

mutually exclusive .
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Mr. Edmund Gurney has further shown that in many hypnotic

subjects two distinct stages can be demonstrated in the hypnotic

trance , each with a memory peculiar to itself and mutually exclusive.

In some subjects, indeed , he succeeded in evoking three such stages,

the memory in each being distinct and exclusive ; so that the subject

in state A would carry on an animated conversation ; when thrown

into state B he would have completely forgotten the subject of his

talk in state A, but would start a fresh subject, which would in time

be forgotten on his being placed in state C. He could be led back

wards and forwards through these three states several times in the

course of an evening, and would converse in each state freely on the

ideas peculiar to that state, or on any other which might be suggested

to him. It was observed , however, with Mr. Gurney's subjects that

these artificially induced memories tended ultimately to merge into

the primary hypnotic consciousness ; they never attained to the per

manency which characterises the spontaneous divisions of conscious

ness observed in the case of Félida X- and others.

Lastly, it should be mentioned that the first germs of the imper

sonation and possession which form so striking a feature in some

pathological cases may be traced in the hypnotised subject. It is

comparatively easy to induce a hypnotised person to assume any

character which may be suggested by the operator-a nightingale,

for example, a windmill, or the Queen of Sheba ; and he will

frequently enact the part assigned to him with much energy

and veri-similitude. With good subjects it is even possible

to impose such a secondary personality on them in their

waking life.

It is not, however, until we come to consider spontaneous auto

matic writing and speaking-phenomena which , if not in themselves

pathological, are frequently associated with nervous disturbances of a

more serious kind -- that we find such secondary personalities playing

a prominent part. I have already described the hand of the hypnotised

subject writing without his knowledge intelligible words and sen

tences . There are many persons with whom this automatic writing

occurs spontaneously. I am acquainted with a gentleman whose

right hand has written several books of essays on moral and philo

sophical subjects. I say “ his right hand " advisedly, because his

conscious intelligence had nothing to do with the matter . The hand

would write without, if not sometimes against, his will ; and he

himself looked upon what was written as the production of another

mind. In another case known to me the right hand would frame
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anagrams and propound conundrums , which the man himself could

only solve with some labour.

This automatism occasionally appears in a more developed form

as trance speaking. Both forms of automatism , but especially the

latter, occur frequently at Spiritualistic séances . It is quite common

for the “ medium ” to pass into a state of spontaneous somnambulism ,

when he assumes a new voice and characteristics, and discourses

fluently upon matters which appear in many cases to be outside the

knowledge of his normal self. On waking, he professes - and no

doubt with truth-that he has no recollection of what has taken

place in the trance. In the main these spontaneous trances bear a

strong resemblance to the induced hypnotic trance ; and as in the

hypnotic state, the secondary memory generally includes the primary.

As might have been anticipated, however, in the spontaneous cases

the dissociation of consciousness appears to be much more profound.

In the first place there is frequently a marked change in the

physical characteristics. The character of the automatic hand

writing, the voice and gestures of the trance speaker, are often

widely different from the normal. That these changes, in some cases

at least, are no mere freak of the imagination, but are the accom

paniments of actual physiological changes, is well shown by a recent

experiment made by Professor W. James, of Harvard, U.S.A. , on a

young student of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. * The

student, who was fully awake, and apparently in his normal state,

was writing automatically with his right hand placed on the planchette,

his face being in such a position that he could not see his hands.

Professor James pricked both hands successively, and found that

whilst the left hand showed the normal sensitiveness the right hand

was quite anæsthetic ; the young man showed no signs of feeling

when the right hand was pricked pretty severely. But the injured

right hand had, seemingly, a consciousness of its own , and wrote,

through the planchette, “ You hurt me, " and again , “ No use in trying

to spel ( sic) when you hurt me so .” Again and again the right hand

was pricked, with the same result—the only protest came through

the planchette worked by the injured member. This experiment has

since been repeated by other observers .

Next, the secondary consciousness in spontaneous automatism

very generally, if not almost invariably, personifies itself as an entity

distinct from the primary consciousness . My philosophical friend

* Proceedings of the American Society for Psychical Research, Vol. I. , p. 548.
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signed his essays " Imperator.” The fair propounder of conundrums

revealed herself to her creator- -a man, by the way—as “ Clelia , ” a

spirit . The personalities evoked at the séance table generally introduce

themselves as “ Indian Spirits,” “ John King," or a deceased relative

of some person present . Others, with equal modesty and plausibility ,

proclaim themselves as Shakespeare, Emerson , or Bacon . They

almost invariably talk of the primary personality as “ our medium , "

and treat it as wholly independent of them . This characteristic

occurs with persons whose good faith, at any rate, is above suspicion .

Lastly, we find very often a marked change in the moral and

intellectual characteristics of the secondary self. Generally, the

change is for the worse. The moral character of the Indian Spirits

and other mediumistic controls is frequently not without reproach ; and

it is a very remarkable and noteworthy fact that many persons have

been forced to relinquish the practice of automatic writing because

of the objectionable character of the communications made through

their hands.

The intellectual character of the automatic utterances it is more

difficult to estimate . In an educated man the secondary self is

capable of expressing itself in good grammar and with extraordinary

fluency, and the sentiments expressed are frequently irreproachable

to the verge of platitude . But we do not often find original

thoughts, closely articulated argument, or apt and ingenious illustra

tion . In fact, the sub-conscious self, however voluble, is rarely other

than dull and commonplace , where he is not actively unpleasant.

Some exceptions must , no doubt , be admitted . Coleridge's “ Kubla

Khan ” —a poem originally of some 300 lines — was composed by

the dream self. But I have seen much automatic poetry which was

not equal to Coleridge's, and I am not disposed to regret that much

more is whelmed in merciful oblivion .

Finally, there is a group of cases important, not merely because

they present in the highest degree the differentiation of the several

memories and personalities, but because they have been for years

under the close and continuous study of a number of highly-trained

scientific observers . To begin with a case which differs but little

from the normal hypnotic subject. Madame B. , commonly known

as Léonie , is a peasant woman, who has been a natural somnambulist

from her childhood . From the time when she was .16 years old

she is now over 40—she has been constantly hypnotised by all sorts

of persons . For the last few years, however, she has been under the

constant observation of M. Pierre Janet, Professor of Philosophy at
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the Lyceum of Havre, from whose book , " L'Automatisme Psycho

logique,” this account is taken. In her normal state Léonie is an

ordinary peasant woman, serious, a trifle heavy, placid , and shy.

In this state she is also extremely gentle and docile . When

hypnotised, she wakes up to another existence ; she now calls herself

Léontine ; her whole aspect changes ; she becomes extremely bright

and lively, and not seldom recalcitrant ; she also develops consider

able powers of humour and sarcasm . She discusses her visitors

freely, and makes fun behind their backs of their little foibles

and vanities. Of her waking self she says, “ This good woman is

not me-she is much too stupid . ” If shown a photograph of her

ordinary self in outdoor costume she exclaims, “ Why has that

woman taken my bonnet ? ” Léonie the first is a Roman Catholic ;

Léonie the second is a confirmed Protestant-she has adopted the

religious views of her first hypnotiser. In a word , Léonie the first is

an ordinary French peasant, Léonie the second is a woman of the

world, able to hold her own in polite society, and with a circle of

acquaintances and a varied experience of which Léonie the first has

no knowledge whatever.

But there is a third state of this woman, with a third memory ; a

memory which includes the other two, but is not shared by them .

In this third state Madame B.-Léonie the third—is lethargic and

passive , the face pale and still , the limbs motionless ; she speaks in

a very low voice, and only when directly addressed . If in the third

state she is told to perform some trivial act, she will carry it out,

in the second state, whilst laughing and talking with those around

her ; and in this second state she does not know that she is doing

anything else but laughing and talking. Thus Léonie the third has

been told to take up an album and place it on a particular spot.

She is then brought back to the state of lucid somnambulism, as it is

called , and , as Léonie the second, she talks with those around her.

Whilst so engaged, she moves the album , as enjoined . But if asked

what she has just been doing, she will look surprised and say

" Nothing. " Brought back into the lethargic state Léonie the third

gives a full account of the moving of the album, and adds, “ The

other one was talking whilst I got up from she is so stupid

that she knows nothing about it.” Léonie the third has , indeed , a

pretty poor opinion of both her predecessors ; of Léonie the first,

her waking self, she says, “ She is a good woman, though stupid ;

but she isn't me. " Of Léonie the second, her somnambulic self, she

asks, “ How can you think me like that silly woman ? "

my seat ;
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Madame B. , as already said, is a fairly normal person . But the

subjects with whom the French observers — Professor Pierre Janet,

M. Jules Voisin , Dr. Bourru, and others—have obtained their most

striking results belong mostly to the class of hysterical anesthetics.

Lucie, a patient of Professor Pierre Janet, had a terrible fright at

the age of nine, which brought on a series of severe epileptic attacks.

She is now (or rather was at the time when she was described) almost

completely anæsthetic . She has no sense of touch , no muscular

sense ; that is, she cannot even tell the position of her limbs without

looking at them . She “ loses her legs in bed,” as she herself describes

it . She can only walk at all by looking at the ground and at her

limbs . She is very deaf, and her sight-her most serviceable sense

-is extremely defective. And, finally , she has no recollection of

her childhood before the age of nine . Put into the first stage of

somnambulism , as Lucie the second, she recovers something of her

lost memory and senses . But it is as Lucie the third , in the deepest

stage of the hypnotic trance, that the most marked change is observed.

She can now feel her limbs, and feels also all objects in contact with

her ; she can walk without looking at her feet or the floor. Con

currently with this is observed a corresponding enlargement of her

memory. She is conscious not only of all that has happened in her

two previous states, but she remembers also the first nine years of

her life, and can give a clear account of the terrible fright which

brought on her calamity.

If we seek for an explanation of these phenomena of double con

sciousness we shall find that the theories hitherto advanced are as

meagre and inadequate as the facts are abundant. That the results

depend in some way upon a change in the distribution of force to the

nerve-centres seems probable . Braid , of Manchester, more than 40

years ago, and , recently, Professor Heidenhain , of Breslau, supposed

that the higher centres in the brain are inhibited , or put out of gear,

in the second state. But this supposition is inconsistent with the

fact that sometimes, as in Félida's case, the second state is one of

enhanced intellectual activity. Others have suggested that whereas

in normal life our functions are regulated by the left hemisphere of

the brain, the control passes in the secondary state to the right

hemisphere, a theory which would account for some of the observed

facts, such as the frequently lower moral tone of the secondary self.

Finally, Professor Janet suggests that the changes of memory and

consciousness are due to enlargement of the physical basis of con

sciousness. In a patient whose only sound sense is that of sight
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the whole system of thought is based on visual images ; enlarge the

sensory basis by restoring temporarily the lost senses , and the memories

which depend upon those senses will be restored too . So Lucie, in

recovering her sense of touch, recovered also the memory of her

childhood, the period when the sense of touch (the muscular sense)

formed the thread upon which the succession of ideas and sensations

is strung. If this theory be correct — and it seems at any rate to

include some elements of the true solution-it would seem that the

secondary consciousness must be superior to the primary or normal

consciousness, since it includes the latter, and has, therefore, by

hypothesis, a wider sensory basis ; and indeed there are not wanting

indications that both the somnambulist and the hypnotised subject

can boast a sensory equipment much superior to the ordinary. It

may be that in these few favoured persons we have a prophecy of

the future endowments of the race. But it may be, and more pro

bably is, the case, that these abnormal states are less a prophecy

than a survival. It seems, on the whole, more likely that we in such

cases restore for a moment an earlier stage of consciousness, the

consciousness of the child or the savage. Such a consciousness

would indeed be superior as including more sensory elements ; but

what the civilised consciousness has lost in extension it has no doubt

gained in intensity. Our sensory equipment may not be as

complete as that of the child or the savage, but it is probably better

adapted to its purpose. In the hurry and stress of living we have

had to drop articles of luxury, as the keen scent, the telescopic eye,

the unerring instinct of direction which served primeval man ; we

have lost even , perhaps, something of the abounding muscular sense

of our own immediate past. The sensory apparatus which remains

is but a sorry remnant, but it is all that we have the means or the

leisure to keep in good repair. So for poor Lucie an impaired vision

was all the salvage which she could retain from the wreck of her

organism . Perhaps a wider life is open for us too ; and in the fuller

consciousness of these abnormal states we may read, not merely a

recovered chapter in the history of the past , but a foresight of the

future .

SECRETARY'S OFFICE. FRANK PODMORE.
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News Telegraphy.

a
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BSN our last number we gave an account, abridged from a

capital article in the Christmas number of The Engineer,

of the pneumatic system of London. From the same

source we now cull , by permission , a budget of interes

ting facts in regard to press telegrams. The key-note of news

telegraphy in the United Kingdom, the central startling fact on which

the whole system depends, is the very low charge made for the

transmission of news. In the day-time, 75 words (exclusive of the

address) can be sent to a newspaper for a shilling, and at night

(between 6 p.m. and 9 a.m.) the number of words that can be sent

for a shilling to one newspaper is raised to 100. This , in itself, is

not very “ startling ; " but the use of the word is justified when we

come to the proviso which follows. When the same telegram is sent

to more than one newspaper, the charge is one shilling for every 75

or 100 words for one of the newspapers , and 2d . for every 75 or 100

words for each of the others . The bearings of this tariff " lays in

the application on it. ” To take a particular instance, let us suppose

that a telegram of 100 words is sent to 60 newspapers. For one of

these newspapers the arge is is . , for each of the others it is 2d.;

the entire charge is therefore ios . rod. This, divided among 60

newspapers, means 2 d . per 100 words for each newspaper. It

follows that when a number of newspapers combine to receive the

same identical telegrams, they get their news far more cheaply than

they would if each had an independent set of telegrams. And as a

matter of fact it is found that the practice of combination is almost

universally adopted . Nineteen twentieths, at least, of the press

telegrams sent in the United Kingdom are for “ multiple addresses. ”

This distinctive feature of the news traffic has of course influenced

the means adopted in its distribution . A glance at the map which

accompanies this article will make our meaning plain .

shows the permanent news wires radiating from London , and

employed day and night without intermission in the supply of news

to provincial newspapers. There are many other wires by which

news is sent from London, but they are either not used exclusively

for news or only so used for a few hours each day. The wires shown

in the map are used for news only, and are always working without

cessation. If we examine these wires we see at once that each of

them serves several towns. There are two, for instance, which serve

This mar
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Newcastle , Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee, and Aberdeen simulta

neously ; and a moment's reflection will show that this is the very

best arrangement that could be adopted where news is sent to many

different towns in identical terms. But this same characteristic

feature of our news supply, the transmission of the same telegram in

identical terms to large numbers of addresses, has not only influenced

the arrangement of the wires but has determined the choice of

apparatus . On all the news wires the apparatus used is the

Wheatstone Automatic, an instrument which lends itself in a

remarkable way to the transmission of the same news to different

addresses . Those clattering perforators which we have all seen at

work in the gallery, can at one operation punch six slips, which

afterwards actuate independently as many transmitters. We cannot

give further particulars without entering into technical details, but

we have said enough to show how singularly the methods and

appliances of the news system depend upon, or rather have been

evolved from , the conditions laid down by the Act of Parliament

which settled the tariff for press telegrams.

Of the extent of the news traffic it is difficult to give a compre

hensible idea, though it is easy enough to give an array of big figures.

During the year ended the 31st of March, 1891 , the number of

press telegrams transmitted through the Post Office was 5,003,409 ,

and the number of words delivered was 600,409,000, or, roughly

speaking, about two millions a day. In the year ending the 31st of

March, 1881 , there were 2,735,042 telegrams, and 327,707,407 words .

The amount of news sent in a day varies very considerably, and

depends on the events of public interest that may be occurring.

The record for a single day was no doubt broken on the occasion of

the introduction by Mr. Gladstone of the Government of Ireland

Bill . The news despatched from London on that one night is

understood to have comprised about 1,500,000 words ; even if it did

not reach so high a figure, it unquestionably exceeded everything

done either before or since. On that occasion, as The Engineer

rightly remarks, the value of the London pneumatic system was

forcibly emphasized . In our last number we gave a plan which

showed that there is a single pneumatic tube from the House of

Commons to the Central Telegraph Office. On the occasion of

Mr. Gladstone's speech no less than 700 carriers full of telegrams

were sucked through this tube ; and it would scarcely have been

possible to deal promptly with such a glut of traffic by any other

means .
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Besides receiving press telegrams by the wires of the Post Office,

many provincial newspapers have the sole use of one or more wires

every night between their offices in London and their chief offices in

the provinces. Nine wires from London are appropriated every

evening after 6 p.m. to the use of six Scotch journals ; four to as

many Irish papers ; while dailies published at Newcastle, Leeds ,

Manchester , Liverpool , Bradford , and Plymouth absorb sixteen more .

Similarly, some of the London papers secure the use of a continental

wire for two or three hours every evening. The Times, Standard,

Daily Telegraph, and Daily News communicate with Paris in this

way every evening except Saturday ; the New York Herald has a

wire every evening, and the Daily News, in addition to the Paris

wire, has one to Berlin . The employment of a “ special wire, ”

however , does not necessarily exempt the journalist from the

vagaries of Delay and her twin - sister Disappointment. In November

last there was a very particular storm which played havoc with the

telegraph wires in Normandy. On the following morning the

column of the Daily Telegraph which is headed “ Paris Day by

Day ” consisted of a short paragraph stating that owing to a

breakdown of the special wire no news had been received.

“ It must not be supposed ,” says The Engineer, “ that all news

originates in London.” Race meetings and other special events in

the provinces call for special provision. The telegrams sent on such

occasions are of two kinds-ordinary telegrams and news telegrams.

At race meetings there is a great pressure of ordinary telegrams at

the grand stand, which comes, not in a continuous stream throughout

the day, but in violent rushes just after a race or on the occasion of

some unexpected change in the betting ; and the public expect that

every telegram shall be sent forward without the least delay. How

this expectation is met, only those who have witnessed the process

can form any conception , and of them only the initiated can under

stand that the rush , the noise, and the apparent confusion really

represent nothing but hard work under the absolute control of

method and order. When the work at the grand stand is over and

the grand stand office is cleared and shut up within half an hour of

the last race, there is still other news to be dealt with, not at the

grand stand but at the post office in the town. The seventy or

eighty officials employed at the grand stand during the day have

accordingly to be transferred to the town to deal with the long

descriptive reports for the morning newspapers.

Thus far we have followed The Engineer in its interesting descrip

לל
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tion of the general methods adopted for the distribution of news in

the United Kingdom . As a counterpoise it will be interesting to see

what methods are employed in the United States , a country which

is supposed to be more or less in the van of progress. This is a

matter on which we not profess to be well informed , but we have

recently read an article in the Chicago News which seems to

throw a good deal of light on the subject. It appears that the

Republican Convention (the periodical political gathering for

the purpose of nominating a Republican candidate for the presidency )

is to be held this month (June) at Minneapolis . The Convention

will last for a week and will be very extensively reported .

Chicago News has been investigating the telegraphic arrangements,

and embodies the result in the article before us . It appears that if

the Convention had been held at Chicago the telegraphing of the

news would have presented no difficulty, because Chicago is amply

provided with wires to all the large towns in the United States .

Minneapolis is not so fortunately situated . It is a large town , the

capital of Minnesota, situated about 350 miles north-west of Chicago .

Between Minneapolis and Chicago about 30 wires can be provided ,

and these are practically the only wires available ; the only other

towns of importance to which Minneapolis speaks direct are Winnipeg

and Omaha, but these places are rather more isolated than Minneapolis

itself. Practically, as we have said, all the reports will have to pass

over the 30 wires between Minneapolis and Chicago. What then is

the amount of traffic in words with which these thirty wires will

have to deal ? The following estimate is given of the number of

words which will be ordered daily by the principal morning

newspapers :

City. No. of WORDS.

Chicago ... 60,000

New York 60,000

Boston 35,000

Philadelphia 35,000

Cincinnati
25,000

St. Louis ... 20,000

Many other towns are given, which will require from 1,000 to 6,000

words each. The daily total is 330,000. “ These figures," says the

Chicago News in somewhat oracular language, “ are made on the most

conservative basis, and in many instances fall short of the quantity

of matter ordered by the same paper during the last Convention
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If the estimate is in error , the mistake is in making the figures

too low. While the outlook is at present that no action the coming

Convention will take will necessitate the filing of 1,500,000 words

in one afternoon and evening, as was done once during the Garfield

Convention, it is nevertheless a fact that political gatherings often
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develop sensational features, and these mean double the amount of

news to the papers. " The papers in the east go to press very much

earlier than those in the west, but on the whole it may be taken that

the work will be spread over eight hours each day.
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The estimate of 330,000 words a day, although a minimum

estimate, will probably not be exceeded to any great extent. The

Convention will no doubt be a short one, and it is not expected that

many “ disturbing questions ” will be brought before it . During the

six days' session of the Republican Convention which elected General

Garfield in 1880, the Western Union Co. transmitted about

15,000,000 words. At the 1884 Convention, when Blaine was

nominated , about the same quantity of matter was handled . In

1888 , General Harrison's year, 14,000,000 words passed over the

wires . These three Conventions were “ stirring gatherings," and it

is not likely that the Convention of June will furnish the same

amount of exciting news.

The problem, then , is 330,000 words to be telegraphed in eight

hours with the aid of thirty wires, and this does not seem to us a

problem of very tremendous difficulty. With the Wheatstone

apparatus we could manage the same quantity of news , even although

the number of wires were reduced to 7 or 8 . But it must be borne

in mind that the American telegraph companies do not offer any

premium to reporters to induce them to send identical reports to

multiple addresses . A newspaper which receives an independent

report has to pay no more for the actual telegraphing than one which

receives a combined report . Consequently the Americans have had

no such inducement as the English Post Office to adopt the

Wheatstone apparatus. Of the thirty wires available between

Minneapolis and Chicago the Wheatstone system will be applied to

one, but the others will be worked by Morse. After this it is not

surprising to learn that the telegraph officials are nervous as to the

result. “ Such a contingency as a storm or unfavourable weather

would completely upset their calculations , they say. Telegraph

officials state that if they are allowed to handle newspaper matter in

their own way, neither the public nor the newspapers will suffer . "

This means, apparently, that no special wires are to be allotted , but

that all the matter must be telegraphed by the companies themselves.

Col. Clowry , the general superintendent of the Western Union Co. ,

says (according to the Chicago News) that at all recent Conventions

not only the principal newspapers in the larger cities, but the

candidates also, have been provided with wires direct to their offices

from the Convention hall ; but on this occasion , for the first time in

many years, the company is compelled to refuse all applicants for

special wires .
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Recollections of Ann Lavender,

Postmistress.

1

HE way I got my appointment in the Post Office was

this. About five years after we were married my

husband, John Lavender, who was a carpenter and

turner by trade, was trying very hard to invent a new

kind of steam engine, which was to make his fortune. He was a

clever man, and he nearly succeeded, though not quite. If he had

succeeded I should never have been a postmistress, and should not

now be telling you this story. He did not quite succeed, but he

spent all his time and money on his invention , and neglected his

proper business, poor fellow , till at last we hardly knew where to

turn for money to buy food and clothing. Just at that time old

Mrs. Coates, the postmistress , died , and the Post Office surveyor

came down to look for someone else to take the duty. Among others,

he spoke to John . “ No , ” said John, “ I couldn't take it myself ;

but why not try my wife ? She'd make a first class postmistress.”

Well, the surveyor came and interviewed me, and asked all manner

of questions, and at last he decided to recommend me for the

appointment . That was forty years ago, and here I am, still in the

same place, and as brisk as ever, thank goodness .

The salary was only £, 125 , but we were heartily glad to get it ;

for although we had no children of our own, we had adopted two.

One was my husband's brother's daughter, Eulalie Lavender, and

the other, Ted Gale, my poor sister's only son, a fly -away boy if ever

there was one. I was fond of them ; I couldn't help being fond of

them, and the reason was that they were such wonderfully happy

children . They romped together, and quarrelled, and teased, and

enjoyed their meals—oh, I can see them in my mind's eye, ram

paging about with their little straw hats at all sorts of angles, and

smiling like dogs do when they feel inclined to be playful. Many a

time you must have noticed spaniel dogs panting and grinning, with

their tongues out and their eyes sparkling; ready for any kind of

mischief. Well, that was what those children always reminded me

of. Between them they were the worry and the delight of my life.

I was always thinking and wondering what in the world we should

do with them when they grew up ; but, if there was one thing I
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looked forward to more than another, it was to see them married in

the far distant future .

For about fifteen years I went on with my work, stamping the

letters , and filling up my forms, and sending in my cash accounts .

There is something very pleasant about Post Office work . It is so

peaceful and regular, and the salary is so certain . During all these

fifteen years the idea of the marriage was growing in my mind until

it became a kind of mania. By the time the children were grown

up, they were the likeliest couple that ever was seen ; but they didn't

seem to be pairing off as they ought. This made me feel discon

tented , so to speak, and I fidgetted more and more, until at last i

could bear it no longer, and began to drop hints of what I wanted .

The result was just the opposite of what I intended . At first they

seemed to turn shy of one another ; then Ted got cross, and they

quarrelled ; and it ended in a scene which I have never forgotten ,

and shall never forget to my dying day. Eulie cried , and Ted said

words to me, his adopted mother, which he never should have done,

faring up and calling me a " match -making meddler, ” and saying he

would stay in my house no more ; and he meant it too . A few days

afterwards he disappeared without saying good-bye to anybody ; and

the next we heard was a letter to tell us that he was going to sea as a

sailor.

There was no further news of him for about two years , during

which time I bitterly repented over and over again of having spoken

so rashly, for I loved Ted as if he were my own son, and could not

bear to lose him , or to think I had lost him. Yet I could not see

that I had done wrong. They did seem such a suitable couple.

Why shouldn't they marry ? and if so , why shouldn't I tell them so ?

However, the months slipped away and Ted's name was hardly ever

even mentioned ; but I remember noticing one day, when John

suddenly began talking about him , and about the chances of his

coming back, that Eulie (who saw I was watching her) flushed pain

fully red to the roots of her hair, and afterwards went as white as a

sheet, but said nothing. Of course I drew my own conclusions, and

I thought that after all everything might turn out all rightin the end ;

but I made up my mind that whatever happened, I would never,

never interfere between them again .

One Sunday afternoon , the day before Michaelmas, I was sitting

in the kitchen making out a requisition for stamps, when John came

out of the shop laughing in his quiet way (for he was a fat man, and

would laugh till he shook , but without so much as a sound) and said
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there was someone waiting at the door of the shop who wanted a

stamp. I went into the shop at once, and there I saw an old man

with a white beard , and shining eyes , dressed in seafaring clothes

with a tattered cloak over all. The moment I saw him my heart

seemed to shut up with a violent shock , like the front door being

slammed in a high wind. For as soon as I set eyes on him I knew

it was Ted disguised as an old man. And what could be the

meaning of such a masquerade ? Luckily I had got my spectacles

on , and I did my best not to let him see that I had recognised him.

He was as much moved as I was ; but he managed to ask for some

stamps, and when I had given him his change he enquired in a

strange kind of voice whether there wasn't a young sailor of the name

of Gale who came from these parts .

I couldn't trust myself to stand there and talk to him, so I told

him to sit down and wait a minute, and I went into the kitchen to

find John . John was a born actor if ever there was one . I found

him filling one of his long clay pipes out of his Uncle Toby tobacco

jar, and I told him to go and talk to Ted, but not to show just yet

that he knew who it was. This just suited John ; it was exactly the

sort of thing to amuse him . He would do it , as I
say, like a born

actor, and I often wish I could have been there to see him carrying

But I couldn't think of going back to the shop immediately,

and , besides, I had other things to do. First I went and called Eulie

(who was very like her uncle in some things ) and sent her into the

shop to the others. I knew of course that she would recognise Ted

instantly, but she had more self - control than I had, to say nothing of

pride . Then I sat down in the kitchen for half a minute to collect

my thoughts , for the whole thing was so strange that really I hardly

knew whether I was standing on my head or my heels.

Whilst I was sitting there wiping my eyes , I remembered that the

Michaelmas goose, ready trussed for next day's dinner, was lying in

the cupboard . There happened to be a good fire in the kitchen , so

I got down a pan and put the goose in the oven and made up the

fire. Then I went and got out an old bottle of Madeira wine which

had been lying in the cupboard under the stairs for I don't know

how many years ; and while I was looking for the Madeira wine I

saw the last of the plum puddings made the Christmas before, tied

up in a cloth and hanging on a hook . I took it down , and as there

was a saucepan of water nearly on the boil I popped it in . I knew

I could ask over the palings for some cream from next door, and

there were some new laid eggs from our own fowls to make custard

on .
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with ; for prodigal sons don't come back every day in the week,

and I was determined that , please God, we should have such a

supper that evening as was not often seen in my house. The next

thing was to lay the table . I had a best fine linen cloth in a box

upstairs . I brought it down, and also the silver forks which my

mother gave me when I was married . When I had quite finished

laying the table , and had made everything nice (and a long time I

took about it , for I could scarcely remember anything for thinking

so much about the children) , I didn't feel quite recovered enough to

go and talk quietly to Ted , so I went upstairs and put on my best

silk gown, a real moiré antique which I had had for years but had

only worn four times . I thought that as it was a special occasion I

would do everything I possibly could to show Ted how welcome he

was to his old home.

At last , when I had got on my best cap and dried my eyes , and

there was nothing else to be done, I went into the shop. I saw

directly that they were still keeping up the mystery. Eulie was

standing by the telegraph instrument, John was leaning over the

counter, and Ted was sitting on a high stool with his back to the

light , talking in the same strange voice. When John caught sight

of my best dress, he came towards the door where I was standing,

to have a better look at it. He was winking with his enjoyment of

the situation .

“ Well, Ann," he said, “ there's news of that rascal Ted at last .

This gentleman has seen him , but he doesn't know where he is now,

or when he may be expected home. ”

“ I hope he's happy, ” I said .

“ So do I,” said John, “ but I doubt it , because according to what

this gentleman says the sailors seem to have a hard life of it ."

“ That they do, sir , " said Ted ; " and they are mostly thinking of

home, and when they will see it again . "

“ Well,” said Eulie, “ I expect some of them are glad to be away.

They have their pleasures. I have always heard they are a merry

lot together. They have none of the worries of home.”

“ I've read somewhere,” said John in his fine way, “ that a sailor

ashore never rests till he goes to sea again . Is it your intention to

abandon a life on the ocean ?

“ That depends on whether they want me at home.” No one

spoke for awhile, and then Ted began again with a wistful look in

his
eye .

" In many a home, I dare say, they are longing for some

sailor boy to come back . Sometimes they will pickle a ham , and
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hang it in the chimney to smoke, and keep it there against the sailor

lad comes home again . There's that young man you were speaking

of — young Gale ”

When Ted left off speaking we all waited and looked at Eulie.

Her face was white and serious.

“ Oh , ” she said sharply, “ he was glad enough to leave us , and he

hasn't written a word since . He can't expect us to long for his

home-coming."

This was hard on Ted, and he looked sadly mortified to hear it .

“ That's it, is it ? he said . “ I'm sorry, because you may be

doing him wrong. I won't keep you any longer. I must be going."

He got off the stool very slowly, as if he was acting against his

own wishes, and took a look round like a man saying farewell to

home before going away for a long time. Then he took his cap,

and passed his hand over his face and turned towards the door.

Whether it was that I lost all my patience, or whether my nerves

were upset, I don't know, but I felt I must speak or I should choke .

So I stepped forward into the shop and I said , “ Ted ! ”

He turned round .

“ Ted ! ” I said—“for we all know who you are, and knew it from

the first - every day for two long years I have been listening for the

sound of your footstep. And now have you come only to leave us

again without a word of greeting ? Why, of course you'll stay, Ted .

There's a goose at this moment roasting in the oven for you, and a

bottle of Madeira wine for you , and the table laid for supper, all

I never wished to interfere with you . You know that ;

and I never will interfere with you . But I'm an old woman and I

do want to have those I love around me once more.”

Ted stood undecided in the doorway. He wanted to go, and

wanted to stay. The least thing would send him away in a passion .

“ Now , Eulie,” I said, “ if you will join me in asking him to stay,

then he will stay. If not, ” I could say no more, and we all turned

to Eulie, who was standing there as pale and silent as a ghost, to

hear what she would say. But Eulie would not speak, and Ted

turned again to go.

Well, I suppose I must have lost my temper altogether . I ran

forward and took hold of his cloak to hold him back , for I had still

something to say to him. The cloak slipped off his shoulders, and

then we discovered a strange thing, which was, that poor Ted had

lost his arm. The right sleeve of his coat was empty, and was pinned

up across his chest .

for you .
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Oh , ” I said, “ is that it ? Lost an arm, and won't stay with us ?

Very well, master Ted, we'll have no more of this nonsense.

come into my house this moment.” I took him by the shoulders,

and pushed him through the shop, and into the kitchen, and sat him

down in the armchair.

“ Now you wait there till supper is ready, " I said . “ Eulie, just

you stay here and mind the fire while I shut up the shop and put

things straight ; and John, take this jug and ask Mr. Talbot over the

palings to let us have two penn'orth of cream . ”

When I got back to the kitchen I found a fine sight for sore eyes.

Eulie and Ted were sitting side by side on the settle as loving as a

pair of turtledoves . I need say no more about that, because they

were married about two months later. But I must tell you about

the ridiculous way John went on when he came back with the cream .

What must he do but pretend he had been taken in by Ted's

disguise !

“ Is it really Ted ? ” he said ; “ and all the time I thought it was

some old man ! Well , bless my stars ! ” He slapped his leg and

chuckled away, enjoying his own joke as men will . “ Why, Ted,

you took us all in, you did . Your own mother wouldn't have known

you . I never was so surprised in all my life ; and now tell me all

about how you came to lose that arm of yours . If you'd lost your

head I wouldn't ask you to tell me how you did it , for I've often lost

my own, and I know how it's done ; but I've never yet managed to

lose any
of my arms.”

And there's a curious story about the way in which John Lavender

lost his head, which perhaps I'll tell you some other time.

T. S. CLARKE .
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The Post Office Bellman.
SIL

WV

E live amidst such scenes of movement and change-in

the Post Office — that the things of everyday usage at

the outset of our official lives become facts of interest

and curiosity to the new blood stepping in to take our

places at the close ; and too often the details of past customs and

observances leave nothing behind them but the slightest possible

trace . One of these old customs was the ringing of bells through

the streets in certain towns for the collection of letters for despatch .

This duty was performed by selected postmen under special permis

sion ; but when the arrangement received its initiation no one seems

to know, though there is reason to believe it dates back to the time

of Dockwra's post. At any rate, two private letters , written from

London in 1701 , appear to refer to this custom . The first, dated

London, January, 1701 , is from Lady Mary Coke to Thomas Coke

( afterwards Vice- Chancellor) , whose town house was at St. James's

Place, Westminster. It was addressed to Mr. Coke, at his house ,

Mell Bourn, Darby Bagg,” and concludes thus : “ The bell rings for

my letter, and makes me lose the happiness of fancying I am talking

with my dear, to whom I am sincerely ever your most affectionate

wife.” The second letter is dated London, July 15th, 1701 , and is

written by Robert Jennens to Thomas Coke, at Melbourne. In this

case the closing words are : “ The bell rings for the letters ; my wife's

and my service to Lady Mary and your sisters .” It can hardly be

supposed that at the period in question, when letters by post were

“few and far between ,” bells were rung in private houses, like the

dinner bell , to bring together letters for despatch ; and the fair

inference is that the bell referred to in the quotations was the post

man's bell, rung in the street for a door-to-door collection of letters.

The custom was in full vigour in London at the beginning of the

present century, as appears by a little book, entitled The Picture of

London for 1805 , " from which an extract is given in Blackfriars

magazine for July, 1889. The statement is as follows:

Houses, or boxes, for receiving letters before four o'clock at the

West-end of the town, and five o'clock in the City, are open in every

part of the metropolis ; after that hour bellmen collect the letters

during another hour, receiving a fee of one penny for each letter . "
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Mr. H. Ogden, of the London Postal Service, by furnishing the

following extract from the Illustrated London News, of the 27th

June, 1846, directs attention to the period of the abolition of bell

ringing in London . (And, parenthetically, it would be well if all

other officers in their out-of-the-way reading, when they fall in with

odd bits about old Post Office customs, would send particulars to

the editors of St. Martin's-le-Grand.)

“ THE LETTER-CARRIER'S LAST KNELL.

“ We have just lost another of what poor Thomas Hood called

' those evening bells .' The Postmaster-General having issued his

fiat for the abolition of ' ringing bells ' by the letter- carriers, the last

THE LAST POST OFFICE BELLMAN.

knell was rung out on the evening of Wednesday last ; and as a

memorial of the departure from what appeared to most persons a

very useful practice, our artist has sketched a letter -carrier on his
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last evening call at our office ; and another hand has appended the

following lament :

" THE WAR AGAINST THE BELLS.

Bell-ah ! horrida Bell-ah !

The Postman's Bell.

* Don't talk of the Punjaub - of Hardinge and Gough ;

Don't talk of Bugeaud and his feats in Algiers ;

Don't ' fling me the picture of old Kutersoff,

Of Wellington , Bony, and all their compeers.

A war still more horrid than ever that florid

Old minstrel , hight Homer, could tune to his shell ,

Rests for my poor singing—the war against ringing

The Dustman's or Postman's or Muffin - boy's Bell.

“ The Dustman was first to forego his brass clapper ;

The Muffin -boy speedily followed his shade ;

And now ' tis the Postman—that double-tongued rapper

Must give up his Bell for the eve's promenade .

· Tantaene animis ? ' sage Legislators !

Why rage against trifles like these ? Prithee tell,

Why leave the solution to rude commentators,

Who
say that at home you've enough in one Belle ?

“ What ! there you get tongue enough ! Out on the libel :

You feel more respect for the 'public of letters ;

Were I in the House, I would introduce my bill

To free every Bell from dull silence's fetters .

Next stop the dumb -waiter's bell—muzzle St. Paul's

No more let • Old Tom ' on the atmosphere swell

But there's one exception -- when Cupid enthralls,

Obey the old maxim, and pray Ring the Belle. ”

On referring to the official papers under which bell-ringing in

London was suppressed , we find that the authority given by the

Treasury is dated November , 1846. Five bellmen had been pre

viously squashed, and now the Treasury dealt with 93 more. These

men were of the class called General Post Letter - carriers. Their

scale of pay was then revised , and certain emoluments under the

following heads ceased to be drawn by the men, viz. , “ Early

Delivery, ” “ Accommodation Houses , " and " Bell.”” From the

“ Bell ” alone the receipts of the letter-carriers ranged from

£ 1 6s. 8d . to £51 a year. The Treasury very wisely declined to

give compensation for emoluments from Christmas boxes, on the
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ground that no matter what prohibition might be issued , such

donatives would still find a ready way into the pockets of the men .

It does not appear that the custom of “ ringing ” the town was

observed in all the larger cities . In Edinburgh, if men's memories

are to be trusted , there has been no postal bell-ringing during the

last sixty years, and a like condition of things applies to the city of

Glasgow ; nor is there any record of a previous observance of the

custom in either city, so far as I at present know. Enquiries in

Manchester and in Liverpool give a like result . Very possibly the

need for the " bell” was governed by the hour at which the night

mail was despatched . When the despatch took place at a late hour

the accommodation of the bellmen would be superfluous, but when

it was made about the close of business hours it would be of service .

This will appear by the case of Dublin, described below. Now,

though the custom as regards London ceased in 1846, it did not

immediately expire everywhere else . As late as 1866 the last bell

man in Leamington was still pursuing his tinkling round , though it

is understood he was shortly after abolished .

In Dublin the bell-ringing came to an end in June, 1859. Here

the letter boxes at the receiving offices and at the chief office

closed two hours before the despatch of the night mail . About half

an hour after the closing the bellmen commenced their rounds, and

were required to reach the chief office one hour before the night

mail despatch . The ringing was for this despatch only, and the

greater part of the city proper was rung .” For each letter col

lected the men received a personal fee of a penny, and for each

newspaper a halfpenny. The men called also at the receiving offices,

where letters with the proper fee were left for them . On this duty

eleven men were employed . The articles collected for the post were

placed in locked leather wallets, for which the keys were kept at the

chief office. The compensations granted to these men, when they

ceased to trouble, ranged from £10 8s. to £36 8s . a year.

The pillar posts and frequent collections therefrom have been the

death of the bellman. He was a common figure at one time, and

afforded a useful accommodation . If the department were suddenly

to send round the postmen of to -day with bells, they would be the

laughing stock of the gamins, and the object of very curious in

terest to persons of mature age. Custom has a wonderfully soothing

power.

EDINBURGH. J. W. HYDE.
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Carmen Post-Officinale Hibernicum .
Det veniam furti Logolexi-Johannidis umbra.

ET observation , burning to explore,

Survey the land from Fairhead to Carnsore,

Remark each pillar-box, each post review,

And draw from each its moral , sage and new.

Note Evolution's all -embracing plan

Revealed in the ubiquitous postman,

And with a bow to Darwin, Spencer, Wallace ,

Mount the mind's Eiffel for thought's wider solace .

By “ Looking Backwards,” Bellamy has shown

How future centuries regard our own ;

Imagination in his vivid page

Runs riot with the science of the age,

While crime and madness, seen through his bright prism ,

Are merely " instances of atavism .”

But we , with firmer grasp , hold fancy's steed ,

Relating facts that whoso runs may read !

A single post in Trollope's ( ) golden reign

Would half a county's newspapers contain ;

The public acquiesced (? ) without a moan ,

Blest age ! But, ah, how different from our own !

In those brave days, thro’ Erin's verdant land

He often hunted with a merry band ,

Pursued his sport till the rich venison pasty

Smoked at the fire, and then with galop hasty

And careless smile he'd turn up still in red

To do a little work to earn his bread ;

Then trot off swiftly, pleased with his success ,

Wishing he had surveyed a little less ,

Since work's a sauce needs care in application,

Lest it spoil taste-oh happy generation !

(1 ) Antonius Trollopus, Supervisor Hibernicus olim, deinde ad Angliam trans

latus . Hic vir , amore quasi fraterno principis Johannis Tilleyi fretus, sibi multum

placebat, aliis plurimum. Sed non ex officio : libros enim scribendi ipse cupidis

simus alienas epistolas circulandas curare desinebat .

( 3 ) • Hvíka nullus erat, e civitate S. Augustini , qui suam esse publicam vocem
clamitaret .
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Not his the heavy tax on modern brains

The hourly posts—the rushing railway trains

No apparatus ( 3) scattered mails with power,

Careering by at sixty miles an hour.

But best of all , no telegraphic wire

Stretched out its arms to greet each distant shire ;

No service -messages from Great St. Martin

Brought hints to laggards it was time for startin ' ;

No ! none of these brain-snatchers fierce and grim

Pursued our hunter's steps, and haunted him ;

So light the toil, that without dereliction

He'd time to write his numerous works of fiction .

But hark ! the awakening crowd's tumultuous cries

Roll through the streets and thunder to the skies ;

“ No longer shall old Martin rule the roast,

We'll have the telegraph and penny post ! ” (4)

Each yokel grasps his pen with frantic yell,

And strives to write ere he has learned to spell ;

While crossing-sweepers, beggars, burglars, tramps,

Jostle each other in the fight for stamps,

And through the land from bounding sea to sea

A flood of letters sweeps triumphantly.

'Tis done . . . . And now the good old times are o'er ,

And Great St. Martin rules the roast no more,

But humbly waits upon the public will ,

And pays three millions yearly to the till !

No longer do his minions , clad in pink ,

Hunt through the shires , forgetting pens and ink ;

Unresting rovers over land and sea,

Hard is their toil and little is their fee.

Far off they watch the gambols of the deer,

Or, in the distance, lonely reynard hear

Waking the silence of the echoing hills

With his sharp bark—then turn back to their bills.

For them no gallant steed may scour the plain,

While the blithe hounds each quivering muscle strain,

' Mid the wild rapture of the hurrying chase ;

(3) Oderat quondam Flaccus Persicos Apparatus : odisse licet et Posticos.

( 1) Optime turba dicitur temporis partum posteriorem prius, priorem partum

posterius desiderasse . Sic semper turba .

P
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Ah no, this was, but is no more the case !

' Tis sad , ’tis bitter, — let us draw the veil

O’er the bright past, and recommence our tale.

When good St. Martin ( for he's Great no more)

Needs a fresh clerk to traverse Erin's shore,

He prints a notice in that flimsy sheet

Which issues weekly from his snug retreat :

Surveyor's Clerkship vacant - now be quick,

Send in your names, per boss immediate stick,

Not through a Member (5) , or you'll ne'er attain

The glorious object you so long to gain ."

Now comes a rush through Martin's wide domain,

Clerks from the Savings Bank in far Cockaigne,

From Thurles, Youghal, Clones, Athenry,

Armagh and Omagh, Ballina , Athy,

Gweedore, Geesala, Killaloe and Howth ,

Taghmon, Killucan, Mullingar, Ratoath,

Loughrea, Knockcroghery, Inistioge and Cavan,

Moville, Tuam , Naas, Magherafelt and Navan.

Smart men from Dublin , and telegraphists

From Limerick bold , or from the Connaught mists.

Sorters from Tandragee, or far Kilcrumper,

Ready to fight, or pledge you in a bumper,

Ready for aught in fact, beneath the sun,

That man may do or Irishmen have done.

Telegraphists from lone Coolstuff or Spiddal,

Well versed in “ ABC ” or “ single-needle.”

Prepared to swear all changes are improvements,

And envying greatly a surveyor's movements !

Blithe postmen, fresh from Tallaght or Clonsilla,

Whose long experience of the postal pillar

Has made them eager for this wider berth,

Grow clamorous on the subject of their worth .

Greater the crowd than leaves in Vallombrosa,

Higher their claims than pines in Mariposa !

All, all aspire surveying work to try,

And think the golden fount will ne'er run dry.

(5) Quam quidem rem si per Senatorem petere non licet, per senem facillime

impetrabis. Minus enim valent patres conscripti quam pater proprius septua

gesimo tandem anno rude donatus. Bene enim dicit Maro de forestâ quâdam

* Primo avulso non deficit alter ” ejusdem generis
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But all, alas , this task so coveted

May not attain . Some hide diminished head,

Some clamour and some growl- turn we away

To that Prince Fortunate who wins the day.

When first the survey roll receives his name

The young enthusiast quits his stool for fame,

Resistless glows the ardour of renown,

And swift on postmasters he charges down ;

From Dublin forth his vagrant labours spread,

And many an office trembles ’neath his tread.

“ Is this your game ? Proceed, illustrious clerk ,

Unpleasant duties do not try to shirk ;

Keep down your dander, do not play the fool,

Or back you go upon your office stool.”

So murmurs Fancy to his listening soul,

As swift he starts , and sees far-off the goal .

A phantom hand to match the phantom voice

Extends a scroll, “ Youth , freely take your choice ;

Look well, read , mark, learn, witness here enrolled

The secrets of your duties manifold ;

Take heed betimes, and then perhaps one day or

Other good luck will make you a surveyor ! ”

Prince Fortunate a -tremble strains his eyes,

Notes the long scroll of myriad tasks and sighs,

Yet swift decides St. Martin shall not floor him,

Though all his bye-laws and his threats fall o'er him !

I.

Be firm , be quick, don't bully your inferiors,

Nor grovel very low to your superiors. (6)

All in the golden scales of Justice weigh :

Shun prejudice and malice, nor repay

The debts of honour private friendship owes

With grudge official, lest you crown your foes

And make your friends, dishonoured, bite the dust,

Scorn fear or favour, and be simply just.

(6) Superbissimi nimirum videntur ii, qui aliorum superbiam antea passi sunt,
et ferulam humillime basiaverunt. Si quis ergo superbus fuerit, illum fuisse

servilem existimare oportet . Unde optime Tacitus “ Eo immitior quia

toleraverat.”
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II.

Your monthly journal copy out with care,

Put nothing down beyond the legal share ; (7)

Mileage with bill be careful to compare ;

The driver two pence, sixpence for the mare

Returning, half this is the proper fare.

III .

Remember, you must travel every day,

Be up betimes on your official way :

Of whisky punch beware, but still you may

Take one drap o’the craythur in your tay.

IV.

Pass nothing over, no improvements scamp.

“ This office is too small, that far too damp,

Clearly yon postman sadly needs a lamp,

Also a macintosh in lieu of gamp."

The thoughtful mind discerns ad infinitum

Small wrongs to right, while it has power to right 'em !

V.

That rural post, yon mail cart on its way,

Need patient care to make a just survey.

This walk is long - rise early , trudge it round ;

With appetite your labours will be crowned .

VI.

Keep up your pecker, or upon a car a

Journey in vain you'll try in Connemara.

For what in sooth does Quintus Flaccus say ?

“ Post equitem sedet atra cura .”

VII.

Hint your suspicions with an inky sigh,

As though you dreaded criminals to spy,

Yet driven by conscience grew all and earseyes

For lax officialdom in sad arrears :

“ This man's accounts were wrong ; his stock of stamps

And postal orders much I fear he vamps ;

I'll count his money first, or off he goes

To borrow from his neighbours what he owes.

In vain on me he'll struggle to impose.”

(7 ) Adeo ut non sis Reus. Scriptum enim est “ Supervisoribus quis super

videbit.”
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VIII .

Each applicant you visit traps will lay

To get facilities which will not pay,

And strive to blarney you, each his own way

Think well ere yielding aught, I beg to say. (Ⓡ)

IX.

One final precept-ere I drop the pen

Stand as a man among thy fellow men !

In peasant's cottage or in baron's hall

By virtue of thine office, peer to all .

Let ev'ry man be equal in thy sight ;

Let all be wrong, so thou alone be right :

Let lords be snobs, yet shun a lord's backstairs ;

Let hinds be poor, yet share their humble cares.

Good servant of the Queen, O colleague mine !

The grand old name of gentleman be thine :

So shall our credit by thy virtue stand,

And by thy fame St. Martin shall be Grand.

E. T. C.

(8) Sententia valde Hibernica. Quare enim gens illa loquacissima loquendi
veniam , quasi rem insolitam , rogat ?
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Closing an Old Savings Bank.

W

HEN the Post Office Savings Bank was established in

1861 , the old Trustee Savings Banks may be said to

have almost fulfilled their destiny, for although these

banks had undoubtedly hitherto exercised a most

beneficial influence in encouraging thrift among the poorer classes

throughout the country , their utility began from the date mentioned

most decidedly to wane, and since then they have , from one reason

or another, gradually been closing their doors , the number now

remaining open being considerably less than 400 .

The closing of an old savings bank affords an admirable

opportunity for studying human nature , not always , however, in its

most pleasing aspect. The slightest hint of an intention on the part

of the trustees to close such a bank is sure at the outset to bring a

rush of depositors who jump to the conclusion that the worst has

happened , and that their hard-earned savings are entirely lost. But

the feelings of the masses are easily swayed , and by the time that a

few of the number have at once been paid vut in full, the tide is

turned and confidence restored . Then it is that those who would

be satisfied with nothing short of hard cash , find themselves in a

dilemma , for if their savings amount to a respectable sum, say £ 100

or more , they experience a difficulty in finding a satisfactory mode of

investment. The old bank cannot, of course , take the money back ,

and the Post Office or any other savings bank can only receive £30,

while the ways of ordinary banks are not readily understood by the

class of people from whom savings bank depositors are drawn . In

the usual course of things the officials of a savings bank which is

closing can issue certificates of transfer either to the Post Office or

to another savings bank , and in cases of banks of any importance it

is usual for a staff of officials from the Post Office to attend at the

bank during the period of the closing for the purpose of facilitating the

work of transferring accounts to the Post Office.

Among the many traits of character which the closing of an old

savings bank reveals , the casual observer can hardly fail to notice the

greed of gold which abounds among a large proportion of the

depositors. The dirtiest and most poorly clad creatures , men and

women, will come in and demand their money, amounting often to

large sums varying from £100 to £200, and as their fingers close
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over the crisp notes and shining gold an avaricious look betrays

itself on their faces. When depositors, such as these, have made up

their mind to see the colour of their money, it is useless to reason

with them as to the advisability of placing the money in a safe

investment like the Post Office. Most of the depositors of this

character have not the slightest idea what to do with their money,

but as the old bank in which they had reposed their confidence is

dying, they prefer to take the notes and gold to their homes to gloat

over. Sometimes some of them will think better of the matter, and

in a few days return with probably the whole of the money for

investment in the Post Office. Others will keep the money idle for

years, as has been known in the case of banks on which there has

been a temporary run , when depositors who had drawn out all their

savings have come back ten and fifteen years after with the identical

bank notes they had received , for re-investment. This class of

depositor is fortunately not numerous, and the majority are more or

less amenable to reason , or to the wiles of the bank and Post Office

officials who advise them in their own interest to transfer to the

Government.

Although the Post Office banks are immensely popular, the closing

of an old bank reveals the curious circumstance that there are, never

theless, many persons who view the Government institution with

considerable disfavour. One of the first questions frequently asked by

a depositor who is considering the advisability of transferring to the

Post Office is , “ Is it safe ? ” as if aught but a revolution could shake

the security of an institution like the Post Office Savings Bank ! Many

a time a depositor is heard to exclaim , on transferring to the PostOffice ,

“ Ah ! I hope it'll beassafe as it was in the old bank .” Having resolved

their doubts as to the safety of the Post Office Bank, the depositor's

next trouble is the compliance with the formalities necessarily

incident to such a system . It is, perhaps, not to be surprised at that

they overlook the fact that the central bank of the Post Office is in

London, and that the local post offices are but the agents of the

chief office. The depositors have always been accustomed to go to

one particular building where they become well-known to the officials,

and hence, of course, much of the formality otherwise necessary can

safely be dispensed with . The depositor in an old savings bank

cannot realise that on transferring to the Post Office he can use any

Post Office Savings Bank Office : his constant enquiry is , “ What

Post Office shall I have to go or, Must I always come here in

future to deposit or withdraw ? ” and it is with an incredulous look

to ? ”
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that he receives the reply that with his new bank book he can go to

any one of the many thousand Post Office banks in the United

Kingdom.

The declaration form is frequently a source of trouble to the old

savings bank depositor who is transferring his account to the Post

Office. The object of the declaration is to make sure that the

depositor has no other savings bank account ; but although he will

cheerfully sign the document, it will sometimes transpire just as the

transaction is being completed that he has "got a Post Horfice book

at home," a statement that at once creates a dilemma which it taxes

the ingenuity of the Post Office official to satisfactorily overcome.

The act of signing the declaration is also of itself often one of diffi

culty, and sometimes causes amusement. There is less trouble, of

course, with depositors who cannot write at all , than with those who

have only a slight acquaintance with the art of caligraphy. In the

former case a mark can easily be made and attested ; but in the latter

case much trouble and delay are often caused , a depositor frequently

taking five minutes to write his name ; and when it is written, the

clerk dealing with the case will oftentimes need to be something of an

expert at handwriting to be able to decipher the name, so badly

written and ill-spelt will it be .

The providence of the poorer classes comes out strongly at old

bank closings, and persons following the humble calling of street

hawkers, minstrels, and the like are frequently to be found with

balances to their credit varying from £100 to £200, and even more.

For although the limit is £200, a depositor of a saving turn of mind

will open a second account in the name of a relative who acquiesces

in the transaction and accords the depositor full control over the

account. This he cannot do with such ease in the Post Office, and

it sometimes happens, therefore, that an old bank depositor

will have a larger amount for transfer than the Post Office can receive

as a deposit. In such a case £ 200 can only be taken on deposit,

but an extra £100 can be received for investment in Government

Stock , and this is the course usually recommended. Depositors

as a class are , however, as yet imperfectly acquainted with

the nature of such investments, and an illustration of their ignorance

on this point is to be found in the old lady who on one occasion, on

being advised to invest her surplus savings in stock , replied, she had

no mind to do that as she had nowhere to keep the animals !

Many little family secrets are revealed in the course of old bank

closings, but they are of course kept inviolate by the officials. There
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are married women who with an unfortunate want of confidence in

their husbands will take every precaution to preserve the secrecy of

their accounts , while mothers saving money for their children will

open accounts in their children's names, but keep the matter as well

as the deposit books to themselves. It is people of this class who so

much dislike the acknowledgments sent out by the Post Office for

each deposit received, but the department is accommodating and

overcomes this little difficulty by sending the document to a Post

Office “ to be called for , ” if so desired.

Sentiment enters largely into the transactions with old bank

depositors, as is amply shown by the affection which they evince for

the old banks, and their loudly expressed regrets at the dissolution of

these well-tried friends. many instances depositors beg hard with

tears to have their old deposit books given up to them that they may

keep them as a reminiscence of the past, and it is not difficult, as a

rule, to persuade the actuary to comply with the request.

In conclusion, as an illustration of the amusing incidents that

sometimes occur in connection with the closing of old savings banks,

I may just mention the case of an old lady who, having brought a

£200 note to be deposited in the Post Office Savings Bank , and

when the transaction was completed and her new deposit book had

been handed to her , remarked, with an air of innocence worthy of the

Heathen Chinee, “ You have not given me back my note . ” This

lady evidently wanted to have her cake as well as to eat it .

R. & A. G. O. ARCHIBALD GRANGER BOWIE.

In
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The Cape Post Office.

UR readers will perhaps be interested if we extract from

the Annual Report a few facts concerning the progress

of postal matters in this Colony.

There are now 694 Post Offices in this country , and

the number of articles posted , excluding parcels and official corres

pondence, has risen from 8,607,816 in 1880, to 21,610,706 in

1891 .

Penny Postage within the limits of Cape Colony, Basutoland, and

the Transkeian Province, came into operation on the ist January, 1889 ,

and since that time the number of letters posted has increased by

54 per cent. In 1891 , 603,792 parcels were posted, but as the rate

is ad . for 4 ozs . , it is probable that many packets fall into this post

which in England would be sent by letter post.

Turning to criminal matters, we find that someone sent a parcel

containing a portion of a pig's leg and ear in a decomposed state, a

tallow candle, a rotten egg and an offensive communication of

the nature of a letter. These articles he described as curios, ”

but it is not stated what he thought of them when the

magistrates of Prince Albert invited him to pay £5 or go to prison

for fourteen days. There is, it seems, no book of instructions for

Postmasters , but one is sadly needed . For six years a comprehen

sive work has been in preparation, and it is now in the hands of the

printers . Here the analogy with our position is very close indeed ,

and it will be interesting to see which book will appear first.

Under the name of “ Postal Drafts,” the office collects debts from

private persons, and it is expected that this business will increase

when the Cash on Delivery system comes into force .

Of course there are anomalies, and the most pressing is that the

inland book-rate is double that between England and the Cape, but

it is now under consideration to reduce the rates on all classes of

correspondence and make them uniform throughout South Africa ,

for, as Mr. French truly remarks, “ Simplicity and uniformity of tariff

have even more effect on the growth of correspondence than cheap

ness itself.” The press, too , is beginning to agitate for penny postage

throughout South Africa, reduced parcel rates, and a reform of the

telegraph tariff.
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A point of much interest is the attitude of the Cape towards the

Postal Union . One great objection was that the Colony would not

be allowed a separate vote, but a settlement of this point has now

been arrived at, as the appended extract from the report of the

British delegates at Vienna shows :

“ Before the Congress separated , and when it was evident that the

“ Cape Colony and Natal would not join the Union at present, we

“ obtained a decision that, if the South African Colonies should elect

“ to join the Union at any time before the assembly of the next

“ Congress, they also should have a single vote . This concession we

“ regard as wholly satisfactory, and more liberal than that of the

“ Lisbon Congress. It should perhapsbe here explained that besides

“ the vote which the United Kingdom exercises, British India and
" the Dominion of Canada have each a separate vote, while Great

“ Britain has not hitherto enjoyed any additional vote for the Colonies

“ collectively such as other countries exercise for Colonies of much

less importance than ours. The reason of this state of things is

“ that the Congress of Paris ( 1878) refused to award a vote for

“ Canada and a vote for the rest of the Colonies, but, on awarding a

single collective vote , consented to its being ceded to Canada .

“ Upon fresh representations, and under new circumstances , the

“ Lisbon Congress decided to concede to the United Kingdom an

“ additional vote for the whole of the unrepresented Colonies,

“ including any outside Australasia, which might enter the Union,

“ and conditionally upon the entry of the Cape Colony and Natal .

“ The attribution of a vote to the South African Colonies uncondi

tionally leaves the question of a vote for the rest of theunrepresented

“ Colonies open ; and we avoided it at Vienna as of no immediate

urgency. On the entry of Australia and New Zealand the Empire

“ will enjoy four votes, and on the entry of the Cape and Natal five.

“ If a sixth is wanted later on for the rest of the Colonies, it is not

unlikely itmay be obtained ; but it would have been very difficult

to obtain it at Vienna in view of the award of two additional British

votes there. In point of fact, the coalition of British , Indian,

Colonial, Egyptian, and American interests was found to be very

strong at Vienna ; and it is not likely, we think , to decrease in

“ strength."

But although this objection has been removed, a very serious one

still remains . The Cape and Natal maintain a costly mail service,

and under present arrangements they are able to make the South

African Republic and the Orange Free State pay each its proper

share, but " it must be remembered that if the Colony becomes an

adherent to the Union , it is bound by every stipulation of the Union

Convention, and that should the neighbouring States also elect to

become members, they would have the full right of participating in

the low Union transit rates for correspondence, although they would

66
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not necessarily contribute in any other form to the costly ocean mail

service maintained by the Colony."

Although of small population and scant resources, the two Boer

Republics would , as independent states , each have a vote in the

Union Congress, and their influence as inland States would probably

be exerted to lower transit rates, which would , of course, mean that

the Cape and Natal would have to find a larger portion than at

present of the steamship subsidy ; and thus “ it will probably be

deemed prudent to come to some understanding beforehand that they

will not support any proposal for reduced sea transit rates , contrary

to the interests of the Cape Colony, without agreeing to contribute

some equivalent to the cost of the ocean service maintained by the

Cape Colony and Natal , equally in their interests. ”

It is recognised that the Colony must some day join the Union, but

“ under the arrangement concluded by the Secretary to this Depart

ment with the Imperial Post Office in the autumn of 1890, when

the introduction of the 2d. rate of postage on letters was decided

upon, very favourable terms in regard to transit rates were con

ceded to the Colony, and until the agreement then made comes to

a conclusion in December, 1894 , or until some modified terms of

more or less favourable character can be arranged with the

Imperial Government, but little advantage would be gained by

joining the Union.” It is thought, however , that the views of the

Cape Colony on this point may be considerably modified by the fact

that Natal joins the Postal Union on July 1 .

Telegraphy seems on the whole to be flourishing at Cape

Colony, though not so vigorously as we supposed when we first

glanced through Mr. French's report. The total revenue is given as

£137,524, and the total expenditure as £79,260 . Primâ facie,

therefore, it would seem as if sovereigns, yellow, glorious, golden, were

rolling in twice as rapidly as they could be spent. Before a colony

which can extract a profit of a hundred per cent. out of its telegraphs,

the mother country must needs stand abashed and discountenanced .

But on analysing the figures we find several significant facts. One is

that the total revenue , which we have given above as £137,524, is

made up of two items, as follows :

Cash receipts ... £67,893

Value of Government Messages £69,630

a

.
.
.

Total

.
.
. £137,524...
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Thus, one half of the total revenue is rendered more or less visionary

by a wave of the wand. It is simply the amount that would be

received if the Government telegrams were paid for, instead of merely

having their value recorded. This in itself furnishes food for serious.

consideration, but, as Hamlet sententiously remarked, “ worse remains

behind .” From Appendix No. 22 , it appears that in the last two

years the “ value of Government messages” has risen from £47,490.

to £69,630 , but the “ cash receipts, " so far from waxing pari passu ,

have declined from £94,929 to £67,893 . Nevertheless, we are

disposed to think that on the whole the outlook is good. Although

the last two years have shown successive decreases in the “ cash

receipts,” it must be borne in mind that from 1874 to 1888 the cash

receipts steadily increased in spite of occasional relapses . In all

probability the decrease of the last two years is only a temporary

check, which will be wiped out in a short time with the recovery of

trade .

Another point to be borne in mind is the fact that the Colony is.

considerably hampered in the matter of tariffs. Inland telegrams

exchanged between the various colonies and republics at the Cape

are charged for at the high rate of one shilling for ten words and

sixpence for every additional five. Mr. French thinks that the rate

should be reduced to one shilling for twelve words , and a penny for

every additional word, and we agree with him . But by the South

African Telegraph Convention no change in the rates can be made

without the consent of all the contracting parties ; and , unfortunately,

one of the parties, the Transvaal Republic, “ has not yet seen its

way clear to agree to the proposal.” But, besides having to wrestle

with an unfavourable inland tariff, the Colony is handicapped in

regard to the two cables of the Eastern Telegraph Company, which

connect Cape Colony with the outer world. One of these cables , as

everybody knows, comes down the East coast of Africa from Aden

to Natal ; the other comes down the West coast from Lagos to Cape

town . Now, when telegrams arrive from England by the western

route , the Colony gets a special “ land rate " ; but when they arrive

by the eastern route, this “ land rate , ” as we understand it, accrues

to Natal . For some reason not clearly explained the telegrams

almost invariably come by the eastern route, and Natal gets all the

profit ; in brief, Cape Colony is deprived of about £2,000 per

annum which it would get if the traffic were properly distributed.

When we bear in mind that the Cape Colony contributes £15,000

to the annual subsidy, while Natal only contributes £5,000, and the
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Transvaal and Orange Free State contribute nothing at all , it certainly

seems inequitable that the Colony should not reap its little profit,

especially as the western route seems to be the quickest and best of

the two.

Everything considered , it is not surprising that Mr. French should

look sharply about in search of means by which the ratio of revenue

to expenditure in the telegraph service may be rehabilitated.

Among these means may be mentioned the sale of the Colesberg

Kimberley Telegraph line to the Orange Free State. It seems that

this line , which was erected by the Cape Government in 1874 , passes

through the Orange Free State, and serves four intermediate offices

in the territory of that State. An arrangement was ultimately arrived

at under which , to quote Mr. French's words , " the Colony is enabled

to provide precisely the same wire accommodation as before, has

recovered an amount of £11,333 , and has been relieved from the

cost of maintaining a cross- country line of 133 miles in length , and

also an expenditure of £1,058 per annum for salaries at the four

Free State offices against an average annual revenue of only £ 800 .”

Not having received a copy of the report of the Postmaster- General

for the Orange Free State, we are unable to say what advantage, if

any, the Free State got out of this transaction beyond the satisfaction

of undisputed ownership. If Naboth had lived in the nineteenth

century, he would doubtless have been expropriated under a clause

in the agreement empowering the State to buy up the ground rent

after a term of years , but at the same time the State would have had

to pay a good round sum for the purchase.

We hope in our next issue to present our readers with a portrait of

Mr. S. R. French, the new Postmaster -General.
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A Pioneer of Postal Reform .

“ It is now time to speak of one whose valuable services in the cause of Post

Office Reform are , I fear, but insufficiently remembered at the present day .” — Life

of Sir Rowland Hill.

NE August afternoon — now not a few summers ago—I

was driving along the road that skirts the northern , the

Argyllshire shore of the Firth of Clyde , in company with

the late Mr. Macmillan , then Postmaster of Greenock ,

to whose memory a graceful and well -merited tribute was paid

in the pages of Blackfriars. * The road must be well known to

many of my readers as seen from the Clyde . The undulating outline

of the Renfrew -Ayrshire hills closes the southern horizon . At their

base extends at varying intervals an irregular line of houses built of

reddish stone , forming the villages of Wemyss Bay and Skelmorlie .

Among these Mr. Macmillan directed my attention to an isolated

mansion, embowered in trees, standing a considerable way off near

the junction of the counties of Renfrew and Ayr, which , however,

notwithstanding the clearness of the air, I could but faintly discern

at such a distance , somewhere about five miles. This, he informed

me, was Kelly, so long the residence of Mr. Wallace, the first mem

ber of Parliament for Greenock. With this gentleman, who was

prominently connected with the agitation which preceded the intro

duction of the Penny Post, the postmaster had been intimately

acquainted. In the course of our conversation about his old friend

and former member he narrated one incident which fixed itself in my

memory. It was indeed the last occasion on which Mr. Macmillan

saw him. The venerable gentleman, then over fourscore years, was

in bed , and although it was very evident he was nearing the close of

life's journey, he brightened up for a while and entered into conver

sation with his old friend. But his strength failed him, and ere long

his mind began to wander. He lay back on the pillow for a few

minutes, when, suddenly sitting up in bed, his eye gazing with anima

tion as at some distant object, he stretched out his right arm, and

commenced, “ Mr. Speaker," in tones wonderfully bright and clear .

He uttered a few other words, but these became incoherent and faded

into a muttering, and he once more fell back exhausted.

* Vol. IX. , page 92.
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Mr. Robert Wallace was the second son of Mr. John Wallace, a.

landed gentleman who owned the property of Cessnock and other

extensive Ayrshire estates, as well as several valuable possessions in

the West Indies. He was a man of exceptional activity and energy

of character. In early and middle life he was a keen sportsman , and

it is but little of a figure of speech to say that the daring and gallant

dash of the field entered largely into his whole business career.

Mr. Wallace entered the House of Commons in 1833 , and in the

same year took the question of Post Office Reform . To attack

with any effect such a State institution as the British Post Office,

called for a man of exceptional qualities. Such a man must needs

be one given to speaking with unpalatable plainness-a man of

indomitable courage and unflagging energy - fully alive to what he

wanted-prepared and determined to fight for it to the bitter end ;

and such qualities, it is not too much to say, were combined in

Greenock's sturdy representative. Mr. Wallace called attention to, and

managed to have remedied , a number of abuses in the administration

of Post Office affairs, and thus effected a very considerable saving

to the Revenue, while others conferred no small advantages on the

public at large . But probably the most important services he

rendered towards the accomplishment of that work to which he so

ardently devoted himself were, first, the appointment of a Commis

sion of inquiry into the management of the Post Office — the

Commission entered on its labours in 1835 and continued until

1838—and, further, the institution of the Committee of the House

of Commons to inquire into the merits of Mr. Hill's plan of Penny

Postage, which he moved for early in the Session of 1837 , and

which, though opposed on behalf of the Government by Lord John

Russell, he at length succeeded in carrying. Of this Committee he

was the chairman, and Mr. Cole (afterwards Sir Henry Cole) the .

secretary. Among the members of the Committee were several

nominated by the Government, who were opposed to the measure,

and the resolution in favour of Penny Postage was carried only by the

casting vote of the chairman . “ Had Mr. Wallace ” (says Sir R. Hill)

“ given his casting vote on the other side, or even withheld it , the

adoption of Penny Postage would probably have been delayed for

years—possibly the plan might have been altogether abandoned . ”

One of the most prominent anomalies of the then existing postal

system to which he specially called attention, was the manner in

which the charges for the transmission of letters were levied. This.

was regulated, first, by the number of pieces of paper of which the
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letter was made up, and , second, by the distance traversed . Take

the last first. This distance charged for was not, as one would

naturally suppose it to be, governed by the shortest practicable road.

It was, instead, regulated according to the route—sometimes the most

circuitous—by which the Post Office, for its own convenience,

arranged to transmit the letter. In an article in the British and

Foreign Review in 1839 , where this is noticed, the writer states he

had then before him two Kingston -upon - Thames letters. Three

pence was the postage of the one, and eight pence of the other - the

difference arising from the different hours at which the two were

posted, and presumably the different routes they followed .

But the wrath of Mr. Wallace was most of all kindled by the

anomaly of fixing the postage according to the number of enclosures ,

and not by weight, although the latter was the principle on which

postage rates were then levied in continental countries. A

very characteristic method was taken to draw attention to the

absurdity of such a manifestly unfair system . Two different kinds

of letters were prepared. One was a large sheet of paper, 35 inches

by 23 , weighing just under an ounce. The other consisted of two

thin pieces of paper , one forming the wrapper, each in size being 4

inches by 27 , the two together weighing under eight grains. Fifty of

each were taken to the Charing Cross Post Office. What took place

thereupon I give in Sir Henry Cole's words :

The messenger entrusted with the posting of the missives was a

young man who had some humour. He produced first one of the

largest letters . The clerk looked at it suspiciously. He held it

before the lamp to see if it were really a single sheet. He sum

moned another clerk to help his judgment. All this caused a delay,

and a crowd began to collect at the window, who watched the process

with interest . At last the clerk marked it with the single rate, and

the spectators laughed. Then the smallest letter was produced ,

and the Post Office official. turned crimson , became furious, and

cursed a little , but he could not help marking it double postage.

Roars of laughter came from the crowd. Then fifty more " (No,

Sir Henry, only forty -nine, please.) “ of each letter were produced

and marked -- the large heavy ones with single postage, and the

little light ones with double . During the process the crowd

impatiently filled up the whole of the pavement and scoffed. No

less amusement,” adds Sir Henry, “ was produced in the House

of Commons when Mr. Wallace exhibited the big and little

letters.”

Q
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One device of this band of reformers is worthy of special notice,

possessing, as it did , no little ingenuity and , what was doubtless even

more attractive in their eyes, the peculiar merit of pressing the

Post Office itself into their service. The cost of the transmission

of their extensive correspondence was a somewhat serious item , and

to reduce this as much as possible a small print was started . This

publication they named the Post Circular, and in its columns

appeared addresses, petitions, and all kindred matter. The necessary

quantity of news proper, such as notices of meetings , parliamentary

debates ( especially such as bore on the subject of Postal Reform ),

was thrown in by way of ballast . Being entered at the Stamp Office,

it carried with it the privilege of free postage. The facetious sec

retary , who tells the incident, adds this finishing touch --surely the

most unkindest cut of all— “ The Post Office was thus made the chief

instrument of reforming itself.”

By his ceaseless and outspoken onslaughts, it is needless to say,

Mr. Wallace gained for himself the cordial enmity of the higher

powers in the much -abused department, and the feeling there enter

tained towards him was of the keenest and the bitterest. This

culminated in a challenge being sent by one of the chiefs to this

irrepressible and stinging assailant. How he received the billet I

have failed to ascertain, but it is safe to assume no powder was

burned on the occasion .

Mr. Wallace had been three years assiduously at work on the

subject of Post Office reform before Mr. Hill entered the field . It

speaks well for the chivalrous character of the man that when

Mr. Hill sent him a copy of his well-known pamphlet, instead of at

all viewing him in the light of an interloper, for which there might

have been some excuse, he returned him a kind and encouraging

letter, entering into his scheme with the utmost heartiness. He also,

when the Bill for establishing Penny Postage became law and

received the Royal Assent, was among the first to testify his heartfelt

satisfaction, “ writing ,” as Mr. Hill informs us, at once to Mrs Hill

with his usual kindness , to congratulate her on the success of her

husband's efforts.” Mr. Wallace, underrating his own labours in

the cause he helped so much to bring to its successful issue, was

ever ready to give all credit to his fellow worker. The following

further extract from Sir R. Hill's life amply bears this out : - “ One

intervening incident, however, I must not omit to mention . The

original conception of a uniform penny rate has been more than

once, of late years, attributed to Mr. Wallace. How far that

وو
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generous-hearted man was from making such a claim himself may

be gathered from the following passage in a speech delivered by

him at Aberdeen, and reported in the Aberdeen Herald of October

2nd, 1841

" . And here let me say, once for all, that to Mr. Hill alone is the

country indebted for that scheme ; for he is the real inventor, and

its only discoverer, while the honour conferred to-day upon me can

only apply to working it out in Parliament.' ”

The statement is a generous one on the part of the speaker, for

the part he played was a much greater and more important one than

he takes credit for in his modest utterance. He might with justice

have claimed for himself no small share in several beneficial innova

tions which were, in great part, if not wholly, due to his suggestions .

The registration of letters , which has so recently been developed

into an elaborate registration -insurance system , owes its origin to

him .

While Mr. Wallace thus devoted his time and energies so

largely — it is perhaps not too much to say so exclusively—to the

advancement of public interests, especially that of Post Office reform ,

his own private business affairs thereby correspondingly suffered .

Like his father before him , he was a merchant in Greenock, and

carried on an extensive shipping trade in various parts of the

world . A succession of serious losses brought about the catastrophe .

In his later years the old man was not only bereft of his posses

sions, but also lost his wife, a daughter of Sir James Forbes, of

Craigievar, and a highly accomplished and very amiable lady. They

had no children . A movement was, in the spring of 1850, set on

foot to raise a subscription with the view of realising such a sum as

would purchase an annuity sufficient to provide comfortably for his

declining days . Committees were accordingly formed in several

towns in order that the movement might really be of a national

character, and , that it might embrace all classes, penny subscriptions

were invited. So liberal was the response, that Mr. Wallace was

presented with an annuity of £500 a year. In addition to this

more substantial recognition of his public services, his countrymen

showed their appreciation of his valuable work in other ways .

He was presented with the freedom of the city of Glasgow

and of several other towns, among which were Aberdeen,

Paisley, Perth , and Inverness ; and it may even be worth noting

that Currie's well-known edition of Burns' Poems was dedicated

to him.
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On the death of their veteran member, the magistrates,

Town Council , and other public bodies of Greenock , made

special request to his brother, General Sir James M. Wallace, to

permit the funeral to be of a public character. These corporations

and a very large number of his fellow townsmen attended to do

honour to one who, whatever his faults and imperfections, had served

his country faithfully and well , even to his own injury, and who,

having lived to see the successful and happy fruits of his labours in

that cause with which his name will ever be associated, passed into

his rest in the fulness of a ripe old age.

GLASGOW, F. BRAID.

The General Election .

“ If yer warn't both on yer such cussed liars now .”

Uncle Tom's Cabin .

B

EHOLD there settles o'er the face of things

A reeking cloud of lies,

Ours is the hand by which that censer swings

Across the summer skies.

What should it profit that a man should lie

With one unaided mouth ?

But now his written words immortal fly

East, West, and North , and South .

Is not our Post the lying spirit's wing ?

Our wire his line of flight ?

Into our bags their printed speech men fling,

Or flash it through the night.

Both , both ye parties seek our ready aid,

And we impartial stand ;

Speak ! and we bear your speeches, undismayed,

Throughout this sore-tried land.

One thing , alone , of us ye may not ask,

One thing we will not do :

Ye are our masters, but ' tis not our task

To count your words as true.

H.S.C.
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John Hyslop, the Postman Poet.

N our last number we chronicled the success of a volume

of poetry by Mr. Hosken, postman at Helston . In

this number we have to announce with regret the

death of another postman poet , Mr. John Hyslop , of

Kilmarnock. Mr. Hyslop's education , according to Murdoch's

THE LATE JOHN HYSLOP

( Poet and Postman ).

Recent and Living Scottish Poets, consisted of one year's attendance

at an auld wife's village schule.” From the same source we learn

that he was early put to work, his first employment being that of a
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walking “ craw -bogle,” scaring the birds off the seed in a nursery

during the spring months, rattling a huge pair of clappers, and

hallooing whenever he saw a bird alight. Then he served five

years as a mechanic's apprentice, but weak health compelled him

to seek easier work . In 1860 he became a postman at Kilmarnock ,

Throughout his life he devoted much of his leisure to poetry. In

the year of the Burns Centenary he gained the prize offered by the

combined Literary Associations of Kilmarnock for a poem in praise

of Burns, from which we extract the following stanza :

“ And his name, to each leal-hearted Scotchman , will be

A name to be honoured and cherished as long

As the Doon and the Afton flow on to the sea,

And the lonely and weary find solace in song.”
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Another of his poems, entitled “ Fever Stricken,” gained a prize

in the Christmas number of the People's Journal, in 1880. It

describes the ravings and imaginings of a fever patient, and is said

to be a true picture of his own experience . In 1882 Mr. Hyslop

published a volume of straightforward , unpretentious and pleasing

poems, a copy of which is now before us . We are inclined to agree

with some of our Scottish friends in liking best those of them which

are written in the Scottish dialect. From “ Cock up yer heid , Jamie ,”

a bit sang to the bairn , we extract a few lines , which we think afford

a good average specimen of the style :

“ Sin's apples o' Sodom sae tempt us to pu' ,

Ane maun warily walk to get honestly through .

Gif ye're spared ye'll streek upto a braw buirdly chieľ,

An' up youth's sunny slopes as licht-hearted ye spiel

Ye'll get wiled wi' luve's witching, and dream that ye see

Glints o' Heevin keek oot frae some lassie's bricht e'e,

Then ye'll mak' her yer wifie, to cling to yer side

On through weal or through woe, let whatever betide.”

Mr. Hyslop was twice married . His second wife, who survives

him, is also a poetess , and the two have frequently contributed verses

to the local press. Shortly before his death he sent to a local paper,

the Kilmarnock Standard, his last poem. He wrote to the editor,

“ Confined to bed for the last few days with severe spasms of the

heart . The doctor is slowly giving me chloroform to ease them, but

I fear this is the last contribution you will ever have from John

Hyslop .” This proved a true forecast, for he died shortly afterwards.

The poem is entitled “ The King has called me,” and we quote it

in full :

“ The King has called me to His side to -night,

Bring me white garments-raiment pure as snow,

For all things must be clean , within , without,

When I into His Presence -Chamber go

To praise His name who now has stoop'd so low.

“ Two shining ones but now His message brought

Here to this lower room wherein I dwell,

And , while their glory flooded all the place,

They said in tones clear as a silver bell ,

• The Master calls for you, and all is well . '

“ I hear the music in the upper rooms,

My soul like pent bird panteth to be free;

When that has passed beyond life's prisoning bars ,

Then burn or bury, do what pleaseth thee

With the worn cage that is no longer Me,

For I shall neither know, nor hear, nor see .
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“ O’er the cold clod where for a space I dwelt

No loud lamentings make, nor sob, nor groan ,

No useless flood of tears, nor vain regrets,

Nor wringing hands for me when I am gone .

Through death's dark vale and up the golden stairs ;

Christ's hand in mine , I go not forth alone,

But go to meet the King upon His throne.

“ Sometimes , perchance, amid the hurrying years ,

With friends in shady nook or wooded glen ,

You'll say , “ He coined his soul's best thoughts in words,

And sent them rushing through his ready pen

In songs of hope to cheer his fellow men .

If any songs of all the songs I've sung

Make any music where life's discord mars

God's harmonies, and through the souls of men

Goes echoing on to heal some hidden scars,

Then I shall hear it from beyond the stars ! ”

A man who knows the moves of the chessmen is not thereby

qualified to construct a good chess problem ; he may even be able

to solve problems and to appreciate good ones when he sees them ,

but yet unable to compose one himself. Much the same may be said

of poetry. It is not enough to be familiar with the rules of prosody,

to have a good ear, and to be able to appreciate the good poems of

other people . These are acquirements ; they only enable their

possessor to write praiseworthy rhymes . A real poet, like a real

problem composer, must have in addition a special gift or talent , a

guiding instinct, an indefinable something which enables him to

grasp the idea of his poem or his combination where another would

perceive no possibilities. It may be that most of Mr. Hyslop's

poetry is only creditable rhyme, but the fact remains that now and

then he has written pieces hall-marked with the stamp of poetical

insight. “ The King has called me ” is one of these. To write

one such poem is more worthy than to publish books full of exercises

in verse.

It appears that there is no satisfactory photograph of Mr. Hyslop ,

but we have been fortunate enough to obtain a very good pencil

portrait, which we have much pleasure in reproducing. 6 His

features,” says the Kilmarnock Standard, were strongly marked .

His eye had not a little of the dreaminess ascribed to the poet, and

his long curling hair favoured the idea that he was a votary of the

Muses . He spoke in a quiet , low voice and with a pronounced burr,

which he could use to some effect when, being kindled into

enthusiasm, he recited a passage from some favourite author or

maybe from one of his latest compositions." T. S. CLARKE.
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$ t . Martin's Letter -Bag .

I

The Post Office and parliament.

N consequence of the impending dissolution , the Post Office

estimates passed this year without debate, but our department

has nevertheless secured a fair share of Parliamentary attention. In

his Budget speech, Mr. Goschen stated that the increase in postal

revenue ( £ 350,000) was more than eaten up by the increased

expenses, while as to the telegraphs, the profit which five years ago

was is . 6d , in the £ is now threepence only.

*

ON
N the 27th May, Sir E. Birkbeck brought forward a motion in

favour of extending rural deliveries and increasing the

number of savings banks , money order and telegraph offices in

rural districts . In reply to a number of rather vague statements,

Sir James Fergusson stated that during the past ten years the postal

and telegraph expenditure had increased from £ 5,368,000 to

£ 9,316,000 a year, that 3,500 offices had been opened for money

order and savings bank business, 2,722 had been opened for tele

graph business, while there had been an enormous extension in the

number of rural posts. He proposed to try and introduce a system

prevailing in France, under which, when letters are few in number ,

a postman is employed who goes a different round every day of the

week.

OF
F course, if the principle is once laid down that it is the duty

of the department to deliver, by postmen, every letter which

it receives, the principle will be carried out; but that never has been

laid down in this country yet, although the number of letters left to

be called for at village offices is by no means large.

*

THE
*HE STANDARD seized the opportunity to start a fresh

correspondence on the subject. Our readers will recollect the

strange case of the Rev. H. T. Armfield , M.A. , F.S.A . , * who in

August last wrote to the same paper to announce that in France the

telegraph is supplied in every village. Next day a Mr. Yglesias wrote

and flatly contradicted this . Now the reverend gentleman, no doubt

thinking that people have short memories , writes to say that " many

it was understood that in France the Minister had issued

a decree for every village to be brought into touch with the wire.”

Pending the carrying out of this “ decree” it is as well to remember

months ago

* See Page 50.
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that , roughly speaking, the area of France is two - thirds larger than

that of the United Kingdom, while the total number of post offices

is little more than one-third of the number in this country, so that

there is but one post office in France for an area which in England

would have five. Mr. Armfield's language is vague and oriental, but

it is clear that the “ Minister " will have a life's work before him ere

he accomplishes what he is understood to intend.

0

Associated Cbambers of Commerce.

N the 13th May a Deputation of the Associated Chambers of

Commerce waited on Sir James Fergusson to urge the

adoption of the suggestions referred to in our last issue (see p. 127 ) .

Sir James Fergusson replied , that to reduce the registration fee from

2d . to id . would be impossible, as the present fees only paid

expenses . Moreover, the fee now charged is that recognised by the

Postal Union. The great objection to extending the Postal Order

system to the Colonies was the risk of forgery and fraud. To reduce

the telegraph rate would be to incur serious loss, while no country in

the world allowed addresses to pass free. Wires were as far as

possible laid underground in cities, but the system was expensive.

As to telephones , he hoped that the Bill which was about to be

introduced would lead to great improvements .

beatoniana .

N spite of a natural desire to attract attention, in view of the

election , Mr. Heaton has been very quiet lately . He wrote to

The Times in February in his usual style, but someone actually took

the trouble to answer him , and even carried the war into the enemy's

country by suggesting that it was time that Mr. Heaton gave up mere

destructive criticism , and took to proposing something to replace

what is bad . Then he tried questions in the House, but Sir James

Fergusson has a way of answering silly questions which is rather dis

concerting. A member who poses as an expert in postal matters

does not like to be told publicly, though politely , that he does not

understand what he is talking about, or that he has only got to turn

to a certain page of the Estimates for an answer to his question .

So Mr. Heaton has had to turn to fresh fields of glory, and dis

covered what he sought at Manchester. On his own invitation he

addressed the Chamber of Commerce on Imperial Penny Postage .

There was nothing new in what he said , and but one point calls for

notice . It will be recollected that after long oscillation between

Imperial and Ocean Penny Postage he decided to favour the former

and more illogical scheme. But although the benefit of the scheme

was to be confined generally to the Empire, the United States were

to be included . He has now , however, decided to throw the States

overboard , since mails to Canada do not now pass through the

States ! And so he would go on creating fresh anomalies for some
future genius to denounce.
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A
MONG other ill-digested schemes which he constantly puts

forward is the one relating to the price of post cards.

There is a great dealto be said in favour of selling inland post cards

at their face value . When post cards were first introduced they were

sold at that rate, and it was only on the representations of a deputa

tion of stationers that the price was raised . The effect of again

reducing the price to the value of the stamp would be to increase

the sale largely, as no doubt many firms would employ them for

circulars, & c., which are now sent by book post. But while advo

cating this, Mr. Heaton also urges that the public should be allowed

to use their own cards as post cards—as though any considerable

number of persons would use their own cards if the State supplied

' a card gratis .

8 *

WE
E commend to the notice of Mr. Heaton the following

extract from a recent leading article in The Times :

The speech was an essay in the cheapest and easiest of all forms

of political composition — the denunciation of an anomaly. It is

curious that some minds never get beyond the embryonic stage at

which this sort of exercise gives intense satisfaction, and is mistaken

for a real contribution to human progress. There is something

pathetic in the zest and pride with which they plunge into an

amusement that loses its charm for healthy youths about the age of

twenty. Your anomaly-hunter never sees more than one anomaly at

a time, and very rarely more than one aspect of that . In order to

cut down the one on which he has fixed his eye, he will elbow his

way through a thicket of anomalies, and, if he is allowed to work

his will , he will leave a stump from which three or four new anomalies

will spring, yet it never occurs to him that his own conduct is the

greatest anomaly of all .

Periodicals.

R. PEARSON , the editor of a weekly miscellany, to whose

efforts to get the postage on all periodicals reduced to ld.

per copy we referred in our issue of July last year (p . 268) , has

again issued a circular on the subject, and a deputation subsequently

waited on the Postmaster-General. The present system is no doubt

somewhat anomalous, but what Mr. Pearson fails to see is that if

periodicals are to be sent cheaper than other book -post matter, he

must define a periodical , just as at present a newspaper is defined .

Except on historical grounds, however, it is difficult to see any

reason why newspapers and periodicals are entitled to different

treatment from other printed matter, and it is to be noted that under

the Postal Union regulations no distinction of the kind exists . The

newsagents are, of course, up in arms at the proposal , and their

organ urges the unfairness of “ undercutting the trade, wasting the

national income, and doing no good to anybody."

Mr. Pearson appends a list of other postal reforms, which

he thinks are sorely needed , including, of course, the " Agricultural

M
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Parcel Post,” all copied from Mr. Heaton's works . Among other

fancy stationery which is urgently needed, is , it seems, a “ Query

post card . ” Mr. Pearson does not explain what this means, but

Mr. Heaton tells us all about it in his article in the Contemporary

Review for March , 1891. It consists of a card ruled on each side

into halves, one side being reserved for the question, with a blank

space for the answer, and the other side for the addresses of the

person enquiring and the person answering. We do not gather

from his statement that any country has as yet issued such a fancy

piece of stationery as this. Even the ordinary reply cards are very

little used, and few would regret their disappearance.

“ Truth's ” verities.

E fear that we must add Truth to the number of the

newspapers which take distorted views of our department.

The particular distortion which is at present in evidence is the idea

that the surveying staff should be abolished , and that all the nine

hundred Head Postmasters, great and small, should report direct to

the Secretary. We don't propose to discuss this notion just now ;

we merely wish to show how , having got thisidea into hishead, the

editor misrepresents facts in order to bolster it up . Mr. Tombs, the

late Controller of the London Postal Service, has been appointed

Postmaster and Surveyor of Bristol . From this Truth argues that

surveyor's duties must be of the most simple description or

Mr. Tombs could not perform them. The editor does not seem to

apprehend that the Controller of the London Postal Service is the

Surveyor of London, and it would be interesting to know what

duties he imagined Mr. Tombs performed in London.

Some one actually seems to have written to the paper pointing out

five errors, of which no doubt thiswas one, and the following issue

contained half a column of vague abuse of the correspondent for not

signing his name. It was a pitiful spectacle, but it serves to show that

the editor has no desire to get any dry light on Post Office matters.

Upstairs and Downstairs.

T is our privilege to record a new development of the interesting

Telegraph Department "upstairs ” is counted as one word ; and so

also is " downstairs. ” Mr. Henniker Heaton has frequently asserted

that this is not correct. He knows better than the Telegraph

Department. He says that it counts “ upstairs ” as one word and

downstairs as two . It appears that he once sent a telegram

with the word “ downstairs” in it , and the counter-clerk, forgetting

for the moment that it was one word, and not suspecting that the

fate of the Telegraph Department was trembling in the balance,

charged for it as two. If anyone but Mr. Henniker Heaton had

wanted to know how any particular compound word was countedhe

wouldhave written to the Secretary ofthe Post Office to inquire.

Mr. Heaton preferred to test the matter by handing a telegram
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told so.

O What aber H****,M.P.

containing the doubtful word to an unsuspecting counter-clerk .

The counter-clerk made a mistake, and Mr. Heaton was afterwards

But this was not good enough for Mr. Heaton. He

maintains that the fact of his having been charged for two words

“ proves,” not that the counter-clerk made a mistake, but that the

official counting is two words. And the letter from the Post Office,

in which the miscounting was stated to be a mistake, he construes as

an announcement that a previous method of counting has been

rescinded . He boasted at luncheon , to the editor of The Morning,

that he had “ triumphed .” What a triumph it was, to be sure !
One more rung surmounted on the ladder of civilization ! One

more concession wrested from an unscrupulous Government by a

heroic pioneer fighting for the rights of a downtrodden public !

How glad the public must be to have such a champion continually.

winning new privileges for it ! And how glad Mr. Heaton must be

that the public is so willing to believe that he really is what he

represents himself to be !

A Millennial Ode.

H**n*k*r H**t*n, M.P.,

What a great and unique P. M. G.

You would make, to be sure,

And how soon you would floor

All the red tape and fiddledee !

When that happy time comes, I expect,

The reforms that your zeal will effect

Will o'ershadow quite

That famous old knight

Sir Rowland, whose name all respect.

Then a penny a letter will bear

From here to — there's no knowing where !

All over the seas,

To the Antipodes ,

And back again , too, I'll dare swear !

Then everything printed will be

A newspaper - for -- don't you see ?

It will go for half price,

Which will be very nice ,

And highly convenient for me.

In telegrams , too, I have heard ,

That each sentence will count as one word,

And addresses will go

Free gratis also,

While postcards will cost but one-third

Their face -value; and fruit you will send

From John - a -Groats down to Land's End,

By a special express,

That will cost you much less,

Than to have it conveyed by a friend !
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The Treasury then will be slain

( Metaphorically) , and the gain

What there is of it-still

In the Post Office till

“ For the good of the service ” remain .

Let hide-bound officialdom say,

“ The Department will not pay its way

In that halcyon time !"

Why, I'm— short of a rhyme,

A good reason for ending this lay !

לל

THI

Fault finding in France.

'HE following extract from La France of the 6th May shows

that in the country where they are supposed to order things

so much better than in England there is much apparent cause for

complaint in the postal administration . It forms a curious comment

on the statements of some of our own grumblers:

On annonce que la poste va monter en vélocipède. L'administra

tion fait, paraît - il , une enquête afin de connaître les fonctionnaires

familiarisés avec cet instrument de torture parisienne . Blâmons

énergiquement l'emploi à un service officiel des bicyclettes dans les

rues de Paris, mais félicitons l'administration des postes de ce tardif

esprit d'initiative. Les postes françaises sont, à coup sûr, les plus

mal organisées et les moins rapides du monde. Dans cette infériorité
indiscutable, Paris tient encore la tête . Des petits villages suisses ,

perchéssur les crêtes inaccessibles des Alpes, sont mieux favorisés

que la Ville Lumière pour le service des postes et des télégraphes .
Le contribuable français est la meilleure bête de la creation. Au

lieu d'exiger des services en raison de l'argent versé au Trésor, il se

considere commehonoré de ce que l'administration des postes daigne
accepter sa correspondance. A part quelques grincheux, personne

ne réclame ; tout ce que fait l'administration est bien fait. Inutile

de signaler les progrès de l'étranger et la routine nationale. Tout

est pour le mieux dans la meilleure des Frances . Et, cependant, le

commerce et l'industrie souffrent cruellement de ces lenteurs

postales .

Six heures est le moment réglementaire où cessent les levées utiles

dans le centre de Paris . Aux extrémités, la levée est faite à cinq

heures . Et les trains emmenants cette correspondance partent, pour

la plupart, après neuf heures . Certains ne quittent même Paris qu'à

minuit . Le dépôt des lettres cesse fréquemment six heures avant le

départ du train .

Une lettre allant de Paris au Havre est plus vite arrivée à destina

tion qu'une autre, mise en même temps à la même boîte , et se

dirigeant aux portes de Paris, à Neuilly , à Asnières, Suresnes, Pantin,

Vincennes . Pour son service postal , Neuilly, ville · de 30,000

habitants , est tributaire du bureau des Ternes . Une lettre qu'empor

tera le rapide de Bordeaux à huit heures quarante, doit être confiée
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à la poste neuillyenne avant quatre heures trente,-sous prétexte de

ne partir que vingt-quatre heures après.- Et croyez -vous qu'on pro

teste ? Allons donc ! Tout le monde accepte cette situation , heureux

encore de ne pas subir plus de retards. En Amérique et en

Angleterre , on fait des révolutions spéciales pour des choses moins

importantes.

Et cependant, comme il serait facile et simple de remédier à ce

déplorable état de choses . Pour la France , en général , nous

voudrions d'abord que tous les trains, sans exception , emportassent

les lettres . Puérile et routinière la distinction entre les trainsposte

et les autres. Chacun pourrait déposer sa correspondance dans les

boîtes placées au mur extérieur de la gare, jusqu'au moment du

départ du convoi. Les lettres , comme on le fait pour les dépêches,

devraient être distribuées immédiatement après leur arrivée. Pour

Paris , une levée et une distribution toutes les heures ; suppression

de la poste centrale pour les départs en province et à l'étranger.

Pour ce service spécial, autonomie des bureaux de quartier. Toutes

nos gares parisiennes possèdent un édifice consacré exclusivement

aux ambulants ; relier cet établissernent aux bureaux de quartier au

moyen de tubes pneumatiques ; enfin y recevoir les lettres jusqu'au

dernier moment en supprimant radicalement le double et illégal

impôt de la surtaxe.

Coast Telegraphs .

OOD progress has been made since March towards the settle

ment of the question of Coa Communications. That tele

graphic facilities are desirable so that the watcher who sees a wreck

may acquaint the life-boat authorities instantly, whatever the hour of

day or night, everybody cordially agrees , but as regards the precise

nature ofthe required facilities there has been much difference of

opinion . On the 26th of April the matter was discussed in the House

of Commons, and it was resolved that the right thing was to provide

communication between Coastguard stations . At a Coastguard station

there is always someone in attendance. The idea is that when a

wreck is observed the news may be telegraphed from the nearest

Coastguard station to some other Coastguard station near which there

is a life-boat. If a direct telephone line were to be provided between

each Coastguard station and the next, a message could in this way be

quickly passed on . But in some parts of the coast the Post Office

already has suitable wires ; in others there are no life -boats ; and in

others there are no Coastguard stations. In such cases, if any special

facilities are required , it will probably be sufficient to provide call

bells in Post Offices, and to arrange for wires to be switched

through .” The result will be, not a continuous line of wires round

the coast, but a composite arrangement depending on the precise

needs of each locality—here a bitof direct wire, there a call-bell in

somebody's bedroom , and sometimes even a new telegraph office will

have to be opened . Our readers will observe , however, that we have

hitherto said nothing about lighthouses or lightships. These are not

G.
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manned by the Coastguard, but they are undoubtedly the best places

of observation. Should not they be provided with telephones, there

fore, as well as the Coastguard stations ? This point was considered

by Parliament . To lay wires to all the outlying lighthouses and

lightships would cost about £300,000 , and a Royal Commission has

been appointed to report whether or not this further expenditure

should be incurred . The Post Office is represented on the

Commission by Messrs. Lamb and Graves.

Telephone Developnient at home.

HE Treasury Minute defining the policy of the Government as

to telephone trunk lines , which was issued on the 29th of

May, is likely to stand out as a landmark in the history of telephonic

development for many years to come. The avowed intention is to

foster and encourage the use of the telephone, and the measures

proposed seem very judiciously adapted to secure the end in view.

Four of the facilities provided under the Minute strike us as especially

important . First , the commission of five per cent to be paid to the

telephone companies on telegrams telephoned to Post Offices for

re-transmission ; Second , the permission accorded to the companies

to open call -offices in head , district, branch , and sub post offices ;

Third , the powers conferred on the companies for the erection of

wires to subscribers' houses ; Fourth , the low charge of 3d. for the

use of a trunk line not exceeding 20 miles in length for three

minutes . Another important point is the provision of a telephone

cable from England to Ireland; and, of course, the great “ feature '

of the new policy is the taking over of the trunk linesby the Govern

ment. Difficulties of a practical kind will no doubt arise, and be

successfully overcome. One of the most serious, it has been suggested,

will be the maintenance of strict impartiality when two companies

both want to use a trunk line at the same time . But this is the sort

of difficulty which admits of being easily neutralised by means of

judiciously framed regulations .

The Telepbone in Belgium.

N interesting report on the history and progress of telephone

enterprise in Belgium , by Mr. Conyngham Green, has lately

been published by the Foreign Office, at the modest price of one

penny. It appears that the Belgian telephone service has passed

through two stages and is just entering upon a third. In the first

stage, from 1880 to 1883, everything was in the hands of rival

companies practically uncontrolled by the State. Competition

was severe, charges were high, and the service was bad, and of

course a subscriber of one company was never allowed to be put in

communication with the subscribers of the other companies. In

1883 a law was passed by which the companies were brought under

State control . This law empowered the State to grant a concession

to any company for a maximum period of 25 years and to buy up

the concession, if desired, at the end of the first ten years. It

AN
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nurse

16 years .

forbade the companies to charge a higher subscription than £10 a

year, required the systems of the different companies to be con

nected with each other, and made regulations to ensure a satisfactory

service . Although the one -wire system was chiefly used , and there

was a disposition on the part of the companies to the more

profitable portions of their systems, by providing a good service to

subscribers in the immediate vicinity of the central offices and

neglecting those more remotely situated , a great improvement in the

service resulted from the operation of the law. And now we come

to the third stage . Under the law, as already stated , the Govern

ment is empowered to buy up any concession at the end of the

tenth year of working by giving one year's previous notice , and , in

accordance with this authority, it has given notice that it will

take over the concessions of the three most important companies on

the ist of January next year. Each company will receive by way of

compensation, up till the expiration of the 25th year, a yearly

payment equal to the average net profit of the business for the last

three years, plus a bonus of 15 per cent. In other words, the State

will have to pay the companies about £30,000 a year for the next

This will, of course, be a heavy drag upon the State until

the obligation is extinguished . Naturally the companies have been

arranging matters so as to make their profits appear as high as

possible in the last three years of their life, but this is a fact of

which the Government will probably take due account . According

to M. Banneux, the Director of the Technical Department of the

State Telegraphs, the direct control of both telegraphs and telephones

by the State is “ an absolute sine quâ non in any attempt to grapple

successfully with the problem of remunerative enterprise in tele

phony. The telegraph and telephone services," he says, “ must be

one great monopoly, and that monopoly must be in the hands of

the State .”

The Hew Frisb Cable.

CHILE politicians have been disputing as to the severance of

the potent, though invisible, union ," which has bound

Great Britain and Ireland together for 92 years, the Post Office has

madeupits mind to add onemore to the very practical, tangible and

metallic ligatures by which the electrical union of the two islands is
maintained .

Hitherto there have been seven telegraph cables connecting Great

Britain with Ireland across St. George's Channel . Of the 31 wires

contained in these seven cables, four are used by the Atlantic Cable

companies , and the remainder by the Post Office. By the time this

paragraph is in the hands of our readers another cable will have been

laid , and four new wires will have been added to the cross channel

system . It is no secret that for some years past the Irish cables have

been gorged with traffic , many of the wires carrying from 500 to 600

telegrams apiece in a single day. It is at Belfast that the need of

additional communicationhas been most felt, but the beneficial effect

R
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of the new cable will be appreciated over the whole of Ireland . The

cable is to run from Nevin , in Carnarvonshire, to Newcastle, a place

about 20 miles south of Dublin. After it has been laid, some time

must elapse before the land lines can be completed, but it is expected

that the new circuits will be in working order before the autumn .

A Little Mistake.

NORTHERN newspaper reminds us of a rather amusing tele

A
Mr.W. E. Forster was a very serious man, and he made a very

serious speech on the education question , a speech which was

telegraphed to every daily newspaper in the kingdom. He often

made serious speeches on the same subject, and, when he did, he

had to use the word “ children ” pretty frequently. In the particular

case which we have in mind , the word “ children ” was used so many

times that towards the close of the speech the telegraphist got sick

and weary of telegraphing it . For the sake of variety, and to save

trouble, he telegraphed “ kids” instead of “ children ” throughout

Mr. Forster's peroration, trusting that the abbreviation would be duly

expanded by the telegraphist at the other end . But the telegraphist

at the other end wrote the word “ kids ” in its naked simplicity,

the compositors set it up , the sub-editors overlooked it, and it appeared

in next morning's Times in all the majesty of print.

M

The Death of the Broad Gauge.

R. J. G. UREN writes :—An event has occurred within the

last few days which may be thought not unworthy of record .

I refer to the narrow gauging of the Great Western Railway. With

it the mixed gauge entirely disappears, and onemay now travel from

Penzance to Aberdeen on an unbroken track . I should not presume

to make a note of it , but for the fact that the battle of the gauges was

fought out to the bitter end in the West of England . It is a matter

of history how the Great Western Railway, engineered by Brunel,

adopted the broad gauge in opposition to nearly every other authority

and induced the smaller companies with which they had working

arrangements — the old Bristol and Exeter, the South Devon, and

Cornwall lines—to follow their example. It has taken more than

half-a- century to convince the Directors that a gauge which involved

a break of continuity and a transfer of goods, mails, and passengers

at every competing point, was doomed . But having at length decided

to make the change, it must be admitted that the executive have

gone to work in a marvellously energetic manner, the entire system

being converted from broad to narrow in about 36 hours, a feat

never perhaps equalled in engineering annals.

One cannot help reflecting how many millions of capital might

have been saved had the narrow gauge prevailed . I remember when

there was not a single yard of rails laid West of Exeter, the mails

for Cornwall following the old coach routes through Okehampton
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and Launceston , across the Goss Moors to Truro and Falmouth .

The advocates of the narrow gauge would most probably have adopted

this route, or nearly so, for their line, and crossing the Tamar above the

Weir Head, have saved the ruinously expensive Royal Albert Bridge,

and the whole series of viaducts which have earned for the Cornwall

line the name of “ the railway upon stilts. ” As the only survivor

of the old Packet Office at Falmouth -my contemporaries being

Mr. Nash, lost in the " Hungarian ," Mr. Wheatley, for some years

assessor of Income Tax, and Mr. Ellis, ofthe travelling post office

I have a lively recollection of the stir the advent of the proposed

railway made. All the mails from the West Indies, the Brazils, and

the River Plate were dealt with at Falmouth , and , of course, carried

by coach . It was only when Southampton obtained railway

communication that the traffic was divided and the old Packet Office

ceased to be. Exit Broad Gauge. It was a grand conception of

Brunel's, but, like so many other of his ideas, from the atmospheric

railway to the “ Great Eastern ,” proved abortive, or out of touch with

the keen competition of the present day. Let us hope that the

Great Western, which, like the other great trunk lines, is a marvel of

organization, may, under the altered conditions now inaugurated , have

a long and prosperous career before it, and , until some Edison of

the future discovers a motor to supersede steam , carry an increased

number of mails and passengers with safety and despatch.

American Amenities.

HIS is the way in which the Postmaster -General of a Central

American Republic recently wrote about his predecessor :

Referring to your letter of the under No.

I beg to state that due to the fact that ex -Postmaster-General

Mr. Francisco M la B had not the least knowledge of

what a postal service is, nor what the system required for its

administration, this office has not now a book of reference which

might enable me to give a precise information in regard to the date

in which the registered letter addressed to Mr. C- was received

at S and delivered .

" I have the honour to be, Sir ,

Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) P - R

We are not sure whether the Postmastership is a permanent or a

political appointment. If it changes with every change of govern

ment or isliable to be affected by earthquakes and revolutions, it is

not altogether surprising that no great trouble is taken to preserve

the continuity of its archives .

More about Peter Reid.

'HOSE of our readers who laughed over Mr. Braid's account of

this worthy may, perhaps like to hear of him again. We

accordingly print the letter which he addressed to Mr. Ralph Heaton ,

of the Birmingham Mint — the publication of which in the Birmingham

THI
>

TH
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Gazette led to Peter's dismissal—together with the petition addressed

to Lord John Manners which led to his reinstatement.

“ To Messrs. Heaton & Sons.—I had a penny which had two

heads upon it, and I have given it away in mistake . I would like

anotherone, so if you will cast two for me-one with two heads and

one with two tails . I have enclosed four stamps, and if it is not

enough I will send a few more for your trouble. Let me know by

return of post if you can supply me, and oblige,

“ Peter Reid, Bridge of Calley, Blairgowrie, N.B.

“ It is for tossing with I want them, and I will pay the postage of

them .”

“ To the Right Honourable Lord John Manners.

“ My Lord ,-We, the undersigned , inhabitants of the district of

the Blacklunnans and Glenshee, beg most respectfully to petition

your Lordship to reinstate Peter Reid in the situation of letter

carrier) he has lately been removed from ; and we respectfully give

the following reason for such petition , which we humbly think are

deserving of consideration . First , he has for 18 years filled the

situation faithfully and to the satisfaction of all of us, and no act of

dishonesty on his part has ever come to our knowledge . Secondly,

he has passed the best years of his life in the service, and that his

health has suffered most severely from the cold, wet, and storm he
has had to endure , and we believe him incapable of getting a living

by any kind of work or labour. And, lastly, with regard to the fault

he has committed we would observe that with regard to a glass of

beer or whisky all kinds of tricks are practised by such as gather

around the fire of a wayside inn , and by men also who are quite

honest in all business transactions. "

A

On Dit.

PROPOS of the admonitory notice published in Post Office

Circular No. 912 , it is rumoured :

That the amour propre of Miss Penelope Poste Restante and her

fair colleagues is more deeply touched by the P.M.G.'s reference to

that unfinished “ row of knitting ” than by any other words of

reproof in the notice.

That they would never dream of indulging in so commonplace

and unbecoming a pastime as knitting,

That the web they weave is of quite a different order.

That, in anticipation of possible inquisitorial visits (à la Haroun

Alraschid of immortal memory ), portraits of the P.M.G. and the

members of the Headquarters Staff are at a premium in the Branch

Offices.

That the “ young ladies ” will be deeply grateful to any editor of

an illustrated paper who will facilitate the recognition of these

gentlemen by “ taking off their heads on a block ."
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Horthumbrian Aotes.

R. T. W. KNIGHT, of Morpeth , writes : The Editor is

asking for contributions, and I would suggest that he set

apart a page or two each month for Jottings, or Odds and Ends, or

whatever he may be pleased to call them. Many an interesting

paragraph , I am sure, would be forthcoming from those who have

neither time nor, perhaps, material for an ambitious article.

At present I leave to others the modern instances and for my own

contribution dip into the past.

To the subscribers to this magazine, and especially to Postmasters

and expectant Postmasters- and who does not expect to become

one during the present year ?—it may be interesting to know the

salary attaching to the office of Postmaster in the early days of the

English Post Office.

In 1575 we have an account of Thomas Randolph, Esquire,

master of the Posts for five years, from which the following are
extracts :

The Poste ofDurham for his wagies servinge her c iij ij"
Majestie the whoale tyme of this accompte at

xiiijs

the rate of ij per diem. ...

The Poste of Newcastle for his like wage servinge

her Majestie the saide tyme at the rate afore
c iiij ** iji

saide amountinge to the sume of
xiiijs.

The Poste of Morpethe servinge her Majestie the

whoale tyme aforesaide after the rate of ijs.
c iiij*x ij"

xiiijs.

In like manner the Postmaster of Hexham received is. 8d . a day ;

Haltwhistle, Is . 8d.; Belford, 2s.; and Alnwick (probably because

it enjoyed the honour of being a ducal town) , 2s . 2d . a day.

In estimating such salaries we must consider the value of money

in those days, and the amount of work to be done. The population

would only be 5 or 6 millions. About 20 years before, Bishop

Latimer had boasted of his father's prosperity, saying that, though but

a yeoman, or farmer, he gave his daughters five pounds each for

their portion. At the latter end of Elizabeth's reign, £700 was

such a temptation to courtship as to make all other motives

suspected. And Goldsmith , even in 1770, speaks of his village

preacher as “ passing rich on forty pounds a year.”

With such material for reflection , and also taking into consideration

the enormous development and expansion of the Post Office since

that time, the Postmaster of the present day will probably come to

the conclusion that his predecessor at is. 8d. or 2s. a day was not so

badly paid .

But if the multifarious duties of the present day were then

unknown, still the Pos aster had troubles and anxieties of which

his 19th century successor knows nothing. We find, for instance,

that on the accession of James I. , the demand for horses exceeded

all experience . Proclamations were issued calling upon the magis

}per diem ...
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trates to see that the Postmasters were provided with press horses,

properly caparisoned , at 2 ! d . a mile, as well as leather bags and

horns, but the bags were exclusively devoted to the service of the

Government. The messenger was required to blow his horn every

time he met company, and four times in every mile. From that

custom appears to have descended the present practice of blowing

a whistle by the Rural Postman.

Secretaries to 6.p.O.

1762 Anthony Todd

1797 Sir Francis Freeling, Bart. ( ' )

29 September, 1836 ... Lieut. -Col. William Leader Maberly

22 April, 1854 Sir R. Hill, K.C.B. (?)

15 March, 1864 Sir J. Tilley, K.C.B.

1 May, 1880 ... Sir S. A. Blackwood , K.C.B.

NOTES.

( 1 ) Mr. Freeling was for many years Under-Secretary to Mr. Todd. He was

created a baronet in 1828 .

( ? ) From 1847 to 1854 Mr. Hill occupied an anomalous position as Secretary to

the Postmaster -General.

TH

Tbe Straits Settlements.

HE report of the acting Postmaster -General ( Mr. Noel Trotter)

shows that the post office here is flourishing. Since 1871 the

amount of correspondence has increased nearly sevenfold, and last

year 2,315,590 articles were posted. During that time the postage to

England has been gradually decreased from 56 cents to 5 cents per

-oz. , and last year, for the first time, the expenditure exceeded the
income. Mr. Trotter is very sore about a decision of the Postal

Union refusing to pay for the expense of transhipping mails at Singa

pore - a decision which puts a heavy burden on the colony, and

which he intends to get repealed if he can .

The following extract is curious. To understand it , it should be

borne in mind that there is no postal treaty with the Chinese govern

ment, and that the English and French mail service extends only to

the treaty ports :

“ In Singapore, there are 49 Chinese letter-shops, and 16 itinerant

collectors ; in Penang there are 25 of the former and 29 of the latter.

The shops have their branches in China. The collector goes round

the country districts in the Straits collecting letters and small sums of

money from coolies . He makes the letters into a bundle addressed

to himself at a treaty port and posts it , buys a bank draft, and pro

ceeds to China. On arrival, he claims the packet of letters and the

money, and starts on his errand of distribution. He obtains an

acknowledgment of each payment, and handsit, on his return to this

colony, to the remitter. A collector generally makes three or four
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round trips a year, and is rewarded with a commission of about 3 per

cent . on the amount entrusted to him . The charges made by the

shops are cheaper, and at present a war of rates is going on , which , I

fear, may end disastrously for some of the remitters as well as for

the shops.

“ The postage on each coolie letter transmitted in a clubbed packet

to the treaty ports of China is 3 cents, and a petition , which I felt

myself unable to support, for a reduction was presented at Penang

last year. The following extract from the petition pathetically and

ingeniously sets forth the supposed effect of the prayer not being

granted : — The result will be that the wife not receiving informa

tion respecting the whereabouts of her husband will contract a new

marriage, and taking her children with her to follow her new lord ,

leave no one behind to perpetuate that ancestral worship so dear to

the heart of every Chinaman . The aged parents not hearing from

their son will be occasioned to have a thousand anxious thoughts

about him , will lose their appetite, and die . The sister-in-law, who

is a widow, and depends upon her brother-in law for support, will

starve through receiving no remittances from him .

many Chinese homes will be rendered wretched.' ”

In this way

Army TReserve men .

TH
HE conference held at the War Office on the 16th May last

between Earl Brownlow and the leading representatives of the

Railway Companies has thrown a good deal of light on the question

of employing these men in the Post Office. The Earl stated that

1,521 are at present employed by the Post Office, and that eventually

the number would be about 25,000 . The railway managers expressed

their willingness to employ some of the 17,000 reservists who are

turned out yearly.

Sir Henry Oakley said that in the last two years they had taken on

255 men on the Great Northern . They made good watchmen ,

policemen, and , to some extent , signalmen ; but the Company

was chary of making them signalmen because of the serious

effect it would have if a railway were deprived of its signalmen .

They did not made good goods-porters ; and they had this defect,

that if they met a few comrades they “ liquored up,” which was

fatal, for it was the universal rule on railways to discharge a man

who got drunk .

It remains to be seen whether soldiers will make good postmen ,

but at any rate one great step has been secured in the abolition of

the Treasury patronage of rural postmanships. Why such a wretched

system should have so long survived is a mystery. The patronage

system is now confined to the smaller postmaster and sub

postmasterships in Great Britain . This , let us hope, will ere

long cease too.
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List of postmasters -General from 1823 .

NAME, DATE OF PATENT.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Earl of Chichester (1)

Lord Frederick Montague

Duke of Manchester

Duke of Richmond (2)

Marquis of Conyngham ...

Lord Maryborough

Marquis of Conyngham ...

Earl of Lichfield

Viscount Lowther

Earl of St. Germans

Marquis of Clanricarde ...

Earl of Hardwicke

Viscount Canning (3)

Duke of Argyll

Lord Colchester ...

Earl of Elgin and Kincardine

Lord Stanley of Alderley

Duke of Montrose

Marquis of Hartington ( 4 )

William Monsell (5)

Dr. Lyon Playfair (6 )

Lord John Manners (1 ) ...

H. Fawcett (8)

G. J. Shaw - Lefevre (°) .

LordJohn Manners
Lord Wolverton

Henry Cecil Raikes ( 8) ...

Sir James Fergusson, Bart.

27 November, 1823.

18 August , 1826 .

27 September, 1827 .

14 December, 1830 .

5 July, 1834 .

31 December, 1834 .

8 May, 1835

30 May, 1835 .

15 September , 1841 .

2 January, 1846 .

14 July, 1846 .

6 March , 1852 .

8 January, 1853 .

30 November, 1855 .

13 March, 1858 .

29 June , 1859 .

28 August , 1860.

19 July, 1866 .

30 December , 1868 .

24 January, 1871 .

28 November. 1873 .

4 March , 1874 .

14 May, 1880.

7 November, 1884.

29 June, 1885 .

12 February, 1886 .

5 August, 1886.

21 September, 1891 .

( Those in italics are still living .)

NOTES.

(1) Lord Chichester was Joint Postmaster-General from 1807 , but in 1823 the

joint system was abolished by Parliament , and he was then appointed sole Post
master -General.

(2) The Irish Post Office, which had formed aseparateorganisation since 1786 ,
was now reunited to the Post Office of Great Britain , and the Duke of Richmond

was gazetted Postmaster-General of the United Kingdom on the 11th March ,

1831 .

(3) Afterwards Governor-General of India . Created Earl Canning, 1859.

Died, 1862 .

(4) Now Duke of Devonshire.

( 5) Now Lord Emly.

Now Sir Lyon Playfair, K.C.B.

Now Duke of Rutland.

Died in office.

During Mr. Fawcett's tenure Mr. Shaw Lefevre twice acted for him.
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Lines from the Limpopo.

T is with much pleasure that we present our readers with our

first colonial contribution . It comes from a place which we

must confess we had never heard of until we received from the

Postmaster of Macloutsi the letter which we published in our last

issue. Macloutsi is situated on a river of the same name which flows

east into the Limpopo. The rest of the geographical and biological

facts connected with the place will be gathered from what follows.

One word more—and we are quite certain that our good friend

Mr. Symons will not be offended with us for saying it. He has

“ dropped into poetry " as a natural, pleasing, and graceful way of

expressing his ideas and giving his readers all over the world a

picturesque idea of one of the most remote post offices on the
globe. The rhyme may occasionally halt, but we shall all overlook

it in regarding the dramatic atmosphere with which his lines invest
the scene. 'Sir," said the Autocrat, on a similar occasion , “ I am

gratified with your remark. It expresses with pleasing vivacity that

which I have sometimes heard uttered with malignant dulness."

Macloutsi , British Protectorate , South Africa .

“27th March, 1892 .

“ The Hon. Secs. , P. O. Magazine, London.

" Sirs ,

+

“ I enclose a few verses, which if you think fit you can insert

in magazine. It will give an idea of the office (?) I had to work in

for a few months—the most northern post office under the

Bechuanaland Administration . I think I shall send you occasionally

a description of some of the post offices I have seen and worked in

in South Africa, which to you Britishers should prove interesting and

amusing

“ Yours, truly ,

“ J. E. SYMONS ,

“ Postmaster . ”

THE MACLOUTSI POSTMASTER .

The P. M. sat on his old camp chair

And indulged in a very modest swear,

For he never let out a great big whooper,

Never cussed like a first class trooper.

Only a mild and a modest swear,

Nothing more than a girl might hear,

But hehad reason enough I trow,

Working in such a sad P. O.

He sat at a table that shook and groaned ,

He sat on a chair that creaked and moaned ;

He worked in a hut that was three years old,

That let in the heat and retained the cold,
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The thatch of which had long since decayed,

Where scorpions, rats, etcetera, played ,

And the rain , when it rained , came thro' in streams,

And the wind rushed through with such startling screams.

And snakes crept around in the stilly night

To obtain a mouse—their favourite mite,

And all around in the bushy veldt ,

Which circled the camp somewhat like a belt,

The wolves, of a night, would stand and howl,

Hyænas and jackals would sadly prowl,

For they had little to satisfy them ,

Only the P. M. to defy them.

Who stood outside, with his head all bare,

And levelled at them a mild , mild swear,

Which slowly raised the hair on their backs,

Which caused them to falter, and then “ make tracks.”

The P. M. sat on the cold, cold floor,

The chair was defunct - it would moan no more,

The table collapsed and was ruined quite,

And part of the roof gave way in the night.

The rain poured on his devoted head

And saturated his rough camp bed,

So pass the night on the floor he must,

And he struck a light while he mildly cussed .

He sorted the mail bags—some were dry

And passed the night in damp misery,

Vowing he'd alter the state of affairs

And get a new hut and table and chairs.

The P. M. sat on a stump and smoked,

His long moustaches and beard he stroked ;

He thought of the pitiful tale that he

Had woven and sent to the powers that be,

Which brought him the longed -for power to build

Another hut, and his heart was filled

With content, and he said it will keep out the draught,

And the rain, and the rats—and the P. M. laughed .

An Er-Soldier's Varn .

R. W. DAVIS, of the Throgmorton Avenue Branch Office,

writes : - More years have elapsed than I care to count,

since , suadente diabolo, I took the “ Queen's Shilling," and after

passing the cub's experience of a recruit, found myself a small unit

of Outram's Division, beleaguering the capital of Oude. I was

one day orderly to General Walpole, and in that capacity was in

attendance at headquarters, when I received a letter to deliver to

M
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Brigadier Douglas , and on arriving at that officer's tent was informed

by his servant, a stalwart Hielandman, that he was “awa’ fightin ' , "

but in what exact locality my informant could not say.
It was a

beautiful day at the fag end of the cold season , and, lightly clad

and wearing only my side arms, I wandered through some villages

on the left bank of the river Goomtee ; called at one or two batteries

which were engaging the city on the opposite side , and made many

enquiries for the Brigadier, tracing him with much difficulty till I found

myself in a large walled garden a little in rear of the Badshah Bagh .

It was generally supposed that the rebel forces were shut up in the

city, and I was therefore slightly surprised to find this garden held

by a battalion of Sikhs . This surprise was increased and probably

mingled with a little indignation when I was advised by a group of

those warlike people, lounging about the gate by which I was making
my exit, to “double Johnny.” It was the latter feeling probably

that made me draw my chin a little further back and stalk solemnly
out of the gate.

Some four or five hundred yards before me, across a sandy

plain , bare and smooth save for one solitary tree and a little

hut of “ kus kus grass, I could see the gate of the Badshah

-probably corrupted from Padishah - Bagh, the latest place to

which I had traced my Brigadier ; and under the gaze of those fierce

warriors from the country of the Five Waters I proceeded on my

way. Scarcely had I taken a dozen paces from the gate when “fits,

spits and a whistle ” came a shot, and another, and another, in most

unpleasantly close proximity, and glancing to my right I saw two or

three white puffs of smoke , laying in front of some low jungly bush

about 300 yards away, and while I looked another puff arose and

another shot whisked by. It was very unpleasant. Those wretched
Sikhs behind me were unequivocally chuckling at my plight - I
could hear them. It was impossible I could cut back there for

shelter after my solemn exit from the garden ; I did not like to fall

in at last with their “ double Johnny,” but another shot or two took

the starch out of me, and away I went as hard as I could pelt for

the tree , and reaching it stopped for breath . There was a knock

or two at the other side of the tree , which showed the firing pa

were pretty good shots , and after recovering my breath , I made

another start for the little hut , which would bring me a little nearer

my goal ; but, alas ! when I reached it I found it not impervious to

shot and so making but an exceedingly short stay there, I again

urged on my wild career and reached the Badshah Bagh, breathless

but with a whole skin .

I delivered my letter to the Brigadier, whom I could hardly see

in the dark shade of the beautiful little building which had been used as

a suburban retreat by the kings of Oude, and when he asked me if

I had drawn any fire in my passage between the gardens, it was with

great difficulty I reduced my experience to its proper proportions ,

for during my progress it appeared to me as if the whole rebel army

were making me their target.
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So many

T

Tbe Hew-Book Post Rules.

HESE are a great improvement on the old ones.

classes of documents are now allowed to be sent by book

post that it is as hard to draw a satisfactory frontier line between the

book and letter posts as it would be to say to an inch “ where Lusitania

and her sister meet. Any definition which involves a reference to

the “ nature of a letter” is bound to be unsatisfactory, for the simple

reason that a letter has never yet been defined from a postal point of

view ; and, therefore, the plan adopted of discarding this phrase from

the definition of a circular, and admitting instead certain classes of

documents on certain conditions is perhaps the best that could have

been adopted. The wording of the rule, however, is in some

respects ambiguous, which is a pity, as the ambiguity could easily
have been removed.

M

El Popular Postman.

R. SAMUEL FULLER, who for nearly thirty-seven years

has been the rural postman from Attlebridge (under Nor

wich ) to Lyng, but in consequence of age is obliged to retire from

postal duties,has at the close of his services received from the

villagers on his round the following valuable testimonials . The

Sparham testimonial amounted to thesum of £5 5s. id . A similar

movement was carried out at Great Witchingham . The same kind

feeling was manifested at Lyng, where £ 5 16s. id. was collected .

A meeting was held in the schoolroom , and the Rev. C. Jex - Blake in

a very kindly manner presented the testimonial . The rev. gentleman

said he was sorry they were about to lose Mr. Fuller, who for nearly .

thirty-seven years hadfaithfully discharged his duties as their postman.

He was also sorry they were losing one who would be very

much missed in visiting the sick room and in willingly assisting any

good work amongst them, either in connection with the Church of

England or the Nonconformists. Nevertheless, it gave him pleasure,

in the name of his parishioners, to offer him the accompanying gift

as a small token of their sincere regard , and at the same time to

express the hope that he might be spared many years to enjoy the

rest he has so justly earned . Mr. Fuller said, in reply, that he was

in great difficulty to express his feelings. When a hint was given him

concerning this kind movement he was taken by surprise, for, after

the great goodness shown him some eight years ago, he did not

expect such a manifestation of it again. When the parcel post com

menced it was considered necessary to provide him with a pony, cart,

and harness. A movement was at once started. The ladies and

gentlemen on the round entered very heartily into the undertaking,

and every fraction of the expense was paid, which great and season

able kindness Mr. Fuller very highly appreciated . The speaker then

gave some interesting statistics as to his career. “ During the years,”

he said, “ I have been up and down amongst you as your postman,

I have visited Lyng 11,400 times . Twenty-eight years I travelled
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my route on foot, when I walked 167,124 miles. The last eight

years or over I have driven 44,472 miles, making a total of 211,596

miles . I have crossed the Wensum river 45,590 times . The letters ,

papers, book packets, postcards , parcels, &c. , that have passed

through my hands amount to at least 2,051,760."

The Post Office at the palace.

'HIS, the first affair of the kind , was arranged for Saturday, the

26th March, and as the weather was splendid , and there was an

exhibition of spring flowers in addition to the electrical exhibition , it

is no wonder that 1,700 Post Office men and women found their way

to the Crystal Palace to listen to the concert given by thePost Office

Musical Society. The concert room was filled by an audience of at

least 5,000 persons, who listened appreciatively to the programme put

before them . In arranging the concert, Mr. Sydney Beckley kept as

far as possible within the department, and , with one exception , all the

vocalists were connected with the office . Miss Dora Gill, a daughter

of Mr. W. H. Gill, of the Secretary's Office, made her début, and

although suffering from a sore throat , sang very charmingly. The

other soloists were Miss Mary Tunnicliffe , Mr. Elihu Mitchell, and

Mr. Beckley. Mr. James Twyford also played a piano solo.

The orchestra were in capital trim-indeed , we doubt whether the

choir has ever sung so well . The vast audience gave unstinted

applause, and insisted upon a repetition of “ O Gladsome Light ! "

This concert brought the society's second season to a very

successful termination .

A tRelic of the past.

HERE is now living at Lewes an old “ Scot and Lotter " named

John Kent, whose experiences in election matters read

queerly to post office men of the present day. Born in 1805 , he was

apprenticed in 1820 to Mr. Saxby , harness maker, who was also

postmaster of Lewes. For a long time he worked in the saddlery

business only, but eventually he was paid 3d . a day for giving some

partial assistance in stamping letters during his leisure time, and while

thus employed in 1835 he gave his vote in a contested election .

Now at that time all civil servants were strictly forbidden to interfere

inelections, and it would seem that all men employed in the Post

Office who received more than £12 a year were considered as falling

within this rule ; and soon after this election (if we may trust an

account which appeared recently in the East Sussex News) an

official letter was received by the postmaster, enquiring as to the

circumstance of one of the employés having voted, and shortly

afterwards a prominent official and a solicitor to the department

came down and interviewed the stamper, telling him of the

consequences he had incurred . He pleaded guilty to the impeach

ment and smilingly said he thought he was doing noharm, whereupon

he was told that itwas no laughing matter and if he was not prepared

to pay £100 he would have to go to Horsham Gaol for 12 months.

T
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Hewas then asked by the solicitor what remuneration he received,

and replied 3d . per day for stamping. “ Oh , ” replied the solicitor,

" that alters the case. You are returned as receiving £12 per year,

and in that case it will exonerate you and fall on the postmaster.”

It may here be mentioned that for 18 months previous our worthy

had been in the habit of going to London each alternate Monday by

coach and returning fortnightly on Saturdays, and not having been

re-sworn, although retaining his position as stamper, he was

exonerated and the onus fellupon the postmaster. Within ten days,

however, a dissolution of Parliament took place , otherwise the

postmaster would doubtless have found himself involved in serious

trouble. Lewes seems to have been a lively place at election times,

and Kent took his fair share of the sport apparently, for we read that

in one instance a noted character, known as “ Doggy," was locked

up in the front parlour of the White Hart, where he was supplied

with refreshments ad lib . till polling morning, and Kent with another

man were placed on guard . A fight taking place without, the guards ,

desirous of witnessing it , securely locked the room door and left the

premises . On their return they could not find their prisoner, and

after searching the chimney and other places came to the conclusion

that “ Doggy ” had bolted ; but after a time he was found under the

sofa, wherehehad lain after emptying the decanters of their contents .

Eventually he was taken to the poll.

STR

Post Office Musical Society.

IR ARTHUR BLACKWOOD presided at the annual meeting

of this flourishing society on the 16th June, and there was a

large attendance. There are now 416 members, including 325 active

members, and it gave three concerts during the year. It is now

entering on its third year, which , as Mr. Hunter remarked , is a

critical time with such societies ; but there is no fear, we think , of

any diminution of interest and consequent decay. At the close of

the meeting Mr. Sydney Beckley, who is the life and soul of the

organisation, was presented with a gold watch subscribed for by

the members.

Sbrewsbury.

N the 31st March, the late Postmaster (Mr. T. Phillipson ),

who has been promoted to Leicester , was presented with a

handsome silver tea and coffee service, together with an oak and

silver tray, which had been subscribed for by 180 members of the

Shrewsbury staff. Mr. F. E. Adams, the postmaster, presided, and

referred to the good work which Mr. Phillipson had performed

during the four years he had held the appointment . Mr. Phillipson

had taken charge of the Shrewsbury Office at a very critical time,

but he had , by his energy and ability and his desire to make his staff

happy, endeared himself to all its members. He concluded by

wishing Mr. Phillipson all happiness and success in his new home,

and called on Mr.Grindley, the chief clerk, to make the presentation .

ON
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Mr. Phillipson, in acknowledging the gift, said he hardly knew how

to find words in which to express his thanks for the beautiful

present . It was perfectly true that when he came to Shrewsbury

things were not in a satisfactory state, but he must not take the

credit of the improvement wholly to himself ; there were others, and

notably, Mr. Grindley, Mr. Baker , the telegraph superintendent,

Messrs. Lockley and Jones , the assistant superintendents, the control

ling clerks, and especially Mr. Clean, who had all rendered valuable

aid in many ways. On the following Thursday, Mr. Phillipson en

tertained at supper representatives of the different departments of

the Post Office . A pleasant evening was spent, some first rate congs

being sung.

ALOPIANS have been fond of old customs, especially in the

,
that Shrewsbury cake of Pailin's own make, and also a roll and

a bun, which (it will be remembered) Mary Anne happened to take

ere her run she begun ( she'd been used to a luncheon at one) .

So Mr. Adams bethought him of a good old custom which prescribed

a yearly Post Office dinner, and resolved to revive it. On the

18th April , at the Turf Hotel , he presided over a party of eighty- eight,

which included the medical officer ( Dr. Edwards) and two of the

surveying staff, Mr. Whiteman and Mr. McPhee.

Shrewsbury is noted for clocks as well as cakes. Is not Falstaff

said to have fought for an hour by Shrewsbury clock ? Now that

clock must have been a chiming clock , obviously, and it was a

chiming clock which, during a lull in the after -dinner toasts, was

presented to Mr. John Jones, for twenty -four years a member of the

Shrewsbury staff, on his promotion to the postmastership of
Aberystwith .

ON
N taking up his new appointment, Mr. Adams evolved a

scheme for the formation of a Recreation Society, to include

clubs for Cricket, Boating, Football ; a School of Arms and

Gymnasium ; a String Band and a Debating Society; and the

expectations of the most sanguine supporters have been surpassed ;

for within a month of its formation , 150 employés - or 95 per cent .

-have been enrolled as members . Thanks to the beneficence of

the local gentry and particularly to an anonymous lady -friend of the

postmaster, who has given a donation of £ 25, the society has been

started upon a sound financial basis. As for the means of recreation,

there is boating on the Severn ; the cricket club is in full swing ;

and doubtless ere long its members will have doughty deeds to

boast of. The summer session of the Debating Society opened its

account with a discussion ondiscussion on “ Should capital punishment be

abolished ? ” and, after due consideration of the pros and cons,

came to the conclusion that the orthodox mode of disposing of

murderers found guilty ought not to be changed. Before this note
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is published, the Society's first invitation concert will have been

given , and, judging by the programme which has been prepared, it

islikely to pass offmost successfully. A suitable room is in course

of erectionfor the Gymnasium and School of Arms, and this, the

future headquarters of the Society , will be ready for occupation

in three months hence. It is always pleasing to hear of the head

of any department taking the initiative, and bearing a share in the

working of anything which has for its object the knitting together of

a large body of fellow -workers, and the invigorating of the minds

and bodies of those who, under the strain of constant and excessive

wear and tear, are so liable to " run down . ” May the Shrewsbury

Post Office Recreation Society flourish , and may it have successful

imitators in every large office in Great Britain !

ON

Bravery at Bristol.

N the 26th May the Mayor of Bristol presented the silver

medal of the Bristol Humane Society to Arthur T. Poole for

saving the life of a lad who, on the 13th January, last fell through the

ice on Duchess' Pond, and who, but for Mr. Poole's prompt action,

would certainly have been drowned. Mr. Poole, who is but sixteen

years of age, was appointed a telegraphist last year, and he is, we

understand, a member of a swimming club connected with the
Bristol Post Office.

Hewcastle - on -Tyne.

T is a long time since a man from this office has obtained a Post

a very

of Mr. P. J. Mosley, the telegraph superintendent , superinduced a

large meeting at the Crown Hotel, on the 9th April , to present the
newly -appointed postmaster of Stoke-on-Trent with handsome

specimen of the horologist's art,” or, in other words, a good gold

watch, while Mrs. Mosley received a keeper ring. The Postmaster

( Mr. T. Hunter) , who presided, said that it was twenty-three years

since a man in that office had obtained a postmastership. That may

be a fact, but we unhesitatingly assert that he is wrong in supposing

that the reason is that London is jealous of Newcastle as the

" metropolis of the north . ” However, the figures given by Mr.

Hunter show that Newcastle is growing in a postal sense, for the

weekly number of letters for delivery has increased from 695,000 in

1881 to 1,082,000 in the present year, while in ten years the

telegrams had increased from 1,600,000 to 3,504,000 a year. He

bore witness — as did also Mr. Walter and Mr. Piper — to the organis

ing ability of Mr. Mosley, and to his kindness and popularity.

Mr. Mosley, in the course of an amusing speech, said his

experience as a recipient of testimonials went back to 1848, when he

s
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66

» and a

was twelve years of age. At that time the Pioneer Telegraph

Company was in a state of collapse, and the concern was taken over

by Mr. J. Ricardo, a wealthy banker and clever business man, who

was for many years afterwards chairman of the company. He found

there were more clerks than telegrams and cleared out 300 of the

more highly paid operators in one week . Mr. Ricardo visited every
office then open-Gateshead, where he (Mr. Mosley) was employed,

among the rest. Mr. Ricardo evidently discovered his budding

ability, as he was graciously pleased to present him with half- a -crown.

Ricardo was a political economist, and certainly never invested

half- a -crown to better advantage, for it secured the speaker's

loyal services from that time forward at a very cheap rate. The

next occasion was when he received a pound of bird's eye

clay pipe from the father of a fellow clerk whom he had saved from

undeserved dismissal . That he had been able to lend a helping

hand to many a deserving young fellow ,dotted pretty nearly through

out the civilised world , was one of the chief consolations of his

official life. Again , when he had adjusted some grievances among

the messengers, a deputation waited upon him andasked him if he

would receive a Bible or a walking stick . He said he would prefer

the latter if he might use it to them when they misbehaved them

selves. The deputation referred the matter to the joint committee,

and it resulted in a deadlock . At the time of the transfer a high

standard of efficiency was adopted at Newcastle. It had always

been maintained, even in circumstances of great difficulty. The

same high standard had been aimed at as regards their extensive

telephone system. That, too, had been carried on under such

difficulties as only unceasing vigilance could surmount.
He was

pleased to know that only within the last few days it had become the

best equipped exchange probably in the world.

WE

(Mr. James Caddy.

E cannot allow Mr. Caddy to pass away from among us

without a word of farewell. He was one of the institutions

of the Secretary's Office - a privileged individual who, almost

unrebuked , could say things which others hardly dared to think .

As one gazed at his slim upright dapper figure, standing by the

fire- place and looking at you over his spectacles, while he denounced

in no measured terms the doings of a certain political party which

shall be nameless, it was difficult to believe that he had had close on

fifty years' service and must soon retire . Indeed , he hardly seemed

to realise it himself a few months ago, when he remarked in regard to

a man twenty years younger, whosebad health made him irritable, “ I

wish he would take his pension .” When Mr. Caddy entered the Mail

Office in 1843 , mail coaches were by no means things of the past,

and he took his turn to attend at 5 a.m. to check the time-bills and

receive the time-pieces from the guards. Later on he was nominated
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to the Secretary's Office, where he worked under Edward Page . He

was a clerk-in-waiting at the time of the Crimean War, when some

misunderstanding took place, which at one time threatened to be

serious. On that occasion Rowland Hill told him never again to

exercise discretion, and he always declared that he never did. We

wonder that he ever had the heart to ook at The Times again, but

he had-daily. Many will miss his familiar face and kindly presence,

and all we can do is to wish him long life and happiness.

Mr. R. M. Perring.

TH
'HIS gentleman entered the service in 1843, and two years

afterwards was appointed a Surveyor's Clerk. In 1850 he

was made Surveyor of Jamaica, an office which he held under the

Deputy Postmaster-General, Mr. O'Connor Morris . The position

wouldseem to have been a somewhat anomalous one, for there was

a Surveyor of the West Indies, who apparently had some control

over the deputy, and in 1859 , on the recommendation of Mr.

Anthony Trollope, Mr. Perring's office was abolished and the

Surveyor of the West Indies (Mr. Kains) thenceforward exercised a

more immediate control over the island . After a further service as

surveyor's clerk, Mr. Perring was appointed to an English surveyor

ship in 1876, and he now retires under the provisions of the recent

Treasury warrant.

On the 30th April a number of postmasters assembled at Brereton

Lodge, the residence of the Postmaster of Brighton , to present

Mr. Perring with a silver tea and coffee service, which had been

subscribed for by eleven hundred men in the district . The

presentation was made by Mr. W. A. Hetherington, who spoke of

the regret which they all felt at losing Mr. Perring. Mr. Morris

( Lewes) said that he felt it quite unnecessary to multiply words

regarding Mr. Perring's qualities; they were well-known to all of

them. One characteristic he might single out, which was that

Mr. Perring did all he could in minimising red -tapeism . Mr. A'Vard

( Tunbridge ), Mr. W. Clarke (Worthing), and others also spoke, and

the proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to the chairman.

The travelling staff subsequently presented their retiring chieſ with

a handsome timepiece.

A

Southampton .

N Exhibition was held at the Shaftesbury Hall, Southampton,

in connection with the Post Office Total Abstinence Society,

on May 4th and 5th. Most of the exhibits were the work of boys in

various parts of the country, and prizes were awarded for industrial
work , essays on temperance, &c. In the evening meetings were held

for the promotion of total abstinence in the service , and programmes

of music were rendered on both days.
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Among the postmasters who took part in the proceedings were

Messrs. Salmon (W.D.O.) , Stabler (Sherborne ), Jaques ( Thirsk ),

and Stedham (Fareham) .

The prize list is somewhat remarkable, and would seem to indicate

that the managers are hardly in touch with the boys. Thus, among

the competitions for which there were no entries we find the best

grown pot of violets and the best knitted pair of gloves. We are not

surprised at this, but it is somewhat remarkable that there were no

competitors for a cricket bat offered to the telegraph messenger who
made the highest score last season .

The arrangements apparently left something to be desired , for the

report of the meeting ends up by announcingthe loss of a few tigers'

claws, old addressed envelopes,and other edifying objects.

br. wm . F. lbalton .

MONG the officers of the Post Office whose names have

A M recently been added to the retiredlistis Mr.W.F.Halton,of
the Receiver and Accountant-General's Office, who retires from our

midst after 48 years of official life. As principal clerk in charge of

the Expenditure Branch of the office referred to, over which branch

he has presided for the past 22 years, Mr. Halton was brought into

frequent contact with officers of other departments besides his own,

and was therefore well-known throughout the London office. He

began official life in the old Accountant-General's office, when that

office and the office of the Receiver-General existed as separate

departments. He has served under five Receiversand Accountants

General, among the number having been the late Mr. Scudamore, of

Telegraph fame, and the late Mr. Chetwynd, originator of the

present system of Post Office Savings Banks, first Controller of

the Savings Bank Department, and inventor of Postal Orders.

Mr. Halton remembers the days when salaries were paid quarterly,

and the light-hearted junior clerk found himself in comparatively

affluent circumstances for a brief period four times a year. In

those days a representative of a neighbouring tavern passed

through the various rooms of the office each morning, soon after the

day's business had commenced, prepared to receive and execute on

credit orders for refreshment of a liquid nature ; and this reminds us

that in turning over oneday the pages of an old order book we came

across occasional round robins requesting officers to refrain from

indulgence in “ convivial lunches ” in the office during official hours.

One of the assistant-secretaries passed some of the first few years of

his official life with Mr. Halton in the Expenditure Branch, tradition

even pointing to the particular duty which he used to perform .

We have been told that he subsequently caused his old chief's table

to be illuminated with the electric light as a memento of their former

association , some two or three years before the general installation of

the electric light in the General Post Office West, and when the appear

ance of an electric lamp on one's pedestal table caused envy to burn

in the breasts of less favoured officers.
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Mr. Halton knew more about those mysterious Income Tax deduc

tions which are made from one's salary than some of our readers are

perhaps aware of, as he was for many years one of the assessors of

Income Tax for the Post Office, and subsequently, and until his

retirement, clerk to the Income Tax Commissioners. It was Mr.

Halton's eagle eye which noted the arrival of one's income at the

point at which it ceased to be exempt from , or entitled to, abatement

of duty, as the case might be. However stealthy the approach to

that point by reason of the smallness of the incremental steps,

Mr. Halton seemed conscious of it , for the moment the point was

reached the required poundage was exacted . He had an intimate

acquaintance with the Post Office Estimates, which possessed for

him none of themystery with which some invest them, and his head

was a veritable storehouse of “ Treasury authorities.” He can say,

what can probably be said by very few retiring members, that he has

not been absent on account of illness for a single day during the

whole of his official career.

Mr. Halton has two sons occupying important posts under the

Egyptian Government. One of them , His Excellency Halton Pasha,

is the distinguished chairman of the Egyptian Railway Board, who,

by the way , made his first acquaintance with official life in the

Receiver and Accountant-General's office, and the other, Mr. Herbert

Halton, is one of the presiding officers of the Egyptian Post Office.

Mr. Herbert Halton has had conferred on him the distinction of the

Turkish Order of the Fourth Class of the Medjidieh ; he is also a

member of the English Bar, to which he was called in 1891 .

On his retirement, Mr. Halton was presented with a silver tea and

coffee service, accompanied by an illuminated address , as a token of

regard from his numerous official friends.

Mr. Job Cay, wa.S.

Y the death of Mr. John Cay, writer to the Signet, on the 28th

in
solicitor, whose connection with the department dates from June

1855. Mr. Cay came of a good legal stock , having been the eldest

son of Mr. John Cay, advocate at the Scottish Bar, well-known for

many years as sheriff of the County of Linlithgow and Convener of

the sheriffs of Scotland, and the early and intimate friend of

John Gibson Lockhart, son-in - law and biographer of Sir Walter Scott .

It is interesting to know that when Lockhart left Edinburgh for

London in 1825, to become Editor of the Quarterly Review , Mr.

(afterwards Sheriff ) Cay was one of a farewell dinner party on the

occasion, which included the author of Waverley, then in the zenith

of his fame. Sheriff Cay died in 1865 , ten years after his son's

appointment to the solicitorship of the Post Office. The peculiarities

of the law of Scotland have invested the office of solicitor in Edin

burgh with distinctive professional duties, which throughout his long

period of service were judiciously and satisfactorily discharged by

Mr. Cay. As a sound and conscientious legal adviser, and an upright,
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courteous, and honourable gentleman , he was held in the highest

esteem by all the officers of the department with whom he came in

contact, aswell as by the publicin general. Mr. Cay had attained

the age of 72 , and despite failing health during recent years, he

continued to attend to business almost to the last.

Some Presentations.

R. A. R. FORREST. This gentleman on his retirement

received several presents, including a black marble clock

from the postmasters, a silver biscuit-box from the travelling staff,

and a brass inkstand from the stationary clerks. To Mrs. Forrest

was presented a silver tea service and pearl bracelet.

M

*

*

A
BERDEEN . — The presentation made to Mr. Mitchell on his

retirement took a form which, if somewhat unusual in this

department, is to our thinking one of the most, if not the most,

satisfactory which such a memorial can possibly assume. It is

quite a relief after the regulation ormolu clock and ornaments to

find a body of men who think that a good portrait is the most

suitable
way of marking the services of a good man.

*

RISTOL . – We find that in our last issue we failed to chronicle

all the presentations made to Mr. Sampson. The telegraphists,

it seems, presented him with an easy chair covered with velvet, while

the telegraph boys added an electro-plated kettle.

BR

CH
HICHESTER . - Mr. Thomas Adams, a clerk in this office,

has just retired at the age of 72 , after 46 years' continuous

service at this office . Such an event must bevery rare, and we are

glad to notice that Mr. Adams was presented by the postmaster and

staff with the appropriate present of an easy chair, which we hope

he will long live to use.
* *

INGSTON -ON - THAMES . - On leaving for Croydon , Mr.

Colbron was presented by the staff with a silver salver.

Mr.Hoare, the chief clerk , presided , and Mr. S. Beckley, the new

postmaster, was present.

K

IVERPOOL.-On leaving to take up the postmastership

of Wrexham , Mr. John Owen was presented with a handsome

gold chain by his old colleagues .

L

*

*

LANDUDNO.-On promotion to Canterbury, Mr. Melsom

received from his staff the present of a dining-room time

piece, while Mrs. Melsom was enriched with a dressing bag and Miss

Melsom with a gold chain .

L
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EICESTER.— The late postmaster, Mr. L. T. G. Turner, was

Le of
and district. Mr. Leak, the chief clerk, made the presentation, and

many officers took the opportunity of expressing their good will to

Mr. Turner.

ONDON (Northern District).-On Mr. Salmon's removal to

the Western District the usual clock and ornaments were sup

plemented by a cake-basket. Mr. Badcock presided .

L

*

LSubscribers, presentedaver: Watterson with a clock anda
cheque for £55 on his removal to Llandudno.

RESCOT. - Mr. Jonathan Welsby, who recently retired from

the postmastership which he held for 25 years, was presented

with an illuminated address and a purse of £ 80. He is succeeded

in office by his daughter, Mrs. Broady.

PRESCO

RESTON . - Mr. Drennan, whose portrait appeared in our last

issue, has been presented on his retirement with a silver tea

and coffee service. Mr. Dre nan , who was much moved, thanked

the deputation very heartily, and referred to the wrench which his

removal from office had given him . He was glad to think that the

only feelings which existed between him and his staff were those of

kindness and mutual self-respect.

*

R
ICHMOND (Surrey) .— The postmistress (Mrs. Brooks) ,

who has held office for twenty -five years, was recently

presented by the staff of the head and sub -offices with a clock,

ornaments, and an illuminated address. Some eighty officers

assembled on the occasion , and at the request of the subscribers the

presentation was made by Mr. T. C. Brooks, who succeeds his

mother in the office.

Mr. Brooks then made a presentation of a walking stick to

Mr. William Henry Bedward, who is retiring after a service of fifty

Remarking on Mr. Bedward's long service, Mr. Brooks

said that no doubt if he were to try he could write an interesting

history. ( Mr. Bedward : " I wish I had kep ' a history ." ) He had

been a good walker- (Mr. Bedward : “ It's all over now " ) — and a

very active man- (Mr. Bedward : “ Every dog has his day " ) -

andhe asked him to accept that walking stick and also a photograph

of Mrs. Brooks, the postmistress, with whom he had worked

so long.

four years.
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Mr. Bedward, after taking a turn round with the stick, said he was

truly thankful for the gift, and for what Mr. Brooks had said.

At a time when complaints are rife as to the conduct of women

employed in post offices, it is pleasant to read in the Surrey Comet

that “ the relations of Mrs. Brooks with the public whom she served,

have been marked by unvarying courtesy and a never-failing disposi

tion to oblige all to whom she could be of the slightest service, and

no trouble was ever too great to ensure the satisfaction of those who

sought her assistance or advice. It washer practice to spend a large

part of her time in the public office, and the absence of her pleasant
face is certain to be noticed with regret by many."

* *

*

ITTINGBOURNE. — Mr. J. L. Viney, the new postmaster of

STRamsgate,was presentedby this isa state with amarblecroch
a malacca cane and an illuminated address.

OUTH SHIELDS.—Mr. E. B. Railton, on being transferred to

reasons.

walking stick, a diamond ring being at the same time presented to

Mrs. Railton . Mr. T. W. Knight, of Morpeth, presided. In the

course of his speech Mr. Railton remarked he did not ask for the

post to which he had been appointed, but he accepted it for two

There was a rise in salary ; but what was more important

was a substantial advance in his superannuation allowance. He,

however, went there rather despondent, but he must say he liked

the town . He left ties behind ; one was the friendship that existed

between him and the staff, and , besides, he had a large amount of

property in S. Shields. He trusted he left no enemies behind ; if he

did it was unknown to him . He might at times have seemed severe,

but the postmaster who was easy and allowed his staff to drift was

the worst master they could have.

*

ELLINGBOROUGH . — Mr. F. Woolston , for twenty years

postmaster of this town, was presented by the inhabitants

with a purse of money on leaving for his new appointment at

Bletchley Station .

W

Tbe tRetirement minute.

HE following list of Officers in our Department who have been

exempted from the operation of Clause 10 of the Order in

Council, dated 15th August, 1890 , has been presented to Parliament .

The reason for the retention given in each case is , that their

simultaneous removal would have caused grave inconvenience.
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The Officers named were therefore selected for retention for such

time as it was thought would allow arrangements to be made for

the gradual transfer of their duties to competent successors.

Name. Office.
Age.

For how long

continued .

65

66

R. Burt

J. Ramsay

U. J. Daly

D. Ogden

C. Watson

66

I year.

17 year.

I year .

6 months.67

Contr. , Retd. Letter Office.

2nd Class Examiner, do...

Supt. , Sort . Office, Dublin .

Insp . of Postmen, do. ...

Supvsr . , Low . Sec. London

Postal Service

Postmr . , Bradford, Yorks..

Ditto, Liverpool ...

Ditto, Leeds

Ditto, Swansea

C. Sayers ...

J. D. Rich

J. Leal

E. H. Oakden ...

66

65

66

67

69

2 years.

2 years.

2 years.

2 years.

I year.

TH

Odds and Ends.

HIS is how the Mayo Examiner announces that the salary of

a Postmistress has been raised :

SWINFORD Post Office EFFICIENCY REWARDED.

Mrs. Mellett, the obliging and clever Postmistress, whose district

covers a vast and populous area and several large towns, hasreceived

unsolicited, on the recommendation of one of the ablest officials of

the Postmaster-General, Mr. Holmes, an increase of 50 per cent. in

her salary. The announcement will receive unanimous approval .

It is well deserved .

*

A
GENTLEMAN who has recently visited Grand Canary—an

island much frequented by visitors, and containing 80,000

inhabitants — tells us that on asking for a post-card he was told that

there had been none in the island for threemonths. The Postmaster

had applied to Madrid for a supply, but in vain .

* *

M
R. S. WILSON, of the Secretary's office, who has for some

years acted as Secretary of the Rowland Hill Fund, was, on

leaving London to take uphis appointment at Dover, presented by

the committee of the fund with a timepiece and vases. Mr. W.

Blain succeeds him as Secretary of the Fund.
*

E regret that through the illness of Mr. Edward Bennett the

usual instalment of “ After Office Hours " is absent from

this number. We are glad to hear that he is mending.

WE
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A
PORTRAIT and short biography of Mr. A. B. Walkley,

dramatic critic to the Star, Speaker, Morning Post, and

National Observer, appeared in The Theatre for May. As a dramatic

critic Mr. Walkley has made himself a name ; but is it necessary

that a dramatic critic should be continually posing as a classical

scholar ? Aphrodite has proved more treacherous even than

Aristotle, and had Byron been alive to -day to castigate pretence, he

might have devoted a line to “ Classic Walkley, much renowned for

Greek . ”

1

E regret to record the death, on the 2nd May, of Mr. Walliker,

whose retirement we so lately announced. On finding him

self at liberty, he went to India to visit some of his children, and was

struck down by fever at Darjeeling.

W
1

MR.
R. H. BUXTON FORMAN, who is now head of the Foreign

and Colonial Branch of the Secretary's Office, and who has

on several successive occasions represented England at the meetings

of the Postal Union , has been appointed also Controller of H.M.

Packet Service, an office rendered vacant by the retirement of

Mr. Messum.

Mr. Forman is now editing for the fourth time Shelley's poems.

The new edition is the Aldine, for Messrs. Bell and Sons, and the

first of its five volumes, containing a memoir of the poet, with

Queen Mab and Alastor, has already appeared. The traditional

green cover of this series has given way to dark red.-a great

improvement.
*

*

IX or eight months ago a gentleman , who gave out that he was

Central Telegraph Office. He was shown all there is to see, and

an artist who accompanied him made elaborate drawings. Ever

since then we have been waiting in vain for the article . What can

have become of it ?

E observe that Mr. G. A. Aitken , of the Secretary's Office, has

just brought out a new edition of Andrew Marvell's poems

and satires in two volumes. ( Lawrence and Bullen. )

1

*

ON
NE of the points in which our London telegraphic arrange

ments are supposed to be far behind those of Paris, was the

system of Telegrammes Postales, which we discussed in our January

issue (p. 54 ) . It is interesting to note that according to the Daily

News these are now abolished, and since May ist telegrams in Paris,

as elsewhere in France, are charged 5 centimes a word .
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'HE Century Magazine for April contains an interesting article

.
he gives a sketch of the history of the American Mail Packet Service.

He thinks it is far more urgent to introduce ocean penny postage

than to establish deliveries of letters in the smaller towns and villages

of the United States. We wonder what is the opinion of the average

American dweller in small towns on this point .

*

*

E observe that Mr. Lang has made his bow at Court on his

Probably

he is right, for though he requires no personal advertisement of the

kind either at Greenwich, or at Queen Victoria Street , yet a Royal

Smile on the Bank will doubtless warm the collective heart of that

institution , which has sometimes fancied itself to be unduly exposed
to official frosts.

Answers to Correspondents.

0.—Since open competition was established only one first

grade clerk has joined the surveying staff, viz. , Mr. W. E.

Dinnis, who died a few years ago . The gentlemen to whom you
refer are second division clerks .

F

*

L.–We quite agree. The tendency towards bunkum is very

strong, and the most determined efforts of the editor are

necessary to keep it out of these pages. Be assured that we will

continue to eliminate the mutual admiration note , unnecessary

superlatives, and verbiage generally. If you want to see these in

perfection, read some of the Christmas reports.

*

X. Yinstruction al waamusement of postofficers, and shantbergtad
to notice such proceedings when they are of general interest.

Our space is however limited, and we cannot crowd it too much

with details.

*

**

M
ACLOUTSI.—We have just received a further letter from

the Postmaster, dated May 14th. The article which he

encloses was received too late for publication in the present issue,

but we hope to insert it in our October number.

“ SIRS, -Enclosed you will find an effort of mine which I hope

will prove interesting enough to insert in your Magazine, but, as I

have previously remarked, I am not ambitious ; I merely contribute

from a sense of duty, as I take an interest in my work ; and as the

P.O. Magazine tends to lighten this work and make me more fully

acquainted with it, so must I naturally take an interest in the P.O.

Magazine, and I will do all I can, though it may be little , to make

it a success. ”
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Retirements.

NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

...

F. J. Lawrence *

J. Caddy*
W. F. Halton*

G. Chetwynd

H. S. Newcomb

Miss L. C. Gunn

W. Stone

R. W. Johnston ...

Miss A. Carter*

W. Hadland*

J. W. Elliott

C. Cleare

R. Shufflebotham *

T. H. Jones*

Prin. Clk ., S.O. Ex. Clk . , S.O. , 1844

Ist Cl. Clk ., S.O. ... Clk. , Inland O., 1843

Prin . Clk. , R.A.G.O. Ex. Clk. , A.G.O., 1843.

Ist Cl. Clk ., R.A.G.O. Temp. Clk ., R.A.G.O., '70

2nd Div. Clk ., R.A.G.O.. Electric Tel. Co. , 1863

2nd Cl . Cík . , S.B.... 1884

Inspector, L.P.S.D. 1859

Postmr., Manchester Clk . , C.D. , 1861

Postmss . , Blackpool

Postmr. , Brackley 1857

Bury ( Lanc .) Mag. Tel. Co. , 1857

Maidenhead
1868

Newcastle, Staff. Clk ., Stoke-on-Trent, 1845
Tenby 1854

1853

* Retired under order in Council on reaching 65 years of age.

Deaths.

NAME, APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

F. H. Freeling ...

Postmr.,

J. Cay

F. S. Bamford

Miss A. Churcher

B. McClure

W. J. Garrett

T. Scott

W. Eachus

Postmr. of Jersey, and Clk ., M.O.O., 1855. Sur

Surveyor of Channel veyor, 1868. Pensd ., I

Islands, 1 July, 1891 ... Jan., 1889.

Colchester, 12 Nov. 1889

Solicitor, Edinburgh 30 June, 1855

2nd Div. Clk. , S.O. Temp. S. B., 1867

Clk. , C.H.B. 1885

2nd Div. Clk ., S. B. 1885

Supervisor, L.P.S.D. 1860

Prin . Clk. , A.O. , Edin. 1864

Postmtr., Sandbach 1864
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Promotions.

NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

J. Chambers

F. Martelli, M.A.

:
:

:

P. G. Burrell ...

.
.
.

83W. A. Beatty

W. H. Buck

J. B. H. Fleming

C. Odell ...

H. C. Barnett

H. Leeds

G. H. James

.
.
.

W. Hainworth

E. C. Pye

F. L. Freeling

G. S. Stow

J. Compton

99

Clk . ,

G. L. Harding

F. J. W. Oakley

:
:

*
*
*J. F. Horn

G. E. M. Forrest

F. W. Le Fèvre ...

W. M. Simpson ...

J. W. Woods

C. A. Burge

H. Haskayne

A. Raddin

E. Summerfield ...

R. Johnson

J. Sheridan

A. Moir

T. Burne ...

W. Payne

B. Phillips

Ist Cl. Clk. , S.O. Clk. , S.O. , 1879

2nd Cl. Clk ., S.O. Inld . Rev., 1880. S.O. ,

G.P.O., 1883

Inld. Rev. , 1881 . S.O. ,

G.P.O., 1883

Ist Cl. Clk. , C.E.B. Clk. , C.D. , '68. C.E.B. ,

2nd Cl. Clk. , C.E.B. Clk. , S. B., '80. C.E.B. , 85

3rd Cl. Clk ., C.E.B. Clk. , S.B. , 1884

Clk . , R.A.G.O., 1885

Sortg . Clk . , Bristol, 1885

Clk. , S. B .; 1886

Tel. , S.W. , 1887. Paper

Keeper, Registry, 1889

Clk . , S. B. , 1882

S.C. & T. , Dewsbury , 1885

S.C., Manchester, 1886

S.C., Exeter, '90

Travlg. Cik ., 2nd Ci. Clk. , M.O.O., 1884.

C.E.B. , 1886

Surveyor's Clk.... Clk. , S.B. , 1881

Clk. , R.A.G.O. , 1881. E. in

C.O. , 1882

Clk . , S. B. , 1882

Clk. , R. A.G.O.,84. S.O .; '86 .

Clk. , M.O.O. , 1885

Clk. , R.A.G.O., 1888

Asst. Supt. Engineer U.K.T. Co. , 1866

Tel., Belfast, 1871

U.K.T. Co., 1869

Ist Class 1870

1872

Mag. Tel. Co. , 1864

Mag. Tel. Co., 1867

Tel., Aberdeen, 1874

2nd Class Tel., Dublin , 1871

Asst. Supt., c.r.o. Electric Tel. Co., 1864

L.B. & S.C. Ry., 1865.

G.P.O. , 1870

2nd Cl. ... Electric Tel. Co., 1865

Mag. Tel . Co., 1864

Cik. Ist ci . , C.H.B. 1881

1881

P.Ö.B. 1882

1883

Clk. Ist Cl. , S.B. Ex. Clk ., S.B. , 1865

Ex. Clk . , S.B. , 1865

Ex. Clk . , S.B. , 1866

Chief Supt. L.P.S.D. C.D. , 1868. M.L.B. , 1873.

Asst. Sup., L.P.S.D., 1886.

Asst.Supt., Clk ., T.P.O. , 1866

Ist Cl. Clk. , Clk ., S.E.D.O., 1874

Clk. , F.B., 1871

2nd ċi. cik . , Clk ., Lr. Div. , 1881

C. Hilton

H. R. Peal

Miss J. Brown

A. Sadler

R. H. Manning

F. E. Paine

J. A. Parker

J. Foster

E. A. Loveday

F. McDonnell

9

J. E. T. O'M. Carew

R. H. W. Batley

H. F. Foster

A. G. Atterbury
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NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

F. D. White

:
:

...

3rd

T. Briggs

J. Barnes

J. E. Gleed

J. R. Edsall

T. James

G. F. Dancaster ...

H. E. Anderson ...

A. H. Salmon

R. Ball

J. W. F. Relph

J. H. Marriott

W. C. Waller

F. Harding

Asst . Sub. - Cont. , Cir. Clk. , Inland Office, 1853

culation Office

Chf. Clk.
Temp. Clk ., Circ. Dep., '66

Prin. Clk.
Clk. , C.D. , 1862

Ist Cl . Clk. Clk. , C.D. , 1861

2nd Tel. , C.T.O. , 1878

Tel., C.T.O. , 1882
C'man. & Tel. , E.C. , 1889

Chf. Cík., w.C.D.O. Mag. Tel. Co. , 1862

Postmr. , W.D.O. Temp. C.D. , 1860

Chf. Clk. , W.D.O. Clk. , Liverpool, 1860

Clk. , W.D.O. Clk. , R. A.G.O. , 1887

Chf. Clk . , E.D.O. Electric Tel. Co. , 1867

Clk. , E.L.O. Tel. C.T.O. , 1880

Chf. Officer, Stg. Offi., Electric Tel. Co. , 1868

S.W.D.O.

S.E.D.O.... Overseer of Tel. Messgrs., '87

Postmr., Norwood Temp. Clk ., S. B. , 1865

N.D.O. Electric Tel. Co. , 1863

Chf. Clk ., N.D.O. Clk ., N.W.D.O., 1873

Clk . , N.W.D.O. 2nd Cl. Sorter, I.B., 1883

Prin. Clk . , R.L.O. Temp. Clk. , C.D. , 1861

Ist Cl. Examr., R.L.O .. Temp. Clk . , C.D. , 1859

Temp. Clk . , S. B., 1864

Clk ., R.L.O., 1868

Clk. , C.D. , 1861

2nd Cl. Examr., R.L.O .. C.D. , 1858

C.D. , 1861

C.D. , 1858

Clk. , Lr. Div .. S. B., 1881

Clk ., R.L.O. Copyist , S.O. , 1881

Clk .,

...

C. A. Wheeler

J. Lorrain

J. Laister

E. F. Page

J. Pryer

J. Downes

W. Howard

E. G. Henshaw

H. F. M'Connell

P. H. Reid

H. Millard

J. Malin ...

W. W. Berry

H. J. Draper

M. J. B. O'Connor

EDINBURGH.

J. S. Pitman

N. W. R. Johnston

T. A. Croal

C. G. Clark

R. Falconer

Miss A. Gray

J. Williamson

G. Jack

M. Scott

G. M. Anderson

R. Wood...

W. Tullock

H. W. Currer

G. Massie

Solicitor ...

Ist Cl. Cik ., s.G.O. Temp. Clk. , S.B. , 1869

Examiner, A.O. Ex. Š.O. , 1853

Book-keeper 1858

Cashier Cik ., Glasgow , 1857

Ist Cl. Cik., A.O. Temp. Tel., 1874

Super. Sortg. Office 1859

1853

1868

Assist.'Super.Sortg. Offi. 1868
1866

Ast. Sup. 2nd Cl"'St. Offi. 1868
1871

1873>>

DUBLIN

P. Sheridan

C. C. Sanderson

F. R. Clouting

J. W. Burrowes...

J. McCabe

Super. Sortg. Office Electric Tel. Co. , 1869

Assist. Super. Sortg. Offi. S.C. & T., Sunderland, 1881

Ast. Sup. 2nd Cl. St. Offi. 1874

1856

وو1870
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Postmasters Appointed.

NAME . PLACE. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

...

R. C. Tombs * Bristol Clerk, C. D., 9 Sept. , 1861.

H. Harley Manchester A. O. , Dublin , '67. Sur. Clk ., '77.

Chf. Clk. , Dublin, 1884.

J. Jones Aberystwith ... S. C. & T. , Shrewsbury, 1868.

Asst. Supt . , 1891 .

D. Jones Carnarvon S. C. , B’ham , '68 . Asst. Supt. , '90 .

W. M. Peacock ... Woodbridge ... S. C., Gt. Yarmouth, 1883.

J. Owen Wrexham
S. C. , Liverpool, 1868 .

T. C. Brooks Richmond, Surrey S. C. & T., Richmond, 1875. Chf.

Clk. , 1887 .

F. Oldfield ... Buxton Clk ., Stockport, 1867. Chf. Clk . ,

Preston, 1884.

H. J. J. Melsom Canterbury + Tele. Instr., Shrewsbury, 1870.

Pmr. , Llandudno, 1880.

H. H. Watterson Llandudno Pmr., Lymington, 1867 .

Miss S. J. McFeeters.. Portrush S. C.& T. , Omagh, 1888.

S. E. Cusker Claremorris S. C. & T., Castleblaney, 1889.

P. Campbell Portree S. C. & T. , Oban , 1884. Tel.,

Edinburgh, 1887.

J. Leitch Pitlochry Pmr. , Portree, 1889.

W. H. Cook Wellingborough ... Cik., Hull,'74. Pmr., Ulceby, '79.
F. Woolston

Bletchley Station ... Pmr. , Wellingborough, 1875.
Mrs. P. A. Frankton.. Westgate S.O. ,

Margate

T. Dowey . Limerick U. K. T. Co. , '65 . Tel. Super. Dub. ,

1891 .

W. G. Young Leigh 1868, ist Cl . Asst. , R. L. O. , 1884.

J. Ison
Widnes ... 1870, Ch. Clk. , Blackpool, 1892.

...

...

...

* Pensioned in March last from the Controllership of the L. P. S. D.

+ Instead of Doncaster.

Provincial Clerkships.

NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Wm . Reid

G. Piper ...

J. Meals ...

Chf. Clk. , Glasgow S. C. , 1862. Chf. Supt., '90

Tel . Sup.,Newcastle -on Elec. Tel. Co. , 1860. Asst,

Tyne Supt. , 1887

Cf. Šup. (Postal) , Liver

pool Clk. , 1864. Supt., 1890 .

Asst. Supt. , Coventry S. C. & T., Abingdon, 1883.

Clk ., Warwick, 1888

Chf. Clk. , Rotherham ... S. C. & T. , 1869

W. W. Smith ...

W. J. Mosley

ERRATUM—Page 166 . Mr. Crawford should have been desc. ibed as

“ Assistant Controller," not “ Vice -Controller."
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THE Rr. HONBLE. ARNOLD MORLEY

( Postmaster- General).



ST . MARTIN'S -LE-GRAND :

The Post Office Magazine .

OCTOBER , 1892 .

Our Chiefs.

IR JAMES FERGUSSON'S resignation on the 18th

August, after holding office as Postmaster-General for

less than twelve months, has with good reason been

very widely regretted . To the public he had become

known as a Minister of strong common-sense and good business

capacity, who was most anxious to adapt the working of his

Department to suit their requirements . Within the Office he had

won the respect and esteem of all those who worked under his

immediate direction as a chief of untiring industry and of perfect

loyalty to the best interests of the Department ; and his name should

always be remembered with gratitude by the general body of officers

for this, if for no other reason, that no chief could possibly have

taken more pains to make all promotions and appointments strictly

in accordance with the best evidence attainable of the merits of the

candidates.

The Right Honourable Arnold Morley, M.P. for East Notting

ham, who was appointed Postmaster-General by Royal Letters Patent

dated the 19th August, 1892 , was born in 1849, and is one of the

youngest members of the present Ministry. He is the fourth son of the

late Mr. Samuel Morley, who was so widely known for his large-minded

philanthropy, and was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge.

He took his B.A. degree in 1871 , and became an M.A. in 1874 .

He was called to the bar at the Inner Temple in October, 1873 ,

on which day curiously enough his namesake , Mr. John Morley, the

present Chief Secretary for Ireland , was also called at the Middle

Temple. Mr. Arnold Morley joined the Midland Circuit, but his

T
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interest in politics soon led him to withdraw from active work at the

bar. In 1880 he entered Parliament as member for Nottingham , of

which city he now represents the eastern division.

During Mr. Gladstone's short administration in 1886 Mr. Morley

served as Parliamentary Secretary of the Treasury, the office always

held by the chief Government whip, and since 1886 he has continued

to act as chief whip of the Liberal Party.

It was generally expected that when Mr. Gladstone again took

office Mr. Morley's valuable services would be recognised by the

offer of a leading position in the Ministry, though it was not

anticipated that this would lie in the direction of St. Martin's -le

Grand. The Post Office is, however, to be congratulated on gaining

a new head who possesses such valuable qualifications as Mr. Morley's

fondness for hard work, his firmness of character, and his interest in

all schemes of social improvement.
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MORE HUMOURS OF THE POST OFFICE.

(From a block kindly lent by the Proprietors of the Strand Magazine.)
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The Post Office in France.

N France, as in England, during the early Middle Ages

the only mode of despatching letters was by messengers

specially employed for the purpose. Apparently there

were from early times a few people who made a living

by such work, but no regular posts were settled until the end of the

thirteenth century, when the number and importance of the students

attracted to Paris by its University led to the establishment of regular

services for letters and parcels between Paris and their homes. In

SSEROS

14H30 :SERRERA

POST OFFICE UNDER LOUIS XV.

England something of the same kind took place in the seventeenth

century. The Universities of Oxford and Cambridge had organised

posts before there were any general public posts, and their right to

maintain these was recognised by all the Post Office Acts affirming
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the Crown monopoly of posts until the Act of 1837 . The

desire for learning is thus seen to be one of the first impulses which

in Europe has led men to live away from their native homes ; and

the practice, common to most Universities, of grouping students

according to the localities to which they belong, no doubt made the

settlement of posts an easier business .

In 1464 Louis XI . constituted the management of the posts an

office of the Crown, chiefly because of the critical political condition

of the country in his reign , but the University was not deprived of

its service. In 1627 Richelieu, under Louis XIII . , increased the

number of posts, and began a regular service twice a week to all the

chief towns in France. Under Louis XIV. the postal service was

extended by Louvois, but was neglected during the eighteenth

century, until the outburst of revolutionary energy at its close gave a

fresh impulse to all social institutions . During the present century

its history has been one of constant , if at times slow, development,

and the Government of the Republic has in the last twenty years taken

great pains to adapt the service to the minutest wants of the people.

Our readers in England and the Colonies will , I hope, be interested

in some details of the work of their colleagues in France, of which I

propose to give a short account, beginning, in order to follow the

stream of correspondence from its source , with some particulars of

the work of the rural postman ( le facteur rural ) .

THE RURAL POSTMEN .

Before 1830 country people in France had to call at the nearest

post-town for their letters, but by a Decree of the 5th April, 1830,

five thousand rural postmen were appointed to make a delivery and

collection of letters in every commune or parish. It is said on good

authority that in the present day there is not a village , however

isolated , or even a solitary charcoal burner's hut, where the rural

postman does not regularly come. This, even if only approximately

true, is a service of which the Administration may well boast. In 1891

there were about 24,000 rural postmen and 6,000 town postmen,

most of them being old soldiers, and as a class they are said to be

most worthy public servants, whose work is much esteemed. In

1891 there was on an average one postman in France (town and

rural ) for every 1,268 persons . In 1872 the average was one to

1,713 . These figures give a fair measure of the extension of postal

facilities in the interval . France is said to have invented the rural

postman, and she has in this branch a more perfect service than any

other country.
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The maximum walk of a rural postmen is 32 kilometres, or about

20 miles , but this limit is cccasionally exceeded . Last year 100

additional postmen were appointed to meet such cases . In 1890

there were 10,428 walks

of over 177 miles, 7,038

of between 157 and 173

miles, 4,730 of between

151 and 12 miles , 1,380

of between 10 and 12}

miles, and only 328 of

less than 10 miles . The

scale of pay is calculated

at the rate of 74 cen

times a kilometre, or

little more than a half

penny for every mile

walked . The rounds are

made 365 times a year,
A RURAL POSTMAN.

and thus for the longest

walk of 20 miles the wages are 850 francs, or £34 a year. For a

daily walk of 29 kilometres the wages are only 770 francs, or about

£31 a year. These sums are considerably less than the wages

usually paid to our rural

postmen in England,

and one is astonished

that in these times it

should be possible to

get so much work for

little pay.
In ad

dition to their regular

wages the men receive,

besides uniform and a

boot allowance of 30

francs a year, extra

allowances, correspond

ing to our stripe allow

ances, of 25 francs, or

TRAVELLING SORTERS AND MAIL PORTER.

£r a year after five

years' service, of 50 francs after 10 years ' service , of 100 francs

after 15 years' service, of 150 francs after 20 years' service, and of

200 francs after 25 years' service. The Government also rewards

SO

0
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long and faithful service in a manner unknown in the English Civil

Service, and, perhaps, somewhat opposed to its traditions, by the

bestowal of medals on a few chosen postmen .

Besides the ordinary delivery of

correspondence the duties of the rural

postman include the clearing of village

letter boxes, and as he takes out the

letters he marks them with a stamp

fixed inside the box, which gives the

name of the commune in which they

have been posted. He also marks his
POSTAL MEDAL .

time-bill to show that the collection

has been made, and moves the indicator on the box before pro

ceeding on his way to the nearest Post Office. The rural postman

sells stamps, and he will undertake to send money given to him to

any address in the shape of a money order. Moreover, he collects

deposits for the State Savings Bank by means of sheets , similar to

those in use in this country , to which stamps are affixed . In short,

he is a walking epitome of the social functions of the Post Office in

modern times. He is commonly called by the country folk , not the

postman, but the walker ( le Piéton ), and earns the name by walking

in the course of his service a distance equal to some seven or eight

times the circumference of the earth .

THE COUNTRY Post OFFICE.

The French Country Post Office very much resembles those we

are accustomed to see in our English villages. There is , perhaps, a

shade more strictness in excluding the public from the actual work

A VILLAGE POST OFFICE.
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of the office. The window or guichet, which we now more often

associate with the railway station than with the Post Office, is still

practically universal, and it is the only means of communication

between the space in which the staff work and the public office or

salle d'attente.

In French offices the cancelling stamps bear the name of the

department in which the office of origin is situated, as well as the

name of the office itself. A double impression is made on each

letter posted, one to cancel the postage stamps, and the other, placed

at the lower left- hand corner, serves as a record of the despatch.

Letters are made up into bags and distributed in much the same

manner as in England, and the ordinary business goes on much in

the same way. The following are the most important details in the

transaction of the different branches of business.

POSTAGE RATES.

15

The series of postage stamps in use contains the following values :

I centime, or one-tenth of a penny ; 2 , 3 , 4, and 5 centimes, the last

being the equivalent of our halfpenny stamp ; 10, 15 , 20, 25 , 30, 40,

50 and 75 centimes, i franc, 2 and 5 francs. The stamps of less value

than centimes are used for newspapers and circulars. For articles of

this class the rates are very low, even as compared with our halfpenny

rate. In the first place any periodical not exceeding 3 kilogrammes,

or 6 lb. 10 ozs . in weight, and published not less often than once in

three months, is entitled to rank as a newspaper. Newspapers

weighing less than 50 grammes, or 1.6 oz. , may be sent within the

department in which they are published for i centime, or one-tenth

of a penny. The postage for additional weight increases by a half

centime for every 25 grammes. The rate for newspapers published

in the departments of the Seine and Seine-et-Oise, the Middlesex

and Surrey of France, and for newspapers published in other depart

ments, and posted to places outside, is 2 centimes for 25 grammes,

and one centime for each additional 25 grammes. It will thus be

seen that although the French rates are cheaper than the English for

newspapers of light weight, and French newspapers generally are

lighter and less bulky than their English contemporaries, the inci

dence of the rates is different. The large newspapers, weighing a

pound or more, which we often see in England, would have to pay

more postage in France. On the other hand, our old friends,

Tit- Bits and Pearson's Weekly, would probably pass at less than

our half-penny rate.
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Other printed papers may be sent in wrappers, covering not more

than one-third of the surface of the packet, at the rate of i centime

for every 5 grammes, or about i of an oz. , and so on to 20 grammes ;

for 5 centimes for weights between 20 and 50 grammes, with an

additional 5 centimes for every additional 50 grammes. Here again,

as compared with our English rate, light papers have a great advan

tage in the low initial rate. The rate for heavier matter is higher

than in England. The tariff for samples , with or without circulars ,

for proofs and business documents, is 5 centimes , or one halfpenny,

for 50 grammes, or 1.6 oz. Here, again, our halfpenny rate for 2 oz.

is cheaper. Papers sent in open envelopes, or card circulars, are

sent at the same rate. All articles on which postage is not prepaid

are charged for at letter rates, as well as those which contain any

writing of the nature of a personal communication .

The inland letter rate in France is higher than ours, namely,

15 centimes, or three halfpence, for 15 grammes, or nearly one

half ounce ; but this rate, or rather one even higher, was deliberately

adopted for revenue purposes after the war of 1870, previous to

which a penny rate had been in force. Inland post-cards are sold at

their face value, namely, 10 centimes , or one penny each. Reply

paid post-cards are 20 centimes each . The postage rate for foreign

countries in the Postal Union is , as might be expected, 25 centimes,

or twopence- halfpenny, for 15 grammes, or half an ounce.

REGISTRATION.

Letters containing bank notes or other valuable documents not

exceeding 10,000 francs, or about £400, in value, may be registered .

They need not be enclosed in special envelopes, but must be sealed

with at least two seals, and properly with five ; one in the usual place

on the point of the flap of the envelope, and one on each fold at the

back . The charge for registration covers insurance up to the full

declared value, which must be written on the face of the letter.

Jewellery or other articles of value can be registered, if placed in

boxes not exceeding 4 inches in any dimension. The value of the

articles must be not less than 50 or more than 10,000 francs. Coin

cannot be sent through the post under any conditions, and the

transmission of bank notes or papers having a money value in

ordinary letters is strictly forbidden . How it is detected is not quite

so clear. For registered letters ( lettres chargées) the payment is

15 centimes, or itd., for every 15 grammes, with a fixed additional

charge of 25 centimes, and a proportional fee of Io per cent. on the
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value. For boxes the fee is 25 centimes, plus i per cent. on the

value. Ordinary letters may be registered (lettres recommandées) on

payment of a fee of 25 centimes . An advice of the delivery of a

registered letter or box can be had for an extra payment of

10 centimes.

MONEY ORDERS AND POSTAL ORDERS.

The commission charged on inland Money Orders (Mandats de

Poste) is at the rate of i per cent. , or of 1 centime, lo of a penny,

for each franc. Thus, an order for 5 francs, 45. 2d. , costs only a

halfpenny. The receiver must , on presenting a Money Order for

payment, produce the envelope in which it was enclosed, or else be

identified by two witnesses known to the postmaster. Postal Orders

(Bons de Poste) are paid without such formalities, unless payment is

required at another office than that named on the order, when iden

tification is necessary. The highest value in the series of Postal

Orders is 20 francs. Money Orders may be sent for any amount.

For sums below 300 francs (£12 ) they are payable at sight. For

higher amounts, an interval of eight days may be required before

payment . For Telegraphic Money Orders a maximum of 5,000

francs has been fixed . The charges for these orders are made as in

England, but the despatch of an advice telegram to the payee is

obligatory.

THE POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANK.

Every Post Office in France and Algiers is open for Savings Bank

business. Every rural postman is a collecting agent. The minimum

deposit is i franc, but slips to which postage stamps can be affixed

( Bulletins d'Epargne) are very widely used. No one may deposit

more than 2,000 francs, or about £ 80 in all . Interest is paid at

the rate of 3 per cent . The distribution of stamp slips by school

masters to children has been usual for several years in France, and

is encouraged by the Government. The State in France does much

more than in England to show a parental interest in its child citizens,

and this is one of its favourite methods of doing so.

THE CIRCULATION OF LETTERS.

Paris is the centre of all things in France . Eighty-eight trains

with travelling Post Offices leave Paris daily, and travel in all 51,000

kilometres , or about 31,700 miles . The secondary distribution is

carried on by officers called Courriers. Some travel in trains in which

second-class compartments are reserved, and in a small way are used
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as travelling offices. Some 1,300 courriers convoyeurs are thus em

ployed. From these trains the distribution is carried on by about

2,200 other courriers, who use carts , and these again work in con

A TRAVELLING POST OFFICE .

junction with 4.500 others, who on foot carry the bags to small

country offices, whence they are taken out for delivery by the rural

postmen . The return stream of correspondence naturally flows

through the same channels.

There cannot well be two ways of sorting letters.

The process is the same in France and in England.

The division of the country into postal districts

follows more closely its division into communes

and departments than ours does the division into

parishes and counties. The French system , in this

as in other matters, aims more at symmetry. In

practice probably the advantages of the two

systems are about equal .

The town postmen ( Facteurs de Ville) sort the

letters for their own deliveries, as in England .

Their uniform is not unlike that of English A TOWN POSTMAN.
1
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14 .

postmen, but they carry their letters in leather boxes slung round

them instead of in canvas bags. In Paris the greater compactness

and symmetry of the city as compared with London makes it pos

sible to retain even at the present day a system which many years

ago became impossible in London . The whole of the postmen

required for duty, about 600 or 700, assemble in a large hall at the

General Post Office, and take their seats at eleven large tables cor

responding to the postal divisions of Paris. The sacks of letters

are brought to this

hall by a steam lift,

and the packets of

sorted letters are

distributed to the

tables, where they

are sorted accord

ing to deliveries,

and again by

streets and num

bers . At a given

signal the whole

of the postmen

AN ACCELERATOR . troop off to a yard

where there are

many two-horse omnibuses, used for the same purpose as the

“ accelerators” in London before it was divided into postal districts.

The men enter these omnibuses, which at once start for the different

quarters of Paris, and as each postman reaches the boundary of his

delivery he jumps out. There are rather more than 2,000 postmen

in Paris, divided into four brigades, who perform in turn the seven

daily deliveries .

THE PARCEL Post.

The French Post Office does not carry parcels, but employs the

railway companies as its agents. Parcels must be handed in at a

railway station or office . A receipt is given . There is a fixed

charge for all parcels of 60 centimes each , if they are called for at

a railway station , or of 85 centimes if delivered at an address . The

limit of weight is 3 kilogrammes or 6 lb. 10 oz. In case of loss or

damage the railway companies are liable to the extent of 15 francs a

parcel . An advice of delivery is sent on payment of an extra

25 centimes .

Secretary's Office. A. M. J. OGILVIE.

The illustrations to this article are taken from a little publication entitled

La Poste, Le Télégraphe, Le Téléphone, Notions usuelles à la portée de Tous,

which is used as a reading book in the primary schools of France .
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Promoted by his Heel.

[ It will be remembered that in our April number there appeared a story entitled

“ The Mysterious Contact,” which told of a perilous moment in the life of a South

African telegraphist. A correspondent in North America sends us a copy of the

Mandan Times of the 25th June, containing a very similar tale, which we now

reproduce in a slightly modified form . We do not know whether any of our

readers have ever practised the method of telegraphy ascribed to the hero, but, so

far as we can judge from an experiment hastily conducted at our official desk, it

certainly appears to come within the bounds of possibility . Still we should be

sorry to see it universally adopted in the service, and if any aspiring telegraphists

feel inclined to follow the example of Mr. Ransom , in the hope of obtaining

similar promotion, we would ask them to remember the plaintive warning of the

hunchback in Mokeanna, who murmured in his sleep, “ No heeltaps ! " ]

HERE were six of us travelling west . At Omaha, Neb . ,

we had an hour to wait. An hour is a terribly long

time to wait at a railway station unless , like the historian

of Lady Godiva, you can “ hang with grooms and

porters on the bridge,” and get them to tell you a tale . It happened

that one of us was well acquainted with Mr. Ransom, the traffic

superintendent of the Chicago and Western Railroad at Omaha.

This Mr. Ransom, he told us, although holding so responsible a

position, was under thirty years of age, and owed his promotion to a

most peculiar incident. “ But you ought to hear Ransom tell the

tale himself ; let's go and find him in his den, and have the whole

story from the mouth of the prime actor.”

Five minutes later we were ushered into the handsome private

office of the traffic superintendent, a good-looking young man of

twenty -six or thereabouts. He was one of those bright spirits whose

geniality is contagious. We were all at our ease at once, and

Ransom was readily persuaded to tell us how, by means of his right

heel, he saved about a hundred lives and gained his promotion.

“ Five years ago ,” he said, “ I was station master and telegraph

operator at Hamlin , on this line. The railway station was the only

building at Hamlin ; consequently I had to sleep in the station , do

my own cooking, and get my supplies from Rands, a place of about

five hundred inhabitants, eight miles up the railroad.

“ It was about 10 o'clock on a quiet sultry night in August.

There did not seem to be a breath of air stirring. The windows

were up and the doors were thrown open . The fast mail, technically

known as “ No. 32 , ' had to pass through Hamlin station and be

reported before I could get ' Good night' from the despatchers and
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me.

rang out :

go to bed . I had pulled off my shoes and had nothing on my feet

but my socks. As I was idly leaning back in my chair, with my feet

propped up on the instrument table, I heard a slight noise behind

Before I could turn round to ascertain the cause, a man's

harsh voice

“ . Move an inch and you are a dead man .' The phrase was melo

dramatic, and certainly not original, but it was very impressive and

convincing. Still more so was the cold muzzle of a revolver, which

was pressed against my head.head. “ Put your hands behind
your

back

and look straight before you, ' commanded the same voice with

business-like distinctness . I obeyed. My hands were seized

roughly and bound securely to the back of the chair.

“ There, mybeauty, I guess you won't do much more telegraphing

to-night. I may say that we have now laid the foundation stone of

our great operation . Further explanation is superfluous at present,

but
you will understand before long. '

“ He was evidently vain of his sententious speech, and went on in

the same strain while he tied a cord round my waist so that I was

tightly fixed in the chair with my feet still up on the table. Then

he shouted ,

“ Come on, boys ; I've got this kid fast .'

“ After a little pause three or four men—as well as I could judge

with
my back to the door -- walked in .

“ Ha ! ha ! cap'n , you've got him , have you ? '

“They laughed together quietly.

“ Jim ,' said the man addressed as captain , ' have you the needful

implements in readiness ? '

“ You bet I has, ' said one of the men .

“ The captain then turned and addressed me : “ Young man, no

harm will be done to you if you keep perfectly quiet. Doubtless

your curiosity is very much aroused as to our intentions. Well, it

can do no harm to enlighten you, because the mischief will be done

before you can give any alarm . We intend '—and here the man's

voice became absolutely fiendish in its quiet callousness - ' to take

up two rails on the trestle bridge just outside the station . Let me

see, the fast mail is due here at

“ Mercifulheavens, man ! ' I broke in , “surely you don't intend to

wreck the fast mail ? Think of the lives that will be lost if it runs

off at that bridge ! ' It was useless to talk to him . My heart came

up into my throat, and the perspiration stood on my face in beads, as

I racked my brains over the possibilities of the situation .

>
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“ The trestle-bridge referred to was about a hundred yards north

of the station, and spanned a very wide but shallow creek. The

average height of the viaduct was, I should say, about 75 feet from

the surface of the water. I knew that if No. 32 ran off the rails on

that bridge it meant instant death to all the passengers and officials.

“ Jim ,' cried the captain , you remain here and devote your

attention to that fellow ; if he moves, kill him ; the rest of you, come

on, and let's get to work. '

“ Then all except Jim followed the captain out, and soon I heard

the nietallic clink of the crowbar, as it drew the spikes from the rails.

“ Oh ! what could be done ?

My hands were bound so that I could not reach the key ; and

besides, if I had tried, the ruffian behind me would have sent a

bullet crashing through my brain. How, then, could I warn the

guard and driver of No. 32 of the impending danger ? Just before

I was seized the station ten miles above Rands had reported No. 32

on time.' Soon the train would be at Rands. Never did time pass

so quickly. It was now 10.27 by the clock, and No. 32 must be

steaming into Rands. Suddenly an inspiration flashed through me

like an electric shock. Why could I not warn No. 32 with my heel ?

“ You must know that in my leisure moments I had amused

myself by learning to send with my foot, never dreaming that it

would ever be an advantage to me. If one of you , ” said Mr.

Ransom , “ will kindly put up his left leg so that the back of the heel

rests on the table, and then put up his right leg over the left so that

they are crossed at the ankles, he will find that the right foot is per

fectly loose and pliable.”

We all made the experiment and found it to be exactly as he said .

“ I quietly pushed open the key with my heel and called ' R '

three or four times as fast as possible. Before I could get an

acknowledgment I was interrupted by the desperado who had been

told off to watch me.

“ What air you wiggling your foot about on that table for ? '

“ . My leg has got cramped from being so long in one position , ' I

replied , with as natural an air of easy carelessness as my excitement

would allow me to put on .

" " I'm so sorry ,' he said , sarcastically .

“ Then I commenced calling ' R ' again very quietly. It was now

10.40 p.m., and No. 32 must have left Rands.

“ Too late ! Too late ! If the train had left Rands nothing could

stop her.
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“ Ah, someone answered my call with ‘ i i R. '

« Robbers are going to wreck No. 32 at trestle just north of

her

“ I was ticking these words when suddenly I received a blow that

sent me to the floor, chair and all, and left the key wide open.

“ What were you ticking on them wires ? ' cried the outlaw.

" How can I telegraph anything with my foot ? ' I answered , as

calmly as I could. “ You saw my feet were up on the table, and in

that position a fellow can't keep still for ever !

“ By rights I ought to blow a hole through you . However,

you won't put your foot on the table again to-night . You'll just

lie there ! '

“ Well, I had telegraphed a warning to Rands, but too late to

prevent the train from starting.

“ I wondered what the operator at Rands would do . Would he

put his wire to earth, and report what I had said to the dispatcher ?

Or would he think I was trying to scare him, and lock up his office

and go home ? I thought the latter more probable. Anyway, it was

now too late to stop the ill - fated fast mail ; it would soon plunge off

the viaduct, carrying its cargo of human beings to certain death .

I lay there waiting for the dreadful crash to come, in such an agony

of suspense that the next day strands of gray were found in my hair .

Ah , how I blamed myself for not thinking of using my heel before

I did ! Suddenly the sound of rifle shots in quick succession came

from the trestle .

" " The boys are attacked ,' shouted Jim , with an oath ; but, as for

you, you shall not escape unhurt . And placing the muzzle of his

revolver close to my head he fired.

“ I fell back unconscious.

“ When I regained my senses the room was full of men, one of

whom was bandaging a wound on my head, and explaining to the

others the extent of the damage.

“ A close shave, but only a scalp wound ,' he was saying. “ I dare

say he will be all right in a few days. Ah ! he is conscious now,' he

said tenderly, as I slowly opened my eyes. Tell us all ahout it,

young man. '

“ It was rather a laborious task, as the wound on my head was

exceedingly painful; but I went ahead and told them all that had

happened from the time the pistol was pressed against my head

until I was shot.
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“ When I had finished , the man who had bandaged my head, and

who, I afterwards discovered , was a doctor, explained how Operator

Rhodes, at Rands , when he had read my message, did not wait for

the key to close, but ran out of doors , mounted his horse (which he

had saddled and bridled ready to ride home after reporting No. 32) ,

and cut through the woods at break -neck speed . He knew that

No. 32 invariably stopped for water at a water tank, four miles from

Rands by rail, but only two through the woods. He had reached

the tank just in time to climb on the rear car and give an alarm.

“ The train was then run ahead until it reached a point about two

miles from Hamlin, when the guard , with a detachment of United

States soldiers, who were luckily on board , went ahead on foot and

surprised the outlaws . They showed resistance, but two of them

were shot, and the others were caught and hung on a telegraph pole .

“ Well, gentlemen, the upshot of it all was that two weeks later I

was ordered to report at head-quarters , and was given the position of

second dispatcher ; and that was how I got the first step in my pro

motion .”

“ But what did Mr. Rhodes get ? " some one asked .

“ Mr. Rhodes is now chief dispatcher.”
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More Postal Reforms.*

劉

HE changes which take place to-day will remove many

anomalies and smooth the working of the postal

machine . Foremost among these changes is the aboli

tion of re-direction fees where , owing to removals,

letters are forwarded from one address to another. The practice

of re-direction, as maintained for so many years past, has been
accompanied by so many inconsistencies that it is wonderful that the

public have put up with it so quietly. The original theory of the

English Post Office was that whenever a letter was re-directed at the

instance of the addressee, and was thus carried over a second postal

course, a new rate of postage should be charged . This was an

intelligible view, and there is really nothing to be said against it, for

if the Post Office, through no fault of its own, is called upon to do

double work, there is no reason why it should not receive double

pay. But the Postal Union Convention , moved apparently by

simple benevolence, adopted a different view ; and it was laid down

as a rule of the Union that all postal matter should be re-directed

free of charge. From this moment the English system was doomed ;

but, as in many other cases, a long struggle was maintained for the

few thousands a year , which the Union had virtually condemned .

The result was the most glaring anomalies . A letter arriving from

Germany addressed to London, and re-directed thence to Dublin,

thence to Cork , and back again to Liverpool , could perform all these

journeys without cost to the addressee . But a letter addressed to

the same person starting from London and following precisely the

same course, lying perhaps cheek by jowl with the first letter in the

same successive mail-bags, would be charged for each re-direction ,

and would thus be taxed with 2d . by the time it reached Liverpool.

And so with the converse case. Upon a letter re- directed three or

four times within the United Kingdom a charge of so many pence

would be made, but if it was finally re -directed to a place in another

Union country all the charges were struck out, as the foreign

country would not collect them. But there were other anomalies

applying to strictly inland letters. The Post Office was not stern

enough in maintaining its own theory intact. To charge an extra

penny for the re-direction of a letter from one number in a street to

* Reprinted from the Times of June ist.

U
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another was found to be too rigorous, although these are just the

little inconveniences which the public may fairly be asked to accept

for the sake of uniformity, for the next re-direction, performed also

for a penny, might be from the Land's End to John o' Groat's.

Accordingly, to meet such purely local cases , the re -direction charge

was waived where the new and the old address were within the

same postal district . Then another and fatal step was taken ;

the whole of London was held to be within the same Postal

District. Consequently a letter might be re-directed from

Putney to Walthamstow without charge , but if sent from Putney to

Richmond it would be taxed . And there were still other distinc

tions , of a subtlety worthy of the Schoolmen , which obtained in rural

districts. As with all complicated systems of taxation, the expense

of collecting the re -direction fees must have been considerable, and

the Postmaster-General and the Treasury have at last wisely con

cluded that the game was not worth the candle. From to -day a

change of address will no longer involve a postal tax, and the person

who moves from London to Brighton will be in no worse position

than he who migrates from Kensington to Belgravia ; all letters will

be re -directed free of charge from any place in the United Kingdom

to any other place .

But the gain of the public does not stop here. Hitherto, in

order to obtain immunity from the re -direction charge, the person

removing was required to give notice of his change of address to the

nearest post office. Inquiry was then made both at the old and the

new address to see that the request was authentic, and that no

objection was made at either place ; and when the re-direction

notice was thus verified , the letters were intercepted at the post office

from which they would have been delivered at the old address, and

re-addressed to the new one. This practice is obviously a convenient

one, where there is a permanent change of address and large batches

of correspondence are expected ; and in such cases advantage may

still be taken of it . But there are other cases to which it is ill-suited ,

and to which, indeed , the Post Office has never applied it . Official

re-direction has never been conceded to a person leaving his house

for a month's holiday in the country or at the sea-side ; and re-direc

tion by the servant or friend of the addressee has never been allowed

free of charge. In future no such distinction will exist . Whether

the letter is re-directed by an official or by the relative or agent of

the addressee, it will be carried to its new address untaxed. Thus

the habitual resident in London who is fortunate enough to possess
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a cottage in the country may , when he quits town for a few days,

leave instructions with his servant to forward his letters, and, provided

this is done within 24 hours from the time of delivery, the Post Office

will charge nothing for the second transmission . Of course, the letters

must not be opened at the first address, and the re-direction must be

in every way bona fide ; if there is any suspicion that a fresh com

munication is being made the ordinary postal rates will be charged .

But, as a rule, the public are honest, and it is not likely that there

will be many attempts to abuse the privilege which Sir James Fergus

son has conceded in such a wise and liberal spirit .

Free re-direction has been conceded with regard to letters only.

There is much to be said , from the point of view of the public , for

this distinction . We all know what piles of circulars await us on our

return from a little holiday. We cannot give directions for their

destruction, because occasionally a dividend-warrant modestly urks

amongst the heap of prospectuses and advertisements ; but the half

hour which is spent in opening them is generally sheer waste of time.

If all these papers were re-directed, the post would be encumbered

without profit to any human being ; while it may nevertheless be

assumed that they would be re-directed if the operation involved no

charge. From the revenue point of view there is an equally good

reason for making such a charge, for the revenue gains nothing by

the carriage of halfpenny matter, and there is therefore no surplus to

be spent on gratuitous carriage .

Of the other changes introduced to -day, the most important is the

re-classification of book-post matter . In an evil hour for its comfort

and reputation for consistency, the British Post Office allowed not

only circular letters, but various other communications which are

really in the nature of letters to be treated as book matter, and to be

transmitted for a halfpenny. The term “ letter ” has probably never

been the subject of authoritative definition ; but it is difficult to see

why a tradesman's bill , which is in effect an intimation, say from

Messrs. Brown, Jones, and Robinson to Mr. Smith, that Mr. Smith

owes the firm a certain sum of money for certain goods supplied,

should not be treated as a letter, while a formal invitation to dinner

or notice of an appointment should be so treated . The result of the

admission of invoices and other documents to the halfpenny rate was

to establish as the final distinction between book-post and letter rates

such trivialities as the precise turn of a sentence , an intimation at the

foot of an invoice that " empty casks should be returned ” being

passed for a halfpenny, while themore polite message “ Please return
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empty casks

1

1

was charged a penny. To such lengths did refinement

proceed, that a friendly society was allowed to send to a member a

notice of a meeting and an account of sums due for a halfpenny,

provided they were sent on separate sheets of paper, though in the

same cover, but was not allowed to send the same announcements

on one and the same sheet of paper for less than a penny. The new

book-post rules seek to sweep away these absurdities. They frankly

admit, what was not admitted before, that certain communications

in the nature of a letter, though not circulars, may be sent for a half

penny ; and they then proceed to describe and classify these com

munications. They further alter the definition ofa circular, abolishing

the troublesome condition that the document should bear “ internal

evidence of being addressed to several persons in identical terms, ”

and substituting the plain requirement that the circular should be

wholly in print with certain specified exceptions. They also state

plainly that a circular may be sent on the same sheet of paper with

any other document transmissible by book-post, thus getting rid of

the absurd regulation with regard to friendly societies, to which

reference has been made. In all these points the new classification

approximates to the regulations of the Postal Union Convention.

The rules of the Union recognise a reduced rate for printed matter,

and the same rate, commencing at a higher minimum , for commercial

documents . It would not be possible to adopt these rules in their

entirety, because the effect would be to raise inland postal rates in

many instances ; but the classification which comes into operation

to -day, while it will remove many sources of irritation and make the

book-post more useful to the public, probably approaches as near as

may be to the greater simplicity of the Union arrangements .

Sir James Fergusson's new regulations will also admit any book

post matter to be sent in the same packet with a pattern or sample

without extra charge. A packet of newspapers insufficiently prepaid

will in future be charged with double the deficiency of the newspaper

rate , when that is less than the book rate ; and a newspaper con

taining book-post matter will be charged with double the deficiency of

the book rate, instead of the letter or parcel rate, as heretofore. In

these and other directions the present Postmaster- General shows his

desire to meet the public convenience. The present regulations are,

it is understood , a sequel to the Post Office Act which Mr. Raikes

carried shortly before his death ; but Sir James Fergusson is to be

congratulated on having carried out the changes thus authorised in

no grudging spirit .
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Globe -trotting.

“ Plurimi pertransibunt et multiplex erit scientia.”

HE holidays are over : St. Martin's bell is rung,

Another summer follows the days when we were young :

By cycle and by steamship, by carriole and train,

Come back, come back, my brothers ! come back to work again.

Oh went ye on the platform and went ye on the stump ?

What thought ye of the “People” —to take them in the lump ?

Saw ye St. Patrick's champions trail Patriotic coats ?

Or silken lady-leaguers trade venal lips for votes ?

Or toured ye past the bustle of Mercia's thousand towns ?

Or round the Broads of Norfolk , or rolling Wessex downs ?

Or saw ye on Tintagel King Arthur feasting high ?

Or honeymooning couples stroll spooning by the Wye ?

Or played ye golf at Hoylake ? or loitered ye awhile

Where trippers, from Chicago, spout Scott by Ellen's Isle ?

Or scorned ye fair Loch Katrine, and all her silver strand,

To woo the nobler mountains that round Lake Leman stand ?

Or dawn-kissed Täschhorn blushing “ celestial rosy red,”

While Matterhorn and Lyskamm frown down upon their dead ?

Perhaps ye stood on Eiger : perhaps ye proudly trod

Where pure, in white apparel, Bernina climbs to God.

Or did ye sail to Norway ? and can ye speak the name

Of that great fall * at Odde ? Hail, land of ancient fame,

Where ocean loves his mountains, and clings about their feet,

Where, parted by no darkness, the day and morrow meet !

Where black across bright Molde the leper's shadow falls,

Where slowly from their ruins rise Throndhjem's sacred walls .

What though from Copenhagen, far over Nelson's sea ,

Thorwaldsen's Christ for ever is calling, “ Come to me

Sail on to where the beauty through islet veil peers forth ,

The Stockholm of Gustavus—the Venice of the North

Reign , Queen of all the Cities ! till laket and sea run dry,

Sweet as thy evening music, bright as thy noonday sky.

>>

* The Skjaeggedalsfos. 4 Malären.
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Bright too-ye may have seen her—the city of the Czar :

Poised o'er her fortress -temple her angel gleams afar ;

There watch the living soldiers round Alexander's tomb,

And still the son awaiteth the murdered father's doom .

Wild gem-decked Moscow beckons , and did ye mark her well ?

Her strange pagoda churches, her Kremlin and her bell ?

Think of her long long story, her life that hath not ceased,

Barbaric still as ever, child of the gorgeous East .

Or went ye south from England ? and did ye cross the Bay ?

Past Lisbon , past Gibraltar , along the eastward way ?

And did ye stop at Cairo ? and did ye see the Sphinx ?

And did she break her silence, and tell the thing she thinks ?

Come back , come back , my brothers ! come back to work again ,

Come back with lighter liver, come back with brighter brain .

For surely, while we travel, we are not all unblest,

The field , the sky, the mountain, each giveth of his rest .

Each draws a charm from heaven . But best of all on me

One spirit sheddeth blessing - the Spirit of the Sea .

Look forth upon
the ocean , and

ye
shall see your peace,

Go forth upon the ocean, where party conflicts cease.

No Whig with Tory quarrels, no Ghibeline with Guelph ,

But man forgives his brother, and half forgives himself.

Come back, come back , my brothers, come back across the main ,

Come “ trailing clouds of glory, ” come back to earth again .

H. S. C.

1
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Making for Macloutsi.

[We are sure that our readers will be glad to know how Mr. Symons got to

that terrible Post Office which he so graphically described in our last number, and

we have great pleasure in giving his account of the journey thither.]

a

RYBURG is the capital of British Bechuanaland, and,

comparatively speaking, it is but a village. Some

people consider it a dull hole, but some people are

never satisfied. In my opinion villages are preferable

to great cities, and Vryburg is a dear little village ; dear because I

know it. In comparative quietude I studied it ; the long stretches

of undulating country, extending far away to the misty horizon, are

peopled now with ghosts of the past, and in fancy I roam again o'er

the veldt with a book in my hand ; I reach a little eminence and lay

me down on a granite boulder, and as I puff up huge clouds of

smoke from my pipe I look at the patches of vaalbosch, at the thread

of a stream which trickles along in the valley below, the tiny hill on

which the fort is built, and then away to the village where I catch

glimpses of friends who are dear to me. I had time to see them

often, to study their ways, their dispositions ; every trick of expression

I knew, and, from constant communion, I learnt their longings, their

ambitions . Without a friend, what a dull place is London ! I was

there once, ill in bed for nearly a week, without a soul to care for

I heard the rumble and rush of the life in the street below,

but for me it was oh ! so dull, and I longed for one of my sweet

little African villages, so small, so quiet , and yet so full of friends.

At 2.30 p.m. on the 28th December, 1891 , the coach stood near the

Vryburg Post Office, ready to bear me away ; I shook hands with

those who had to come to see me off, entered the coach with two

other passengers, the door slammed, the whip cracked, the driver

gave an ear-piercing yell at the horses, and we were off. As we

mounted the rising ground, north of the village, I looked back, and

it was only then that I fully realised how I had become attached to

the little place, and how sorry I was to leave. But I always bow as

cheerfully as possible to the inevitable ; so with a sigh I gathered up

the rugs belonging to the other passengers ( I had left mine behind ) ,

distributed them around and behind me as comfortably as possible,

and lay back to enjoy a smoke and a reverie.

me.
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A heavy storm overtook us just before arriving at Setlagoli towards

midnight, and the darkness was so great that we had to remain four

hours . Supper was served up cold—as the coach had arrived late

with no tea or coffee, but with myriads of flies. I took an English

man's privilege, and grumbled. Setlagoli was originally an out

station during the expedition under Sir Charles Warren ; it boasts

now a post and telegraph office combined, a store, a house ,

and a hut, the remains of a fort, and a couple of members of the

Bechuanaland Border Police. The acting Postmaster, Mr. Knott ,

sorted his mail-a few minutes' work-and retired again to rest .

We reached Mafeking at 12.30 p.m. on the 29th . Chief Montsioa's

head kraal is a mile away from the European township, and looks

very picturesque, situated as it is on the banks of the Molopo, the

huts built in between the trees and great granite boulders . I paid a

visit to the Post Office, where the officials were working in their

shirt sleeves, sorting the Mashonaland mail — a heavy one . I

clambered over a mountain of newspapers to shake hands with my

colleagues, nearly maimed myself by tumbling over the parcels, and

was thankful to escape by a back door. Mafeking is about the same

size as Vryburg, its great ambition is to have a railway and a bonded

warehouse . If you want opinions on railways and bonded ware

houses, go to Mafeking ; if you do not want these opinions don't

get within sight of the place ; they have railways and bonded ware

houses for breakfast, luncheon and dinner, and it is the subject of

conversation during the day. When anyone there has nightmare,

he, or she, dreams that the Government has decided not to extend

the railway and not granted Mafeking a bonded warehouse , and then

the dreamer wakens in a terrible fright.

Here we left the American coach and eight spanking horses

behind , and took on a square box on wheels with a couple of springs

and eight mules . This box, dignified by the name of coach, is a very

emphatic concern ; it has not the lazy, easy roll of a well-made coach ,

but a sharp sudden jerk that almost dislocates one's limbs , and

throws one against the roof and then back again in a heap among

portmanteaus, parcels, rugs, broken pipes, and burning ends of

cigars . We left Mafeking at 6.0 p.m. , and arrived at Ramathlabama

about 8 o'clock , having crossed the borders of Bechuanaland and

arrived in the Protectorate. At the store here, which is also the

hotel, we had a cup of tea while the mules were being changed .

We had a capsize about 500 yards beyond the store, but, fortunately,

no one was hurt, and we soon had the coach righted and on its way
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again. About midnight we arrived at another store, where they gave

us a hot meal, very welcome after our eleven hours' fast. On starting

again I fell asleep, and woke about 5.0 a.m. to find that we were

travelling over a very rocky road ; my fellow passengers were

cussing " loud and deep at the terrible jolting, and looked with

bloodshot, envious eyes at me, so refreshed after my long sleep . The

country here is known as Boulder Pits, from the great number of

granite boulders and water pits in the vicinity ; it is hilly and well

wooded. We arrived at Ramoutsa at 9.40 a.m. 30th December ;

this is a large Kaffir stad (town) , containing some 10,000 natives ,

a few traders, and the British South African Company's Telegraph

Office, a small galvanised iron building. Breakfast had been ordered

for us from Mafeking, but it was a miserable failure, as they only

placed eight chops in front of five hungry travellers. Two of the

passengers paid their half -crowns simply for a cup of coffee ; while

the other three, myself included, did away with the eight chops, all

the available bread, and as much coffee as we could get ; we then

went to the Telegraph Office and ordered a meal for five hungry

travellers at Gaberones. There are no Post Offices at these small

places in the Protectorate ; a storekeeper is generally appointed postal

agent and does the little postal work that is to be done ; Maclouts

indeed is the only Post Office in the Protectorate . We arrived at

Gaberones at 1.45 p.m. , where they had hot chops and green peas

awaiting us , in sufficient quantity to appease our appetites . Fort

Gaberones is a police station, manned by K Troop of the Bechu

analand Border Police. Our next stage was Mochuli, about 30 miles

distant, and the last place on the road that boasted a house of

accommodation of any description , consequently we were par

ticularly anxious to get a good square meal there before starting on

the tinned provisions which we had brought with us , and I asked

the telegraphist to advise Inspector Osborne, an old friend of mine,

at Mochuli , to agitate and try his best to have a good spread for us

when we arrived . A wearisome six hours' trek with one team of

mules, without water, through sand and bush , brought us to Mochuli ,

about 9.0 p.m. , ready to do justice to a good supper ; but alas !

mine host apologised, and said it was utterly impossible to get any

thing, all he could place before us was tinned herrings ; we were

certainly disappointed, and fell to sadly and silently. Mochuli is the

head kraal of the Protectorate chief, Linchwe ; it was too dark to

see much of it ; but it appeared to be surrounded by hills . An

hour's delay, during which time they transferred our luggage and the
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mails to a smaller coach , and we were off again . I was shaken

down into a fairly comfortable position very soon , and went off to

sleep, and awoke at daylight ; my fellow passengers told me that we

had passed over the worst bit of road we had had since leaving

Vryburg , and that the jolting was frightful. They marvelled greatly

at my ability to sleep over such a terrible road, and packed up as we

were ; but I explained that I had travelled a great deal in coaches ,

and that I could sleep anywhere and anyhow .

Our new conductor was called Baby, because of his gigantic pro

portions. He stands 6 feet 4 inches in his bare feet (he doesn't

wear socks) , and is broad and strong in proportion . A recalcitrant

mule stood little chance with him, as he pulled it up to the traces

without any apparent effort, boxed its ears, and inspanned it . He

would even hold up the coach while the boys greased the wheels .

An old Hottentot woman gave us a pannikin of coffee each at one

of the outspans , early on the morning of the 31st December , for

which we paid sixpence ; and about mid-day the boys made coffee,

and we took a stale loaf of bread , some biscuits, and a variety of

tinned meats, and had luncheon under a tree—the flies and the ants

helping themselves. Towards 5.0 p.m. we arrived at Palla Camp,

on the Limpopo River ; I walked a couple of miles over to the store

at Notwani Junction to get a loaf of bread, and on my return we

had supper .

Here we changed again , and took on a two -wheeled cart on springs,

drawn by oxen, as the horse-sickness is too bad for horses or mules

to go further. The two -wheeler turned out to be easier and more

comfortable than the small four-wheeled coach we left behind ; the

oxen were put into a trot, at which they were kept by the application

of a long wagon whip, and a leader ran in front to keep them in the

road . The leaders are natives , and have no very pleasant time of it ,

as they have to run eight miles (a stage) through the hot tropical

sun ; and sometimes more if the next stage leader happens to be ill .

I've noticed some of them trotting in front of the oxen, chanting

their weird Kaffir songs and whistling almost all the way, just as if

they were having a quiet stroll.

New Year's Eve in a post-cart, far away from civilised habitation ;

hardly a sign of life ; only the vehicle and its leader hurrying along.

The land seemed to lie.very low and was shrouded in utter darkness ,

the stars flickered faintly through a thin haze, and everything seemed

so far away ; we forgot the sounds of the cart as it travelled along ;

we heard only the swish of the river, as it lashed its banks ; and
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from far away o'er the bushy flats came the low soft wail of the wind

as it seemed to tell a weird tale of something we knew not of ; but a

yearning sadness was in the sound, and we all grew still ; in a sort

of a mystic dream we heard soft peals of musical laughter, and

caught sweet glimpses of merry faces of the dear old friends of long

ago, of the New Year's Eves of long ago. How dreary it was on

this vast bushy veldt! Everything seemed so distant , so far away , and

even the echoes seemed to come from another and distant world.

The others roused themselves and asked me to sing, and I sang

Home, Sweet Home, ” and all the dear old songs that the echoes

had brought to me, and at midnight I launched out into “ Auld

lang Syne,” and was joined by the others ; the chorus rang out on

the still night air, and presently we heard it taken up a long way in

front of us ; it was the “ down ” cart ; we stopped the cart and sang

another verse ; then we stepped into the darkness and greeted the

others and wished them a Happy New Year.

I considered I had done my duty in watching the old year out ;

and when we started again I laid my head against the side of the

cart and went to sleep . At mid-day on ist January, 1892 , we got

our first opportunity for a wash since leaving Mafeking ; as the oxen

were outspanned on the banks of the Limpopo we hurried down to

the river , feeling sorely tempted to plunge in , but restrained by the

knowledge that the Limpopo River is famous for crocodiles, so we

contented ourselves with a good wash , which was refreshing. The

next morning we came upon myriads of locusts , which were doing

great damage to the trees, grass, and the Kaffir lands. About

8.30 a.m. the driver advised us that we were changing oxen for the

last time before reaching Palapye. As the road was very sandy I

determined to walk on , knowing the oxen could travel but slowly ; so

I took the telegraph line for a guide and started off at a smart

pace ; it was a very warm day, but I managed to arrive 55 minutes

before the cart. Mr. Watt, the British South African Company's

telegraphist, asked me to have luncheon at his place ; so I had a

good wash, and soon after the cart arrived I and another passenger,

who was going on to Macloutsi, had a good meal .

appetite must have given rise to some little astonishment. I always

have a fair appetite ; but the long walk had added to its keen

and the way
I put away the edibles would have made a man

with a bad digestion turn green with envy . Palapye is a very large

Kaffir stad-Khama's chief town—and boasts some 20,000 inhabi

tants, including perhaps some 30 white people. It is a deadly

I think my

ness,
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seem

looking place , and fever claims many for its victims during the

summer season . There is no house of accommodation of any

description , and woe to the poor traveller who arrives there knowing

nobody ; he is left to squat on his portmanteau, and look bewildered .

A telegraphist in South Africa is fortunate, for wherever there is a

telegraph office he can count on one friend at least. On resuming

the journey from Palapye after an hour's rest , we were pretty com

fortable, as we had had a grand feed, and there being only two of us

in the cart , we arranged things rather differently. In the evening I

noticed the storm clouds gathering, and it grew very dark , but I went

to sleep ; when I awoke at 4.0 a.m. the boys were just inspanning,

and I learned that we had been stuck for five hours by the rain,

which had come down in a continuous downpour during that time,

and made it so dark that the road could not be seen at all .

Sunday, 3rd January. We travelled along at a rattling pace,

trying to “ make up time, ” and the jolting over the rocks, ruts , and

stumps of trees was something awful. Saw some good specimens

of the Baobab tree (Cream of Tartar), which raise their massive

trunks high into the air, and to spread their mighty

limbs in a protecting sort of way over the other trees. Arrived at

Macloutsi, 8.0 p.m.

The journey altogether was one of the worst I have ever had ,

travelling as we were night and day for nearly a week, over roads

that were by no means light, and there being but few houses of

accommodation our meals were very unsatisfactory and irregular. I

can put up with much as long as I have plenty to eat ; but an

empty stomach causes me to grumble. The heat was very oppres

sive at times, and the country is not an interesting one to travel

through by post cart ; it is one great undulating plain , covered

to the southward with vaalbosch, a low scrubby bush, and to the

northward with large trees ; here and there a range of hills , or

a lone kopje rises, to vary the monotony somewhat. To enjoy a

trip through Bechuanaland and the Protectorate one wants to take

one's own time, and with gun and dogs to wander out of the beaten

path, or on horseback to chase the wildebeeste, the eland, and other

big game over the great flats. The poet , too, might linger in leafy

glades , in cool and beautiful retreats on the banks of some trickling

stream , or near to some sandy river, for there are many spots in

Bechuanaland and the Protectorate almost unrivalled for beauty.

Macloutsi is the most northerly camp of the Bechuanaland Border

Police in the Protectorate, and is manned by three troops, viz. ,

1
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E, F , and G, some 250 men altogether, who mostly live in huts,

but some few in tents . The Macloutsi River is four miles north of

the camp, and runs from east to west. To the westward of the

camp, and a mile distant, runs the Big Matlaputla River ; to the

eastward, and not half a mile distant, runs the Little Matlaputla ,

both of them are small streams, and both run northward towards the

Macloutsi . The post office was a round hut, somewhat larger than

the ordinary Kaffir hut, but totally unfitted for postal work , and I

found that it leaked somewhat after the manner of a vegetable

strainer. The wind troubled not to go round but came right

through, and there were no conveniences for the performance of

postal work. Macloutsi is a busy office on mail days, as the whole

of the mail going into British South African Company's territory is

dealt with here ; and the manner in which letters, papers, parcels ,

mail bags, &c. , were strewn over the floor was thoroughly distracting.

This has, however, been altered, and Macloutsi now boasts a very

decent post office, with pigeon-holes, sorting table, and necessary office

gear. It is a longish , roomy hut ; and for the place and the times it

is sufficient. A money order branch will, I think, be opened here

before this reaches you.

We had a “ Bonfire Sing-song " here not long after my arrival, which

was quite an interesting affair to me, as I had not seen one before.

A few waggon loads of wood were piled up on the square near

the forts, and towards 8.0 p.m. it was lighted. Half an hour

afterwards the glare of a great fire was lighting up the country for

miles around , and showed , not far off, the officers seated at a table,

while close to them gathered the men. A little distance off were

collected the native servants, forming altogether an almost complete

circle round the fire . It was quite a treat to hear a popular chorus

swelling out from about 200 manly throats, and go echoing away

down in the shadows beyond .

These " Sing-songs are of rare occurrence, and life at Macloutsi

is terribly dull ; nothing but the deadly routine of camp life, far

away from civilisation . It is appalling when one considers it

thoroughly, but I try not to consider, for I have made up my mind

for a few months of martyrdom, and I'm going through with it

somehow.

MACLOUTSI . J. E. Symons.

[The accompanying engraving of the Natal mail-coach about to

start from Johannesburg has been made from a photograph kindly

lent by Miss A. Jarvis . It appears to be a vehicle similar to that in
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which Mr. Symons performed the first portion of his journey. The

following account of a similar machine is extracted from Lord

Randolph Churchill's recently published book :

“ This kind of coaching is an experience which at the present day

can only be tried in Africa. The coaches themselves are the most

curious productions of human skill . Intended to hold twelve

passengers inside , half - a -dozen outside, besides large quantities of

heavy baggage , they are constructed of very solid materials hung

upon thick springs of leather, and present the most unwieldy,

lumbering and old -world appearance . They are drawn by ten or

twelve mules or horses, harnessed in pairs . Two men are required

to guide the team , the one holding the reins , the other the long

whip, with which he can severely chastise all but the leading

pair. When driving a team of mules the whip is in operation every

minute, constant flogging alone inducing these stubborn animals to

do their best. At times one of the drivers is compelled to descend

from the box and run alongside the team , flogging them all with the

greatest heartiness and impartiality.

“ In spite , however, of all this effort and apparent harsh treat

ment, an average speed of about six miles is all that can be realised.

Roads there are none ; deeply rutted tracks are followed . When

the ruts get too deep for safety the track turns slightly aside , and to

such an extent does this sometimes occur that in places the track

occupies a width of a quarter of a mile or more. Swinging,

bounding, jolting, creaking, straining over this extraordinary route,

the coach pursues the uneven tenor of its way, sometimes labouring

and plunging like a ship at sea , constantly heeling over at angles at

which an upset seems unavoidable ; now descending into the deep

bed of a ' spruit ' (creek) , now sticking fast in heavy ground, now

careering over masses of rocks and stones . The travellers, all

shaken up inside like an omelet in a frying -pan, never cease to

wonder that the human frame can endure such shaking, or that wood

and iron can be so firmly riveted together as to stand such a strain

It may be mentioned that the life of a coach does not exceed two

years, that upsets are frequent, and casualties not uncommon .” ]

1
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A World -Post.*

N Friday's Gazette appeared a Treasury Warrant regulating

the postal relations of this country with the rest of the

world , and taking effect as from the ist of July last .

Until recently such a reform would have been an

impossibility . The Postal Union, indeed , which has been established

many years , brought with it uniformity of rate and conditions over a

wide area. But large and important countries, notably some of our

own colonies, long remained outside the Union, or entered it only on

terms which allowed them to intain differential rates.

since not even the best informed expert could have given a list of

foreign and colonial rates of postage without some consideration ;

and the list would certainly have been a long one . So complicated,

indeed, were our international postal relations that they were set

forth in more than 250 sets of regulations and warrants, the long list

of which is appended, for the purpose of repeal, to the new document,

Within recent years uniformity and simplicity have gradually taken

the place of multifariousness and complexity, and the Warrant now

issued is the result of the change. The rates of postage from these

coasts to all other parts are now so few that they can be told upon

the fingers ; the conditions of transit are governed by intelligible

principles, applicable with but slight modifications throughout the

world . A letter may now be sent from the United Kingdom to any

colony or foreign country at the rate of 2d. for every half -ounce in

weight. A post-card, which is, in fact, an open letter, may be for

warded in like manner for a penny. And a packet of papers,

whether printed or written, not containing anything in the nature of

personal correspondence, may be transmitted to the most distant

place at the rate of a halfpenny for every two ounces—our own inland

book-post rate. The same rate applies to packets of samples or

patterns . Thus we may say that there is a uniform rate for the open

packet post-one halfpenny per two ounces. One difference only is

observed between the several kinds of packets ; for printed papers

A few years

* Reprinted from the Times of August 8th. It is to be noted that while the

letter rate from England to all countries is now 2 d ., the rate to England from

Japan and a few other countries has not as yet been reduced to the same extent .
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the minimum postage is the initial rate of a halfpenny, for written

papers 2 d., and for a sample packet one penny.

Turning now to the conditions of transit, it is a universal rule that

postage must be prepaid . In the case of a letter , however, disregard

of the rule involves only a fine of double the postage on delivery ;

while open packets, if posted without any stamp, will be detained and

returned to the senders. Of course, every packet, other than a closed

letter, is liable to examination in the post, and nothing dangerous or

offensive may be forwarded ; it is also unlawful to send any article

liable to Customs duty, for the obvious reason that no machinery

exists for collecting such duties, except in connexion with the parcel

post. A foreign letter may be of any weight, but must not exceed

2 ft. in length , or i ft, in breadth or depth . The same dimensions

apply to a packet of written or printed papers, unless sent in the form

of a roll, when it may be 30 in . long and 4 in. in diameter ; but such

a packet must not weigh more than 12 oZs . The limits of a sample

packet are somewhat more restricted , but, on the other hand, it may

weigh as much as 12 ozs .

It is more interesting, however, to note the several postal facilities

beyond mere transmission which the public enjoy throughout the

world . Any kind of postal packet may be registered for the sum of

2d. ; and underwriters will testify that the registered post is the safest

means of conveyance they know. The sender of any registered

postal packet may, upon paying an additional fee of 2d. , obtain an

acknowledgment of the delivery of the packet to the addressee . Any

packet , again, which has once paid international postage may be

redirected from the first to any other address free of charge ; and

any packet may be expedited in its course by the payment of an

express fee for special delivery, such fee being under the Postal Con

vention 3d. , when the place of address is near the post office.

Of course it need hardly be said that the simple rules thus laid

down are liable to some modification, to meet the inland postal

regulations of the country of address . Some countries may have no

machinery for obtaining an acknowledgment of the delivery of a

letter , or for handing it to the addressee by a special messenger ; it

is but very recently that either service has been performed in this

country. Registration may not be everywhere very clearly under

stood ; in some parts of South Africa there may even be some haziness

as to the distinction between a letter and a post-card . Again , a

letter addressed to the interior of China must take its chance after it

has left the Treaty Ports, and there may be something to pay for its
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ultimate delivery. This country can only in such cases take any

missive intrusted to it subject to all risks. But, speaking broadly, the

rules which now govern the post (other than parcel post) throughout

the civilized world are now reduced to uniformity, and will be found

laid down in comparatively few words in the Warrant just issued at

the instance of Sir James Fergusson . Of the newer parcel post so

much cannot be said . This country is not a party to the general

Postal Convention on the subject, and the rates and conditions of

transit are regulated by treaties framed with each country. The more

bulky the package conveyed , the more difficult, no doubt, to establish

uniform rates. But we may hope that before long something may be

done to simplify this post also, and to establish for the tables of rates

and dimensions, which at present occupy 12 pages of the Postal

Guide , a few generally applicable rates and principles.
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Stray Thoughts on the Civil Service.

T is now some sixteen years ago that a young civilian of

a few months' service — whom I will for distinction call

Melibæus was called on to make an explanation to

the head of his department on a certain matter, and in

writing his report he used the expression “ The cabin was more than

full. ” He had somehow got it into his head that when every seat was

occupied , and when a score of people were lying on the table, and as

many under it , the cabin was more than full. So in the innocence of

his heart he wrote the words. Now the chief (through whose hands this

report passed on its way to the head) left off reading the novel which

he always kept in a drawer in front of him to let his eye meander down

the report on a carping expedition, until at last it lit on this unlucky

phrase, whereupon he took out a pencil and wrote on the margin ,

“ How can a cabin be more than full? ” and having so done he

promptly sent the report on to the head, who returned it with an

endorsement to the effect that the clerk's English was by no means

creditable to him . But Melibæus only laughed.

It is well known that one of Lord Byron's feet was well- formed

while the other was mis-shapen, and there is a story that he used to

judge of the characters of new acquaintances by watching them to

see at which foot they looked . So Melibæus used this little episode

to enable him to judge of the characters of the men among whom his

lot was cast. He would begin for instance by asking A what he

thought of the phrase , as someone had objected to it. A perhaps

answered that he thought it correct . Then that depraved youngster

would casually mention who the persons were who objected to it, and

thus give an opportunity to A to strike his colours and declare that

further consideration he thought the phrase was wrong. Even .

tually, I believe, the originator of the great cabin problem made a

sort of census, dividing the men into three classes : ( 1 ) those who

absolutely thought the phrase wrong—these he classed as hopeless,

and they formed the majority ; ( 2 ) those who at first said the phrase

was correct , but altered their opinion on hearing who had objected

these were the weak-kneed class into whose soul the iron had entered ;

(3 ) those who maintained , in spite of every one, that the phrase was

correct—this class, I believe, consisted of two, or at most three. In

Lilliput, you will remember, the inhabitants were divided into big
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endians and little -endians , according to the manner in which they

broke their eggs, and in a similar manner this atrocious Melibæus

roughly divided his superior officers into big-minds and little-minds ,

and no minds at all , the last class, as I have before stated, forming

the great majority.

And now for the moral of this story . A medical friend of mine

was once asked what a certain lady was suffering from , and he replied

that he thought it was congestion of the temper. Similarly, I would

use medical terminology as regards this cabin case, and say that what

the Head and the Chief and the greater part of the staff of the

Department in question were suffering from was atrophy of the

imagination . There is a constant danger of this in the Civil Service .

Unless he exercises unceasing watchfulness, a civilian is very liable

to fall into the state which Byron ascribes to Alfonso d'Este.

“ Thou ! formed to eat and be despised, and die,

Even as the beasts that perish, save that thou

Hadst a more splendid trough, a wider sty— "

One of the great advantages of the life of a civil servant is the

absence of that anxiety about business matters which so often wears

away City men ; but this is not wholly gain . It leads often to a want

of proper interest in things, and there is a decided tendency to vege

tate. The poor old chief referred to above was a case in point. For

half -a - century he did his work without praise and without blame , like

the beings whom Dante saw outside the first circle of hell.

“ A dio spiacenti ed a ' nemici sui.”

His imagination ( if he ever had the beginnings of one) had quite

gone under , so he was totally unable to comprehend that the word

is what logicians call an equivocal term , not one which has

one definite meaning and one only. If anyone had mentioned

Barbara Celarent to him he would probably have asked who she was.

I should have liked to ask him whether he had ever seen a barrel of

herrings, and if so, whether, if he had been one of a number of human

beings packed as closely in that cabin as herrings are in a barrel, he

would have still declared that a cabin could not be more than full.

The Black Hole of Calcutta, for instance ; was that more than full ?

Among Thackeray's ballads is one entitled The White Squall, in

which occur the lines :

" I heard the cabin snoring

With universal nose .”

One can fancy that chief writing in pencil on the margin, “ How can

a cabin snore ? A nose cannot be universal.”

66 full
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Poor man ! the service had not improved him , and his

narrow meagre face,

Seamed with the shallow cares of fifty years,

bore sad witness of the want of soul within .

If, then, this tendency in the Civil Service is admitted—and I

think no one will dispute it—the question arises, how is it to be

counteracted ? How is one to avoid the Scylla of carking care while

careful to steer clear of the Charybdis of vital vegetation ? Some

seem to think that they have solved the problem by infusing a good

deal of fustian into their official style. But a few tropes and metaphors

introduced into the middle of an official minute—where they are sadly

out of place—will certainlydo little to raise a man's mind, while they will

be sure to provoke irreverent laughter. I don't propose now to

discuss the question of what is and what is not a good official style,

but I will venture to give one or two instances of what I mean, and

my readers may draw their own conclusions .

Some years ago a postmaster, in applying for an increase of salary,

expressed his “ sure and certain hope ” that the request would be

complied with . There was some excuse for this as the man was an

undertaker, but what shall we say to the following:

“ We run the risk of swamping a new-born official olive - branch ,

chilling it with the frost of an enormous outlay, though there might

perhaps be a more reasonable figure .”

I do not want , however , to lay it down that the imagination should

not have some play in official minutes. Here is an instance in which

a very commonplace idea is enlivened and rendered quite picturesque

by the very imaginative phraseology which is employed.

“ The Secretary is deeply grieved to receive this account of so

excellent an officer as Mr.Evans. By all means, he says , let Mr.

Evans have the leave he requires, and I trust, adds the Secretary, he

may derive relief from the proposed treatment.”

Or again ,

“ Even at this crisis M—'s good sense does not desert him . He

makes no piteous appeal for compensation, or even a gratuity , but

simply asks that you will give hima cork foot that he may be able to

earn his bread.”

These two extracts stand on a very different footing to the fondness

for sesquipedalian words which urges one to write “ oleaginous

matter " instead of “ grease," just as Wordsworth in his younger days

wrote “ prominent feature ” when hemeant nose,” or as the pseudo

Johnson described a door with bell and knocker as a “ ligneous

barricado with frappant and tintinnabulant appendages.” No. It

66
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may be possible to cultivate the muses on a little oatmeal, but to try

to cultivate imagination inside the walls of a Government office would

indeed be a hopeless task . All that remains then is to devote a part

of one's leisure hours to the work . Every one must do it in his own

way. No general rules can be laid down except, perhaps, that a

certain portion of the cultivation—though by no means the whole

should consist of judicious reading other than mere novel reading.

But I don't want to preach. These are mere stray notes, and as my

readers are no doubt tired of them by this time I will draw them to

a conclusion . Whether I shall be tempted to resume them must

depend on circumstances .

K. T. L.

Sonnet.

From out the sea Love rose, the bitter sea

Of salt, sad tears, where many a hope lies dead.

The screaming sea-mews circled round her head,

The heaving billows tossed tumultuously,

But o'er their dark, perturbed depths moved she,

White-limbed, with peerless beauty compassèd

The black waves brightening 'neath her queenlike tread,

Awed by her unveiled glory and majesty.

Dark waves, that thunder on life's barren shore,

Henceforth shall no man fear your angry might !

Lo ! as she cleft the billows once of yore

Love rises from your fathomless depths, bedight

With rainbow -jewelled spray-flowers sparkling bright ,

The deathless goddess whom all hearts adore !

HENRY F. SMART.
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The New Postal Order.

HE new form of postal order, touching which some

correspondence has already appeared in the columns

of the Times, comes into use to -day. The form of order

shows several variations from that recently in use .

Additional emphasis, by means of more conspicuous type, is given

to the direction that the payee's name must be inserted in the order

before it leaves the hands of the person to whom it is issued. The

amount of the order is printed in white, as in the older forms, instead

of in black, as in that more recently employed . The words “ Not

negotiable ” are over-printed on the order, and the public are

informed that the holder of the order may defer payment for any

period not exceeding ten days by writing appropriate words on the

face of the order. The warrant which legalises the new form of order

also lays down—not, indeed, altering, but declaring, the law—that

“ even where an order is crossed with a view to its payment through

a banker, the name of the payee must be filled in " —that is, must be

inserted in the space provided for the purpose in the body of the

order .

It appears to be thought by some persons that in making these

rules the Postmaster-General is from pure waywardness making a

radical change in a means of transmitting small sums, which has proved

a conspicuous success . Those who thus write forget for the moment

the criticisms from an opposite point of view with which the Post

master-General has often been assailed . From time to time some

Member of Parliament calls attention in alarmed tones to the exten

sive thefts of postal orders , and to the grievous temptation which they

offer to sorters and letter-carriers. So much have some persons been

impressed by the risks of the present system that they have even

advocated the compulsory cutting of every order and its transmission

through the post in halves, forgetting that they would thus

double the expense of all the smaller orders by obliging the sender

to post a second letter and to pay a second postage . Such a sugges

tion would , indeed , to a large extent destroy the utility of postal

orders. But it is no doubt the fact that postal orders do now, as

stamps did formerly, constitute the principal temptation to the theft

* Reprinted from the Times of Ist September.
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of letters , and it is consequently not surprising that the Postmaster

General should have been impelled to consider whether, consistently

with the continued usefulness of the system , any additional safeguards

can be offered to the public . Hence, no doubt, the series of changes

now proposed . To judge of their value we must consider what is the

nature of a postal order, and what are the especial dangers which

beset it .

Now, a postal order is purchased in blank ; but it is not an

instrument payable to bearer—in other words, a paper currency—like

a Bank of England Note. On the contrary, when postal orders were

sanctioned , the strongest protest was made in Parliament against the

introduction of such a currency . It was provided that the order

should be of such a form as to preclude the impression that it was to

be so used ; and the life of an order was limited , and extra commis

sion imposed when this limit was passed . But in order to carry out

the intentions of Parliament, it is essential that the form issued by the

Post Office should not pass from hand to hand in blank , but should

at once be filled up by the insertion of the name of the payee . Both

in the warrants from time to time in force, and in the form of order

itself, a direction to this effect, in the most peremptory terms, has

always been inserted. Yet it is within the experience of every one

that the direction is commonly disregarded. The advantages to the

thief are obvious. An open cheque, so to speak, comes into his

possession . He can fill in any name he likes, and sign the receipt

in the same name ; or he can take the order to an obliging publican

or tradesman who has a banking account, and who will probably

accept the order in blank and hand it over in that shape to his

banker, by whom, until recently, the order could be cashed in blank.

The thief is not put to exercise any skill of penmanship ; he is not

obliged to give any specimen of his writing, which may be preserved

by the Post Office for purposes of comparison . If he is an officer

of the Post Office this is no slight advantage, as his undoubted hand

writing is in the possession of the Department and, whenever suspicion

awakes, its resemblance to the filling in of stolen postal orders may

lead to his detection . But the advantages do not cease here . If the

sender of a postal order neither fills in the name of the payee nor

preserves the number of the order, any effectual inquiry into the loss

of the order is rendered most difficult. Many orders for the same

amount are issued at the same post office on the same day. How is

it to be ascertained which of these is the lost order ? Great delay

and difficulty of proof occur in all cases, while certain forms of theft
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may be practised upon blank orders with almost absolute impunity.

It is of the utmost importance, then, that the senders of postal orders

should be induced to obey the direction to insert the name of the

payee,
and many of the changes now made have for their object, as

will have been observed, to enforce this rule . It is of almost equal

importance that the sender of an order should preserve a record of its

number. To impress both requirements upon the consideration of

the public, Sir James Fergusson not long since gave notice that, unless

satisfied that the name of the payee was inserted before the holder

parted with the order, and unless the number of the order was fur

nished, he would not undertake to trace the order in the case of

mis -carriage or loss . This notice and the present changes obviously

form parts of one policy.

But, next to the transmission of postal orders through the post in

blank, and without record of their numbers, the greatest aid to dis

honesty consists in the careless negotiation of orders by publicans

and tradesmen . A thief seldom cashes an order at a post -office.

He induces some person to change it for him in the course of trade.

The order then, perhaps, passes from hand to hand for a day or two,

and ultimately finds its way to the Postmaster-General through a

banker with whom some holder has an account. It is the compara

tive ease with which postal orders may thus be disposed of which

recommends them to the pilferer. If indiscriminate cashing of orders

can be discouraged, the postal order will become a less attractive

object of theft. Now, a postal order is not a negotiable instrument

in the legal sense . A negotiable instrument is one the mere acquisi

tion of which for value given confers upon the holder a good title .

This is not the case with a postal order. It is payable on the face of

it only to one person, and no holder, though he may have taken it

in exchange for hard cash, can obtain any better title to the order

than the person from whom he obtained it . In other words, when

an order has once been stolen, no one who subsequently holds it has

any right to it ; he is liable to be sued by the rightful owner or by

any person to whom he has given the order, and who has failed to

obtain money for it . This fact is ignored by the publican ( stolen

orders have a special tendency to find their way to public-houses) who

cashes a postal order , not for the person named in the order, but for

some person, altogether unknown to him , who produces an order

payable to some unknown name, or payable in blank. To call the

attention of all persons to the character of the order, and to the fact

that it is of no value unless rightfully come by, future orders will be
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over-printed with the words “ Not negotiable . " If the thief of the

future finds that he must forge the name of the payee and thus leave

a specimen of his handwriting with the Post Office, and that he cannot

cash his order at the first public-house he enters, while at the same

time the Post Office is enabled, through the full particulars furnished

by the sender, to institute an inquiry without loss of time, he will not

be long in coming to the conclusion that the game is hardly worth

the candle.

Similarly, the power to defer payment of an order is conferred to

enable an order to be absolutely protected, and thus to make postal

orders generally less desirable objects of theft. A postal order payable

ten days after date at a particular post-office is safe. Any miscarriage

will have been discovered long before the ten days are out, and pay

ment can be stopped . It has been suggested that deferred postal

orders may be used to obtain goods dishonestly . Deferred money

orders have been in existence for years and have led to no such

practices . A trader is not bound to part with his goods till he has

cashed his postal order ; and the Postmaster-General is not bound to

return the value of the order to the remitter, if he is satisfied that it

is due to the payee. The postponement of payment and the conse

quent opportunity of stopping the order merely give time for inquiry.

Equally unfounded is the objection that notice that postal orders are

“ not negotiable ” will render them of less use . They never have

been really negotiable. They never were designed to serve as a paper

currency. And they never have, in fact, been so used to any extent,

the average life of the 324 millions of postal orders* which were issued

last year being only six days. Occasionally, no doubt, an order

passes through two or three hands , and occasionally this will happen

in the future. Where there is no dishonesty, there is no objection .

But the practice cannot be encouraged, as it tends to assist the thief.

The postal order was introduced to enable small sums to be sent

through the post. Everything that makes the order safer in the post

and in the hands of those who despatch and receive letters-post

clerks , errand -boys, porters, and housekeepers—makes the order

more apt to serve the purpose for which it was invented .

[The following extract from a letter which appeared in the Times

of the 29th August is a fine sample of reckless trading on the part

* This is incorrect. The number here given is the total number of orders issued

since the 1st January, 1881 .
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of a firm which then tries to throw the blame on the Post Office.

“ As the same system with post -office orders has caused us a loss

during the last few days we think the public should be put on their

guard. It was managed in this way. A man at Hounslow advertised

some articles for sale and was sent from Oldham a deferred post

office order for £6 in payment. This order the advertiser sends to

us, with instructions to send him a gold chain , which we immediately

do, paying the post- office order into our banker's on the same day.

Seventeen days afterwards our bankers return the P.O.O. , stating

that payment had been stopped . We send a clerk down to Hounslow

only to find that the man has absconded with our gold chain, and

from information received from the Secretary of the Post Office we

hear that the remitter at Oldham, not having received any reply to

his order, naturally stopped payment, so that we are the losers of a

gold chain of the value of £6. Our contention is that nearly three

weeks is too long a time for the receiver of the P.O.O. to be made

aware that the order is only waste paper, as country customers do

not care to wait that length of time before receiving what they send

for. " ]
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A Dream of Fair Morley .

(BY A NEW SOCIETY PE (A) rson.)

[ “ I am very sorry to see that Mr. Arnold Morley, the new Postmaster -General, is

already entangled in the toils of officiulisnı and fittered by the bonds of red tape.

He went into office followed by the hopes of many sincere supporters, who trusted

that under his régime some at least of the abuses and oppressions which disgrace

the administration of this Department would be red ,essed.

“ Of course theman who is really to blame for this is Sir Arthur Blackwood ,

who is one ofthe most determined enemies to postal reform, and one of the greatest

idolaters of discipline in the public service . ” ]

STARTED North , a minister to seek ,

But - for my fancied Hercules—I spied

A puppet to red-tape , absurdly weak,

And most absurdly tied .

His feebleness with shame and with surprise

Froze my old faith ; for I had hoped that he

Would do away oppression, and would rise

To set the sorters free.

“ Alas ! Alas ! ” a choked voice murmured near,

The dragon eyes are on me. Oh ! speak low

Lest Arthur, Algernon , or Herbert hear

My tale of bitter woe.

“ Was it for nought I left those three behind

Because I could not brook their triple frown ?

And fled upon the wings of viewless wind

A three days' post from town .

I had not known them long ; one hour alone

Did turn my spirit's honey into gall .

And I was such as they are , cold as stone

To that sad martyr's call .

They haunt me day and night ; I cannot smile

On noble Clery with approving beam ;

Like stern black-visaged nightmares they the while

Sit captains of my dream ..

“ Ill omen of the future ! see the ring'—

Clerk to clerk's sister wedded-tighter grows :

I cannot ban their banns, though I be king

And they the sorters' foes . ”

E’en thus the minister's lament took shape

And thrilled mine ears in that unblissful time ,

We wept together o'er the red , red tape,

And then I built this rhyme.

H. DE W.
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The Australian Postal Conference.

E

OR some years past it has been the practice for the

Heads of the various Post Offices of Australasia to meet

at intervals to discuss matters of common interest.

The last meeting of the kind, held at Hobart, Tasmania,

was of special importance as being the first which has taken place since

these Colonies have joined the Union. On this occasion representa

tives of New Zealand were absent, but the six other Colonies were

represented by their parliamentary and also by their permanent

heads , except in the case of Western Australia, which had but one

representative. There is considerable diversity in the inland postage

rates of these colonies , while the rates themselves are in some cases

higher than the corresponding Union rates between Europe and

Australia. Mr. H. Heaton says it is an anomaly that a letter posted

at Folkestone for the Orkney Islands should cost one penny while

the same letter sent to Boulogne costs 2 d ., but what will he say to

a system under which a circular posted in England is delivered in

Sydney for id . , while the same document posted in the Colony itself

to the same address costs id . , and what must he think of the wisdom

of a conference which endorses and proposes to perpetuate such an

anomaly ?

As soon as the Conference met, the Hon. J. Kidd (New South

Wales) moved that it be a recommendation to the several govern

ments that the Inland postage rate of each Colony be reduced to one

penny per half -ounce. Victoria, it seems, has internal penny postage,

but in the other Colonies the rate is 2d . , except that in New South

Wales the local rate within 12 miles of certain towns is id. All the

Ministers present agreed that penny postage was a very good thing,

but that in view of the present state of the revenue the Colonies

could not afford it . Then an amusing debate took place on the

subject of letters relating to racing, sweepstakes, and betting transac

tions. Victoria, it seems, passed a law giving the Post Office power

to prevent such letters being sent within the Colony. So the pro

moters of sweepstakes went to Sydney and defied the Victorian Act,

and now £100,000 of Victorian money goes yearly. to Sydney for

betting purposes. Every member took a most orthodox and correct

*

* It is understood that the rate in this Colony also has since been raised to 2d .
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view of this matter except Mr. Sholl, the representative of Western

Australia, who hinted that Victoria was more concerned at the loss

of that £100,000 than at the moral wrong. During the Cup Week,

he said, there was more betting in Victoria than in any part of the

world. He could not afford to go to the races as others did, andwhy

should he not have a chance of putting £ i in a sweep ? He did not

himself bet to any extent, but he thought it outrageous to prevent

people from spending their money as they liked . Speculating in

mining shares was nothing but gambling, and did far more harm than

putting money on horses. However, the motion was carried .

A motion was afterwards brought forward fixing the inland and

intercolonial rate for circulars at id . per 2 ozs. It was supported by

New South Wales and Western Australia, but was rejected in favour

of fixing the rate at id . per 2 ozs . Mr. Unmack, the Queensland

representative, declared that he did not see what was to be gained by

all these proposed concessions, as he did not believe that the public

demanded a single one of them. As one reads these sentiments the

thought involuntarily occurs, why did not Mr. Heaton stop in

Australia ?

The next point was the newspaper rates. New South Wales

carries her newspapers free, and so does Tasmania, while all the other

Colonies charge. The consequence is that New South Wales papers

get an unfair advantage, and Queensland had declined any longer to

carry them unpaid , while Victoria was thinking of refusing also.

The discussion indicated that the Governments of New South Wales

and Tasmania would endeavour to induce their respective legislatures

to make a charge in future.

While the political heads were discussing these questions, a com

mittee consisting of the permanent heads drew up the draft of an

Australian Postal Convention regulating the exchange of correspon

dence among the Colonies .

The following are the rates proposed :

Letters 2d. per 1 oz.

Letter- Cards
face value id .

Post -Cards ... Id . each.

Reply-Cards 2d . each.

Books not exceeding 4 ozs . id .

And for every additional 4 ozs . or portion of 4 ozs.

} id.( up to 3 lb.)

Packets not exceeding 2 ozs. id.

And for every additional 2 ozs , or fraction of 2 ozs.

(up to 1 lb.) } id.

.
.
.

.
.
.
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1

...

...

Newspapers, as hereinafter defined , not exceeding 10 ozs.

in weight ... } }d . each.

And if over 10 ozs. , for each additional 10 ozs. or

fraction thereof } }d.

Newspapers.—Bulk parcels of newspapers of the same issue, posted by

the publisher or newsvendor, and which have been registered or

accer by the Postmaster- General , id . per lb.; no parcel containing

less than four newspapers to pass at bulk rates.

Registration fee, 3d . , in addition to ordinary postage. Acknowledge

ment of receipt , 2 }d .

Parcel Post.–For each parcel not exceeding 1 lb. 8d.

Each additional lb. , or fraction thereof 6d.

It will be observed that this tariff differs in many respects from our

own. Letter- cards are sent at half the letter rate , and at the same

price as post-cards. Nothing can be sent for {d . except newspapers ,

the conviction that halfpenny postage does not pay being strongly

held in Australia .

The book post is confined to printed matter, but the packet post

takes such diverse articles as bank-notes, circulars, commercial papers,

merchandise patterns, queen-bees, and wedding cake . Letters in

type-writing, or imitations thereof, are excluded from this post ; but if

“ merchandise ” of any kind may be sent by this means, it is not clear

why these should be forbidden .

The papers published by the conference include a letter from Sir

Arthur Blackwood , dated 30th November, 1891 , which foreshadows

the future policy of this country on the subject of postal rates. The

following is the most important portion :

“ I am to state at the outset that, in Sir James Fergusson's opinion,

the case of those who have advocated in Parliament and elsewhere

lower rates to the British Colonies than to other places beyond sea

has not by any means been made out.

“ While fully alive to the somewhat restrictive character of the com

paratively high rates of postage which were payable on letters, &c. ,

for India , Australia, and other parts of the Empire before the ist of

January, 1891 , Sir James Fergusson sees reasons for thinking that a

universal rate of 2d. the } oz . for letters is sufficiently moderate to

meet all reasonable demands for the present. It is the rate fixed by

the Universal Postal Union for international letters ; and, seeing that

the Postal Union itself does not and cannot spread over greater

distances by sea than the various parts of the British Empire, what is

reasonable for the one must be reasonable for the other.

“ Sir James Fergusson desires not to oppose himself to the judg

ment of the Postal Administrators of the whole world ; and he is
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aware that in some foreign countries and British Colonies the inland

or intercolonial letter rates are still too high to admit of further

reduction of the general rate to distant places ; but he is of opinion

that Her Majesty's Government might well accept , eventually , and

even advocate a universal rate of ad . for letters as simpler than a 2d.

rate, whenever the rest of the Postal Union might be prepared for

such a rate.”

When the telegraphs were taken over by the state in England , it

was laid down as a fundamental principle that the charge for trans

mission should be uniform , and that principle is still adhered to.

Here , at home, we do not recognise either “ express ” telegrams or

“ deferred ” telegrams, but every telegram is sent forward in its turn,

according to the time at which it is handed in . The Australian

Colonies , which have hitherto followed our example in this matter,

now show a disposition to strike out a new line. At the Conference

it was proposed by Mr. Unmack, that " A system of urgent telegrams

at double rates should be adopted intercolonially and inland . "

New Zealand there are already three classes of telegrams ; the

urgent, ” which are paid for at double rates ; the “ ordinary,” which

are paid for at ordinary rates; and the “ delayed,” which are paid for

at half-rates. In Tasmania, also, there is a system of “ urgent”

telegrams . It was proposed to make the system uniform , by intro

ducing it in all the colonies, and also between all the colonies . The

motion met with some opposition , and ultimately it was amended by

the omission of the words “ and inland.” It was then carried, the

only dissentient being New South Wales ; but although New South

Wales would have no urgent telegrams of her own she was willing

to give priority of transmission to urgent messages between other

colonies passing over her lines , provided she got double pay.

The Conference discussed the question of charging for the addresses

of telegrams, and agreed not to recommend any change . At present

the address and signature go free. It seems the Conference was

afraid that if the addresses were charged for people would have

recourse to the use of code addresses . Quite so, most potent,

grave , and reverend signiors ! They would . Our experience at

home shows that they are quite capable of it . But Mr. Sholl , who

was strongly in favour of charging for the addresses, laughed this

little difficulty to scorn . It was understood , he said, that the use of

code words in the addresses should be prohibited . This strikes us

as a simple and summary way of getting over the difficulty, and

possibly it might be successfully adopted by young and vigorous
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civilisations like those of Australia. Here in England it would be

stigmatised as bureaucratic oppression ; questions would be asked in

the House ; the Postmaster-General would be badgered , and the

backdoor of the Treasury besieged ; the use of Code words would

be conceded in rather less than no time ; and finally, perhaps, the

credit of another useful reform would be claimed by some member

of Parliament who made a speciality of Post Office grievances.

Australia has for years been much exercised by the fact that it pos

sesses only one outlet for telegrams, viz . , the cables of the Eastern

Extension Telegraph Company. The company in question , having no

rivals, are monopolists, and cannot be blamed for acting as such.

Certain Australians and others , dissatisfied with the existing state of

affairs, have been conducting negotiations and forming a company

with a view of laying an independent cable to connect Australia

with the rest of the world . The proposed cable is to go straight

across the Pacific Ocean, from Queensland to Vancouver, calling on

the way at five islands . The first is New Caledonia, a French pos

session ; the second , Fiji, a British possession ; the third , Samoa ,

an island under the joint protectorate of England, America , and

Germany ; the fourth , Honolulu , an island under the joint protec

torate of Great Britain , France, and America ; and the fifth, the

Fanning Islands , which are British . The company has been formed,

with a capital of 50,000,000 francs. As a first instalment, it proposes

to proceed at once with the section between Queensland and New

Caledonia. Before it could do so it required an annual guarantee of

£12,000, and we understand that the Government of France has

now agreed to find £8,000 a year, while the Governments of New

South Wales and Queensland agree to subscribe £2,000 a year

each . It would seem, therefore, that the scheme is fairly started .

It was entered in the notice paper of the Conference, but was met

by much hostility. A motion that it should be discharged was

carried, and it was thereupon wiped out from the “ Order of

Business.” We do not suppose, however, that the company will be

in the least degree deterred from their enterprise by this want of

sympathy on the part of the Conference.

B. D.
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After Office Hours.

IT

Literature and Life .

T is a common experience in this hurried, rushing, over-driven

life of ours to be suddenly pulled up in the midst of one's

work, and , perhaps, within view of the realisation of some ambition ,

by a warning from nature or the family physician that we are on

the wrong track , and that unless we speedily get off it on to another

disaster to ourselves will be the result . The first effect of obedience

to such a warning is by no means pleasant. There is a natural

goading against the limitations fixed by the body , and the younger

weare the more unseemly is the rebellion . But the gain is that for

a short time at least there is “ a lull in the hot race," and the poor

highly -strung nervous individual is able to take stock of his position

and to think of

" The hills where his life rose,

And the sea where it goes.'

It is absurd to attempt to follow out the doctor's advice at such

times, and to “ think of nothing . ” The effort to attain Nirvana in

this life to a man of a certain temperament involves a greater tax on
the system than the hardest work. That way madness lies . For

bidden the reading of books, and away from all literary influences,

you are reduced to finding your inspiration in human life alone, or

in your own recollections. It is at such a time , and in compulsorily

lazy moments, that a man finds out how little he really owes to

literature , and how much stronger is the impression that his active

experience of men and things has made upon his mind. Though he

may have read much and in widely different literatures it is possible

that when he asks himself how much of it all he remembers, the

answer will be that what he does remember is the book which in

one way or another has aided or inspired him in some experience or

crisis . On the other hand, the book which is unassociated with his

experience is forgotten ; in other words, literature without life is a

profitless business . The voracious reader needs to learn this lesson,

and sometimes nothing but imprisonment will teach it him . My

experience is, and it must be a common one among all readers, that

often for weeks together books have no attraction whatever for me.

When mylife has been very full, say of joy or of sorrow, I cannot touch

a book ; I must go through with my experience , and enjoy it or face

it, unaided by literature. Books irritate me and bore me when my

life is running at the full. But when the experience is over, when

the joy has been left behind or the sorrow lived through, is there

anything more inspiring or consoling than to take up some work

where we find our own experience interpreted or expressed ?

Divorced from experience, what is the use of a book ? Merely to

turn out a respectable prig, or a victim to mental indigestion with

its resultant nervous disorders. How much more easily I recollect

men and women whom I have, perhaps , only casually met than I do

books . For instance, I sit next to an individual at table d'hôte

Y
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some evening, I talk with him , I laugh with him , I find him excel

lent company ; we swear eternal friendship, and we speak as we

feel at the moment when we say we shall meet again . But we never

do meet, and if we did we should probably be disappointed in each

other ; the conditions under which we first met would have to be

repeated to enable us to experience the same pleasure again . Why

does almost every word of that conversation linger obstinately in my

memory, and yet, after a life-long study of Shakespeare, I can never

trust myself to quote a line of the poet correctly, or to fix the

particular play in which a given quotation occurs ? Recollections of

individuals I have met come to me easily and naturally, but it is

with an effort I remember most of the books I have read , always

excepting those associated with experience. I once travelled to the

North in the same carriage with a delightful party of Americans , and

we had a never-to -be-forgotten day of fun and jollity. I fell desper

ately in love with one of the fair Americans , and she exhibited

every sign that matters were the same with her. Before we reached

Glasgow we felt that we had known each other for years . What

promises I made ! I took note of their addresses and accepted

two or three invitations to American houses. I refused to say

“ farewell," " au revoir ” expressed more accurately the feeling of
the moment. This happened years ago, and I have not yet visited

America, though I can still see my friends' faces as vividly as I can

see the paper on which I am writing. Such a sudden friendship

was , indeed , doomed to be a butterfly one, for an uneasy suspicion

crosses mymind that a second meeting would spoil the cherished
memory of the first : “ the conditions under which we first met

would have to be repeated to enable us to experience the same

pleasure again .” But my point is , that neither Shakespeare nor

Milton in all their glory are so vividly fixed in my memory as that

one day with a few scratch acquaintances . Memory is always

playing tricks of this sort ; she goes her own wild way, and the less

you try to force her the better. I have said that I can never quote

a line of a classical author correctly, no matter how long and how

deeply I have studied him ,but then I can recite quite accurately
the whole of Lear's Book of Nonsense from cover to cover, though

I have not looked into the work for twenty years . On the same

principle , most of the good, worthy, respectable and intellectual

people I have met I have forgotten , while the morally worthless , the

frivolous, the idiotic and the foolish are enduring memories with
me. Happy is the man or woman who has a mind well stored with

recollections of men. Unhappy is the man or woman whose recol

lections are confined to books , for their thoughts, as some writer or

other has said, remind one of “ the rinsings of many wine glasses."

Even the man who has had what is called “ a bad time” is in a

better position. At any rate he has lived, and turning over his

recollections , not of literature but of life, he can say,

“ Well enough

I think we've fared , my heart and I.”

And literature to him has a far higher significance than it has to the

mere professor of belles lettres.
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Some Books, new and old.

'HE authoress of Some Emotions and a Moral has not been

slow to follow up her first work by another. And, unlike

many ventures of the same kind, the second book is fully up to the
level of the first. In some respects, indeed, The Sinners' Comedy is

an improvement, for there is certainly a little more of the milk of

human kindness in the character sketches, and the satire is perhaps

more restrained . On the other hand, there is no falling off in the

epigrammatic style which the authoress has made her own , in which

every line tells . There is the same crisp and terse dialogue, and one

may search in vain from cover to cover for a superfluous word. The

book is a small one and can be read easily in an hour, but it repre

sents, we are assured, a whole year's work on the part of the writer.

This is an example of thoroughness we seldom meet with in these

days of over-production. And yet there is no trace of effort or of

laboured composition . With a light touch and a fine sense of

humour she makes her characters live and move and have their

being without the aid of any word-painting. The tragedy of a life

time is hit off in a few cynical sentences. 66. I have been harder hit

than you , ' said Legge, ‘ I died twelve years ago ; the only thing

that lives about me is my stomach. I remember they fed it with

chops - on the day she was buried . Life is certainly humorous. '

They were both laughing, when Mrs. Grimmage came in with the

tea. She wanted to know whether they preferred scones or muffins. "

Here, too, is a delightful piece of love's philosophy. “ A man's way

of loving is so different from a woman's, ' sighed Anna. There

ain't nothing that makes them so sulky and turns them against you

so soon as saying anything like that. And that's a mistake girls

always make. They begin the heavenly. It's not a bit of use being

heavenly with men. Just you remember that. You must take 'em

as they are or leave 'em .' ' I see,' said Anna. " There's many a

young woman lost a man's love,' observed Mrs. Grimmage, by

coming the heavenly.' ' She's better without it , ' said Anna,' much
The mood of the authoress is unmistakable ; it runs all

through the book, and she shares it with the author of Ecclesiastes.

Of a certain character in her book, who possessed rather loose

theories on morality, she says : As his nature was sensuous rather

than sensual however, the refinement of his taste did for him what

the fear of God has hardly done for few .” Could the motive which

keeps so many weak mortals in the right path be more neatly
expressed ? Both men and women's little hypocrisies are dissected

with a merciless hand . But behind all the cynicism and mockery of

human effort after happiness there is a real artistic appreciation of

the capacity for greatness in human character . The portrait of

Dean Sacheverell is an especially fine one. His career up to forty

years of age had been an even saunter into success, ” but he was

utterly unspoiled by his luck, and all his habits and ways of thought

seemed really to promise failure rather than victory in anything he

undertook. At forty he met Anna Christian, and was also offered a

6

better. "

66
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bishopric . He wanted the former not the latter, and how much his

disappointment affected him is very wittily and penetratingly told .

“Some years afterwards the Bishop of Gaunt confided his brief

love -story to a friend. “ But why,' said the friend, since the husband

had forfeited every right to be considered, why didn't you punch his

head , and hear the woman off in triumph ? ' ' To tell the ruth , '

said Sacheverell , ‘ I was tempted to some such decisive measure

sorely tempted. If you had succumbed, ' said the friend, drily,

she would have recovered . ' · Don't say so , ' said Sacheverell,

putting out his hand , ' I think I know it. The friend, who was

a psychologist, went home with more material for his great work on

Impulse and Reason. ” But the whole book is full of good things,

and everybody who acts on my advice and reads it will bless me for

writing this paragraph.

It is unhealthy to stick too closely to a diet of novel-reading, and

as a corrective to the evil effects of such unwholesome food I can

conceive nothing better than a few hours spent over The Letters of

Samuel Johnson , edited by Dr. Birkbeck Hill . “ Wholesome is a

word that exactly describes everything which the great Doctor said ,

wrote, and carried out in action . No man was ever freer from the

modern vice of self analysis, and yet he reveals himself to us in these

eminently sane and vigorous letters more completely than a Marie

Bashkirtseff or an Amiel have done in their long-winded confessions.

The gem of the collection, as Dr. Hill rightly says, is a certain letter

written to his wife, who was then fifty -one and twenty years older

than himself. It is full of happily turned phrases, and the love

to which he gives expression is very prettily put into words. He is

away from home, and it is amusing to note how careful he is to

his dear girl ” that she still holds the first place in his affec

tions in spite of the fact that he is always comparing her with others.

“ Be assured , my dear girl, that I have seen nobody in these rambles

upon which I have been forced that has not contributed ( sic) to

confirm my esteem and affection for thee, though that esteem and

affection only contributed to increase my unhappiness when I

reflected that the most amiable woman in the world was exposed by

my means to miseries which I could not relieve.

I am, My charming Love,

Yours , Sam Johnson ."

The “ dear girl's ” opinion of her husband is well known : “ He is

the most sensible man I ever met.” Her opinion will be shared by

all readers of these letters. Dr. Johnson is known to us more by the

wise words he uttered in conversation than by his books. Perhaps

it is for this very reason he excels so in correspondence.

Another old author with whom I have lately been renewing

acquaintance is Sir Thomas Browne. It is a thousand pities that he

is so neglected , and at the present day, when so many dainty editions

of his works are in the market, there is little or no excuse for anybody

who is ignorant of the neglected corner of English literature Sir

Thomas Browne represents. There is the recently issued Golden

66

assure
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see .

Treasury Series edition, published by Macmillan ; and there is the
Camelot Classics edition, published by Walter Scott. The latter is

only 1/6, and has one advantage over the former from the fact that

it contains Urn - Burial, perhaps the very finest thing Sir Thomas

Browne ever wrote. There is an old Latin saying which Hazlitt

freely translated as “ Confound the fellows who said our good things

before us.” If Sir Thomas Browne were now alive what he would

say would be , “ Confound the fellows who have said our good things
after us.” Even his style has been borrowed by successors . How

much Lamb owed to him every student of both authors can readily

There is the often -quoted passage on the reasons why we

should go to sleep at midnight, which, if ( ignorant of the existence

of Browne) we had suddenly come across, we should at once have

ascribed to Lamb, so closely does it resemble the style we all love :

To keep our eyes open longer were but to act our Antipodes . The

huntsmen are up in America, and they are already past their first

sleep in Persia.” Or in this very beautiful passage from the Religio

Medici : “ I can look a whole day with delight upon a handsome

picture, though it be but of a horse. It is my temper, and I like it

the better, to affect all harmony : and sure there is musick even in

the beauty and the silent note which Cupid strikes, far sweeter than

the sound of an instrument. For there is a musick wherever there

is a harmony, order, or proportion , " &c. On every page you will find

thoughts and speculations you may easily have fancied were known
only to nineteenth century writers. Have the modern Theists or

advanced Freethinkers been able to express their creed better than

Sir Thomas Browne has done for them in the words , “ There is

surely a piece of divinity in us : something that was before the

elements, and owes no homage unto the sun .” The explanation is

that , in his little way, like Shakespeare in a greater way, he wrote for

all time . He lived in a time of intense political excitement, when

men fought and wrangled and died on behalf of political and social

The trouble of the time passed him by ; he was neither

caught up by it , nor did it influence his work. 6 Behold this dreamer

cometh, let us cast him into a pit ” might have been said by the

energetic Royalist or Roundhead who despised such indifference.

But the political troubles of that day have been lived through, and

the dreamer still lives. He is as fresh to us now as he was to his

contemporaries two hundred years ago. “ I love to lose myself in a

mystery, to pursue my reason to an O altitudo.” That was his

temperament, and all who sympathise with the confession will find

in Sir Thomas Browne an enduring source of inspiration .

causes.
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Our Vicarious Reformer.
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R. H. HEATON'S new private secretary seems to possess

something resembling an imagination . He ( or is it she ? )

recently sent a long letter to the Times, containing an imaginary sup

plement to the Postmaster-General's Report, in which regret was

expressed that owing to the opposition of the permanent officials he

(the Postmaster-General) had been unable to carry out nineteen

reforms, which are enumerated .

The last of the nineteen is to us an entire novelty. The Post

master-General's Report runs to 82 pages only, whereas in the

United States the corresponding document is a book of 1,244 pages,

by the side of which ours presents a “ mean and shabby appear

ance”—just as no doubt in Mr. Heaton's eyes a horse presents a

mean and shabby appearance beside an elephant. Never before

probably has complaint been made that a Government report was

not long enough , but in the death of any real ground for complaint

we can quite understand the avidity with which the new private

secretary pounced on the point . It is impossible to go at length through

the list of absurd proposals— such as an agricultural parcel post

of proposals which , as Mr. Heaton well knows from Mr. Goschen's

statement in the House, have been steadily refused by the Treasury,

though pressed on it by the Post Office - such as the cash on delivery

system—and of proposals which are still under discussion . Mr. Heaton

never brings forward a motion in the House in favour of any of these

changes . His plan is to ask a question . For example, his seventh

point is that long and elaborate forms have to be filled up in connec

tion with express letters . Now on the 2nd April last Sir James

Fergusson, in reply to a question, stated that only one form was used

for each letter ; that the check involves little trouble to anyone, is

useful both to the publicand the Department, and that no one ever

complains of it . Mr. Heaton's secretary ignores this reply, and

merely repeats his previous statement.

Another complaint is that the Post Office does not sell the stamps

of all the principal colonies . Has Mr. Heaton any idea of the

number of additional stamps which under his proposal every office

would have to keep in stock, and can he give any idea of the number

of stamps which would be likely to be sold ? Stamp collectors would

profit no doubt, but no one else.

Then he thinks that postal orders should be transmissible to the

colonies, but here againSir James Fergusson informed him that the
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risk of fraud would be so great as to make it impossible. Has

Mr. Heaton any suggestion to make to meet this very practical

answer ? If so , he does not put it forward .

As to the inland telegraph rate Mr. Heaton thinks that 22 words

should go for 6d. Butwhy 22 ? Twenty-four would be a far more

convenient number. Why does he not test the sense of the House

on this proposal ? for as he is well aware it would require an Act of

Parliament to make the change.

Mr. Heaton would be more likely to obtain alterations such as he

desires if, instead of printing from time to time mere lists of changes

which he considers desirable, he would get his private secretary to

find good reasons in favour of such changes, answer reasonable

objections, and show that the public generally are in favour of what

he proposes. *

The worst of relying too much on a private secretary is that if he

takes himself off his master has to begin again . It must necessarily

be some time before the new man can master sufficient facts to

enable his employer to pass muster. Besides, there is almost

necessarily a want of continuity in style , as there is when a lady

suddenly changes her hair from black to golden . Mr. Heaton is

just getting over a little difficulty of this sort , and we do hope , for

his own sake as well as for the sake of the flocks of penny-a -liners

who hang flabbily on his words , that he will use golden and other

means to prevent the recurrence of such a catastrophe .

To Mr. Heaton and to others like him we commend the words of

a Minute in which the late Mr. Scudamore once “ 6 damned to ever

lasting fame” the amateur reformers of the Post Office.

possess some pens , a few sheets of paper, and a sufficient quantity of

ink , but generally they have no other qualification for the task which

they undertake."

“ They

B

be would and be would not.

Y far the funniest incident of the recent change of Government

has been the “ Labby ” incident. Most of the papers in making

forecasts of the ministry put down Mr. Labouchere as Postmaster

General . He has , we were told , a great knowledge of Post Office

matters, and is admirably fitted for the position . But whether this

is so or not, it was abundantly clear to those who looked calmly at

the matter that Mr. Labouchere would not hold this or any other

government office. He is the proprietor and editor of Truth, and

as he admitted many years ago makes at least £10,000 a year by

That is the principal business of his life, and without it

he would be nowhere. Politics are a mere secondary consideration,

and to him the principal use of the leading politicians on both sides

of the House is to furnish materials for pungent paragraphs. With

the editor of Truth in office the paper must necessarily cease to

that paper.

* An answer to Mr. Heaton's letter appeared in the Times of the 13th

September. We have made considerable use of it .
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be what it is, and the £10,000 a year would soon vanish . So

Mr. Labouchere is not in office, and neither wished nor intended to be

in office. All he wished for was to obtain an advertisement, and

Mr. Gladstone's letters to him have supplied him with a magnificent

one . As the Timesremarks : “ Had Lord Palmerston or Lord Beacons

field been in Mr. Gladstone's place he would have offered office to

Mr. Labouchere, certainthat he would either refuse it or accept and

be extinguished ; but Mr. Gladstone has no adequate sense of

humour, and is too much dry -nursed by his entourage to be dexterous

in handling men. The whole end and aim of all this talk about the

Queen is to provide spicy paragraphs for Mr. Labouchere's paper. ”
*

*

TRO
RUTH is still hammering away at its old idea that surveyors

should be abolished, and declares that it has never been able

to learn what their duties are . It is not long since Mr. Labouchere

appeared in the dock on a charge of libel . The charge broke down,

and the prosecutor is now undergoing a well-deserved term of

imprisonment for the crime of which Mr. Labouchere accused him.

In this and similar cases Mr. Labouchere takes care to get accurate

and full information, for he knows that his liberty depends on it.

That this is the principal check on his exuberance is shown by the fact

that when he attacks not a private individual, but a public depart

ment, and no such check exists, he bases his statements on information

which is, as a rule , ludicrously incorrect and misleading. We should

imagine that his informant must be some subordinate London official

of jaundiced mind, the extent of whose knowledge of the politics of

our Department bears a very small proportion indeed to his desire for

a change which may possibly in some way benefit himself.

*

N connection with the proposal to utterly abolish surveyors, it is

less than eight travelling inspectors to supervise their 600 book-stalls,

while the Post Office employs some 120 travelling officers of all

grades in looking after its 19,000 offices. Perhaps Mr. Labouchere

will recommend Messrs . Smith to abolish their travelling men.

TH

Thoughts on the Causes of the present Discontents .

HE editor of the United Service Magazine prefaces an article by

Mr. W. E. Clery in his August number by an attack on the Post

Office on his own account . The evidence which has reached him

since he last made an attack (a favourite diversion of his) convinces

him that the Department is “ thoroughly rotten .” Letters of great

importance have been “ systematically robbed.” This experience he

knows has been a common one in the City and in all parts of the

country. Moreover, it is absolutely certain that discontent is rife

throughout the whole service. And then we have a vague reference

to a case in which a man who stole a cheque was not prosecuted .
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We wonder whether the writer ever heard of a case which occurred

not so long ago, in which a sum of £220 was stolen from a safe in

the General Post Office East belonging to the Refreshment Depart

ment. In that case there was very little doubt as to the culprit, but,

as his guilt could not be proved, he was not prosecuted .
* *

M

a even

לל

R. CLERY’S article is entitled “ The Civil Service Dust

Hole .” In view of the author's recent strenuous exertions

to be allowed to re- occupy a corner in the said dusthole, the title

strikes us as savouring strongly of sour grapes . Let us hasten to

add that, though he be as " flowery " as Marley's Ghost , we bear

him no personal malice on that account. We are the “ Dust Hole '

of the Civil Service ; very well, dust we are, but there is balm in

Gilead, for unto this dust Mr. Clery will not return . Our atmo

sphere is “ infested ” with infusoria ; let us give thanks that it is not

rather infected with the cholera bacillus . As a “ Great National

Workshop " we are regarded with “ contempt.” Ah , but then we

are not sure that the slang of the Socialist is in very truth the song

of the herald angel. We are not yet satisfied that the ideal Post

Office is National," or Communal, “ Workshop,"

tenanted by emancipated Clerys, each man as good as another,

and better.

If, indeed , by chance any members of our “ higher grades ” should

have read Mr. Clery's article, their spirit may well sink within them .

He tells them that “ position is only secured bymethods which imply

an absence of heart and stomach ;" he tells them also that “ pro

motion goes by marriage in the Post Office.” Has it come to this,

that marriage implies an absence of heart and stomach ? No wonder

that Mr. Clery describes the din of marriage bells as " languorous,"

an adjective which surely no mortal ever before found it necessary

to use in such a connection .

But enough of Mr. Clery's style. He assures us that Mr. Raikes

acknowledged his ability, and we will therefore assume that he is

merely talking down to the level of his audience, that all his amazing

tropes are the “ficelles ” —to annex another of his words—by which

he moves his great democracy.

Mr. Clery tells us that from the time he entered the service he

deliberately intended to make himself a nuisance ; at least that must

be the plain English of a determination to feel himself “ bound by

no rule or regulations not committed to print and distributed autho

ritatively as a general instruction ." We only know three parallels .

One was “ Midshipman Easy," who refused to obey his superior
officers unless he could find each of their orders set forth in the

“ Articles of War; ” the second is the patriarch Job , whose desire

was that his adversary should have written a book, and the third was

Elia's schoolfellow , “ droll squinting W.," who was “caught putting

the inside of the master's desk to a use for which the architect had

clearly not designed it,” and, like Mr. Clery, justified himself by

the absence of any form of prohibition which he considered as

לל
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authoritative . We hope and believe that this superfluity of

naughtiness is peculiar to Mr. Clery, and we will not impute it to

any but himself.

IN
N both of these articles there is a great deal of vague talk about

Post Office families. Now whatever may have been the case

in the past, the number of men in the higher branches of the service

who have relations also in the service, must be very small at present.

The headquarter departments have for many years been filled by open

competition. Of the 76 upper division clerks in the Secretary's

office, for example , 44 have entered by this means . Of course

there is nothing to prevent one clerk from marrying the sister or

daughter of another , and as long as human nature remains as it is

relationships of this kind will continue to be formed, despite even the
denunciations of Mr. Clery. In country offices, no doubt sons

sometimes succeed fathers ; but, except in rare and unimportant

instances, such is no longer the case in London.

*

Puim
UTTING Mr. Clery on one side, two questions now raised are

important, and must sooner or later be decided by Parliament.

The first is whether or not civil servants are to have the full privileges

of combination for electoral purposes which are possessed by the

ordinary citizen . On this we pronounce no opinion , but we would

remind our readers that there are many who hold that such an

exercise of the franchise is incompatible with permanent employment

and the pension system . The other point is whether or not an

enquiry into the condition of the staff of the Post Office is needed .

For ourselves , we should welcome it . An honest enquiry would clear

the air for years to come.

E observe that Mr. Clery has just issued a sixpenny

pamphlet, entitled Civil Servitude (8 , Eagle Court, Smith

field ). It consists mostly of articles which have already appeared , but

it will probably do more to forward his views than the venomous and

silly tirade to which we have just referred. Of course it only presents

one side of the question. The following letter, which appeared in

the Pall Mall Gazette of the 13th September, gives some idea of the

other side :

SIR , —The foot -note which you append to “ Another Civil Servant’s ”

letter , dated the 5th instant, is much to the point . The argument

upon which the charge of corruption is based is surely perfectly

plain . The Civil Servant is the servant of the nation , and members

of Parliament are his master's stewards . The Civil Servant wants

something of his master (whether he wants pay , or inquiry, or any
thing else is beside the question) , and in order to obtain it he brings

personal interest (in the shape of a promise of electoral support) to

bear upon one of his master's stewards — the Parliamentary candidate.

The Civil Servant tempts the candidate to become an unjust steward .
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If we cannot trust the honour either of candidate or civilian to put

down this sort of corruption, then most certainly it is expedient

either to disfranchise the Civil Servant altogether, or else to let him

know that his dismissal will surely follow any attempt to bring his

voting power to bear upon official questions .

A THIRD CIVIL SERVANT.

TH

The Telegrapb Act, 1892.

HIS Act gives practical effect to the policy of the late Govern

ment in regard to the Telephone question, as defined in the
Treasury Minute to which we alluded in our last issue. It is the

endorsement of that policy by Parliament, providing, as it does, for

the issue out of the Consolidated Fund of the sum of one million

pounds “ with a view to carry into effect the scheme of the Post

master-General for the development of that part of the telegraphic

system of the United Kingdom which is called the telephonic

system , and in particular with a view to purchase and provide the

main lines of telephonic communication .” This is of course the

essence of the Act ; but it also contains some other provisions of

great importance . One of these carries the wayleave powers of the

Postmaster-General a step further . Hitherto he has been powerless

to carry telegraphs over private property without consent, and if such

consent were refused , he had no remedy or appeal . One would

have imagined that private owners would be glad to afford facilities

for the extension of the telegraphs into rural districts, but we believe

that they have not unfrequently either refused altogether or imposed

most onerous conditions as the price of their consent. The Act

now provides a remedy. It enacts that, if the Postmaster-General

considers that the inhabitants of any district are debarred from the

public convenience of telegraphic communication owing to the

refusal or failure of any person to give consent, the matter may be

taken to the Railway and Canal Commissioners, who , after holding a

local enquiry, may make an order . But so jealously are private

rights safeguarded in this country that it is provided that the person

affected may petition that the order may be laid before Parlia

ment, and it is . in such case to have no effect until confirmed by

Parliament.

The most important of the other provisions is that enabling

the Postmaster-General to authorise his licensees to exercise

within limited areas the powers he possesses under the Telegraph

Acts. Both the National and New Telephone Companies had

introduced Bills seeking general and extensive powers. They

represented that they could not serve the public satisfactorily

in the absence of such powers , and attributed past failures to

the lack of them . We think the Government acted wisely in

adapting the existing machinery to their wants instead of per

mitting separate legislation to take place . The telephone com

panies carry on by license part of the Postmaster - General's
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business, and the same procedure ought, it seems to us, to govern

the operations of both. But whilst the Postmaster-General may

equip the companies with powers, the Act pays due respect to the

position of the local authority, as it provides that those powers may

notbe exercised without the consent of the county council or urban

sanitary authority, as the case may be. We shall be interested to

see what course those bodies adopt now that the two great com

panies, who were expected to enter into competition , have come to

an arrangement, with the result that, unless the new Parliament
should take a different view from the last , the telephone will prac

tically become a huge private monopoly.

Owing to the early winding up of the Session the Bill had to be

passed through Parliament very rapidly, and , having regard to the

many interests it touched , seems to have been skilfully piloted

through the House by the late Postmaster -General, Sir James

Fergusson. It is noteworthy that it gave rise to the last division

which took place in Lord Salisbury's long Parliament.

The Select Committee on the Bill consisted of the following

members :

The Chancellor of the Ex- Mr. Atherley Jones

chequer (Mr. Goschen) . Mr. Lafone.

Mr. Crilly. Mr. Leon.

Mr. Wm . H. Cross . The Postmaster-General .

Mr. John Ellis. Mr. Summers.

Sir Edward Hill . Mr. Taylor.

The principal witness for the Government was Mr. Lamb. The

solicitor, Mr. Hunter, was also examined .

Coast Communication .

N June last a commission consisting of the Earl of Mount

( Sir , .
Sir Francis Leopold M'Clintock , K.C.B. , Rear-Admiral Sir George

Strong Nares . K.C.B. , John Cameron Lamb, C.M.G., Ronald Craw

ford Munro-Ferguson , Edward Graves, John Arrow Kempe, and

Henry Lyle Mulholland, Esquires , were appointed " to inquire and

report what Lighthouses and Light-vessels it is desirable to connect

with the telegraphic system ofthe United Kingdom by electrical

communication, for the purpose of giving information of vessels in

distress or casualties at sea to places from which assistance could be

sent , and of transmitting storm warnings, having due regard to the

practicability of establishing and maintaining such communication

without impairing the efficiency of the Light Service, and at a cost

bearing a reasonable proportion to the advantages that might be

expected to result ; and to suggest the manner in which such

communication should be established wherever it might be

recommended.”

The Commission has since been hard at work visiting the coast

and discussing plans. We hope in our next number to give some
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account of its doings , but meanwhile the Post Office has been busy

carrying out a scheme of telephonic communication between many

of the Coast-Guard Stations to facilitate the summoning of lifeboats

to wrecks. A sum of £20,000 was voted by Parliament for such

works in the current financial year, and active steps have been taken

to expend this sum in the most profitable manner.

The following extensions have either already been made or are

now being made . All are telephonic circuits except where otherwise

stated .

Coastguard Stations at Dungeness, Grand Redoubt, Station No. 1 ,

Station No. 2 , and New Romney.

C. G. Stations at Ramsgate, Broadstairs , North Foreland , Kings

gate, Newgate, and Margate.

C. G. Stations at Deal, Station No. 2 , Sandwich, and Ramsgate.

Oxwich to Port Eynon P.O. and Rhossili .

Pembroke Dock P.O. to Angle P.O. and Coastguard Station .

An A.B.C. line from Llantwit to Porthcawl and Swansea.

From Morthoe to Ilfracombe on the one side , and to Croyde on

the other.

From Hartland Quay to Clovelly on the one side, and Bude on
the other.

From the Lizard to Cadgwith on the one side, and to Mullion and

Porthleven on the other.

From Swanage to Studland Bay on the one side, and to St. Alban's

Head, Bottom, and Kimmeridge on the other, combined with an

extension of an existing wire between St. Alban's Head and Corfe

Castle to Poole, in order that the Lifeboat there may be brought

within call of the Coastguard Stations, as well as the Lifeboats at

Swanage and Kimmeridge.

From Beachy Head to Eastbourne on the one side, and to New

haven and fiveintermediate Coastguard Stations on the other.

Extension of an existing A.B.C.circuit between Kingsbridge and

Prawle, to Salcombe on the one side, and to Rickham and Hall

Sands on the other .

Telegraphic communication to Pennan, a village on an exposed

part ofthe Scotch Coast, midway between the Lifeboat Stations at

Fraserburgh and Banff.

A Telegraph Circuit from Hunstanton to Skegness .

Happisburgh to Palling, Thwart Lights, and Winterton ..

Winterton to Caistor, Yarmouth , and Gorleston.

A telegraphic extension from Whiting Bay P.O. to Kilmorie P.O.

Timoleague P.O. to Courtmacsherry P.O. and C.G.S.

The Coastguard Stations at Hunstanton, Thornham, and Brancaster

Staith .

Croyde C.G.S. to Appledore P.O.

Appledore P.O. to the C.G. Stations at Westward Ho ! Pepper

combe, and Clovelly.

The C.G. Stations at New Clee, Cleethorpes, Tetney Lock, North

Coates, and Donnanook.
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Beal P.O. to Holy Island C.G.S. and P.O.

Beal P.O. to Goswick C.G.S.

Bamborough P.O. to Budle C.G.S.

Beadnell C.G.S. to Seahouses C.G.S. and P.O.

Call bells in the Post Offices at Beal, Seahouses, Bamborough ,

Spittal, and Berwick.

C.G. Stations at Winchelsea, Rye Harbour, Camber, Jury Gap,

Galloways, and Dungeness.

C.G. Stations at Dartmouth, Tor Cross, and Hall Sands.

C.G. Stations at Salcombe , Sharp Tor, Bolt Head, Steeple Cove ,

Hope Cove, Bantham, and Challabrough.

Yealm C.G. Station to Plymouth P.O.

C.G. Stations at Challabrough , Kingston , Mothecombe, Gunrow

Head, and Yealm, and also the Chief Coastguard Officer's House at

Yealm.

C.G. Stations at Mevagissey, Gorran Haven , Dodman, Greeb, and

Caerhays .

C.G.Stations at Portscatho, Carne , Porthloe , and Caerhays .

C.G. Stations at Cadgwith, Coverack, Porthoustock , Porthallow ,

and Gillan Creek .

Burry Port C.G. Station , Burry Port Look-out, and Ferryside

Post Office.

An arrangement for giving direct communication between Ferry.

side and Tenby Post Offices after official hours .

Post-Office to C.G. Station at Tenby.

Post Offices at Tenby, Saundersfoot, Amroth, Pendine, and Laug

harne.

C.G. Stations at Portscatho and Falmouth .

Telephone lines and submarine cables connecting the various

Coastguard Stations in the Scilly Islands.

A telegraph extension to Fair Isle, Shetland,

SN

Election Results.

INCE the appearance of our last number, the General Election

has blazed up out of the ashes of the last Parliament and

raged wildly for fourteen days . By this time the disturbance has

passed away, and the country has

“ Come quietly down , like a castle in Spain,

To the level of common-place life again .”

But while the storm lasted it produced a very marked effect on the

telegraph revenue, sending the number of telegrams up to a summit

never attained before. The nearest telegraph office to the place

where a poll is declared is always a place where acute pressure may

be expected ; for when a poll is declared in the daytime the proba

bility is that about 500 result telegrams will be sent within half-an

hour, and when a poll is declared at night the number is not much

less . Therefore, special telegraphic arrangements had to be made at

the General Election for almost every poll, and it is pleasant to learn
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that everything went off well . It is curious that whenever anything

goes wrong with the telegrams containing an election result the fault

is usually found to rest with the reporter. Everybody knows that

there is the keenest competition between the reporters of the

different news agencies. When the poll is declared they dash away

and run like madmen to the telegraph office. It is, of course, a time

of intense excitement, and when people are excited theysometimes
make the most singular mistakes without knowing it . In no less

than four cases the reporter who entered the telegraph office first,

and sent the first telegram , actually omitted to fill in the result. He

had a telegram form prepared in advance, with the names of the

candidates written on it, thus

Brown

Jones

Brown,

so that when the result was made known he would only have to strike

out the top or bottom “ Brown” and fill in the figures. But in four

cases, as we have said, these essential details were omitted , and the

telegram, as handed in , contained merely the mysterious words,

Brown

Jones

Brown.

A mistake of this kind cannot be rectified without delay, because

the sender usually disappears as soon as he has passed the telegram

over the counter, and the counter clerks are so busy attending to the

noisy and impatient crowd that they cannot go and look for him . It

would, of course, be possible for the Post Office to correct the error

by observing the contents of other result telegrams, but such a

course, as we need hardly remind our readers, would constitute a

violation of an Act of Parliament, and would involve penalties which

no well regulated civil servant would care to undergo .

Telegrapb Cables.

CCORDING to a recent publication of the International

A .
marine cables in the world is 139,594 nautical miles. This includes

not only ocean cables, but also cables across canals, rivers, and bays ,

cables connecting two points on the same coast, and cables

connecting small islands with the coasts to which they are adjacent.

The cables of the world would suffice to go round its circumference

between five and six times .
*

TH
HE above-mentioned publication gives the length of the cables

in the British Islands as 882 miles . Their number is no fewer

than 101 ; and in these figures the cables between Great Britain and

the Continent are not included . The longest of the British cables is

that which connects Sinclair Bay (Wick) with Sandwich Bay in the

Shetland Islands. Its length is 122 miles. There are four cables
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which measure only .049 of a mile in length . These cables lie across

the bed of the canal between Gloucester and Sharpness .
* *

TEN
'EN submarine cables connect Europe with the North American

continent . They are the property of five separate companies ,

and the charges are the same by all the routes . The total length of

the cables belonging to these companies is 31,645 nautical miles ;

but this includes several coast connections besides the actual ocean

lines . Eight of the Atlantic cables are laid between Great Britain

and America , whilst two start from France . One of the latter

measures 2,717 miles, and exceeds any of the others in length.

*

THI
HE company which possesses the greatest length of cable is

the Eastern Telegraph Company. It owns 76 distinct cables ,

and their combined length is 25,375 miles , just about sufficient to

put a girdle round the globe . The longest lines belonging to the

Eastern Telegraph Company are the three joining Aden to Bombay.

The most recently laid of these measures 1,849 miles, the other two

being 1,876 and 1,885 miles respectively.

*

FOR
OR some time past the charge for telegraphing from England

to France has been 2d . per word , with a minimum charge of

Iod. When the two countries were first connected with the electric

telegraph the minimum charge for sending a message from Paris to

London was 198., and from Paris to Liverpool , ki nis. 6d. On

the first establishment of telegraphic communication with North

America the charge was fixed at 45. per letter , with a minimum

charge of £20 . Since then the charge to New York has , under the

stress of competition, been as low as 6d. a word , and at the present

time it does not exceed is.

A

Telegrapbic Tit-Bits.

TELEGRAM was a short time ago handed in addressed

“ Thomas Brown, Chapel Street, and after an interval

the sender received a notice telling him that his message could not

be delivered. Complaint was made to the Department of the non

delivery, and in regular course the postmaster was asked to furnish

a report. He did so , and a somewhat peculiar condition of affairs

came to light . It seems that there was only one Thomas Brown

in Chapel Street , but that in this village no one—well , perhaps,

hardly any one-was known by his proper name ; every one was

known by a nickname, and in the absence of Thomas Brown's

nickname none of the persons of whom enquiry was made could give

any information of his whereabouts .

*

LTHOUGH the electrical current is instantaneous, the hand

ling of telegrams at the various offices through which they

may have to pass necessarily takes up a certain amount of time.
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Time is again occupied in preparing a message for delivery, and the

messenger must also be allowed to perform his part of the service, an

amount of time estimated in minutes. Most people are acquainted

with these circumstances and would probably consider that they

obtained value for their money if a telegram handed in, say at 1 p.m. ,

were delivered 300 miles away at 1.30 p.m. A bitter complaint,

however, was once addressed to the Department that a telegram

handed in at Glasgow was not delivered in London until exactly

fifteen minutes had passed . Probably no other such unconscious

compliment to the general excellence of the telegraph work has

been received .
*

*
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Twould puzzle most persons to spell the word " telegram ” in a

dozen different ways, producing of course on each occasion

a combination of letters having some resemblance to the word. In

letters addressed to the Department over a period of seven years the

word has been spelled in at least one hundred different ways . The

word Telegraph has been spelled in about forty ways. Here are a

few : – Tallagram , Tallaregtham , Talagra, Letegram , Tetigram,

Telegrapham , Tremgorm , Talamgram , Telleramgum , Teleghrom ,

Tileygruph, Telegrape , Telergrapte, Telecraft, Tellegaft, Tellera

graph, Thelagrophe .
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HE following is a specimen of the difficult questions that are

occasionally put to the Department : - " On what date and at

what time should a telegram be handed in at Land's End, in order

that it may be delivered in Honolulu exactly at nine o'clock on

Christmas morning ? What would be the charge, and whatwould be

the best route to send such a message ?

Politics and Post-Offices in the States.

HE following is from the New York World of the 17th July
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À President of the United States has seldom been caught in a

more discreditable political transaction than has Mr. Harrison in his

dealing with Crum, of Charleston, S.C. Crum was a negro who

wanted to be Postmaster at Charleston . This was before the meeting

of the Republican National Convention . Crum was such a prepos

terous candidate that the President refused to appoint him. But

Crum got himself elected as a delegate to the National Republican

Convention , and his vote became valuable. He announced that it

would be cast for Blaine. Upon this he was interviewed by

Harrison's office-holders, and finally consented to vote for the Presi

dent's re -nomination if he could be promised the Post Office. The

promise was given—it is even said that it was in writing — and Crum

received the appointment. Thus the President , through his agents ,

sold the Charleston Post Office for a vote . And he sold it to a man

who had been trying to get the place for three years, and whom he

himself had repeatedly refused to appoint on theground of unfitness.

Jus,
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n's

jve

do

er

Z
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The wretched trade, however, has been defeated by self -respecting

Republican senators, who have listened to theprotestsof the citizens

of Charleston against Crum’s confirmation. The President has been

forced by senators of his own party to withdraw the nomination.

The people of this country have stood a good deal of low-down

politics , but they have never before witnessed such an open sale of

an important public office by a candidate for the Presidential nomi

nation. The President who debases the public service to this

extent deserves himself the fate of Crum.

BY MR .

At a Post Office.

( Inadvertently omitted from a recent volume of poems. )

G-RGE M - R - D - TH .

HEARD that morn from Mr. Cox,

Then, like a bursting dam,

I cantered round the square to box

My anti -catagram .

Unmarked I “ hammered striding legs ”

Against the swinging door,

It hurt . ( This phrase attention begs )

My snorting temper swore .

Miss knitted on , beatified

In Post - official calm ;

The Psalmist could not more have tried

To break her head with balm .

I listened to her Sunday- frock

And tales of other men

Now Hurry is a fighting.cock ,

But “ Patience is a hen .”

A vandal vile had worse abhorred

Her merry mood to damp ;

I shrieked across the shuddering board ,

“ I wanta penny stamp ! ”

Appeased by pinky lips that pout,

I let my “ laughter bray ” .

(For which expression I took out

A Patent t'other day) .

It struck me sharply once or twice

(This figure's rich and rude) ,

That gnarled Slang I'd like to splice

With tinkling Platitude.

Prose-poems plough the puny pate ;

But , give a fellow time,

I'm hoping shortly to translate

My novels into rhyme.

(Globe, 12th May, 1892.)
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( Postmaster -General of the Cape of Good Hope).
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Egypt.

HE postal and telegraph administration would seem from a

recent blue-book to be flourishing.

The postal revenue and expenditure for the last three years
compare as follows :

1889 . 1890. 1891 .

£ E. £ E.

Revenue 116,000 106,000 112,000

Expenditure 86,000 89,000 89,000

£ E.

Net revenue 30,000 17,000 23,000

When it is remembered ( 1 ) that on the ist March, 1890, the rate

of inland postage on letters was reduced by 50 per cent ., that is to

say, from P. T.1 (2 d .) to 5 millièmes ( 1d.) ; (2) that on the ist

January, 1891 , the rate on inland post- cards was reduced from 5 to 3

millièmes ; and ( 3) that on the ist November, 1891, the rate on

financial and trade circulars was reduced from 2 to 1 millième, it will

be seen that these figures are most satisfactory. Seventeen new post

offices and 54 new rural stations were opened during 1891 , making

a total of 204 offices and 269 rural stations in all Egypt.

At the commencement of the year 1891 , the rate for inland tele

grams was reduced from 5 millièmes ( 1 d .) to 2 millièmes ( d .)

per word . It was expected that this change would at first lead to a

considerable decrease of revenue, but that, in course of time, the

increase of traffic would compensate for the reduction of the rate.

Contrary to this anticipation, the reduction has led to such an

increase in the number and length of telegrams that the revenue has

not suffered from it , and the receipts ( £ E. 35,000) are practically

the same for the two years . It is interesting to note that the increase

in the Arabic telegrams has been greater than that in the European ,

the revenue from the former in 1891 showing even an increase of

II per cent. on that of 1890 .

Naturally, to meet this increased traffic, a considerable increase had

to be made in the staff and the number of wires and instruments ,

which led to an increase of expenditure of £ E. 3,500 .

Dr. S. R. French.

R. SOMERSET RICHARD FRENCH , who, in the early

part of the present year, was appointed Postmaster-General

of Cape Colony , and whose portrait we have much pleasure in pro

ducing, began his official career in the Money Order Office in

London on the 30th August, 1866. In September, 1869 , he was

transferred to the Secretary's Office, serving a few months on the

postal side, and then migrating to the telegraph branch, where he

was placed in charge of the “ Press Section. ” For ten years he

remained in the same post, and displayed during that time great

industry and ability in the organisation of its intricate duties . The

Press Section, as every one knows , not only controls the Intelligence

M
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Branch , but also discharges the functions which formerly devolved

upon the Special Arrangements Branch , in addition to its own

peculiar duties. The first break in the ten years' service in the Press

Section was in 1874 , when Mr. French took up surveying duties for

about six months under Mr. E. C. Burckhardt. The second was in

1880, when he was selected to proceed to Cyprus with the

Expeditionay Force under Lieutenant -General Sir Garnet Wolseley ,

to organise the postal and telegraph service of the island . Shortly

after his return from Cyprus he was appointed Secretary and

Accountant-General of the Post Office, Cape Colony, and in 1884

Controller of the Savings Bank . This year, in succession to the

late Mr. Aitcheson , he was appointed Postmaster -General , and we

heartily congratulate him on his early arrival at the top of the tree .

We are by no means sure , however, that still further advancement

may not be in store for him . According to latest advices he has

now been asked by the Imperial Government to undertake the

administration of the Post and Telegraph Departments in the neigh

bouring Colony of British Bechuanaland , so that we may shortly

expect to see him in the unique position of a sort of double -barrelled

Postmaster-General . Mr. French, by-the-bye, has just issued , after

six years of preparation, a most complete and useful manual of

instructions to postmasters. Here at home we have been wondering

for years when the new book for our own postmasters will make its

appearance ; but the duties of postmasters are extended and modified

with such alarming rapidity that a manual of instructions becomes.

obsolete almost as soon as it is issued .

TH

Mr. HR . E. Day.

'HE appointment of this gentleman to the post of Chief Clerk

and Inspector of Mails in Dublin has of course given offence

to a certain section of the English and Irish press. The appointment

is spoken of as a " job . ” It is actually insinuated that Mr. Harley

was forced against his will to take the Postmastership of Manchester

in order to provide one more place for a partisan of the Tory

Government ere they went out of power. Nothing can be further

from the fact. Mr. Harley applied for the Manchester appointment ,

having previously, we believe , applied for a similar appointment in

England. Mr. Day was selected by Mr. Creswell , the Irish Secre

tary, as by far the best man who was willing to accept the situation .

He is not, it is true, an Irishman-indeed, he had never set foot in

Ireland until his appointment. That of course is an offence in the

eyes many journalists , but it is worth while to remember in this con

nection that the Irish Post Office is not really a separate organisation ,

which is perhaps as well, for if it were it would not be self-supporting.

We believe, for instance, that all the postage on all the letters

carried by the Midland Great Western Railway would not defray the

sum paid to that company, leaving out of account the cost of all the

post offices on that line of railway.

of
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Mr. Day was educated at Winchester, where he obtained a scholar

ship, as well as medals for English and Latin verse. In 1871 he was

elected scholar of New College, Oxford, and in 1874 he was placed

First Class in Classicals Mods. , though like the late Mr. R. L.

Nettleship he obtained only a second in the Final Classical School.

In 1877 he entered the service by open competition. In the Secre

tary's office he has always been attached to the Telegraph Branch,

and for some years he has been in charge of the Press Section . His

immediate predecessor in that position was Mr. F.M.Hodgson,C.M.G.,

who, after serving for some years as Postmaster-General of British

Guiana, is now Colonial Secretary at the Gold Coast. Mr. S. R.

French,who held the position before Mr. Hodgson, is now Post

master-General at the Cape of Good Hope. Thus the headship of

the Press Section is a responsible post, and has always been held by

men of ability . Mr. Day has a thorough knowledge of the higher

branches of telegraphy, such as is possessed by very few men, and

will , we have not the least doubt, discharge his new duties with

marked ability and success. Certainly there is a great deal to be

said for appointing an Irishman to an Irish post, yet on the other

hand there are many practical advantages to be gained by appointing

a man who has that thorough acquaintance with Post Office work

which a training in the London office alone can give .

What is a Transmitter ?

N our last number but one we gave a notice of an Australian

IN telegraph juurhallcalled mehe ranemitteomicred in thecountriesof

לי

our notice we referred to the pictorial heading, in which a certain

piece of telegraphic apparatus is represented, with some conventional

flashes of lightning playing around it. In the lightness of our hearts

we called this instrument a " pony sounder,” and we admit, freely

and fully, that we were quite wrong. At first sight it does somewhat

resemble a “ pony sounder,” but if wehad looked at the picture more

closely we should have seen that it is in reality a kind of transmitter

such as is chiefly used in duplex telegraphy. The editor of The

Transmitter is quite justified in calling us over the coals for the

blunder. And now for the explanation . In England we do not use

transmitters resembling in appearance the one depicted at the head

of our Australian contemporary. With us, the word “ Transmitter

generally means the sending instrument of the Wheatstone apparatus,

which is founded on a totally different principle . Even when we do

utilise the same principle, as in quadruplex telegraphy, we construct

our apparatus in a different way. It was very far from our intention

to depreciate The Transmitter, the best telegraph journal that we

have seen, and we have admitted our blunder as regardsthe apparatus ;

but as regards the flashes of lightning playing around it , we still main

tain that they are highly conventional, and we do not see why they

are introduced into the picture, unless it be for the purpose of

indicating that the apparatus is worked by electricity.
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sbrewsbury.

R. C. R. THOMAS writes :—The Recreation Society is

progressing in an eminently satisfactory manner ; its mem

bership is being steadily augmented, and its sphere of usefulness
extended . An ambulance class and a fire brigade are the latest

additions to the already comprehensive list of the society's projects

for instruction and amusement. The first invitation concert was

given on the 27th June , and a capitally rendered programme of

songs, recitations, a dialogue, and selections by the band gave

evident pleasure to a crowded audience . On the 22nd July the

programme was repeated at the Salop infirmary, and evoked the

hearty plaudits of the inmates and staff of the institution .

A short musical entertainment was given on the 14th July, on the

occasion of the presentation by the mayoress (Mrs. E. Cresswell

Peele) of the Royal Humane Society's testimonial on vellum to

Mr. H. C. Harris (sorting clerk) for rescuing a man from drowning

in the River Severn on the roth June last .

Two picnics were held on the 20th July and 5th September, the

locale on each occasion being Nesscliffe Hill, nine miles distant .

Athletic sports — for which valuable prizes were given-and dancing

greatly enhanced the success of these outings. The subject for dis

cussion at the second meeting of the Debating section was

“ Should the Church be disestablished ? ” and it was productive of

much argument, resulting eventually in the ayes securing a majority

of one vote . The cricket club has just concluded a most successful

season , and the footballers have opened their account, which, six

months hence, it is expected will show a balance of many wins and

few — if any—losses . The members have largely availed themselves

of the liberal facilities afforded for boating, and it is intended to have

a regatta next year. The string band, 15 strong, continues to

improve in a wonderful manner. A conversazione is to be held early

in October, on the occasion of the opening of the large room which

is to be the society's headquarters, and several high officials are

expected to be present.

'bawkburst.

ERGEANT CHEESMAN, of this office, was again a successful

competitor at the Annual Battalion Shooting Meeting of the

2nd (Weald of Kent) Volunteer Battalion , held at Bedgebury, on

the 4th July, being the winner of the challenge cup, the second

prize for the best aggregate score in the matches of the day, with a

score of 83 , and a range prize at 500 yards. The shooting was

difficult, owing to changeable light and a gale of wind .

We are glad to hear that a cricket and cycling club has been

formed by members of the post office here, the Postmaster, whose

riding days extend back into the “ boneshaker " period , being

president, and the Chief Clerk , a well-known local cricketer, captain .

Two years ago there was hardly a cyclist in the office, now there are

a dozen, notwithstanding the formidable hills with which the Weald

S
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abounds. A football club has also been started , with a post office

man (C. H. Bunsaull) as captain ; and some of his brother officers

are amongst those on whom the club largely relies when a match

The Postmaster , who once delighted in the game, no longer

plays, but looks on with intense interest. Hawkhurst, though the

head office of so large a district, is but a small place, remote from

towns and railways, and the means of healthy enjoyment and

recreation are few ; therefore these new efforts have our best wishes

for success.

Children's Country holidays Fund.

' OR some years past the various departments of the Post Office

in London have made collections on behalf of this fund ;

and we have much pleasure in publishing a list of the amounts

which have been subscribed during the summer just ended. The

total, we are glad to learn , is considerably in excess of former

receipts, and we hope that each year will show a similar satisfactory

result . Perhaps next year the Central Telegraph Office , which alone

is missing from the list, will help in the good work .

£ 5. d .

Secretary's and Solicitor's Offices 6

Receiver and Accountant-General's Office 3

Postal Order Branch 15 14

Clearing House Branch 4

Savings Bank—Men 13 5 9

Do. Women 16
3

Returned Letter Office ...

London Postal Service-Controller's Office 3 7

Do. East Central, Inland,

and Branch Offices f 34 15 23

Lombard Street Branch Office ... 8

Money Order Office 3
8

Registry 5

Medical Department 6

Postal Stores Department
9

Telegraph Stores Department ... 6

Engineer-in-Chief's Office 3

South Western District ... 5

South Eastern do . 35 6 3

Eastern do.

Northern do.
9

Western do. 6

North Western do. 9 7 6

West Central do . 5 13 7

Paddington do .

Wandsworth 8
9

Norwood do.
5 3

Ealing do. 3 6

Total... £ 243 5
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The Society ( Treasurer, The Honble. Alfred Lyttelton, 10,

Buckingham Street, Strand) selects children from the 650,000

attending day schools, both voluntary and board, throughout the

metropolis, by means of ladies and gentlemen who are able to take
a friendly interest in the children . The children are sent for a

fortnight to selected country cottages , where they are supervised by

friendly visitors . There they share in the home life of the cottage,

and get a far more close acquaintance with country objects and

pursuits than they would in institutions . The parents are asked to

contribute according to their means, and last year paid £ 5,676,

more than one-third of the cost, which is only just over 12s. 6d . a

head , all expenses of transit and organisation included. During

1891 no less than 25,615 children were sent away for not less than

a fortnight.

The central Collector for the Post Office is Mr. C. H. Bundy, of

the Secretary's Office, in succession to Mr. Freeling Lawrence, who

for years acted in this capacity.

Messrs. w. b. Smith & Son.

OW that so much attention is being called to the duty of the

Post Office in regard to the distribution of newspapers,

Mr. W. M. Ackworth's article on this firm in the English Illustrated

Magazine for August is of special interest .

At a time when mails were despatched from London at night only

the founder of the firm conceived the idea of collecting the news

papers from the publishing houses in the morning and sending them

out by the early morning coaches. Now the trains which start from

Euston and St. Pancras at 5.15 a.m. each carry with them two or

three newspaper sorting vans belonging to this firm — vans which,

except for the absence of “ apparatus,” bear a strong resemblance to

our sorting carriages .

As we mentioned in our April number (p . 133 ) , a discussion as to

whether or not our Department ought to carry newspapers in bulk

was carried on some time ago in the Times, and we notice a strong

family likeness between the views of “ Progress ” as therein expressed

and those now set forth by Mr. Ackworth.

The R. & A. G. 0. up to Date.

HE 20th August, 1892 , will ever be regarded in the annals of

the R. & A. G. O. as a historic day, for it was then that the

long expected revision became an accomplished fact. The office, so

far as the upper element was concerned , stood in much need of

revision . Nothing of the kind had been attempted since 1872 ,

leaving out of account, of course, the occasional small additions to

the staff which the normal growth of the work rendered necessary

from time to time . In 1890 the lower establishment was placed on

the 7 hours' basis , and it was then felt that as the upper establishment

could also not long be exempted from the 7 hours' movement, a

fitting opportunity for re-organization had arrived. For two years

TH
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has this scheme of revision hung over the office, keeping those who

anticipated benefit therefrom in a state of much suspense. When

several vacancies occurred through retirement in the old classes of

principal and first class clerks, and were notfilled up in ordinary

course, it became apparent that a scheme really was afloat and that

the filling up of the vacancies was being delayed in consequence .

Details of the scheme and the consequent appointments are

printed on another page, and it will be seen that the revision is of a

very liberal character. It is not surprising, therefore, that it has

given general satisfaction throughout the office, which can now un

doubtedly hold up its head with most of the other government offices

of account. The post of Receiver and Accountant General is a

most arduous and responsible one, and is certainly not one whit over

paid at £ 1,200 a year, especially if it be borne in mind that that officer

has also the control of the Postal Order System, which is no less

important a branch of the service than the Money Order Office and

gives employment to nearly 400 persons . It is also right that the

status of the upper establishment of the R. & A. G. O. should have

been raised, as has been done. The term " clerk ” has been

abolished for staff appointments, the terms " accountant and

“ examiner ” being substituted . If it be borne in mind that the office

consists of nearly 700 persons, or, including the female branches, of

a total of 1,360 persons, it will readily be allowed that 49 staff

appointments are none too many.

Sliterature Again.

COMPANY called The Stamp Distribution Company, Limited ,

has been formed for the purpose of carrying on the business

of selling postage stamps by automatic delivery. Our readers will

recollect that we gave some account of the system in our issue for

July , 1891. The capital is stated to be £ 150,000, and the prospectus

is roseate but vague . Each machine in use is calculated to bring in

4s. 6d . profit daily, and handsome but unspecified dividends are

promised.

During the time that nine machines were on trial , they sold on an

average 260 books each a day, but it would seem that only 60

were sold during the time when Post Offices are closed ( i.e., from

8 p.m. to 8 a.m.) . Thus the public bought 200 books, each with a

stamp enclosed,from each machine dailyduring the time when they

might have bought stamps at a Post Office.

There can be little doubt that in the vast majority of instances

these 200 books were bought out of curiosity by people who will in

future buy their stamps in the ordinary way at a Post Office. More

over, the nine machines which were on trial for six months were

placed in positions where there was an unusually large traffic , and

their sales cannot be taken to represent the sales which would be

made at each of a thousand boxes . Altogether, the company does

not strike us as a hopeful one, but on the other hand it must beborne

in mind that the chairman is no less a personage than Mr. H.

Heaton, M.P.

A
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Tit Bits from the Bank.

HE Secretary of a Society was asked by the Controller of the

T
following effect :

“ Sir , —The only rules of the · Temperance Society, are

the following :

( 1 ) Signing the Pledge .

( 2) Using a bad language

( 3 ) Dividing the money (together with as much interest as we

can git . )

(4) If any member happens to break any of the first two rules,

she gits nothink. Yours, & c .”

We understand a letter has been sent to the Secretary for more

precise information ; whether the second rule is general in its appli

cation , or is only to be applied to the beverages countenanced by

the Society. In the event of the answer being unsatisfactory, and

the rule having to stand as it is , our readers will be relieved to know

that the application to deposit the funds of the Society will be

refused by the Postmaster-General .

*

A
DEPOSITOR in the Savings Bank was asked for an explana

tion of the omission of her second Christian name from her

marriage certificate . The following is her reply : - “ I beg to state

that I am Sarah Sophia Jenkins. I supose I felt little confused

at the time of my marridge, has I forgot the name Sophia. Will

kindly forward my marridge certifikit has I don't feel myself

without it."

THI

Anotber Snowball.

HE following letter appeared in the Times of the 27th July

last. Our readers will find a reference to a previous case at

page 274 of our first volume .

SIR ,—Some time ago the Bishop of Bedford set rolling what is

known as a “ snowball” letter . His doing so was , I believe, greatly

condemned . In July, 1890 , a copy of it came into the hands of a

young woman , a lady's maid , in an adjoining county to this, who

thereby was moved to start one herself, of which the following is a

verbatim copy ; and a friend of hers, a cook in a residence near her,

undertook to receive the responses :

· Y. W. C. A.

“ Missionary Fund.

66 No. 57

• The harvest truly is plenteous , but the labourers are few .'

“ Will each person who shall receive a copy of this letter help us

in this great work , that the chain may go on unbroken , until the

requirednumbers are received ?
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“ NOTE 1.—You are requested to write two copies of this letter ,

putting the next number to the one on this letter until 4,000 is
reached .

" NOTE 2.-Send the two copies to two friends, asking them to do

the same, and forward this letter, with two stamps, to

66 Miss

(An address is given .)

“ If you are unable to render this small service, please return

this letter to the following address, as it is the only way of knowing
if the chain is broken : - Mrs. H. Westward Ho !

“ Please change this address for your own in your two copies.

We hope each year to continue this work, if God will bless us in our

efforts, so will each contributor remember to whom she sent two

copies, that she may share in this great chain of work and prayer

for the Master ; and shall let her know the result of the year's

work ? ”

The result is that now—two years after the affair was started

( July, 1890)-something approaching 200 letters , each containing

stamps, postal orders, or cheques, are being received daily by the

latter lady. On June 20 last I had an interview with her. She told

me she had received by that morning's post 56 “ snowballs.” Before

I left the second post brought 41 more, and two other posts were to
follow . She told me that the letters sometimes contained postal

orders for one, two, three, and even ten shillings, and that the
um is continually increasing. The lady's maid, whom I also

interviewed, told me that one letter her “friend received contained a

cheque for £ 7 .”

OnMay 16, 1892 , I learned from the Secretary of the Y.W.C. A.

that that Institution , up to that date, had received no money from

the source I have indicated. All the proceeds of the “ snowball

are sent to agentleman in London, whose name, or that of the

Philanthropic Institution to which he is said to be attached, is not to
be found in Kelly's London Directory. So soon as I learned his

whereabout I wrote that gentleman for information for my committee .

At first he replied courteously -- though charily — saying he would

“ be glad to give any particulars.” To the questions—"How much

money do you desire to compass , and, having compassed it , how will

you stop the thousands who will be sending donations and writing to

twice as many more thousands to do the same ?—i.l. , how will you

stop the further progress of the game ? Or do you meditate con

tinuing it during the joint lives of yourself and Miss-- ? ” he

was eloquently silent. He has since refused, very discourteously ,

" to answer anymore of ” my “ questions.” He averred that the lady

and gentleman in whose employ the cook is supervise all the letters

she receives and all she does in the matter. Both the domestics

mentioned deny this , and the lady and gentleman themselves declare

they have nothing whatever to do with it, though “ they have implicit

confidence in their cook's integrity.”

לל

לל
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I would point out the great temptation offered to postmen who

daily deliver shoals of these letters, of the non -delivery of any of

which neither sender nor would-be receiver would have any know

ledge or suspicion .

I have referred to the actors in this matter as lady's maid and

cook out of no disrespect to those ladies, but because I am simply

desirous to elicit an expression of public opinion on what I and my

colleagues deem a very grave matter, without gibbeting them, whom

I believe to be two honest, but very simple-minded, young women .

Personally, I should be only too pleased to publish verb. et lit. the

whole of the long correspondence I have had on this matter, with

names and addresses of all the writers, which could hardly fail to

interest and amuse many of your readers, but would, I fear, be far

too long (important though it be ) to find admittance to your columns.

Apparently not one person in one hundred has any conception of

how rapidly numbers increase by geometrical progression ; the two

young women in question had not. They thought if “ they got

£ 20 or £30 it would be grand,” and they appeared to be fairly

overwhelmed by the result of their venture. They said that when

they started it they “ hoped that everybody asked would comply

with ” their " 6 request,” but had not the remotest idea that, if

all had , by thetimetheir “ snowball ” had reached No. 26 they would

have received nearly £140,000. As some indication of the extent

to which their request is complied with, every one of the five ladies

who received the five “ snowballs ” first brought to the knowledge of

my committee fully complied , each sending stamps, and writing and
posting two letters .

obedient servant,

RoB. CHIPPERFIELD , J.P. , Hon. Sec. ,

Southampton C. O. Society.

Charity Organization Society's Office,

Southampton, July 25 .

לל

I am , Sir , your

THE

The Re-direction Rules.

THE Department is beginning to get into difficulties with regard

to the new rules which govern re-direction , especially as

they affect parcels . An additional rate of postage must now be

paid if a parcel is re-directed , and no exceptions whatever are

allowed.

It thus happens that if a parcel were sent to a well-known firm ,

say in Hull , addressed Hull simply, it would be delivered in all pro

bability without any delay or any special charge, but if the parcel

were sent to the same firm , addressed 10, Brown Street, Hull, and

had to be re-directed to their new address at 12 , Brown Street, it

would be charged another full rate of postage. Or, if, on the other

hand , the sender had made a mistake, and addressed the parcel to

22 , Brown Street, this would be called a mis- direction ; the address

would be altered , and the parcel delivered free of charge. The

trouble involved to the Department in a case of mis-direction is quite
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as great as in a case of re-direction, and yet a charge is levied in one

case and not in the other . It is perhaps easy to justify a charge

of £d . for re-directing a newspaper or a circular ; but it is hard to

justify a charge of is. 6d . for re- directing a parcel , especially if it is

only from one house to the next ,and it would appear to be politic for

the Department to try and modify the new regulations.

Leeds.

E learn from the Leeds Mercury that a meeting has been held

at the Queen's Hotel to consider the questionof forming

a " Post Office Cricket Challenge Cup Competition.” Representa

tives from York, Normanton, Wakefield, Bradford, and Leeds were

present . Mr. Metcalfe ( York ) presided . On the proposition of

Mr. Lockwood (Leeds) it was unanimously decided to establish a

challenge cup , to be called the " Yorkshire Postal and Telegraph

Officials' Cricket Challenge Cup.” A committee of two members

from each office represented was elected, together with Mr. Garnett

(Leeds) , secretary and treasurer. We shall be glad to hear more of

this project, though we hate the word “ Officials ."

Some Popular Delusions.

T is astonishing what a number of fictions about the Post Office

are floating about in the popular mind. There is, for instance,

an idea that a million of old postage stamps is worth £3 , and only
last month someone wrote from a London address to know whether

it was true. He wanted an early reply, of course. That sort of

person always does.

IT

UT the very latest idea , mostly confined to clergymen and

,

AS

post if only the envelopes are left open .

Mail services.

S soon as the accelerated Mail Service to and from the North of

Ireland had been sanctioned , an agitation grew up for an

acceleration of the Mails to and from the South of Ireland , and it is

now announced in the newspapers that the additional money required

for this purpose will be sanctioned .

If the revised service comes into operation the English Night

Mails will arrive at Cork at 11.15 a.m. instead of 11.45 a.m. , and the

Outward Mail will leave Cork at 2.10 p.m. instead of 1.40 p.m. The

journey from London to Cork—a distance of 435 miles by land , and

64 by sea—will thus be accomplished in less than 15 hours, and the

return journey in about 16 hours. One important factor in the pro

posed arrangementsis that on Thursday mornings, when there is an

outgoing American Mail , this Mail will be taken by a special train

to Queenstown in advance of the Mail Train , and , under certain

circumstances, special trains will run at a high rate of speed for the

conveyance of the Homeward American Mails. The people in the
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South of Ireland look upon these arrangements as of vital importance,

especially in view of the announcement which has now been made

that the American Government have accepted the tender of the Inman

Line for the conveyance of the Mails from America to this country,

and the further announcement that the steamers of this company will

work to Southampton instead of to Liverpool after March next.

They are afraid that these alterations may lead to the exclusion of

Ireland from the benefits which arise from the transit of the American

Mails unless an accelerated and special train service between

Kingstown and Queenstown is organised.

*

TH
'HE Post Office is about to appear before the Railway Commis

sioners for the first time, for the purpose of securing a decision

as to the proper payment which should be made to a railway company

for the conveyance of mails .

The special point to be submitted for arbitration is the proper

payment for the conveyance of the Mails between Southampton and

the Channel Islands .

THE

TRegistration tResults .

HE revised system of registration and compensation in

connection with inland postal packets, which came into

operation on the ist June, 1891 , has now been tested for twelve

months, and the results seem to indicate that the arrangements

which were introduced last year rest on a proper financial basis .

Although the number of registered letters dealt with during the

year exceeded 12 millions , and the Department assumed liability for

the payment of compensation, both in the case of loss and damage,

up to a limit of £25 , the total sum expended for compensation

during the twelve months amounted to only £404, or 0-4 per cent.

of the fees received . As regards parcels, to which class of postal

packets the system of registration was extended for the first time

on the same day, 380,000 were registered during the year, and

compensation for loss or damage to the extent of £ 246 was

paid . In view of these results, the Treasury have been asked

to sanction the extension of the limit of compensation from £ 25 to

£ 50, which is the limit adopted from the outset with regard to

parcels passing between this country and India and several of the

Colonies .

As further indicating the great safety which attaches to the present

registration system , it may be interesting to point out that while

during last year over £40,000,000 passed through the post in coin
and notes , in upwards of a million official remittance letters , the

total amount which had to be made good in respect of official

remittances, lost or stolen , during the period was not more than

£25 . It would therefore appear that it would be a perfectly safe

thing for the Department to undertake to grant compensation, in

the case of loss or damage, up to a very much larger amount than
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the modest sum of £50, and thus afford the facilities for the

transmission of letters of high value which have for many years

been afforded by several foreign Post Offices.

The Postmaster-General's Report.

HE 38th Annual Report on the Post Office is nominally

limited to an account of the transactions of the year

1891-1892 , but in effect it brings up the chronicle of Post Office

history to the end of that eventful period which has been practically

coincident with the term of Lord Salisbury's second Administration.

That period has been marked by great changes in the regulations of

the work of the Post Office, and in the conditions of service of most

of its officers, and it is well that there should be some official record

of these changes for the benefit of those who are to come after us ,

although the present report contains little that is not well known to

all who have taken part in the events which it chronicles

There has been the usual increase in the number of letters and

other articles conveyed by post, the total number for the year having

been over 2,716 millions . There are now 19,101 Post Offices open .

The total number of persons employed in Post Office work is about

126,000 . The report records the introduction in November last of

the system of employing Reservists as postmen, the revision of the

pay, &c. , of postmen in August , 1891 , and the increase in the pay

and numbers of the Supervising classes at Provincial Post Offices.

These changes , coupled with the revision of the Sorting and

Telegraph Staffs, both in London and the Provinces , in 1890, make

up the most striking series of changes . ever accomplished in the

condition of the service generally ,

The chief changes in Post Office workrecorded in the report

are the extension and simplification of the Express System , the

amalgamation of the systems of Registration and Insurance of

letters, the increase of facilities for Sunday posting in London, the

abolition of re-direction charges on letters, the introduction of letter

cards, and the adoption of a universal 2 d . rate for Foreign and

Colonial letters. A most satisfactory extension of Savings Bank

business has resulted from the increased facilities given for the

deposit of small sums by school children .

Odds and Ends.

E observe that among other proposals to reform the fran

chise is a suggestion that elections all over the country

should be held on the same day. Those who propose this can have

but little idea of what the consequences must be to our Department.

The enormous increase in correspondence which an election causes

is now spread over several days, and offices which are hard pressed

can obtain assistance from other offices ; but if all polling cards

were posted on the same day a very great strain would be put on the

Post Office. As another paragraph shows, the results on the telegraph
side would be no less serious .

WE
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TH
HE new Postmaster- General has appointed Messrs. A. M. J.

Ogilvie, A. G. Leonard, and E. J. Whetnall as his private

secretaries. Mr. Langton , who has for so many years acted as

private secretary to successive Postmasters -General, now returns to

ordinary duty in the Secretary's office. Mr. Whetnall , who is not

connected with the department, has for some time acted

Mr. Morley's private secretary.

as

*

M
R. H. HIGGS, of the Secretary's Office, who is now well

known as an economist , acted as Honorary Secretary to the

Political Economy section of the British Association at Edinburgh.

Mr. Higgs has also recently been appointed Newmarch Lecturer

in Statistics, at University College, London , a position which has

previously been held by such men as the late Professor Jevons .
*

*

E hope our correspondents everywhere will not omit to send

us copies of their Christmas cards this year, and we do

hope that the L.P.S. will produce a creditable one.

WE

O
UR attention has been drawn to a serious error in the number

of letters delivered at Newcastle-on-Tyne as stated in our last

number. The number of letters for delivery weekly is, it seems ,

468,232 , while the numbers given by us represent the total corres

pondence of all kinds delivered.

We should take this opportunity of adding that the report in which

the incorrect figures were given was taken from a local paper, and

that we have not attempted to verify the figures which appear in

accounts of meetings. When, however , we give figures on our own

account we, as far as possible, take care to ensure their accuracy.
*

IT
T has been dreary work lately reading the press cuttings relating

to the Post Office . Shriek after shriek has arisen about the new

postal orders, and yet the law is as it was , and people are beginning

to find that things go on pretty much as before. After all, news

papers must live even in the silly season , and in default of gigantic

gooseberries and sea-serpents, the Post Office makes a capital subject

for a twaddling attack. It is so safe . As Monsieur Pierre observed

of his rival , T. W. Hance :

“ Il sait que les foulards de soie

Give no retaliating whack

Les gigots morts n'ont pas de quoi

Le plomb don't ever hit you back .”

The trick is soon learnt . Whenever any alteration of the Post

Office rules has been made, a special article appears in the Times

lucidly explaining the object and scope of the change. Having

partially mastered the facts, all that remains to be done is by the aid

of a perverted imagination to conjure up visions of Tory trickery and

official stupidity. Put these on paper and the thing is done. People

read the article, glow with indignation, and go out to find that

everything is as it was .
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Portraits of the following officers are in hand . S. H. Lambton,

( Secretary, Sydney ), Miss Astill , J. Bell, W. Pye, – Ramsey,

P. J. Mosley, F. Oldfield, A. T. Ashwell, T. Hunter , F. H. Knight,

J. Byrne . We shall continue to insert portraits of postmasters along

with those of other officers. We hope also in our next to insert

some portraits of the telegraph staff.

Re-organisation of the Receiver and

Accountant General's Office.

Receiver and Accountant General

Assistant ditto

Chief Clerk

Chief Examiner

Cashier

Principal Bookkeeper

J. J. CARDIN .

P. BENTON.

M. W. KER.

C. A. KING.

J. MITFORD.

F. E. SMITH .

I2 ACCOUNTANTS . 13 ASST. ACCOUNTANTS. 18 EXAMINERS.

Postal Side. Postal Side. Postal Side.

R. Edis. *

H. Howes. *

C. W. Potter. *

R. G. Crafer. *

F. T. Swayne. *

C. Prall. †

J. Wilson. †

J. P. Farre . *

C. E. Gerahty. +

A. Goodwin. f

A. J. Adams. †

E. B. Parlour. f

W. H. Miller. +

E. W. Measor.f

W. D.Hepworth. +

H. J. Dickinson.t

E. Solomon. +

H. A. Davies. I

F. W. Home. I

W. J. Herbert.f

E. B. Graburn.f

R. McLaren.t

J. Hartley.t

G. G. Knott.I

W. D. Diplock. $

R. B. Hughes .I

L. W. B. Maclean. I

C. H. Finch .

H. Duesbury.I

H. D. Lewis.

E. H. J. Frost.I

A. G. Bowie.I

Telegraph Side. Telegraph Side. Telegraph Side.

A. C. Woodward. *

E. W. Chetwynd.

E. G. Richardson. *

L. Incledon. +

L. Barnes. +

A. McLaren. f

W. Scott .f

G. V. Walshe. t

G. Mason. †

E. E. Fowler.f

W. Bradfield .I

* Formerly Principal Clerk.

of First Class Clerk.

Second Division (old 2nd Class) Clerk ,+ >>
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Re-organisation of

the Savings Bank Department.
Controller

Assistant Controller

Sub - Controller ( for Ledger work )

Sub- Controller ( for Examiner's work)

Sub - Controller (for Chief Clerk's work)

Sub-Controller ( for Correspondence)

C. D. LANG.

E. H. POOLE.

S. RISHWORTH.

A. C. WILSON.

A. H. BATEMAN.

I. J. SEALY .

}

14 PRINCIPAL CLERKS. 18 ASST. PRINCIPAL CLKS . 25 FIRST CLASS CLERKS.

C. H. Thompson.

J. A. J. Housden .

W. E. Kearns.

H. E. Carlyle.

E. Hodder.

J. C. Whiting.

C. E. Leal .

W. F. Copeland.

H. Badcock.

J. W. Unwin. I

A. Belcher. I

J. H. R. West. I

Ë. Nops. I

A. H. Sadler. I

V. Shepperd. I

C. W. Treacher. I

J. Williams . I

G. E. White. I

E. H. Daniell. I

J. C. G. Galton.I

W. S. Thomas. I

F. W. Bundy. I

J.C.E. Bridge. I
W. Hill. I

G. R. Everitt . I

H. P. Cox. I

H. A. O'Molony.I
A. T. Woodward. I

H. Waller. I

C. C. Ling. I

H. E. Charlton. I

C. C. Sutch . S

J. Hurley.

W. S. Bolt.

A. H. Thorns.

T. Leach.

W. W. Rishworth.

J. W. Trenery.

R. Browne.

F. Paterson.

H. Headland.

B. Pennington.

F. J. S. Lowe.

J. H. Megson.

H. E. Bayly.

W. E. Gifford .

I. J. Dadd.

H. J. Hancock.

J. A. Parker.

J. Foster.

E. A. Loveday.

R. G. Grene. S

J. Kennett. S

W. F. Lovell. S

G. A. F. Rogers. S

J. C. Palmer. §

W. G. Trinder. S

* Formerly Book -keeper, Examiner, and Chief Clerk for Correspondence,

respectively.

+ Formerly Principal Clerk.

First Class Clerk .

Second Division (old and Class) Clerk.
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Retirements,

NAME, LAST APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Sir T. C. Bruce, R.N.

F. Smith

I. Stephenson

E. Daines

W. L. Lovett

C. H. Johnstone

C. Turle ...

W. Stone

Miss K. M. Sandeman

M. Armitage

T. A. Roberts

Miss A. Whitchurch

J. Hawkins

1873

Supt. of Mail Pkts. , Dover 1864

2nd Cl. Engineer, E.-in -C . Electric Tel. Co., 1860

Mag. Tel. Co. , 1852

Asst. Supt. Ist ci . , c.r.o. 1861*

Prin . Clk. , Circulation Off. M.0.0 . , 1846

Supt . , L.P.S.(Foreign Bch .) 1852

Asst . Supt. , L.P.S.D. 1850

Inspector, L.P.S.D. 1859

2nd Cl. Clk . , S.B.... 1882

Postmr. , Batley

Conway 1852

Postmss., Devizes 1873

Postmr. , Margate ... Clerk, Folkestone , 1846,

Postmr. , Margate, 1861

Postmss . , Market Drayton 1870

Newport, Salop Decr. 1846. Re-apptd . on

death of husband, 1888

Richmond,Surrey 1867

Ripon ...

Postmr. , Westbury 1852

Ast . Supt . , ist. Cl.,Glasgow Mag. Tel. Co. , 1853

Postmss., Nairn 1855

Dromod 1875

Insptr . of Postn . , Dublin ... Postn . Dublin,'42 , Inspt.'58.

...

Miss F. Sillitoe

Mrs. M. J. Norris

1857

Mrs. P. Brooks .

Miss E. Procter ...

J. Eyers

A. Scott ...

Miss M. Mackintosh

Miss M. L. Brady

D. Ogden

Deaths.

NAME, LAST APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

T. Hussey

R. Teare

J. F. Street

T. Sargent

F. H. Griffiths

J. B. Hawkins

E. S. Smith

Postmtr. , Honiton 1868

Kings Lynn Clerk , Liverpool, 1854.

Pmr., King's Lynn, '71

Poole 1874

Ist Class Examiner, R.L.ö. 1853
2nd Div. Clk . , S. B. Boy Clerk, 1870

Inspector, L.P.S.D. 1856

1887...
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POSTMASTER -GENERAL — THE RIGHT HON. ARNOLD MORLEY.

Date of Patent, 19 Aug., 1892 .

Postmasters Appointed.

NAME. APPOINTED TO . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

W. Page

W. G. Young

J. Haynes ...

C. F. Snellgrove

J. Airey

:
:
:
:

H. Thompson ...

.
.

W. Walker ...

J. W. Hilton

P. Lanigan ...

W. N. Cooper

W. Pye

:
:
:

Postr . ,

R. W. Johnston ...

J. H. Osborne

T. Jepson

Mrs. M. Sinclair

J. R. Syvret

Miss E. Wheldon

J. McKenzie

J. S. Ilsley .

Attleborough S. C. & T., Attleborough , 1885.

Biggleswade ... 1868 , 1st Cl . Asst . , R. L.O., 1884 .

Blackpool Elec. Tel . Co. , 1855.

Brackley 1868, Messgr. Sec.'s Office, 1880.

Bromsgrove Tel., Windermere,’74. Chf. Clk .,

Workington , '91.

Bury , Lanc. E. T. Co. , '54. ist Cl . Asst . Supt ..

( Tels.), Edinburgh, '91 .

Conway... Elec. Tel. Co., 1866 .

Doncaster
Mag. T. Co. , 1854. Asst . Supt . , Ist

Cl., Manchester, '90.

Donegal S. C. & T. , Ballymena, 1871 .

Esher

Great Yarmouth Clk . , Cheltenham , 1856.

Wakefield , 1886 .

Hastings C. D. , 1861. Cont . Spel . Arrange

ments, 1870. Postr., E.C., 1878 ;

N.W., 1882 ; W. D. O. , 1887 ;.

Manchstr.,1888. Pensd ., 1892.

Hemel Hempstead S. C. & T., Hemel Hempstead , '86 .

Hyde Mag. Tel. Co. , '67 . Cik ., Leeds, 'go.

Jedburgh Tel., Edinboro' , 1878.

Jersey Clerk , Jersey , '68. Ch . Clk . , '81 .

Leigh S. C. & T. , Scarborough, 1869.

Lochmaddy S. C. & T. , Peterhead, 1876 .

Maidenhead . G. W. R. Co., '61 . E. T. Co. , '65 .

2nd Cl. Engineer , '83.

Market Drayton Elec. Tel . Co. , '65 . S. C. & T.,

Macclesfield , '73 .
Nairn

Telegst . , Glasgow, 1870.

Nantwich E.T.Co.,'66. Clk. , Rotherham , '91 .

Newcastle (Staff.) .. | S. C. , Bath, '59. Postr ., Broms

Poole 1857, Postmr. , Sheerness, 1889.

Portree S. C. & T. , Wick , '84. Postr. ,

Lochmaddy, '91 .
Portrush Postmss., Carrickfergus, 1883.

Ripon U. K. Tel . Co. , 1865. Clk. ( Tels.),

Manchester, 1890.

J. Armitt

.
.
.

.
.
.H. Brown

J. W. Baker

W. C. A. Comber
3

grove, '80 .

G. Wood

J. Macleod ...

Miss J. W. Percy

H. Burdon ... ...

.
.
.
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Promotions.

NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

...

.
.
.

A. E. Chambre Prin. Clerk, Upper Sec. S.O. , 1847 ; Pensioned, 1878 ,

Secretary's Office Re-appointed, 1886

A. M. Shaw S. B. , 1865 ; S.O. , 1866

T. Eardley-Wilmot Prin. Clerk , Lower Sec.

Secretary's Office R.A.G.O. , 1870 ; S.O., 1870

C. F. Cartwright S.B. , '65 ; M.O.O.,'66 ; S.O., 70

C. H. Bundy S.B., '64 ; C.D. , '65 ; S.O., '70

Comdr.C.B.Neate, R.N. Supt. of Mail Pks . , Dover
W. Robson

2nd Cl . Engnr.,E.in C.O. U.K.T. Co. , 1865

T. M. Riddell Tel., Newcastle-on - Tyne, '78;

E. -in-C . Office, 1891

E. T. Titterington Tel.,L’pool, 73 ; E. -in-C.O.'78

W. Moon Tel.,Bristol,'76 ; E. -in -C.O.'86

J. W. Robinson E.T. Co. , 1868 ; E.-in - C ,0.85

F. Pennymore E.T. Co. , 1869 ; E. -in -C.O.'89

H. S. T. Bell Tel. , Belfast, 75 ; E.-in-C.O.:87

G. Stephenson Tel.,Glasgw .,'81; E - in - C.O .85

H. A. Cheel 2nd Cl.Examr.,C.of s.o. Tel., C.T.O.,1883

H. Shramm Tel . , E.D.O.'83 ; C. of S.O.'89

H. Sparkes Tel., C.T.O .,'86 ; C. ofS.O.'92

E. T. Gillett
Tel., S.W.D.O., 1885 ; C. of

S.O. , 1892

A. Dell Tel . C.T.O. , 1881

C. Ward Tel.,W.D.O .,'85; C.of S.O.'89

W. A. Rylands Supervisor," C. of S.O.... Elec. Tel. Co., 1861 ; C.of
S.O. , 1880

G. C. Newbury ... Superintendent, C.T.O.. Brit. Elec. Co. , 1854 ; U.K.T

Co. , 1866

E. J. Bullock Asst. Supt . , C.T.O. 1870

J. Baker 2nd Cl. Ast. Supt . , C.T.O Electric Tel . Co., 1850
C. W. Heraud

Supt. L.P.S.D. (For. Br. ) 1847

W. Moran Asst. Supt. 1860

P. B. Stevens Ist Cl . Clk . 1864

J. R. R. Elliott Inspr.-in - Chge., L.P.S.D. Mag. Tel. Co.,1861
G. H. Elliot Inspr.-in -Chge. (Lr. Sec), Electric Tel . Co. , 1853

L.P.S.D.

S. W. Lloyd Inspector, L.P.S.D. 1871

H. R. Blumsum 1870

B. Pitt Chf. Cik . , W.C.D.O. 1866

C. A. Wheeler Clk. , W.C.D.O. Overseer of Tel.Messgrs., '87

Clk ., S.E.D.O., 1892

C. Davis... Inspector, W.C.D.O. 1866

S. Leddra Supervisor (Lower Sec.) 1863

W.C.D.O.

H. E. Anderson Chf. Clk . , E.D.O. Mag. Tel. Co. , 1862

J. H. Marriott Chf. Clk. , N. D.O. Electric Tel. Co. , 1867

E. F. Page Chf. Cik . , N.W.D.O. Clk. , N.W.D.O. , 1873

H. Burr Clk. , R.L.O. Clk. , 2nd Div. , R.A.G.O. , '85

J. W. Schofield O.D.O. Customs,'83 ; Clk . 2nd

Div. , R.A.G.O., 1888

R. E. Brooks Boy Clk ., S.B. , 1886 ; Clk. 2nd

Div. , R.A.G.O. , 1890

W. G. Green Boy Clk . , S.B. , 1886 ; Člk . 2nd

Div. , R.A.G.O. , 1890

A. K. Chalk Boy Clk ., M.0.0 ., 1889 ; Clk.

2nd Div. , M.O.O. , 1891

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

:
:

:
:

:
:
:
:

>

.
.
.

.
.
.

>> .
.
.

.
.
.

2, .
.
.

.
.
.

,
,

.
.
.
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EDINBURGH.

NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

D. Irons ...

G. W. Young

J. Webster

F. Holloway

W. Craik

:
:
:
:
:

Prin. Clk. , Acct. Office.. 1864

1865

1870

2nd Ći . Asst. Supt.( Tels.) U.K.T. Co., 1860
Electric Tel. Co. , 1867

DUBLIN.

R. C. Day, M.A.

P. F. Duffy

W. Hiron

P. J. Curran

Chf. Clk. Secretary's Off. S.O., London, 1877

& Inspct . of Mails

Superintendent ( Telghs.) Mag. Tel. Co., 1858

Ist Cl. Asst . Supt . (Tels.) Electric Tel. Co. , 1869

2nd Cl. Asst . Supt.( Tels .) 1870

:
:
:

:
:
:

Provincial Clerkships, & c.

NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

W. H. Sparkes

F. Spencer

J. Tong

.
.
.

Superintendent ( Postal) S. C. & Telgst., 1875 .

Birmingham

2nd Cl. Asst. Superindt. , S. C. & Telgst. , 1881 .

Birmingham

Chf. Clk ., Blackpool S.C. & T., Shrewsbury, 1880.

Clk ., Wrexham, 1987 .

Chief Superindt. 1851, Manchester.

Superintendent. 1838 ,

Asst. Supt . IstCI.
( Postal)

1846,
Man

1852,

J. F. Moore

D. Mair

F. S. Joy

H. Hartley

G. Harris

W. Leahair

J. W. Beswick

i
i

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

2nd,

chester. 1856,

1840,

Elec: Tel. Co., 1837Ist
(Tels. )

Manchester

2nd ,T. Hayes

P. le Marinel

W. Westbrook

J. Kirby
A. H. Edwards

G. Parrington

L. Goodeve

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Chief Clerk, Jersey Tel . , 1870. Tel. Super . , 1889.

Chief Clerk, Maidenhead.. 1870.

Chief Clerk, Preston S.C. & Telgst. , 1874.

Supt. ( Postal), Preston 1877.

Asst.Supt. (Postal), Preston 1873.

Chf. Clk .,Richmond, Surrey Tel., 1874. Clerk, 1887.
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TO OUR READERS.

AST year we stated that if our readers would increase our circulation

we would enlarge the magazine. The response was liberal, and in

consequence we have this year been able to give 360 pages of

printed matter as against 288 , while we have increased the number

of portraits from 1 to 41 , and of other illustrations from 10 to
28 . The accounts (which, after being duly audited , will be

published in our next number) will show how we have spent the increased income

which has been placed at our command . The balance in hand, however, will be

very small.

We now propose to continue the magazine for another year, and we invite our

readers , all over the world, to send us in their subscriptions at once, as the size of

the next issue and the number of illustrations must depend on the amount of

money received by the beginning of December next . Any falling off in the number

of subscriptions must necessarily lead to some curtailment, while on the other

hand an increased number of subscribers will enable us to still further enlarge and

improve the magazine.

Our readers will please note :

I. That the next number ( No. 9) will appear on the ist January as usual.

II . That no further application for subscriptions will be made.

III. That with a view of saving trouble and expense, it will be better (where

possible) that one Officer should order, receive and distribute the magazines for
each office.

IV. That a subscription form though useful is not essential. If, therefore,

anyone wishes to subscribe, but has no form , heshould not apply fora form , but

should merely send up the money together with his name and address clearly
written.

V. That payment must in all cases accompany an order. Chequesand Postal

Orders should be made payable to F. J. Beckley, and should in all cases be

crossed London and Midland Bank , Newgate Street, E.C.

VI. That in addition to money, we require help in the shape of articles on

Post Office subjects, long or short notes, cuttings, photographs, drawings, or in

fact anything of interest relating to Post Office mattersin any country . Any

documents entrusted to our care will be carefully treated and returned in due

course to the owner.

TO OUR NEW ZEALAND SUBSCRIBERS.

As 41- each was collected from our New Zealand friends last year , we shall

send them No. 9 ( Part I. of Vol. III.) without charge, and as far as they are

concerned 2/- each will cover the subscription for Vol . III.
that it would be convenient subscriptions were sent in batches, and if the

magazines could be sent out from England in the same way. No deductions can

be allowed for postage or commission on orders.

TO OUR COLONIAL FRIENDS.

In some few cases it will be impossible for subscriptions to reach us by the

time mentioned above, but we shall make allowance for this in ordering the

number of copies required , and will endeavour to have a supply in hand.

Our magazine now circulates in The Cape of Good Hope, Natal, British

Bechuanaland , Constantinople, Egypt , Malta , Mauritius, Accra, New Zealand,

New South Wales, Victoria, Straits Settlements, Bermuda, Barbadoes,

Trinidad , British Guiana, and Canada. We hope to print in our next issue a

portrait of the Secretary of the Post Office in one of our Colonies, and shall

continue from time to time to give accounts of interesting postal and telegraphic

events in these Colonies. Wetrust, therefore, that our Colonial readers will not

forget to send us annual reports, photographs , &c.

We would suggest

For Back Numbers, Binding, & * c ., see page 3 of cover .
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RETURN TO the circulation desk of any

University of California Library

or to the

NORTHERN REGIONAL LIBRARY FACILITY

Bldg . 400 , Richmond Field Station

University of California

Richmond , CA 94804-4698

?

ALL BOOKS MAY BE RECALLED AFTER 7 DAYS

2- month loans may be renewed by calling

(510) 642-6753

1 -year loans may be recharged by bringing books

to NRLF

Renewals and recharges may be made 4 days

prior to due date

DUE AS STAMPED BELOW

FEB 2 8 1997

20,000 (4/94)
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